misconduct, neglect of duty, physical or mental incapacity, actions involving
moral turpitude, violation of the terms of this agreement or ACCS policy, or any
conduct not in keeping with the Pa. Department of Education or conduct tending
to reflect discredit upon the school or tending to impair the TEACHER'S
usefulness in his capacity as a teacher.
6.

The SCHOOL employs the TEACHER as an employee of the SCHOOL at a
salary and benefits in accordance with addendum # 1. Salary payments shall begin
August 31, 2002. Teachers will paid on a biweekly basis, every other Friday.

7.

It is agreed that the conditions of this contract shall only be changed by mutual

written
agreement of the TEACHER and the SCHOOL. This is the sole agreement
between the
parties and no other representations, be they oral or written, are binding between
the parties.
Pennsylvania law shall govern this agreement in its performance and
interpretation.
AGREED:

(Signature ofTEACHER)

(Date)

(Signature of ADMINISTRATOR)

(Date)

AGREED:

Addendum # 1 To Contract
for
Teacher Name
Salary & Benefits - School Year 20014
Salary: The SCHOOL employs the TEACHER at an annual salary of $xx,xxx.xx payable over
twelve
months at the rate of $x,xxx.xx per month.
Salary payments shall be made biweekly commencing on _ _ _ _ _ _.2014.
Annual review and raise 251

Benefits:
The SCHOOL will provide group health and dental plans. The SCHOOL will
contribute up to $000.00 per month toward the premium of the health plan. The TEACHER will
provide the remainder of the health plan premium for the coverage chosen by the TEACHER.
The dental plan is available to the TEACHER only if he elects to receive the health plan benefit.
The SCHOOL will contribute the entire dental plan premium for the TEACHER alone. The
TEACHER will provide the remainder of the dental plan premium for the coverage chosen by
the TEACHER if spouse or dependent coverage is elected.
The TEACHER will also participate in long and short term disability and life insurance. The
SCHOOL belongs to PSERS, an investment program which allows the TEACHER to participate
in the state retirement plan. The SCHOOL provides the attached list of holidays.

(Signature ofTEACHER)

(Date)

(Signature of ADMINISTRATOR)

(Date)

G. Attach an official clearance statement regarding child injury or abuse from the
Department ofPublic Welfare as required by 23 Pa. C.S. Chapter 63 subchapter C. 2
(relating to background checks for employment in schools) for all individuals who shall
have direct contact with students. Direct contact includes contact through any electronic
means.
See attached clearances for Founders
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Penm:d•'ama State Police
t:oo El.-:cb:z .a.....-::;r.:;::
lJ::c:i:rb.c:,. ~.·h:i:.171~(1

Response for Criminal &rord Check

SD-:EELLEN STI\'ER
7311 COOLSPRLl'oiG ROAD

TELEPHO~"E

1. ~~\'ll.LE
PA U7S4
..·····

(314) 270-1020

'"""""-""'-··········

TO 'WHOM IT U4Y CO!\C'ER."i:

THE PE:l11NS1:"L \"A!'I"'A STATE POLICE DOES HEREBY CERTIFY THAT:
Sti.Vi!!:S~.l-:!

Name:
Date ofBirth:
Social SectL>ity #;
Sex:

09!20/

F
f.'ihlti!
05;31:'2012 03:55 P:M

Date ofRequ~t:

Education

Pu..']lo~e ofReques~

?>.iaidenNI!llle Sl!dior Alia! (1)
(3)

lirueniligier,Sue ellen

(2 )riley, Sue
(4)
....... H..o\S N'O CRThfLI"i"AL RECORD IN PENNSYL VAI';"'A BASED Or> A CHECK BASED ON
THE .ABOl'E IDE!'II--riFIERS- REFER TO CON'TROL #R90716.tl ........
'l'F.£ RESPONSE IS BASED ON A Co:!>.IPARISON OF DATA PR0\'1Di>D BY THE RE.QUES:TER
AG)•.!-:N'ST INFOF.MATION CONT.!i.Thi"ED IN THE FILES OF THE PE.NNS1:'1. V_oLl»"'IA S'f_.!,.TE
POLiCE CE..l\lTR.4L REPOSITORY ONLY. PLEASE CONFlPJo.,I IDE..l\l'TIFIERS ~R01.1DED.
POSIT!".~ IDENTIFICATION C..U."NOT BE M,!o.DE WITHOUT FINGERPRINTS THE
PE}.l'NS1"L V}t..."UA STATE POUCE RESPON£.E DOES NOT PRECLUDE THE EXISTENCE OF
CRn.JI:N'_U RECORDS, 'WHICH :t..fiGHT BE CONTAINED IN THE REPOSITORIES OF OTHER
LOC.U., STATE, OR FEDEKU CRThiDLU JUSTiCE AGENCIES.
'l'F..E Th.!'FORM•.lo.TION O)l' THIS CERTIFIC •.:..TION FORM C.-UJ BE V_~.LIDATED BY ACCESS!)l'C;
'l'F..E PE:0lNSYLi.c_o\.!."JJA ACCESS TO CRIM'iNAL HISTORY (PATCH) RECORD CHECK STATUS
!>CREE..l\l bttps:·'.'epar£h.;.ute.p-a.1isiRCSmtusSeardt.j;p) .!o..ND S1JB11ITTING A STATUS CHECK
REQUEST TH..lo.T CONT.4..TNS THE FOLLO~'ING- SUBmCTS NAME (,EX.!o..CTL Y AS INITLo!o.LL Y
E..NTERED), CONTROL Nt.r!o,!BER .4..1\)"D DATE OF REQUEST. PATCH ',lo1I.L FIND A_"ill
DISPLAY THE CORP..ESP0l-i1)ING RECORD CHECK REQUEST. DETAJ!LS ON THE REQlrEST
C.4..1\l' BE "\.;"JE1,\1ED BY CUC:Kr-JG ON TF•.E CONTROL NlJhl.BER. YOU 'i.\<'ILL BE ABLE TO
1,'ERIFY IF THIS REQUEST ~/AS SENT OUT AS A NO RECORD OR RECORD RESPONSE BY
THE. ~"NS1:"L'F.4..'\JL.!t. STATE POLICE.
QUESTIONS CO:iCER.l\l'ING THIS CRTh!IN.U RECORD CHECK SHOll"lD BE D!RECTED TO
TI-::E PATCH HELP Ini"E TOll FREE AT 1-888-Ql}ERY-PA (1-!!&8-783-7972).
Certifil!d b>:

~

.

Lientel!lant Kl!\in J. Dl!skie'll·icz, Director
Cr!:mfual Recards lUI.d IdeJLtific:ation Di1iBIDI!.
P~ylva;ll;; S<Ete. Poike

DIS.SEMJiNATED BY: SYSTEM
05/31/2012
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Pennsylvania State Police
Response for Criminal Record Check

R.EG1NA Dl.JAANTI:
100 GR,ANDV'H!W Rl:l

A.FII;lM!OR!: PA 1!1003
TO WI-IOM r'f MAY CONCeRN:

Nam,e! Llur~~\:c-A~..:l~J;~~a

Oate- o.f BErth.: 05.121it·fie:
l!ltloCI!II St!:,fui'if\1 #:
S<!o<: F
WhiW

iJlA~'

Ol!lte of R'"'IUE!st:

OE,,•l:!./2,~13

02: 53

H~

Pu-rpose of Aequ~stz Er:ipir:•yml."1:tt
llllJiti'l:m lllillriP <11'119! !!<r Alll!ll

t lJ IJ.!'!II ,~,v.;,f.!Ml"'~
f"'}

[2l
(1j

"•" HI\~ 1'1~ 'ON Hlflhl. l'li'CO'iifha il'l l'iflt.WYIIIVA11il:"" lii:A!ii:Qo l)h: lilJtl !C(K: lll'l31t0 ON nm
ABCJ't.t£ I'DENTJFTER~ ... Rlfi.liiw;lt Ttl t"'''1N"'fl:l"tu ~liitn~::;nit..:a;n • ~.•

Td E RESPDt11SE 1$ f:A.S<:O ON A ~GI'~PI\RlSON Of r:iAV• !OP.Ov;OE;-Q E!-'>' THE R!:q.Ji5TER t..C-AZNS I
UiPU~,<lll.IJU~ LUI'<! "l''l!!LJ llQ m;;,; ~I._"':;; lJI- lHI: I-'I:Pm::.I'LvAI4!J\. J.t,!.,li: f:ltlL!f~ e!!k'!'Ml
~;~PDSJTORY 0-'i_Y, P',J:,~S-t: COttF'l~U··i lDE.f•trlFJER:S P~O;._,•fb~. Pr;!:iT7"~~f 1T1;=:l'J"'7iF1r'~"fTI"''N f"'.!.t·J<'U'Y>

tit:

MO.DE WtTYOUT Crt<GERPRffl1'S Tr!E l',;rU\15YLViV;to\ STATE f'OL!C!E R!1$Pt)fi;$il:!' DOES NOT

~}t[f:U.JO~ '1'1-!~ I!:!<!S,i!:NCE Or c<.:f~H<AL ;:;_~P,.!::S;. WHlC-l ''11GH'7 e,;; CONT.\JNEO IN lHc
'\E~'OS:TOFUES OF OTHER L0Ct.J,,. Sl'~.TE. OR FE'DEAA:.•CR!MlNAt l:JSH!"::" .O.!"<FI.t'"TF<;
1Hc lNFC'k\MAHOt\' otoi "'HlS Cf.li:7li'JO\T£0N FORM C.lli\l !!~ •JAlHJATFfl P.V arrF<:,o:;tiJG Ti.!~
;•i;;Hr·l:;>'lt,;~'""'4 !,0, ACCt;S S
J;,iU!'flN,O,t HiSTOR'~ ( FATCrl} RE:CDil.O CitOCK STA'L.S SC~H '<
htto~:.'fenn:-ch.:=;t;:g~ . .n~ H.;..~'P.C"~l"-Atll.;;·:..,.~,.rn t=ri .tlfJT"' E;:!l~Mr::-::" 1 !'.1r;: t. fr","',,. 1s''W ~-t'i•k f\fi'E('i:HiitT TJir"'t7'
c:~NT.O,:t..:s 1~S-FC·~._LOV,i~f·iG ~ SUBJECTS .~t~MF, tEx~,C"'"LY AS JNmtt~l.lY Et.. TF-~ED),- COr·rn::_G-;_
r>ur•·ocrt ,fl;f~D. mn;: Gi' !\I'Qi;E!;i 1-'llJLR 'lJLL rli~U .U.I'i.lJ lJlb~'l.<l,V I H W!.U!I:.!of.IQ~Jtli~I(J 9f!'?)~~J~•
CHS(:K Ht:(.[.J~. DE1.~:t.S <)~ Tt:tE-~"0::nA:S'1' c,.:.,t-._ BE ·,..·rE'~oYEO BY CUCK!NC f!.,\1 THF rn~.. Tc;rn
t>Lf·HlE'IL 'n')u '>\'lLt Bt ... 5LE TO llER!fY tF Tl•::~ ~!:Ql,E:ST W~ SENT OUT .!,SA NC!~<E:CORD OR
R~C:VI\D R~!WOI>SE 5'1 1!1E f'Fr<1·•SI'I_\<-'.I'J!A 0.<~ I'= fJUUi::l!.

ro

OI;E57~0r-JS CO~~CERN3t\IG

r.ELP C.fv£ T'OU_...

r~t:b

A!

TH1S Cfl:lM~N;.:. RFJo:tn r_.,;::rk< ~H--fll_i~ D

R..;! :-,J~O'ECt TO

Thi: ~A'rCH

ia.S88~QJERY~::J-A (l·f*.i;.·-JS·~~"7S:t72:•

Cc: r1ifiEld by.:

DJS:St:;r..;nv~.7'ED EP;':

a6n;;t2P13
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e~nau,;,.&-ffiOQ!Ohr

ertrmnllll v.mcrlkn thdf
jJ.O.Du1111ll:J

r'"llt·""""'.irt.Cto.XI1tl&o'!o ~r.:..m:Jt

.Ptir'HUtm

~l;lura,P"A111IlS-ia5:!f

,... ~~t~lW.m1

iitfi tYuv.X ?ii"~ ili•t
TCN: DP'l'\lt'l!l560116
\'our rodmnl Burooll of ln.-c>~ga1icn tiDH l1ngcrDrint !Joooc! rcoord cfloolt hoJ been proooJcd
in &>Xodt!nlCl> l'iilh P,"l:ilic Law 92·544 lind th~7 Chii:t Prot!>l;liw SQ~ Law (Tltl-. 2"3, Pa C.S.
Ci'wpW 63} Th!!> fQilowjp,g 1"&11141 f!I<Sun ol .vour 1'e<IIBrai crlmlnal hi91o!y bsoekgrooflll2 check
~Hi

A'f

.M/1"~{·"1!

(X]

NO ~COFIC EXISTS

[]

!'l!I:'Q!i!:f!iQ gx•m. t<Jt co<wic.1lc>n(s) doo8 not proruoo hire it1 a c1!il&&~ po~ili<m

u

RECORD l'ilCISTS, toe~~ ro OO'l~i~(.s) Is .si¥.J'.on. This doe!! POt ptOhll)it hire irt a
dlilooafe posHH>!I a!Y.xl<diltg i!o lh~> ChlO;l Pn;itooli..-e S.,.-.•.~.;.>Bs law~

0

ui!OUII.E.II'll-'11.1 tUN ~ iH~rt:~ ~.:1~1~ .tM ~AIM 11 ecr.•~~:~e.l\lsf
as .{trbt•ndsl<>r
denl'irlll ~oymenl ir1 a chikb!re p.:>Si!i:;:n a=tf,.,g t>Q 1~ Child PrOleclil•e Se.n.!ces

"r;cording to f~ Quid P~e S<!l'\>ices Law;

w.a.!

t.aw
II iOO a Fe quBd'ionlog II'><! a~X<~r&~'f cl thl~ m~poo~W, !iease sutmt COLI!l tiOOumeflls, lo suppor1
)'<lJ,u PI'M'ilion, 'l'oo may requee1 a ropY· or yo~r «HXirr.l lrQm one :;ear foliO'N'Ilg receiptci!
118flllcali0ro b~ makil'lif a ·Nti~n Nlq\Ji'SI b.., 1h& &jdressllatad aoo-.-a. 1\JlpUta".!$ "''~ r~tliro;tdlo
pi"J.<O:ie lhio. '-'l>lithll!iQn ~ 1he prospe.~liye errlpl<:yar imm<>diat.,ly up~., lf903ip1,
Sincar<~ly;

:4~

T(lrry l, Clark, DirllC!Or
DMsiol'! ol Ope.aiions ood Qua.~ty ManagM'l!lnl
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Response for Criminal Record Check

llilECK'f M l'tDIBiLE
:s? :~, "' ..-~omo~o~ ST

SALJ!lM TOWNSHIP
Gm!ENS8UIW IPA
1'0 WHOM liT MAY

1.5601~:SS81J

CONCERN~

1MI! Pl!!NNS"YLVJ\NIA. STATE POI.:IDC<l:i OOE"S iHE"R£JS,Y CE.R1'1F'!f T!'-'1' 7 •
l'iiEIYrnlH
bat~ of Birtnt

f4bb!I:!/~CkV ~'»~

D5l1Z.'i9

~11111 S~;curibv

.N ~
S!;!x: F
Raee-: Wllite
Dilt~ ~;~If ~qw:rtr l)l'/u:;;c,,·2Cil2 OO:'io7lJ>l
Purpo:le of Reque!!lt: E<npi!Yy<Ti'.mt
Maiile·lii !Name and/or Aliia~> fl,)!i:gph<J.'ft,.e.cck~· M

(3)

'

(2}

(4)

*"*HAS NO C:RJM:JN\1\L R!iCO., IN P.E:NNSYL'I/A.I'HA &A!!iED ON A CH!ECK BASEilOH ,....~; Al!ili}V!

fJb:I!N'f'fl!H!ft!- MF!ft'TO ·f.OINTMt !6!~:1.800&6

*'"'*

fHg t'ufS.l'OtiSe 1:; BASED ON A 0..."1-iR"ftlSOtf OF QAT A POOVlDEO ['J:'( '!HI;: RBJUI;l$1 fll( AGAiNST
INFOR.M,o),TJ~ o;:;~ Ah!'EO £II! THE I'UJ;S (li! "tHE l>lilti'MS'IIWANJA STAT:Z:: POUCE CENTRAL
!l'EP05ITOR'f O."'L'i, l"tEAS:f GONFJ~ ir;lF,;M'lP~~R$ PR()VJOG,u P('<;rr:r•n= lnl=l<l'l'r~<·rr.i!.TrnrJ r:.NNn"J
ffii MA~JIZ \IIJf'il-()tff FlNt>f!;RPRf.~T.S HIE PE'Nr..S'r'a.W~'N~A STATE p(.lllCE ~'SPOI1Sf: ofJE~ NOT
'i¥l..E1C\,UO!E' TH€ E>.'J.5TBNCE QF C'Rll'-1iNAL RECOi<DS, 'oVHtcH ~11GHf .Bl: CONT.!,JN!!.{s !N Tt€
<IEPOSITORLES Cf' Q"i'HER LOCAL... 5T ATE. OR rEDff!.At trm-tff{.l\il JIJS1l"[CJ; A(..I;:I\'C£E5..
Thf: JNFORIMATlON ON TtllS CER.TJf~O\TIOc'll FORI'1 CAN BEVAUr::'ATI!:D f>"{ A(:(:f:i$SfN.G THE
q:NNSYUi.l.r\llA ol'!t::;f.:E55 !<) CRJ;M!NAt Kl$f(~~- (I"ATCHJ !llECQRD CHECK SH•.Tl5 SCREE:f\1
ntt;>!!<:/.,'>!!pl5tC::Jo.;:,;tal~.pa.US-/RCSfa~uii.~at(.h ..J:;~;j A,ND Sl"EMITT[r4G .A. STATUS ~;::JHff,..~ M~QU!!JS.T Hii\T
CONT.AJNS 'THE FOLLQ"WlNG • SUOJEll'S NAM!11f;;X.O,C'fb'r' A$ TNfTlAlL'i ENT!Efi.ED), CONTRO'~
NU!"li:!ER Ar>l!J DAn:: OF li!!;:QUtiST. PATCH !J!iiLL F'lNO .AND DESPLAY TI'!E CO~ScPONDJNG lf!J'!C()ii.O'
CI-'~CK lVEQ!.JfST. ~:leT IJJI~<> ()!II HIE REQ,JEST (AN Be '\/lEW ED 5';t ·CUCKiNG ON ; H.F.' tetHl~'tOL
1\!Uf•l!:!ER. YTM \'1/IH BE .4BlE TO VERIFY JF THiS REQUEST WAS,SE'l'IT OUf AS ANO AfiCO!lD OR
~CORD RESPONSE BY T<'iE PENNSYLVA.~UA. STATE ~;OIJCE.
QUE!S1l0NS CONCERN1NG cHJS CR!tHNI<.t RECORD CtiEO: st-:J;)\JL(.! ~ l)f~!;C'fl'.'i:) TO 'f.tiE p},i'CH HELP
UJ~E ro!Ji'=~, FR.fi'!o: AI l-:!l~S-(J.I.Jitll:Y-1>1\ (l.-813ti!-7BJ-797.2}.
Certified by•

DISSE!'-1ll'li'i1EO BY i 5l' 5'1'~~1
Oi'/(IZ/2Gl :2
t"'M""nir'II~J ~,-nii"PPo;: ~,...F\! 'FA~··•·Hf'C.·t.;,;jri._•~--'t lr~uAc:;:§, ... 1
tf.t~·--~~-Ut :•.bt:£.pa.~~>'Ri,~.;;:>.:.<t~!Y::J·«·a:(.q;':.f.aC·'EY<I':tJ.Jrt.i,~"': 1 (!ji.J;!DR!h='-.la'\~~~ty~"JtFW~""liZ:l~H')&r~·:-N.'Itt:D
r
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BACKGROUND CHECKS FOR EMPLOYMENT IN SCHOOLS
Enactment. Subchapter C.2 was added December 16, 1994, P.L.1292, No.151, effective July 1,
1996.
(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), an administrator shall require each applicant to
submit an official clearance statement obtained from the department within the immediately
preceding year as to whether the applicant is named as the perpetrator of an indicated or a
founded report or is named as the individual responsible for injury or abuse in an indicated report
for school employee or a founded report for school employee.

(2) The official clearance statement under paragraph (1) shall not be required for an
applicant who:
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(i) transfers from one position as a school employee to another position as a school
employee of the same school district or of the same organization; and
(ii) has, prior to the transfer, already obtained the official clearance statement under
paragraph (1 ).
(b) Grounds for denying employment--Except as provided in section 6356 (relating to
exceptions), an administrator shall not hire an applicant if the department verifies that the
applicant is named as the perpetrator of a founded report or is named as the individual
responsible for injury or abuse in a founded report for school employee. No individual who is a
school employee on the effective date of this subchapter shall be required to obtain an official
clearance statement under subsection (a)(l) as a condition of continued employment.

H. What procedures have been developed, through research ofNCLB guidelines, that ensure
the hiring of certified, highly qualified teachers and other professional staff?
Explanation: Establish high professional standards for teachers and other staff; commitment to
professional development ofstaff; and working conditions and compensation packages that will
attract and retain quality staff as per compliance with labor laws.
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V. ADMINISTRATION (Cont.)
4. Code of Conduct:
A. Discuss any rules or guidelines governing student behavior.
Students are expected to follow all school policies regarding interactions with fellow students
and teachers, technology, plagiarism, and classroom and communication etiquette.
Students who violate the policies and rules will be subject to disciplinary actions,
including but not limited to loss of privileges, loss of ability to attend school functions
(field trips), suspension, removal from group instruction and other disciplinary actions
appropriately set forth by the Administration of Acclaim.
SEE STUDENT CODE OF CONDUCT BELOW:
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Acclaim Cyber Charter School
786 Coolspring Road
Worthville, PA. 15784

STUDENT CODE OF CONDUCT POLICY
The Board of Trustees (Board) of Acclaim Cyber Charter School ( ACCS ) has the
authority to make reasonable and necessary rules governing the conduct of students in school.
The Board of Trustees is committed to creating a safe and positive learning environment wherein
students learn to be kind, compassionate, respectful, hardworking, independent, resourceful, and
well-adjusted individuals. Such an environment requires, of course, that students recognize their
rights and responsibilities, as well as those of other students, teachers, parents, administrators,
and members of the Acclaim school community.
The purpose of this Student Code of Conduct is to defme the rights and responsibilities of
student and parent members of the school community, the standards for acceptable conduct of
students, and the consequences for failure to meet those standards. In doing so, the Board of
Trustees seeks to provide a safe environment in which students can learn and thrive individually
and as members of a larger community.
Acclaim complies with all applicable federal, state and local laws in providing equal
opportunity to all Acclaim students. Consistent with the Pennsylvania Human Relations Act (43
P. S. § § 951-963), a student may not be denied access to a free and full public education, nor
may a student be subject to disciplinary action on account of race, sex, color, religion, sexual
orientation, national origin or disability.

This Code of Conduct applies to conduct of Acclaim students that occurs:
o

During such times as they are under the supervision of the school, including the
time they are in attendance at Acclaim as well as the time necessarily spent in
coming to and returning from school;

o

Off school grounds at any school-related activity, function or event;

o

Off school grounds when the conduct may reasonably be expected to (i)
endanger the safety of students, teachers, administrators, or any other member
of the school community; or (ii) substantially and materially disrupt the school;
and

Rights and Responsibilities of Students
Student responsibilities include regular school attendance, conscientious effort in
classroom work and homework and community/outdoor projects, and conformance to school
rules and regulations. Most
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of all, students are responsible to share with the administration and faculty a responsibility to
develop a climate within Acclaim that enables those at Acclaim to thrive academically, socially,
and psychologically.
No student has the right to interfere with the education or with the physical or
psychological well-being of fellow students. It is the responsibility of each student to respect the
rights of teachers, students, administrators and all others who are involved in the educational
process.
Students should express their ideas and opinions in a respectful manner.
It is the responsibility of the students to conform to the following:

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be aware of all rules and regulations for student behavior and
conduct themselves in
accordance with them. Students should assume that, until a rule is waived, altered or
repealed in writing, it is in effect.
Volunteer information in matters relating to the health, safety and welfare of the school
community and the protection of school property.
Assist Acclaim staff in operating a safe school for the students enrolled therein.
Comply with federal, state and local laws.
Exercise proper care when using public facilities and equipment.
Attend school daily and be on time at all classes and other school functions.
Make up work when absent from school.
Pursue and attempt to complete satisfactorily the courses of study prescribed by the
administrators of Acclaim.
Report accurately in student media.
Not use obscene language in student media or on school premises.

Guidelines and Consequences for Student Behavior
To foster a positive school culture at Acclaim, priority will be placed on modeling and
actively teaching positive behaviors such as generosity, perseverance in the face of challenges,
kind and respectful communication, curiosity and commitment to learning, cultivation of a
feeling of connection and community, intellectual rigor, and compassionate responses to those
who are upset or in need. Although the active teaching of positive behaviors will be of
paramount importance at Acclaim, the necessity of explicit prohibition of negative behaviorswith prescribed consequences when a prohibition is violated- is also recognized.
Accordingly, we stipulate that no student may engage in conduct, or encourage any other
person to engage in conduct, that jeopardizes or threatens the health, safety or welfare of any
member of the school community, or that disrupts or undermines the educational mission of
Acclaim.
None of the consequences listed below will be applied in such a manner as to discriminate
against any student based on race, sex, color, religion, sexual orientation, national origin or
disability. The
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Administration of Acclaim will impose consequences for behavior that falls within the range of
consequences for a particular violation of this Code. The severity and/or nature of the
consequence imposed will be based on factors including, but not limited to, age of the student,
number of prior offenses, disability, and/or severity ofthe violation.
Acclaim has the right to impose consequences for acts or behaviors that are not
specifically delineated within this Code if those acts or behaviors threaten the health, safety
and/or welfare of other members of the school community, or if those acts or behaviors
disrupt the learning environment.
Various means may be used by school personnel to discourage or extinguish undesirable
behaviors.
Some means will be -restorativell in the sense that they involve -making up forll damage that
was done: for example, a student who mistreats another might be required to do something that
restores the dignity of the victim (e.g., offer an apology in front of peers), or a student who
damages property might be required to repair whatever damage was done. Other means might
focus on encouraging greater self-awareness and compunction in the transgressor: for example,
a transgressor might be required to write about the transgression, its consequences, and perhaps
suggest what s/he would consider an appropriate punishment. Various other means will be used
as well and may include counseling the student; conferencing with the parent(s); assigning extra
responsibilities at school; assigning community service; or imposing detention, in-school
suspension, out-of-school suspension for up to ten (10) consecutive school days, or referral to
the Board of Trustees for an expulsion hearing with a recommendation that the student be
expelled for a period of more than ten (1 0) consecutive school days.
Corporal punishment is defined as physically punishing a student for an infraction of the
discipline policy. Use of corporal punishment is strictly prohibited by law and school policy.
Teachers and school authorities may only use reasonable force under the following
circumstances:
•
•
•
•

To quell a disturbance.
To obtain possession of weapons or other dangerous objects.
For the purpose of self-defense.
For the protection of persons or property.

Behaviors Warranting Disciplinary Action:
Students who commit any of the following offenses shall be subject to appropriate disciplinary
action, including suspension and/or expulsion, as set forth in Chapter 12 of Title 22 of the
Pennsylvania Code. Offenses are leveled for suggested disciplinary consequences. Any offense
can receive the suggested consequence, a lesser, or a more severe consequence, depending on
the age of the offender, severity of the offense, repetition of offense, or effect on others. This list
is not exhaustive of behaviors that may result in disciplinary action. While parent(s)/guardian(s)
may request written notice of the disciplinary action and the cause of disciplinary actions, an
appeal by parents/guardians is allowed by law only from an expulsion by the Board of Trustees
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at a formal hearing. See Discipline of Special Education Students section below for specific
rules affecting identified and thought to be eligible special education students.
Below is a list of behaviors and offenses that would warrant appropriate disciplinary action, in
alphabetical order, including suspension and expulsion:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aggressive behaviors, including but not limited to hitting, pushing, shoving
Assault or attempted assault
Cheating and/or plagiarism
Dangerous articles
Defacing or destruction of school property (includes writing on walls, etc.)
Disobedience to teacher or other staff member
Disrespectful behavior toward teacher or other staff member
Disruption of class, study or instruction
Forgery of notes or passes, etc.
Lying /falsehood
Misuse of school property or property of others
Misuse of electronic communication devices
Obscene and/or profane language, use of obscene and/or profane writing, pictures, or
articles, or possession.
Refusal to follow directions of teacher or other staff member
Rude behavior to others
Sexual harassment
Tardiness, unexcused or excessive
Threatening bodily harm or property damage
Threatening language
Truancy from school
Violence, acts of any violation of this code, policies of the Board of Trustees, or local,
state or federal law
The following five situations will result in immediate discipline referral to the CAO
(including but not limited to):

•
•
•
•

Abusive language directed toward a teacher or another student
Student actions that disrupt the class to the extent that a teacher's authority is being
challenged
Student actions that present a danger to the safety and well being of themselves or others
Other criminal acts in violation of local, state, or federal laws
Positive Consequences for Appropriate Behavior Students may be recognized for
appropriate behavior on a daily or weekly basis. Some examples of positive
reinforcements that will be practiced include:

•
•

Phone calls; notes in portfolio or folders
Praise
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•
•
•

Certificates
Free time
Student of the Month

Routine discipline infractions will be followed by a series of steps to produce more appropriate
behavior. Parents will be notified concerning behavior incidents where consequences were given.
School Disciplinary Actions
Disruptive student behavior is subject to disciplinary actions by the teacher or the administration.
Action taken by teachers toward students who are disruptive may include but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Time out in the classroom resulting in one on one time with a teacher at another
scheduled time.
A conference with the student
A reprimand
A conference with the parent/guardian

The CAO, Principal or designee will impose consequences, which may include, but are not
limited to the following:
•
•

Suspension or exclusion from clubs, after-school and extracurricular activities for up to
90 days
In or out of school suspension (for up to 10 days) Parent(s)/guardian(s) will be required
to attend a mandatory informal conference at the school if the out of school suspension is
for longer than 3 school days. During this conference, a behavior modification plan may
be established to help the student comply with the Code of Conduct.
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Acclaim Cyber Charter School
786 Coolspring Road
Worthville, P A. 15784
Board of Trustees Policy
Plagiarism

Students may not engage in any form of plagiarism for school work and may not use school
resomces to engage in any form of plagiarism.
Acclaim Cyber Charter School (ACCS) believes a student's academic honesty and integrity are
valuable and affect not only the School's public image but the student's sense of self worth.
Plagiarism is a form of academic dishonesty that will not be tolerated by the School. ACCS
adopts this policy to clarify plagiarism and its potential consequences on students.
Plagiarism is the representation of the words or ideas of another person or somce as one's own in
any academic exercise. To avoid plagiarism, every direct quotation must be identified by
quotation marks or by appropriate indentation and must be properly cited in the text or in a
footnote. Acknowledgment is also required when material from another somce stored in print,
electronic, or other medium is paraphrased or summarized in whole or in part in one's own
words. A citation or footnote acknowledging only a directly quoted statement does not suffice to
notify the reader of any preceding or succeeding paraphrased material. Information which is
common knowledge such as names of leaders of prominent nations, basic scientific laws, etc,
need not be footnoted. However, all facts or information obtained in reading or research that is
not common knowledge among students in the comse must be acknowledged. Plagiarism can, in
some cases, be a subtle issue. Any questions or doubts about what constitutes plagiarism should
be discussed with the teacher.
Specific examples of plagiarism that will not be tolerated are:
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
g.

Having someone else write an assignment or rephrase any part of an assignment
(not just proofread it).
Failme to acknowledge the somce ofborrowed words or ideas.
Improper paraphrasing without citations.
Failme to include a bibliography or other list of works that were consulted in the
preparation of the assignment, such as every book, article, and/or information
somce used.
Copying or rephrasing another student's work.
Directly copying student aids (for example, Cliff's Notes), critical somces, or
reference materials in part or in whole without acknowledgment
Indirect reproduction of student aids, such as Cliff's Notes, Spark Notes, critical
somces, or reference materials by rephrasing ideas borrowed from them without
acknowledgment

Student plagiarism may subject a student to discipline, up to and including expulsion.
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ADOPTED this - - - - -day of - - - - - - - - - -, 2013

President
Secretary
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B. Describe your school's policies regarding student expulsion and suspension, including
students with disabilities.
No student will be suspended until the student has been informed of the reasons of the
suspension and given an opportunity to respond. If the suspension exceeds 3 school days,
the student and parent shall be given the opportunity for an informal hearing within the
first five days of the suspension as required by 22 Pa Code§§ 12.6 and 12.8. Expulsions
require a prior formal hearing as required by those same regulations. Parents or
guardians will receive notice of the charges leading to the expulsion hearing by certified
mail. At least 3 days' notice of the time and place of the hearing will be given. The
hearing will be in private unless the parent or student requests a public hearing. The
student may be represented by an attorney at his or her own expense. The student will be
presented with the names of witnesses against the student and copies of the statements
and affidavits of those witnesses. The student will have the right to request that the
witnesses appear in person to be questioned and cross examined. The student will have
the right to testify on his o her own behalf. A written or audio recording will be kept of
the hearing. The hearing shall be held within 15 school days of the notice of charges
unless both parties agree otherwise. Notice of a right to appeal the hearing will be
provided to the student with the expulsion decision.
In the case of special education students all student conduct procedures will defer to
special education guidelines and laws. Specifically, no special education student will be
expelled for any behavior that is determined to be a manifestation of his or her disability

C. Describe your school's mandatory student attendance plan and its fit with the code of
conduct.
Acclaim Cyber Charter School intends to comply with the Compulsory Attendance
and Truancy Elimination Plan Basic Education Circular issued by PDE as well as
24 P.S. 13-1327 regarding Compulsory Attendance Educational success promotes
workforce opportunity and development and builds a strong economic future for
our state. The Pennsylvania Department of Education's (PDE) goals are for every
child to be known by name, be proficient or advanced in the core subjects, be
graduates from high school, and achieve equitable outcomes regardless of
background or ~condition.' The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is committed to
improving school attendance rates. In order for students to realize the opportunities
and benefits from school, students have to not only be in attendance, but they must
also be meaningfully connected to the school and experiencing success. To achieve
this, there must be a collaborative effort across agencies, both at the state level and
locally, to work with students and families to address the source issues that result
in truant behavior.
This BEC is the result of the work of the Statewide Task Force on School Attendance and
Truancy Reduction, so magisterial district judges, parents, and schools will receive
guidance on what they can do to help Pennsylvania's children. The Department of
Education and the schools of the Commonwealth are obligated to comply with state and
federal requirements for student attendance and truancy. As -No Child Left Behindll and
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the Pennsylvania Accountability System place increased emphasis on student achievement
and attendance, it has become even more important to improve Pennsylvania's efforts to
reduce truancy. Development of this BEC has been driven by recommendations made by
the Task Force to facilitate a consistent statewide response to truancy and absenteeism and
for the development of a continuum of prevention and intervention strategies that involve
collaboration among schools, law enforcement agencies, social services providers, as well
as faith-based and youth-serving agencies. This BEC describes Pennsylvania law
pertaining to pupil attendance and truancy and offers recommendations made by the PDE
to encourage the adoption of proven truancy reduction efforts. This document also
provides recommendations using national experience and best practices that have proven
successful in reducing truancy.
There should be a common understanding among school personnel that the initial responsibility
to address truancy rests with teachers, principals and guidance counselors. School districts are
advised to develop creative and innovative approaches to ensure that children are active
participants in their education. Every effort should be made to keep youth in school and reduce
the school district's referrals to the courts, child welfare or juvenile justice systems in order to
effectively intervene and eliminate truant behavior. Children are truant for many reasons and
schools should seek to understand and address those issues. In Section IV (A)(3) of this BEC, the
Department recommends that schools develop a Truancy Elimination Plan (TEP) as a means to
address truancy.
Section II of the BEC describes Pennsylvania's law on attendance; Section III provides guidance
for schools to use in working with partners to prevent truancy;
Section IV outlines the recommended policy on truancy for districts to adopt; Section V
addresses proceedings and penalties for violation of compulsory attendance requirements; and
Section VI addresses charter schools.
This BEC does not apply to first class school districts.

II. Attendance
A. Compulsory Attendance Requirements
Compulsory school age refers to the period of a child's life from the time the child enters school
as a beginner, which may be no later than eight years of age, until the age of seventeen or
graduation from a high school, whichever occurs first. It is mandatory for all children of
compulsory school age having a legal residence in Pennsylvania to attend a day school in which
the subjects and activities prescribed by the Standards of the State Board of Education are
taught in the English language, except in the following situations found in sections 1327,
1327.1, 1329, and 1330 ofthe Pennsylvania School Code:
1.
Attendance at a private trade school or private business school continuously through the
entire term congruent with the school term of the resident school district and that meets the
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requirements set forth by the State Board of Education or the State Board of Vocational
Education when:
. The child is 15 and has approval from the district superintendent and Secretary of
Education, or · The child is 16 and has approval from the district superintendent.
2.
Attendance at a school operated by a bona fide church or other religious body which
provides a minimum of 180 days of instruction or 900 hours of instruction per year at the
elementary level or 990 hours per year of instruction at the secondary level.

3.
or

Privately tutored or home school students provided a minimum of 180 days of instruction

900
hours of instruction per year at the elementary level or 990 hours per year of instruction
at the secondary level.
4.
Children who are 16 and regularly engaged in useful and lawful employment during the
school session with a valid employment certificate. The Department of Education's opinion is
that -regularly engagedll means 35 or more hours per week of employment.
5.
Children who have been examined by an approved professional and identified to be
unable to profit from further public school attendance and excused by the school board.
6.
Children who are 15 who hold a permit approved by the school district to engage in farm
work or domestic service in a private home.
7.
Children who are 14 and satisfactorily completed the equivalent ofthe highest grade of
elementary school in their district who hold a permit approved by the Secretary of Education to
engage in farm work or domestic service in a private home.
B. Temporary Attendance Excuses
Principals or teachers in any public, private, or other school may also excuse any child for nonattendance during temporary periods following their respective school district's policy and
Pennsylvania law in excusing students. The board of school directors is required to adopt written
policies governing pupil absences and excusals.

C. Categorizing Absences: What is Unlawful Absence from School?
The school district is responsible for monitoring and maintaining records of the attendance of
students. All absences should be treated as unlawful until the school district receives a written
excuse explaining the reason( s) for an absence.
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Parents/guardians and students should submit the written explanation within three calendar days
ofthe absence and should be informed that if they fail to provide a written excuse within three
days of the absence, the absence would be permanently counted as unlawful. The PDE
recommends that schools immediately inform parents in writing upon each incident of unlawful
absence.
Pennsylvania law broadly defines absences as excused when a student is prevented from
attendance for mental, physical, or other urgent reasons. Many school districts consider illness,
family emergency, death of a family member, medical or dental appointments, authorized school
activities, and educational travel with prior approval as the only lawful absences. An absence that
should not be categorized as unlawful is one in which a student who is involved with the county
children and youth agency or juvenile probation office is required to leave school for the
purposes of attending court hearings related to their involvement with these agencies. It is the
responsibility of each district to determine the validity of excuses and have clear written policies
regarding absences.
Under Section 11.24, students who miss ten consecutive school days shall be dropped from the
active membership roll unless the school is provided with evidence the excuse is legal or the
school is pursuing compulsory attendance prosecution.
Students of compulsory school age, who have not complied with compulsory attendance
requirements, may be offered alternative education services or other provisions of education.
Students are entitled to a free public education until the age of 21 years of age or until they
receive a high school diploma, whichever occurs first.
D. Cumulative Lawful Absences
A maximum often days of cumulative lawful absences verified by parental notification may be
permitted during a school year. All absences beyond ten cumulative days should require an
excuse from a physician.
E. Reports of Attendance Public and Private Schools ( 24 PS 13-1332 and 1354)
Every principal or teacher in a public or private school and every private teacher (tutor) is
required to report at once to the superintendent, attendance officer, home and school visitor, or
secretary of the board of school directors of the district, cases when a child of compulsory school
age has been absent three days, or their equivalent, without a lawful excuse. The rationale of
such reporting is to actively engage in cases of habitual truancy appropriately. A systemic
response should be initiated only when a demonstrated pattern of truancy has been developed. If
parents are neglectful in providing written excuses or do not meet such requirements in a timely
fashion, reasonable allowances should be made to accept parent's explanations for their child's
absences without initiating any punitive response.
III. Creating a Community Plan to Keep Children in School
A. Informing Stakeholders
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Every school district should develop with their truancy reduction partners (e.g. parents,
magisterial district judges, juvenile probation department, and county children and youth agency)
comprehensive policies regarding attendance, absenteeism and truancy reduction. Updates
should be distributed to all parties as soon as changes in policy take place. School district
policies should be posted and available to the public and community organizations, including
potential student employers. The county-based integrated children's services team should be part
of the development of any truancy reduction efforts including the development of policies related
to school attendance. Partnerships with the judicial system and agencies or organizations that are
concerned with truancy reduction are a critical linkage that school districts must develop. These
stakeholders should assist in identifying student needs and potential family environments that
contribute to high rates of absenteeism. The county children and youth agency is especially
important in this regard. School districts that enlist the assistance of these agencies have had
success at reducing truancy and building a community effort to emphasize the importance of
keeping children in school.
B. The Role of Parents and Families
Family involvement is essential to keeping children in school. Parents and/or families should
play a key role in the development of policies. Establishing immediate positive and proactive
personal contact with families from the time the school year starts is critical to developing a
working partnership. In an effective school environment, parents and families are the school
districts' best partners and should be approached as valuable resources in addressing a truancy
issue. Sectionl1.41 (b) of State Board regulations provides that parents/guardians must be given
copies of the district's attendance policy yearly and the Department suggests that copies be
provided at the beginning of each year and to all new enrollees. It is important that such material
is written in a way that is easily understood by all parents and translated when there are large
populations of non-English speakers residing in the district. Parents and/or families should be
provided with a list of community-based resources and a school representative that they can
contact when they have concerns or issues related to their child's school attendance. To ensure
that parents have dedicated the time necessary to understand the school's truancy policy,
signature forms that acknowledge parental/guardian understanding of attendance policies are
recommended.
School personnel designated to inform parents of truant behavior should approach parents as
equal partners and express concern related to how the school can help address the reason the
child is not attending school. It is important that information be shared with parents about the
consequences and penalties associated with violation of state law and school board attendance
requirements. This information should be shared in a factual, non-threatening manner. Schools
should document and maintain a record of all communications, including telephone calls, written
correspondence, and any other documents used.
C. The Role of the School and School District
Teachers serve as a first line of defense against habitual absenteeism. It is important to involve
teachers in the development of attendance expectations and district policy. Likewise, it is
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important to listen to observations made by teachers about students in their classes. Teachers
should take an active role by meeting with students individually and contacting the parent or
guardian to encourage better attendance. The district's Student Assistance Teams should be
made aware of all instances of unlawful absences. Districts should be developing a team
response at the elementary level, as well as at the secondary level. In many instances of truancy,
there will be underlying issues of school safety, family health, substance abuse, or mental health
problems.
The Department strongly recommends that school districts take a proactive approach and work
with parents and families to avoid having the child identified as a habitual truant.
D. Mandatory Employees- Attendance Officer or Home and School Visitor (24 PS
13-1341)
First, second, and third class school districts are required to employ at least one person holding
the title of attendance officer, or home and school visitor. (PDE issues Home School and Visitor
certification only.) Many attendance officers also hold this certification but it is not mandatory.
The employee is to enforce the provisions of the Pennsylvania School Code regarding
compulsory attendance. These individuals have full police power without warrant, and may
arrest or apprehend any child who fails to attend school in violation of compulsory attendance.
State, municipal, port authority, transit authority, housing authority and school police officers are
provided with the same arrest powers. Many districts have personnel with the title of school
resource officer or district security officer; however, they are not empowered to arrest students
for truancy. In cases where students are arrested or apprehended, the apprehending or arresting
officer is required to promptly notify the parents, guardian, or person in parental relation and to
place the child in the public school in which the child is, or should be, emolled unless the parent,
guardian, or person in parental relation requests placement in a school other than a public school.
Certification by the PDE is required for all individuals employed as home and school visitors.
School districts of the fourth class may also employ attendance officers or home and school
visitors with the same powers and responsibilities. Districts may join in cooperative agreements
to employ an attendance officer.
Whenever school personnel charged with overseeing attendance discover that any child of
compulsory school age is unable to attend school due to the lack of necessary clothing or food,
the case must be reported to any suitable relief agency operating in the school district. If a proper
relief agency is not found in the district, the case should be referred to the proper county board of
assistance for investigation and relief.

IV. PDE Recommended School Responses to Unlawful Absences
Habitual truancy negatively impacts a child's school performance and increases the likelihood of
juvenile delinquency. An intensive and timely response to truancy is critical in those cases where
a clear pattern of habitual truancy is evident. School districts shall not wait until a child has
missed an excessive number of days before initiating a response, however, school districts
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should exercise caution and reason when utilizing punitive measures and involving other
systems.
A. PDE's Recommended Policy
PDE recommends that a notice be sent to the parent/guardian after each unlawful absence. See
Section IIC, page 3, for a definition of unlawful absence. Specific recommendations for each
notice and step are found below. PDE recommends that unlawful absences do not trigger a
formal response until the district has exhausted all efforts to work collaboratively with the
parent/guardian to address the truancy of the student and until the student has three unlawful
absences over the course of the school year. Schools are a critical part of a child's support system
and have a significant opportunity to assist children and families.
(1) First Unlawful Absence
Parent/guardian receives a notice of unlawful absence :from the school district.
The legal penalties established by law for violation of compulsory attendance requirements
should be attached to the notice. In addition to stating the legal punishments, the name and
telephone number of a school contact person shall be included. Parents are then able to contact a
specific person to request assistance in resolving the child's truant behavior.
(2) Second Unlawful Absence
Parent/guardian receives a second notice of unlawful absence :from the school district. Once
again, the legal penalties established by law for violation of compulsory attendance requirements
and the name and telephone number of a school contact personal shall be included. Additionally,
another offer of assistance should be made to the parent.
(3) Third Unlawful Absence
Parent/guardian receives a third notice of unlawful absence by certified mail providing -official
notice of child's third illegal absenceJ Attached to this notice will be penalties for violation of
compulsory attendance requirements as they pertain to both the student and the parent/guardian,
including information that three days after giving such notice, the student or parent/guardian who
again violates the compulsory attendance requirements shall be liable without further notice.
School districts shall coordinate a school/family conference to discuss the cause of the child's
truancy and develop a mutually agreed upon Truancy Elimination Plan (TEP) to resolve truant
behavior. Issues to be reviewed at the schooVfamily conference include the appropriateness of
the child's educational environment, current academic difficulties, physical or behavioral health
issues, and family/environment concerns. At the end of the conference all parties should sign a
comprehensive TEP that is agreed to by the school representative, the child, and the parents
and/or family The plan could include accessing academic and social/health supports :from the
school and community organizations, an outline of family/parent and student responsibilities,
and levels of performance monitoring that include rewards and consequences.
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(4) Subsequent Unlawful Absence
After agreeing to a TEP, or if there is not agreement on a truancy elimination plan and 3 days
have passed since the parent/guardian received the official notice of the child's third illegal
absence, if a child is unlawfully absent, at any point within the school year, an official notice of
unlawful absence will be sent home. The purpose of this correspondence is to inform the child's
parent/guardian that the child has violated the TEP or, if there is not a TEP, to inform the child's
parent/guardian that the child has again violated the compulsory attendance requirements, and
advise the parent/guardian that a citation will immediately be sent to the magisterial district
judge. To ensure the parent/guardian receives the notice, it is recommended that such a notice be
sent through certified mail. After this step, the school is not obligated to inform parents in
writing of absences but it is recommended that the school continue to call the parent/guardian to
inform them of additional truant behavior. Schools should refer all future incidents of truancy
directly to the magisterial district judge having jurisdiction in the region.
(5) Referral to County Children and Youth Agency
(a) Children Under 13 Years of Age
Any child who has not attained the age of 13 who fails to comply with the compulsory
attendance requirements and is habitually truant, shall be referred by the school district to the
local county children and youth agency for services, which may include addressing family issues
that may be responsible for the child's truant behavior, or possible adjudication as a
-dependent!! child under the Juvenile Act. The referral to the county children and youth agency
may be in addition to proceeding against the parent/guardian by sending the citation to the
appropriate magisterial district judge or a school may decide to refer a family to the local county
children and youth agency instead of sending a citation to the appropriate magisterial district
judge. Ifthe parent/guardian provides written consent, a copy ofthe TEP should be forwarded to
the county children and youth agency.
(b) Children 13 Years of Age and Older
Any child who has attained the age of 13 who fails to comply with the compulsory attendance
requirements and is habitually truant may, in lieu of being prosecuted (as described in Section V
below), be referred by the school district to the local county children and youth agency for
services, which may include addressing family issues that may be responsible for the child's
truant behavior or, possible adjudication as a dependent child under the Juvenile Act.
(c) Habitually Truant
The School Code defines habitually truant as absence for more than three (3) school days or their
equivalent following the first notice of truancy given after a child's third unlawful absence.

B. Continued Truancy
If a child of any age continues to be truant after the above actions have been taken, then school
districts are encouraged to file citations with the local magisterial district judge citing the child's
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continued truancy on a weekly basis. It is imperative that the local magisterial district judge be
kept informed if truant behavior continues after a plan is in place.
V. Proceedings and Penalties for Violation of Compulsory Attendance
Requirements
( 24 PS 13-1333 and 1338.1) A. School
Code
Every parent/guardian of any child of compulsory school age is subject to penalties if
compulsory school-age attendance requirements are not met. While school districts are required
to give three days written notice of violation of compulsory attendance prior to proceeding
against the offending party it is strongly recommended that school districts make a concerted
effort to address the cause of a child's truant behavior before referring the child to another
system.
Possible sentences for parents found to be in violation of compulsory attendance law:
•
•
•
•
•

Paying a fine up to $300 for each offense and court costs, or
Completing a parenting education program, and
In cases where the party convicted fails to pay the fme or complete the parenting
education program, a subsequent sentencing to the county jail for no more than five days.
Completing in lieu of, or in addition to the previous penalties, community service within
the school district for a period of no more than six months.
(Magisterial district judges may suspend all or portions of the sentence if the child is no
longer habitually truant.)

The Board of school directors may bring a student before the court. Possible dispositions for
children found in violation of compulsory attendance law:
1. If the parent/guardian is not convicted by the magisterial district judge because the
parent/guardian took every reasonable step to insure the child's attendance at school and the
child has attained the age of 13, the child may be:

subject to a fme of no more than $300 for each offense, or
assigned to an adjudication alternative program pursuant to 42 Pa.C.S. § 1520, and
· alleged to be dependent under 42 Pa.C.S. §6303(a)(l) by the magisterial district judge if the
child fails to pay the fme or comply with the adjudication program.
· referred by the school district for services or possible disposition as a dependent child as
defmed under 42 Pa.C.S. § 6302(5), in lieu of prosecution or assignment to an adjudication
alternative program, if the child fails to comply with compulsory attendance provisions and is
habitually truant (Magisterial district judges may suspend all or portions of the sentence if the
child is no longer habitually truant.)
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2.
Any child who has not attained the age of 13 who fails to comply with the compulsory
attendance requirements and is habitually truant, shall be:
. Referred by the school district for services or possible adjudication as a dependent child
as defmed under 42 Pa.C.S. § 6302(5).
3.
For children convicted of violation of compulsory attendance requirements by the
magisterial district judge, the court, including a court not of record, must send a certified record
of the conviction or other disposition to the Department of Transportation.
•
•
•

Upon first conviction, the child's operating privilege for operating an automobile will be
suspended for 90 days.
Upon the second or subsequent conviction, the child's operating privileges will be
suspended for six months.
Children who do not yet have a driver's license will be ineligible to apply for a license
for the time periods of 90 days for the first conviction and six months for the second and
any subsequent conviction.
4.If a student of compulsory school age cannot be kept in school on account of truancy,
the school district may proceed against the student before the juvenile court.

B. Further corrective measures for violation of compulsory attendance
General protective services are defined as services to prevent the potential for harm to a child.
Under Title 55 Pa Code, Chapter 3490.223, children who are habitually and without justification
truant from school while subject to compulsory school attendance are subject to an assessment to
determine if there is a need for general protective services. Children shall not be referred to the
county children and youth agency for assessment as possibly needing services until after the
school district has made a formal effort to involve the family and child in resolving the cause of
the truant behavior.
VI. Charter Schools
A. Charter School Responsibilities
Charter schools must report to the student's school district of residence when a student has
accrued three or more days of unlawful absences. It is the responsibility of the school district to
enforce the compulsory attendance laws in accordance with the Public School Code. However,
charter schools should also follow PDE's Recommended Responses to Unlawful Absences for
the first, second and third unlawful absences including the school/family meeting and
implementation of a TEP. Charter schools should also refer the child to the county children and
youth agency as stated in Section V above.

B. School District Response to Charter School Absences
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Under compulsory attendance laws, the parents/guardians of a student who has accumulated
three unlawful absences are to receive notice stating any subsequent unlawful absences will
result in a citation being filed with the magisterial district judge.
The school district of residence should send the notice to parents/guardians immediately upon
notification of the third unlawful absence by a charter school. It is recommended that such notice
be sent through certified mail. Future unlawful absences should be filed with the magisterial
district judge.
For brick and mortar charter schools, a school district may file truancy documents with the
magisterial district judge in whose jurisdiction the charter school is located, which is where the
cause of action arose, or where the charter school student resides, which is where the
parent/guardian may be served. For cyber charter schools, a school district may file truancy
documents with the magisterial district judge in whose jurisdiction the charter school student
resides, which is where the cause of action arose and where the parent/guardian may be served.
Charter schools and cyber charter schools must cooperate with school districts by providing
necessary documentation for the truancy filings, and attending the hearings to provide testimony,
if necessary.
School-Family Conference and Truancy Elimination Plan (TEP)
The Truancy Elimination Plan (TEP), as described in Section IV (A)(3) BEC 24 P.S. 13-1327, is
designed to serve as guidance. The TEP is developed cooperatively with involved stakeholders
through a school-family conference, which is required upon the school's notice to the student's
parent/guardian upon the third unlawful absence. Teachers and teaching assistants are the first
line contact for compulsory attendance, as they are the first to recognize students with possible
attendance issues.
Pursuant to the BEC 24 P.S. 13-1327, schools are required to notify the parent/guardian
regarding the need for a joint conference upon the third unlawful student absence. The schoolfamily conference engages all participants involved in the student's life to explore possible
solutions to increase the student's school attendance. Open communication between the student
and adults will facilitate positive outcomes regarding the students attendance issues.
The participants in the school-family conference should work collaboratively to conduct a
holistic assessment to determine the reason(s) the student is exhibiting truant behavior. Every
member should have a vested interest in and responsibility for determining an appropriate plan to
assist the student to succeed both socially and academically. This school-family conference also
provides an opportunity to ensure that both the student and the family clearly understand the
legal ramifications of not adhering to the state's compulsory attendance requirements. This
methodology promotes full understanding and appreciation of the root causes of truancy as well
as the resultant personal and societal impacts when truant behavior is not adequately addressed.
(See Policy listed below)
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Acclaim Cyber Charter School
786 Coolspring Road
Worthville, PA. 15784

Board ofTrustees Policy
School -Family Conference and Truancy Elimination Plan(TEP)

The Truancy Elimination Plan (TEP) is developed cooperatively with involved stakeholders
through a school-family conference, which is required upon the school's notice to the student's
parent/guardian upon the third unexcused absence. Teachers are the first line of defense for
compulsory attendance, as they are the first to recognize students with possible attendance
issues. Therefore, a plan of action should be implemented, including (but not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sharing and reviewing school policy on attendance and student responsibilities with
students and families;
Contacting the student's parent/guardian upon his/her absence;
Meeting individually with students to discuss reason(s) for absence;
Following up with the principal (or assigned administrator);
Making referrals to guidance counselors and;
Collaborating with Student Assistance Teams as appropriate.

The school will notify the parent/guardian regarding the need for a joint conference upon the
third unexcused student absence. The school-family conference engages all participants
involved in the student's life to explore possible solutions to increase the student's school
attendance. Maintaining open communication between the student and adults will facilitate
positive outcomes.
The purpose of the school-family conference is to discuss the cause(s) ofthe truancy and to
develop a mutually agreed upon plan to assure regular school attendance. The school-family
conference provides both parties with the opportunity to identify, understand and explore all
issues contributing to the student's truant behavior. Participation by the student and family is an
integral component for this conference. In addition, representatives from relevant and/or
involved community-based agencies, community and school services, and school personnel
should be invited to participate. During the school-family conference, a Truancy Elimination
Plan (TEP) shall be developed cooperatively with the student and other meeting participants as
described in Section IV (A)(3) BEC 24 P.S. 13-1327.
Issues to be addressed at the school-family conference should include but not be limited to:
• Appropriateness of the student's educational environment;
• Possible elements of the school environment that inhibit student success;
• Student's current academic level and needs;
• Social, emotional, physical, mental and behavioral health issues;
• Issues concerning family and home environment and;
• Any other issues affecting the student's attendance.
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The primary goal of the school-family conference is the development of a comprehensive TEP
which is understood by, agreed upon and supported by the student, the parent/guardian, the
school representatives and all other conference participants. The TEP may include but not be
limited to the following components as appropriate:
Identification and provision of appropriate academic supports by the school and/or
community organization(s);
•
•

•
•
•

•

Identification and provision of appropriate social, emotional, physical, mental and
behavioral health supports from the school and/or community organization(s);
Identification of the school environment issues that affect the student's success and
solutions to address these issues; Explanation of the student's strengths and
responsibilities related to the TEP;
Explanation of the family's strengths and responsibilities related to the TEP;
Clarification ofmethod(s) used for monitoring the effectiveness of the TEP;
Explanation of the consequences for each stakeholder if the TEP is
not fully implemented; Discussion of the benefits for successfully
implementing the TEP;
Following up and reporting the outcome of the TEP.

The TEP substantiates efforts made by the school, the family and other vested third parties to
assist the student in addressing and resolving school attendance issues. This comprehensive
system of supports and services provides documentation of the "good faith" effort between the
school and the student's family should future action be required (e.g. citation to the magisterial
district judge and referral to the county children and youth agency, disciplinary action, expulsion,
etc.).
Directions to complete the Truancy Elimination Plan (TEP)
The TEP should be completed at the school-family conference. The school administrator should
complete the TEP in collaboration with other conference participants. Participants should
include, but are not limited to: student, parent/guardian, other relevant family members, school
staff, partner organizations, community-based organizations and other agencies involved with
family (e.g. Children and Youth, Juvenile Probation). To identify and resolve root causes of
truancy, all members should contribute their unique knowledge about the student and his/her
environment to group discussion. Only then can meaningful results be achieved.
Directions
1. Goal: Increase (insert student's name) school attendance.
2. Date: Enter the date when TEP is being completed
3. Student Information (enter the following):
a. Name of the student (First M. Last)
b. Birth date (mm/ddlyyyy)
c. Gender (male/female)
d. Grade Level
e. Home Address
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f. Home Phone Number
g. Special Needs (include any special needs identified through an IEP, and/or other
accommodations not mandated by IEP, etc.)
h. Health Concerns (these can be identified by student, parent/guardian, school staff, and others)
4. School Information (enter the following):
a. Name of School
b. School Address
c. Phone Number(s)
d. Principal's Name
e. Referring Teacher's Name
f. Email address/es (can be provided to ensure ongoing communication)
5. Parent/Guardian Information (enter the following):
a. Name, Home Address, Home Phone Number, Work Address, Work Phone Number, Email
address(es)
6. Absence (enter the following):
a. Dates of each absence, Whether or not an excuse was provided, Reason(s) for each absence,
Action taken by the school on each incident of absence, Provide meaningful information
for future reference, including the name of the person taking the action, the date action was
taken and any other relevant information.
7. Assessment (enter the following):
a. Identify root cause/s of the truancy. It is crucial (yet sometimes overlooked) to build
rapport with the student. This dialogue benefits all involved parties.
1.
Student: academic, social, physical, mental, behavioral health issues
ii. Parent/Guardian: home environment, work schedules, unsupervised time for
student, special circumstances, etc.
111.
School: school environment, student's interaction with other adults and with other
students, school schedule, etc.
b. Consider possible solutions:
1.
These may include maximizing programs and services available in the school or
community to involve the student.
n. They could include pairing the student with a mentor (family member, teacher,
school staff, community businesses, etc.)
111.
They may involve coordination of services to student and/or family to address
health, social or fmancial issues.
iv. They may include activities intended to build self-esteem or confidence (e.g. the
student may be asked to tutor elementary school students for some type of credit).
c. Responsible party (enter the following):
1.
Name of the person/agency that will take ownership for each stated solution (will
ensure that the action step is completed).
n. Contact information for each person/agency listed (to assist in monitoring/follow
up).
8. Strengths (enter the following):
a. Identify the strengths of the student, family and the school to support the goal of increasing
attendance for the student.
b. Relate each strength to the plan's overall goal.
i. If the student has plans for employment or further schooling after high school
graduation, then appropriate activities could include:
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o
o

Discussing the ramifications of any future absences and how they could
negatively impact those future plans.
Pairing the student with a business member in the field that interests the student.
This may help the student to understand the relevance of what he/she is learning
in school and future endeavors.

9. Consequences for Non-compliance: Outline consequences for the student, parent/guardian,
school, and other participants if they do not follow-through with the recommendations of the
TEP and the Pennsylvania Department of Education's Basic Education Circular.
10. Benefits for Compliance: Benefits could include better grades for the student, graduation,
higher graduation rates for the school, more involved community members, improved selfesteem, better relationship with parentis and other adults, etc.
11. Signatures: The student, parent, and school official will sign and date the TEP as verification
that all parties understand and agree to all components of the TEP.
12. Outcome Meeting: With school-family participants present, a follow up meeting will be
scheduled. At that time each responsible party listed in the Solutions section will report on the
progress oftheir area of responsibility.
13. Outcome: The group members will list the outcome(s) of the TEP and outline Next Steps, if
any.
14.
Signatures: The student, parent/guardian, and school official will again sign and date
the TEP as verification that all parties understand and agree to all components of the TEP.

A copy of the TEP will be retained in the student's file.
A copy of the TEP will be provided to the:
- student
- parent/guardian
- appropriate school personnel
Adopted on this _ _ _ _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 2013

President

Secretary
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Additionally per Pennsylvania Law Pertaining to Truant Students Over the Age of 13. Section
1338.1- Suspension of Operating Privilege
-(a) The Department of Transportation shall suspend for 90 days the operating privilege of any
child upon receiving a certified record that the child was convicted of violating section 1333. If
the department receives a second or subsequent conviction for a child's violation of section
1333, the department shall suspend the child's operating privilege for six months. (b) Any child
whose record is received by the department under section 1333(c) and who does not have a
driver's license shall be ineligible to apply for a driver's license under 75 Pa.C.S. §§ 1505
(relating to learners' permits) and 1507 (relating to application for driver's license or learner's
permit by minor) for the time periods specified in subsection (a). If the child is under sixteen (16)
years of age when convicted, suspension of operating privileges shall commence in accordance
with 75 Pa.C.S. § 1541 (relating to period of revocation or suspension of operating privilege) for
the time specified in subsection (a).
Students are required to log into their Haiku learning platform everyday in order to be counted as
present. Students who do not log on or log on late more than 3 times will be considered truant.
Acclaim will follow the Truancy policies set forth by PDE to address and redress truancy. A
clear truancy policy will be sent to the parents and maintained on the school's website for easy
reference for parents. (Policy found below).

Explanation: Provide evidence that the founders inspire the confidence oftheir targeted
community; program provides an attractive educational alternative to students and parents; and
community support extends beyond the core group offounders. Expectation for student behavior
is clear and specific processes for disciplinary actions are established.

5. Timetable:
A. Provide a detailed timetable of projected steps and dates leading to the opening of a
charter school.
January/February 2014: Receive approval; Information sessions scheduled across the state;
fundraising
March 2014: Begin Accepting Applications for staff and support positions
April2014: Start recruiting and emolling students; information sessions scheduled
May 2014: Information sessions across the state, applications processed for emollment
June 2014: Information sessions across the state, new applications processed, computers
and materials ordered; contracts finalized for all services and materials.
July 2014: Hire and orientation of teachers support staff; bill districts; invoice PDE
August 2014: Prepare for opening, start of school (Aug 25)
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Explanation: Establish a well-developed, realistic plan ofaction for opening a charter school.
6. Safety:
A. Submit written documentation of intent to comply with all applicable safety
requirements, including the following to demonstrate the safety and structural soundness
ofthe school:
•
•
•
•
•

Inspection by a local building inspector.
Inspection by a local fire department.
Approval from the municipal licensing authority for use of any explosives and
flammable compounds or liquids in connection with courses taught at the school.
Compliance with all other federal, state, and local health and safety laws and
regulations.
Application for certificates, licenses, etc. are part of the planning process.

Acclaim will not have students at the main office and will not have a need for flammable or
explosive materials. The main location of Acclaim will serve as a storage facility for records,
equipment, and work space for Administration. We will comply with any and all
requirements to safely and effectively operate our cyber school.
Note: All necessary certificates and occupancy permits must be issued and in effect prior
to the opening of the charter school. Preliminary clearances on all these requirements should
be obtained prior to a lease being executed.
7. School Health Services
A. Describe your plan for providing school health services as required under Article XIV of
the Public School Code.
Acclaim will hire a school nurse who will be responsible for the administration of the
health services of the school. Administration includes maintaining current health and
immunization records of our students in all grades.
B. Describe how school nursing services, including administration of medication, will be
delivered.
As Acclaim will be a cyber school there will be minimal and/or no need for
administration of medication. The Nurse will assist families with fmding services in their
local community to ensure that all students will have access to health related services.
The school nurse will also ensure 504 plans are followed during any on site activities
such as PSSA and/or Keystone testing.
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
CHARTER
to operate a cyber charter school known as
(insert school name)
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Pennsylvania Department of Education under the Public
School Code of 1949, as amended, and specifically under 24 P.S. §17-1745-A, the Board of
Trustees of the (insert name of cyber charter school) is hereby granted a Charter to operate a
cyber charter school located at
, for the period commencing
on
_ _ _ _ and ending on
The grant of this charter was
approved by the Pennsylvania Department of Education on
It is specifically understood and agreed between the signatories hereto that:
1) the Board of Trustees shall operate the cyber charter school in accordance with the
provisions of 24 P.S. §§17-1741-A through 17-1751-A, any amendments thereto enacted
during the term of this charter and any regulations or standards applicable to cyber charter
schools;

2) the granting of this charter is specifically contingent upon operation of the cyber charter
school in strict adherence to the terms of the Application submitted by the Board of Trustees
and approved by the Pennsylvania Department of Education or the State Charter School
Appeal Board. Said Application is attached hereto as Appendix A and is incorporated herein
by reference as if fully set forth;
3) this Charter and the Appendix hereto constitute a legally binding agreement for the term
set forth above and the terms of said agreement cannot be changed absent a written
amendment to this Charter;
4) this Charter may be renewed for additional periods of five (5) years duration and upon
any such renewal, a new Charter shall be executed by the parties; and
5) this Charter can only be terminated in accordance with the provisions of applicable law.
WHEREFORE, the undersigned, intending to be legally bound hereby set their hands
this
of20
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Below is the complete listing of schools mailed regarding Acclaim's intent to open a new cyber
charter.
School District
A W Beattie Career Center
Abington Heights SD
Abington SD
Admiral Peary A VTS
Albert Gallatin Area SD
Aliquippa SD
Allegheny IU 3
Allegheny Valley SD
Allegheny-Clarion Valley SD
Allentown City SD
Altoona Area SD
Ambridge Area SD
Annville-Cleona SD
Antietam SD
Apollo-Ridge SD
Appalachia IU 8
ARINIU28
Armstrong SD
Athens Area SD
Austin Area SD
Avella Area SD
Avon Grove SD
Avonworth SD
Bald Eagle Area SD
Baldwin-Whitehall SD
Bangor Area SD
Beaver Area SD
Beaver County CTC
Beaver Valley IU 27
Bedford Area SD
Belle V emon Area SD
Bellefonte Area SD
Bellwood-Antis SD
Bensalem Township SD
Benton Area SD
Bentworth SD
Berks County IU 14
Berlin Brothersvalley SD
Bermudian Springs SD

Street
9600 Babcock Boulevard
200 E Grove St
970 Highland Ave
948 Ben Franklin Highway
2625 Morgantown Rd
800 21st Street
475 East Waterfront Drive
300 Pearl Ave
776 Route 58
31 S Penn Street
1415 6th Ave
901 Duss Avenue
520 S White Oak St
100 Antietam Rd Stony Ck Mills
1825 State Route 56
4500 6th Avenue
2895 WPike
410 Main St
204 Willow St
13 8 Costello Avenue
1000 A vella Rd
375 S Jennersville Road
258 Josephs Lane
751 SEagle Valley Rd
4900 Curry Rd
123 Five Points Richmond Rd
855 2nd St
145 Poplar A venue
14 7 Poplar Avenue
330 E John St
270 Crest A venue
318 N Allegheny St
300 Martin Street
3000 Donallen Dr
600 Green Acres Rd
150 Bearcat Drive
1111 Commons Blvd
1025 Main St
7335 Carlisle Pike
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city state zip
Allison Park, Pa 15101-2005
Clarks Summit, Pa 18411-1 77,
Abington, Pa 19001-4535
Ebensburg, Pa 15931-7618
Uniontown, Pa 15401-6703
Aliquippa, Pa 15001-2763
Homestead, Pa 15120-1144
Cheswick, Pa 15024-1066
Foxburg, Pa 16036-0100
Allentown, Pa 18105-0328
Altoona, Pa 16602-2427
Ambridge, Pa 15003-2474
Annville, Pa 17003-2200
Reading, Pa 19606-1018
Spring Church, Pa 15686
Altoona, Pa 16602
Indiana, Pa 15701-9769
Ford City, Pa 16226-1613
Athens, Pa 18810-1213
Austin, Pa 16720-9601
Avella, Pa 15312-21069
West Grove, Pa 19390-8401
Pittsburgh, Pa 15237-1223
Wingate, Pa 16823-4740
Pittsburgh, Pa 15236-1817
Bangor, Pa 18013-5272
Beaver, Pa 15009-2600
Monaca, Pa 15061-2585
Monaca, pa 15061
Bedford, Pa 15522-1427
Belle Vernon, Pa 15012-4200
Bellefonte, Pa 16823-1613
Bellwood, Pa 16617-0069
Bensalem, Pa 19020-1898
Benton, Pa 17814-7603
Bentleyville, Pa 15314-1422
Reading, Pa 19605
Berlin, Pa 15530-1426
York Springs, Pa 17372

Berwick Area SD
Bethel Park SD
Bethlehem Area SD
Bethlehem A VTS
Bethlehem-Center SD
Big Beaver Falls Area SD
Big Spring SD
Birney Preparatory Academy
Blackhawk SD
Blacklick Valley SD
Blairsville-Saltsburg SD
BLaSTIU 17
Bloomsburg Area SD
Blue Mountain SD
Blue Ridge SD
Boyertown Area SD
Bradford Area SD
Brandywine Heights Area SD
Brentwood Borough SD
Bristol Borough SD
Bristol Township SD
Brockway Area SD
Brookville Area SD
Brownsville Area SD
Bryn Athyn SD
Bucks County IU 22
Bucks County Technical HS
Burgettstown Area SD
Burrell SD
Butler Area SD
Butler County A VTS
California Area SD
Cambria Heights SD
Cameron County SD
Camp Hill SD
Canon-McMillan SD
Canton Area SD
Capital Area IU 15
Carbon Career & Tech Inst
Carbondale Area SD
Carbon-Lehigh IU 21
Career Institute of Technology
Carlisle Area SD
Carlynton SD

500 Line St
301 Church Rd
1516 Sycamore St
3300 Chester Avenue
194 Crawford Rd
1503 8th Avenue
45 Mount Rock Rd
900 W. Lindley Avenue
500 Blackhawk Rd
555 Birch St
102 School Lane
2400 Reach Rd
728 E 5th St
685 Red Dale Rd
5058 School Road
911 Montgomery Ave
150 Lorana Ave
200 W Weis St
3601 Brownsville Rd
1776 Farragut Avenue
6401 Mill Creek Rd
40 North St
104 Jenks Street
5 Falcon Drive
2835 BuckRd
705 N Shady Retreat Rd
61 0 Wistar Road
100 Bavington Rd
1021 Puckety Church Rd
110 Campus Lane
210 Campus Lane
40 Trojan Way Suite 300
426 Glendale Lake Rd
601 Woodland Ave
2627 Chestnut St
1 N Jefferson Ave
509 EMain St
55 Miller St
150 West 13th Street
101 Brooklyn St
4210 Independence Dr
5335 Kesslersville Road
623 WPenn St
435 Kings Hwy
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Berwick, Pa 18603-3325
Bethel Park, Pa 15102-1696
Bethlehem, Pa 18017-6099
Bethlehem, Pa 18020-2870
Fredericktown, Pa 15333-201:
Beaver Falls, Pa 15010-4065
Newville, Pa 17241-9412
Philadelphia, Pa 19141
Beaver Falls, Pa 15010-1498
Nanty Glo, Pa 15943-1060
Blairsville, Pa 15717
Williamsport, Pa 17701
Bloomsburg, Pa 17815-2305
Orwigsburg, Pa 17961-0188
New Milford, Pa 18834-9503
Boyertown, Pa 19512-9607
Bradford, Pa 16701-0375
Topton, Pa 19562-1532
Pittsburgh, Pa 15227-3117
Bristol, Pa 19007-3706
Levittown, Pa 19057-4014
Brockway, Pa 15824-1061
Brookville, Pa 15825-0479
Brownsville, Pa 15417-220
Bryn Athyn, Pa 19009-0121
Doylestown, Pa 18901-2507
Fairless Hills, Pa 19030-4106
Burgettstown, Pa 15021-2727
Lower Burrell, Pa 15068-9706
Butler, Pa 16001-2662
Butler, Pa 16601-2664
Coal Center, Pa 15423
Patton, Pa 16668-0066
Emporium, Pa 15834-1043
Camp Hill, Pa 17011-4697
Canonsburg, Pa 15317-1305
Canton, Pa 17724-1698
Enola, Pa 17025-1640
Jim Thorpe, Pa 18229-1821
Carbondale, Pa 184047-2207
Schnecksville, Pa 18078-2580
Easton, Pa 18040-6799
Carlisle, Pa 17013-2239
Carnegie, Pa 15106-1043

Carmichaels Area SD
Catasauqua Area SD
Centennial SD
Central Bucks SD
Central Cambria SD
Central Columbia SD
Central Dauphin SD

225 NVine St
201 N 14th St
433 Centennial Rd
20 Welden Dr
208 Schoolhouse Rd
4777 Old Berwick Rd
600 Rutherford Rd

Central Fulton SD
Central Greene SD
Central IU 10
Central Montco Technical High School
Central PA Inst of Science & Tech
Central Susquehanna IU 16
Central Valley SD
Central Westmoreland CTC
Central York SD
Chambersburg Area SD
Charleroi SD
Chartiers Valley SD
Chartiers-Houston SD
Cheltenham Township SD
Chester County IU 24
Chester County Technical College HS
Chester-Upland SD
Chestnut Ridge SD
Chichester SD
Clairton City SD
Clarion Area SD
Clarion County Career Center
Clarion-Limestone Area SD
Claysburg-Kimmel SD
Clearfield Area SD
Clearfield County CTC
Coatesville Area SD
Cocalico SD
Colonial IU 20
Colonial SD
Columbia Borough SD
Columbia-Montour A VTS
Commodore Perry SD
Conemaugh Township Area SD
Conemaugh Valley SD
Conestoga Valley SD

151 E Cherry St
250 S Cumberland St
345 LinkRd
821 Plymouth Road
540 North Harrison Road
90 Lawton Lane
160 Baker Road Extension
240 Arona Road
775 Marion Rd
435 Stanley Ave
125 Fecsen Drive
2030 Swallow Hill Rd
2020 W Pike St
2000 Ashbourne Rd
455 BootRd
455 Boot Road
1720 Melrose Ave
3281 Valley Road
401 Cherry Tree Rd
502 Mitchell Ave
221 Liberty St
44 7 Career Lane
4091 C-L School Road
531 Bedford St
438 RiverRd
1620 River Road
545 East Lincoln Highway
800 4th Street
6 Danforth Drive
230 Flourtown Rd
200 N Fifth St
5050 Sweppenheiser Drive
3002 Perry Hwy
300 West Campus Avenue
1451 Frankstown Rd
2110 Horseshoe Rd
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Carmichaels, Pa 15320-1287
Catasauqua, Pa 18032-1107
Warminster, Pa 18974-5448
Doylestown, Pa 18901-2359
Ebensburg, Pa 15931-7617
Bloomsburg, Pa 17815-3515
Harrisburg, Pa 17109-5227
McConnellsburg, Pa 172331400
Waynesburg, Pa 15370-0472
West Decatur, Pa 16878-9757
Plymouth Meeting, Pa 19462
Pleasant Gap, Pa 16823-8644
Milton, Pa 17847-9756
Monaca, Pa 15061-2571
New Stanton, Pa 15672-9410
York, Pa 17406
Chambersburg, Pa 17201-340:
Charleroi, Pa 15022-2279
Pittsburgh, Pa 15220-1699
Houston, Pa 15342-1052
Elkins Park, Pa 19027-1031
Downingtown, Pa 19335
Downingtown, Pa 19335-3043
Chester, Pa 19013-5837
Fishertown, Pa 15539-9843
Aston, Pa 19104
Clairton, Pa 15025-1559
Clarion, Pa 16214-1809
Shippenville, Pa 16254-897 5
Strattanville, Pa 16258-9720
Claysburg, Pa 16625-9702
Clearfield, Pa 16830-0710
Clearfield, Pa 16830-9702
Coatesville, Pa 19320-2494
Denver, Pa 17517-1139
Easton, Pa 18045-7820
Plymouth Meeting, Pa 19462
Columbia, Pa 17512
Bloomsburg, Pa 17815-8920
Hadley, PA 16130-2628
Davidsville, Pa 15928-0407
Johnstown, Pa 15902-1318
Lancaster, Pa 17601-6099

Conewago Valley SD
Conneaut SD
Connellsville Area SD
Conrad Weiser Area SD
Cornell SD
Cornwall-Lebanon SD
Corry Area SD
Coudersport Area SD
Council Rock SD
Cranberry Area SD
Crawford Central SD
Crawford County CTC
Cresson Secure Treatment Unit
Crestwood SD
CTC of Lackawanna County
Cumberland Perry A VTS
Cumberland Valley SD
Curwensville Area SD
Dallas SD
Dallastown Area SD
Daniel Boone Area SD
Danville Area SD
Danville Ctr Adolescent Female
Dauphin County Technical School
Deer Lakes SD
Delaware County IU 25
Delaware County Technical High
School
Delaware Valley SD
Derry Area SD
Derry Township SD
Donegal SD
Dover Area SD
Downingtown Area SD
Dubois Area SD
Dunmore SD
Duquesne City SD
East Allegheny SD
East Lycoming SD
East Penn SD
East Pennsboro Area SD
East Stroudsburg Area SD
Eastern Center for Arts & Technology
Eastern Lancaster County SD

130 Berlin Rd
219 W School Dr
732 Rockridge Rd.
44 Big Spring Rd
1099 Maple Street
105 E Evergreen Rd
540 East Pleasant Street
698 Dwight St
30 N Chancellor St
3 Education Dr
11280 Mercer Pike
860 Thurston Road
251 Corrections Road
281 S Mountain Blvd
3201 Rockwell Avenue
110 Old Willow Mill Rd
6746 Carlisle Pike
650 Beech St
2010 Conyngham Ave
700 New School Ln
Matthew Brooke Bldg Suite 200
600 Walnut St
13 Kirkbride Drive
600 1 Locust Lane
19 East Union Road
200 Yale Avenue

New Oxford, Pa 17350-1206
Linesville, Pa 16424-8609
Connellsville, Pa 15425-0861
Robesonia, Pa 19551-8948
Coraopolis, Pa 151 08-291 0
Lebanon, Pa 17042-7595
Corry, Pa 16407
Coudersport, Pa 16915-163 8
Newtown, Pa 18940
Seneca, Pa 16346-9709
Meadville, Pa 16335-9504
Meadville, Pa 16335-2152
Cresson, Pa 1663 0
Mountain Top, Pa 18707-1913
Scranton, Pa 18508-1475
Mechanicsburg, Pa 17050-181
Mechanicsburg, Pa 17050-171
Curwensville, Pa 16833-1533
Dallas, PA 18612-0720
Dallastown, Pa 17313-9242
Birdsboro, Pa 19508
Danville, Pa 17821-9131
Danville, Pa 17821
Harrisburg, Pa 17109-5631
Cheswick, Pa 15024
Morton, Pa 19070-1918

701 Henderson Boulevard
236 Route 6 and 209
982 N Chestnut Street Ext
3 0 East Granada Ave
1051 Koser Rd
101 Edge way Road
540 Trestle Place
500 Liberty Blvd
300 W Warren St
300 Kennedy Ave
1150 Jacks Run Rd
349 Cemetery St
800 Pine Street
890 Valley St
50 Vine St
3075 Terwood Rd
669 E Main St

Folcroft, Pa 19032-1906
Milford, Pa 18337-9454
Derry, Pa 15627-7600
Hershey, Pa 17033-0898
Mount Joy, Pa 17552
Dover, Pa 17315
Downingtown, Pa 19335-2643
DuBois, Pa 15801-2437
Dunmore, Pa 18512-1992
Duquesne, Pa 15110
North Versailles, Pa 15137-27
Hughesville, Pa 1773 7-1028
Emmaus, Pa 18049-0000
Enola, Pa 17025-1541
East Stroudsburg, Pa 18301
Willow Grove, Pa 19090-143E
New Holland, Pa 17557-0609
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Eastern Lebanon County SD
Eastern Westmoreland CTC
Eastern York SD
Easton Area SD
Elizabeth Forward SD
Elizabethtown Area SD
Elk Lake SD
Ellwood City Area SD
Ephrata Area SD
Erie City SD
Erie County Technical School
Everett Area SD
Exeter Township SD
Fairfield Area SD
Fairview SD
Fannett-Metal SD
Farrell Area SD
Ferndale Area SD
Fleetwood Area SD
Forbes Road CTC
Forbes Road SD
Forest Area SD
Forest City Regional SD
Forest Hills SD
Fort Cherry SD
Fort LeBoeuf SD
Fox Chapel Area SD
Franklin Area SD
Franklin County CTC
Franklin Regional SD
Frazier SD
Freedom Area SD
Freeport Area SD

180 Elco Dr
4904 Route 982
120 S Third St
1801 Bushkill Drive
401 Rock Run Road
600 E High St
23 80 Elk Lake School Road
501 Crescent Ave
803 OakBlvd
148 W 21st St
8500 Oliver Road
427 E SOUTH ST
200 Elm St
4840 Fairfield Rd
7466 McCray Rd
14823 Pathvalley Rd
1600 Roemer Blvd
100 Dartmouth Ave
801 N Richmond St
607 Beatty Road
159 Red Bird Drive
22318 Route 62 Box 16
100 Susquehanna Street
549 Locust Street
110 Fort Cherry Rd
34 East Ninth St
611 Field Club Rd
702 Liberty Street
2463 Loop Road
3210 School Rd
142 Constitution St
1701 8thAve
621 South Pike Rd

Fulton County A VTS
Galeton Area SD
Garnet Valley SD
Gateway SD
General McLane SD
Gettysburg Area SD
GirardSD
Glendale SD
Governor Mifflin SD
Great Valley SD

145 East Cherry Street
25 Bridge Street
80 Station Road
9000 Gateway Campus Boulevard
11771 Edinboro Rd
900 Biglerville Rd
1203 Lake St
1466 Beaver Valley Rd
10 South Waverly Street
47 ChurchRd
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Myerstown, Pa 17067-2604
Latrobe, Pa 15650-2399
Wrightsville, Pa 17368-0150
Easton, Pa 18040-8186
Elizabeth, Pa 15037-2416
Elizabethtown, Pa 17022-171~
Springville, Pa 18844
Ellwood City, Pa 16117-1957
Ephrata, Pa 17522-1960
Erie, Pa 16502-0000
Erie, Pa 16509-4699
EVERETT, Pa 15537-1295
Reading, Pa 19606
Fairfield, Pa 17320-9200
Fairview, Pa 16415-2401
Willow Hill, Pa 17271-0091
Farrell, Pa 16121-1754
Johnstown, pa 15905-2305
Fleetwood, Pa 19522-1031
Monroeville, Pa 15146-1550
Waterfall, Pa 16689-7137
Tionesta, Pa 16353-9307
Forest City, Pa 18421-1355
Sidman, Pa 15955-0158
Me Donald, Pa 15057-2975
Waterford, Pa 16441
Pittsburgh, Pa 15238-2406
Franklin, Pa 16323-1310
Chambersburg, Pa 17202-884~
Murrysville, Pa 15668-1553
Perryopolis, Pa 15473-1390
Freedom, Pa 15042-2000
Sarver, Pa 16055-9202
McConnellsburg, Pa 172331400
Galeton, Pa 16922-1398
Glen Mills, Pa 19342-1558
Monroeville, Pa 15146-3378
Edinboro, Pa 16412-1025
Gettysburg, Pa 17325-8007
Girard, Pa 16417-1047
Flinton, Pa 16640-8900
Shillington, Pa 19607-2642
Malvern, Pa 19355-1539

Greater Altoona CTC
Greater Johnstown CTC
Greater Johnstown SD
Greater Latrobe SD
Greater Nanticoke Area SD
Greencastle-Antrim SD
Greene County CTC
Greensburg Salem SD
Greenville Area SD
Greenwood SD
Grove City Area SD
Halifax Area SD
Hamburg Area SD
Hampton Township SD
Hanover Area SD
Hanover Public SD
Harbor Creek SD
Harmony Area SD
Harrisburg City SD
Hatboro-Horsham SD
Haverford Township SD
Hazleton Area Career Center
Hazleton Area SD
Hempfield SD
Hempfield Area SD
Hermitage SD
Highlands SD
Hollidaysburg Area SD
Homer-Center SD
Hopewell Area SD
Huntingdon Area SD
Huntingdon County CTC
Indiana Area SD
Indiana County Technology Center
Interboro SD
Intermediate Unit 1
Iroquois SD
Jamestown Area SD
Jeannette City SD
Jefferson County-DuBois AVTS
Jefferson-Morgan SD
Jenkintown SD
Jersey Shore Area SD
Jim Thorpe Area SD

1500 4th Avenue
445 Schoolhouse Road
1091 Broad St
1816 Lincoln Ave
427 Kosciuszko St
500 East Leitersburg Street
60 Zimmerman Drive
1 Academy Hill Place
9 Donation Rd
405 E Sunbury St
511 Highland Ave
3940 Peters Mountain Rd
Windsor Street
4591 School Dr
1600 Sans Souci Pkwy
403 Moul Ave
6375 Buffalo Rd
5239 Ridge Rd
2101 North Front St Bldg 2
229 Meetinghouse Rd
50 East Eagle Road
1451 W 23rd St
1515 W 23rd St
200 Church St
4347 Route 136
411 N Hermitage Road
1330 Eleventh Ave
201 Jackson St
65 Wildcat Lane
2354 Brodhead Rd
2400 Cassady Ave Ste 2
11893 Technology Drive
501 E Pike
441 Hamill Rd
900 Washington Ave
One Intermediate Unit Drive
800 Tyndall A venue
204 Shenango Street
198 Park St Central Admin Bldg
576 Vo Tech Rd
1351 Jefferson Rd
West and Highland Avenues
175 A & P Drive
410 Center Ave
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Altoona, Pa 16602-3616
Johnstown, Pa 15904-2927
Johnstown, Pa 15906-2437
Latrobe, Pa 15650
Nanticoke, Pa 18634-2690
Greencastle, Pa 17225-113 8
Waynesburg, Pa 15370-8281
Greensburg, Pa 15601-1839
Greenville, Pa 16125-1789
Millerstown, Pa 17062-9528
Grove City, Pa 16127-1107
Halifax, Pa 17032-9098
Hamburg, Pa 19526-0401
Allison Park, Pa 151 01
Hanover Township, Pa 18706
Hanover, Pa 17331-1541
Harborcreek, Pa 16421-1632
Westover, Pa 16692-9619
Harrisburg, Pa 1711 0-1081
Horsham, Pa 19044-2192
Havertown, Pa 19083-0000
Hazle Twp, Pa 18202-1452
Hazle Twp, Pa 18202-1647
Landisville, Pa 17538-1300
Greensburg, Pa 15601-9315
Hermitage, Pa 16148-3316
Natrona Heights, Pa 15065-02
Hollidaysburg, Pa 16648-1615
Homer City, Pa 15748-1602
Aliquippa, Pa 15001-4501
Huntingdon, Pa 16652-2618
Mill Creek, Pa 17060-0905
Indiana, Pa 15701-2234
Indiana, Pa 15701-1465
Prospect Park, Pa 19076-1412
Coal Center, Pa 15423-9642
Erie, Pa 16511
Jamestown, Pa 16134
Jeannette, Pa 15644-0418
Reynoldsville, Pa 15851-6368
Jefferson, Pa 15344-0158
Jenkintown, Pa 19046-2611
Jersey Shore, Pa 17740-9268
Jim Thorpe, Pa 18229-1702

Johnsonburg Area SD
Juniata County SD
Juniata Valley SD
KaneAreaSD
Karns City Area SD
Kennett Consolidated SD
Keystone SD
Keystone Central CTC
Keystone Central SD
Keystone Oaks SD
Kiski Area SD
Kutztown Area SD
Lackawanna Trail SD
Lakeland SD
Lake-Lehman SD
Lakeview SD
Lampeter-Strasburg SD
Lancaster SD
Lancaster-Lebanon IU 13
Laurel Highlands SD
Laurel SD
Lawrence County CTC
Lebanon County CTC
Lebanon SD
Leechburg Area SD
Lehigh Career & Technical Institute
Lehighton Area SD
Lenape Tech
Lewisburg Area SD
Ligonier Valley SD
Lincoln IU 12
Line Mountain SD
Littlestown Area SD
Lower Dauphin SD
Lower Merion SD
Lower Moreland Township SD
Loyalsock Township SD
Loysville Youth Dev Ctr
Luzerne IU 18
Lycoming CTC
Mahanoy Area SD
Manheim Central SD
Manheim Township SD
Marion Center Area SD

315 High School Road
75 South Seventh Street
7775 Juniata Valley Pike
400 West Hemlock Avenue
1446 Kittanning Pike
300 East South Street
451 Huston Avenue
64 Keystone Central Drive
86 Administration Drive
1000 Kelton Ave
200 Poplar Street
251 Long Lane
College Avenue
1355 Lakeland Drive
1237 Market Street
2482 Mercer St
1600 BookRd
251 S Prince St
1020 New Holland A venue
304 Bailey Ave
2497 Harlansburg Rd
750 Phelps Way
833 Metro Drive
1000 S 8th St
210 Penn Avenue
4500 Education Park Drive
1000 Union St
2215 Chaplin A venue
1951 Washington Ave
339 West Main St
65 Billerbeck St
185 Line Mountain Road
162 Newark St
291 EMain St
301 E Montgomery Ave
2551 Murray Ave
1720 Sycamore Rd
Loysville Complex
368 Tioga Avenue
293 Cemetery Street
1 Golden Bear Dr
71 N Hazel St
450A Candlewyck Road
22820 Route 403 Hwy N
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Johnsonburg, Pa 15845-1617
Mifflintown, Pa 17059-9806
Alexandria, Pa 16611-0318
Kane, Pa 16735-1696
Karns City, Pa 16041-1818
Kennett Square, Pa 19348-365
Knox, Pa 16232-9390
Mill Hall, Pa 177 51-9668
Mill Hall, Pa 17751
Pittsburgh, Pa 15216-2421
Vandergrift, Pa 15690
Kutztown, Pa 19530
Factoryville, Pa 18419
Scott Township, Pa 18433-98(
Dallas, Pa 18612
Stoneboro, Pa 16153-2799
Lancaster, Pa 17602
Lancaster, Pa 17603
Lancaster, Pa 17601
Uniontown,Pa 15401-2461
New Castle, Pa 16101-9705
New Castle, Pa 16101-5008
Lebanon, Pa 17042-9159
Lebanon, Pa 17042-6726
Leechburg, Pa 15656-1278
Schnecksville, Pa 18078-2501
Lehighton, Pa 1823 5-1700
Ford City, Pa 16226-1608
Lewisburg, Pa 1793 7
Ligonier, Pa 15658
New Oxford, Pa 17350-0070
Herndon, Pa 17830-7325
Littlestown, Pa 17340-1343
Hummelstown, Pa 17036-179~
Ardmore, Pa 19003-3399
Huntingdon Valley, Pa 19006
Montoursville, Pa 177 54
Loysville, Pa 17047-9754
Kingston, Pa 18704
Hughesville, Pa 17737-1020
Mahanoy City, Pa 17948-2435
Manheim, Pa 17545-1511
Lancaster, Pa 17601
Marion Center, Pa 15759-015(

Marple Newtown SD
MarsAreaSD
McGuffey SD
McKeesport Area SD
McKeesport Area Tech Ctr
Mechanicsburg Area SD
Mercer Area SD
Mercer County Career Center
Methacton SD
Meyersdale Area SD
Mid Valley SD
Middle Bucks Institute of Technology
Middletown Area SD
Midd-West SD
Midland Borough SD
Midwestern IU 4
Mifflin County SD
Mifflinburg Area SD
Mifflin-Juniata CTC
Millcreek Township SD
Millersburg Area SD
Millville Area SD
Milton Area SD
Minersville Area SD
:Mohawk Area SD
Mon Valley CTC
Monessen City SD
Moniteau SD
Monroe Career & Tech Inst
Montgomery Area SD
Montgomery County IU 23
Montour SD
Montoursville Area SD
Montrose Area SD

40 Media Line Rd Ste 204
545 Route 228
90 McGuffey Drive
3590 O'Neil Boulevard
1960 Eden Park Boulevard
100 E Elmwood Ave 2nd Floor
545 W Butler St
776 Greenville Road
1001 Kriebel Mill Rd
309 Industrial Park Road
52 Underwood Rd
2740 Old York Road
55 WWater St
568 EMain St
173 7th St
453 Maple St
201 Eighth St - Highland Park
178 Maple St
700 Pitt Street
3740 W 26th St
799 Center St
330 East Main St
700 Mahoning St
Battlin Miner Dr & Low Rd
385 Mohawk School Road
Five Guttman Avenue
1275 Rostraver St
1810 W Sunbury Rd
Laurel Lake Drive
120 Penn St
1605 W Main St
225 Clever Road
SON Arch St
273 Meteor Way

MoonAreaSD
Morrisville Borough SD
Moshannon Valley SD
Mount Carmel Area SD
Mount Pleasant Area SD
Mount Union Area SD
Mountain View SD
Mt Lebanon SD
Muhlenberg SD

8353 University Boulevard
550 W Palmer St
4934 Green Acre Rd
600 W 5th St
271 State Street
603 North Industrial Drive
11 748 State Route 106
7 Horsman Dr
801 Bellevue Avenue
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Newtown Square, Pa 19073
Mars, Pa 16046-3123
Claysville, Pa 15323
Me Keesport, Pa 15132-1145
McKeesport, Pa 15132-1643
Mechanicsburg, Pa 17055
Mercer, Pa 16137-0332
Mercer, Pa 16137-5022
Eagleville, Pa 19403-1047
Meyersdale, Pa 15552-0060
Throop, Pa 18512-1196
Jamison, Pa 18929-1046
Middletown, Pa 17057-1448
Middleburg, Pa 17842-1295
Midland, Pa 15059-1469
Grove City, Pa 16127-2399
Lewistown, Pa 17044-1197
Mifflinburg, Pa 17844-0285
Lewistown, Pa 17044-1675
Erie, Pa 16506-2039
Millersburg, Pa 17061-1420
Millville, Pa 17846-0260
Milton, Pa 17847-2231
Minersville, Pa 17954-0787
Bessemer, Pa 16112-0025
Charleroi, Pa 15022
Monessen, Pa 15062-2049
West Sunbury, Pa 16061-1220
Bartonsville, Pa 18321-0066
Montgomery, Pa 17752-1144
Norristown, Pa 19403-3290
Me Kees Rocks, Pa 15136-40]
Montoursville, Pa 17754-1902
Montrose, Pa 18801-9447
Moon Township, Pa 151084202
Morrisville, Pa 190647-2195
Houtzdale, Pa 16651-9410
Mount Carmel, Pa 17851-189~
Mount Pleasant, Pa 15666-904
Mount Union, Pa 17066-1232
Kingsley, Pa 18826
Pittsburgh, Pa 15228-1107
Laureldale, Pa 19605-1799

MuncySD
Nazareth Area SD
N eshaminy SD
Neshannock Township SD
New Brighton Area SD
New Castle Area SD
New Castle Youth Dev Ctr
New Hope-Solebury SD

206 Sherman St
One Education Plaza
2001 Old Lincoln Hwy
3834 Mitchell Rd
3225 43rd St
420 Fern St
1741 Frew Mill Road
180 W Bridge St

New Kensington-Arnold SD
NewportSD
Norristown Area SD
North Allegheny SD
North Central Secure Trmnt Unt
North Clarion County SD
North East SD
North Hills SD
North Montco Tech Career Center
North Penn SD
North Pocono SD
North Schuylkill SD
North Star SD
Northampton Area SD
Northeast Bradford SD
Northeastern Educational IU 19
Northeastern York SD
Northern Bedford County SD
Northern Cambria SD
Northern Lebanon SD
Northern Lehigh SD
Northern Potter SD
Northern Tier Career Center
Northern Tioga SD

701 Stevenson Blvd
420 Fickes Lane
401 N Whitehall Rd
200 Hillvue Lane
13 Kirkbridge Drive
10439 Route 36
50 E Division St
135 6th Ave
1265 Sumneytown Pike
401 E Hancock St
701 Church St
15 Academy Lane
1200 Morris Ave
2014 Laubach Avenue
526 Panther Lane
1200 Line St
41 Harding St
152 NBC Drive
601 Joseph St
345 School Dr
1201 Shadow Oaks Ln
745 Northern Potter Road
120 Career Center
11 0 Ellison Road

Northern Westmoreland CTC
Northern York County SD
Northgate SD
Northumberland County CTC
Northwest Area SD
Northwest Tri-County ill 5
Northwestern SD
Northwestern Lehigh SD
Norwin SD

705 Stevenson Boulevard
149 S Baltimore St
591 UnionAve
. 1700-2000 West Montgomery
Street
243 Thome Hill Rd
252 Waterford St
100 Harthan Way
6493 Route 309
281 McMahon Dr
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Muncy, Pa 17756-1346
Nazareth, Pa 18064-0000
Langhorne, Pa 19047-3295
New Castle, Pa 16105-1019
New Brighton, Pa 15066-265~
New Castle, Pa 16101-2596
New Castle, Pa 16101
New Hope, Pa 18938-1424
New Kensington, Pa 150685372
Newport, Pa 17074-0009
Norristown, PA 19403-2745
Pittsburgh, Pa 15237-5344
Danville, Pa 17821-0390
Tionesta, Pa 16353-9199
North East, Pa 16428-1351
Pittsburgh, Pa 15229-1291
Lansdale, Pa 19446-4712
Lansdale, Pa 19446-3960
Moscow, Pa 18444-9391
Ashland, Pa 17921-9301
Boswell, Pa 15531-1231
Northampton, Pa 18067-0118
Rome, Pa 18837-9505
Archbald, Pa 18403-1918
Manchester, Pa 17345-1119
Loysburg, Pa 16659-9549
Northern Cambria, Pa 15714
Fredericksburg, Pa 17026-010,
Slatington, Pa 18080-1237
Ulysses, Pa 16948-9570
Towanda, Pa 18848-9731
Elkland, Pa 16920
New Kensington, Pa 150685372
Dillsburg, Pa 17019-1035
Pittsburgh, Pa 15202-2958
Coal Township, Pa 17866-333
Shickshinny, Pa 18655-9201
Edinboro, Pa 16412-2373
Albion, Pa 16401-1368
New Tripoli, Pa 18066-2038
North Huntingdon, Pa 15642-

Octorara Area SD
Oil City Area SD
Old Forge SD
Oley Valley SD
Oswayo Valley SD
Otto-Eldred SD
Owen J Roberts SD
Oxford Area SD
Palisades SD
Palmerton Area SD
Palmyra Area SD
Panther Valley SD
Parkland SD
Parkway West CTC
Pen Argyl Area SD
Penn Cambria SD
Penn Hills SD
Penn Manor SD
Penncrest SD
Penn-Delco SD
Pennridge SD
Penns Manor Area SD
Penns Valley Area SD
Pennsbury SD
Penn-Trafford SD
Pequea Valley SD
Perkiomen Valley SD
Peters Township SD
Philadelphia A VTS
Philadelphia City SD
Philadelphia IU 26
Philipsburg-OsCAOla Area SD
Phoenixville Area SD
Pine Grove Area SD
Pine-Richland SD
Pittsburgh A VTS
Pittsburgh SD
Pittsburgh-Mt Oliver IU 2
Pittston Area SD
Pleasant Valley SD
Plum Borough SD
Pocono Mountain Charter School
Pocono Mountain SD

228 Highland Rd Suite 1
825 Grandview Road
300 Marion St
17 Jefferson St
277 Oswayo St
143 R L Sweitzer Dr
901 Ridge Rd
125 Bell Tower Lane
39 Thomas Free Dr
680 Fourth Street
1125 Park Dr
1 Panther Way
1210 Springhouse Rd
7101 Steubenville Pike
1620 Teels Rd
201 6th St
260 Aster St
2950 Charlestown Rd
18741 State Hwy 198
2821 Concord Rd
1200 N 5th St
6003 Route 553 Hwy
4528 Penns Valley Road
134 Yardley Ave
1006 Harrison City-Export Rd
166 S New Holland Rd
3 Iron Bridge Dr
631 E McMurray Rd
440 North Broad Street
440 North Broad Street
440 North Broad Street
200 Short St
386 City Line Ave
103 School St
702 Warrendale Rd
515 N. Highland Avenue
341 S Bellefield Ave
3816 South Water St Bldg Five
5 Stout St
2233 Route 115
900 Elicker Road
16 Carriage Square
135 Pocono Mountain School
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2403
Atglen, Pa 1931 0-1603
Oil City, Pa 16301-0929
Old Forge, Pa 18518-1692
Oley, Pa 19547-8774
Shinglehouse, Pa 16748
Duke Center, Pa 16729-9507
Pottstown, Pa 19465-8402
Oxford, Pa 19363-1770
Kintnersville, Pa 18930-9657
Palmerton, Pa 18071
Palmyra, Pa 17078-3447
Lansford, Pa 18232
Allentown, Pa 18104-2119
Oakdale, Pa 15071-9111
Pen Argyl, Pa 18072-9734
Cresson, Pa 16630-1363
Pittsburgh, Pa 15235-0000
Lancaster, Pa 17603
Saegertown, Pa 16433-0808
Aston, Pa 19014-2907
Perkasie, Pa 18944-2207
Clymer, Pa 15728-8318
Spring Mills, Pa 16875-9403
Fallsington, Pa 19058-0338
Harrison City, Pa 15636-0530
Kinzers, Pa 17535-0130
Collegeville, Pa 19426
McMurray, Pa 15317-3430
Philadelphia, Pa 19130-4015
Philadelphia, Pa 19130-4015
Philadelphia, Pa 19130-4015
Philipsburg, Pa 16866-2640
Phoenixville, Pa 19460-441 7
Pine Grove, Pa 17693-1698
Gibsonia, Pa 15044-0000
Pittsburgh, Pa 15206
Pittsburgh, Pa 15213-3552
Pittsburgh, Pa 15203
Pittston, Pa 18640-3391
Brodheadsville, Pa 18322-200
Plum, Pa 15239
Tobyhann~Pa18466

Swiftwater, Pa 18370

Port Allegany SD
Portage Area SD
Pottsgrove SD
Pottstown SD
Pottsville Area SD
Punxsutawney Area SD
Purchase Line SD
Quaker Valley SD
Quakertown Community SD
Radnor Township SD
Reading Muhlenberg CTC
Reading SD
Red Lion Area SD
Redbank Valley SD
Reynolds SD
Richland SD
Ridgway Area SD
Ridley SD
Ringgold SD
Riverside Beaver County SD
Riverside SD
Riverview IU 6
Riverview SD
Rochester Area SD
Rockwood Area SD
Rose Tree Media SD
Saint Clair Area SD
Saint Marys Area SD
Salisbury Township SD
Salisbury-Elk Lick SD
Saucon Valley SD
Sayre Area SD

Road
20 Oak St
84 Mountain Ave
13 01 Kauffman Rd
230 Beech St
1501 W Laurel Blvd
475 Beyer Ave
16559 Route 286 Highway E
100 Leetsdale Industrial Dr
100 Commerce Drive
135 SWayne Ave
2615 Warren Road
800 Washington St
Red Lion Area Education Center
920 E Broad St
531 Reynolds Rd
319 Schoolhouse Road
62 School Dr
901 Morton Ave Suite 100
400 Main St
318 Country Club Dr
300 Davis St
270 Mayfield Road
701 lOth St
540 Reno St
439 Somerset Ave
308 N Olive St
227 S Mill St
977 S Saint Marys Rd
1140 Salisbury Rd
196 Smith Ave
2097 Polk Valley Rd
333 W Lockhart St

Schuylkill Haven Area SD
Schuylkill IU 29
Schuylkill Technology Centers
Schuylkill Valley SD
Scranton SD
Selinsgrove Area SD
Seneca Highlands IU 9
Seneca Valley SD
Shade-Central City SD
Shaler Area SD

501 East Main Street
17 Maple A venue
17 Maple A venue
929 Lakeshore Drive
425 N Washington Ave
401 North 18th St
119 Mechanic St
124 Seneca School Rd
203 McGregor A venue
1800 Mount Royal Blvd
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Port Allegany, Pa 16473-1291
Portage, Pa 15946-1809
Pottstown, Pa 19464-2303
Pottstown, Pa 19464-0779
Pottsville, Pa 17901-1498
Punxsutawney, Pa 15767-146'
Commodore, Pa 15729-0374
Leetsdale, Pa 15056
Quakertown, Pa 18951
Wayne, Pa 19087-4194
Reading, Pa 19604-1 021
Reading, Pa 19601-3616
Red Lion, Pa 17356-9185
New Bethlehem, Pa 16242-11:
Greenville, Pa 16125-8804
Johnstown, Pa 15904-5370
Ridgway, Pa 15853
Folsom, Pa 19033-2934
New Eagle, Pa 15067-1108
Ellwood City, Pa 16117-491 0
Taylor, Pa 18517-1938
Clarion, Pa 16214-1809
Oakmont, Pa 15139-1165
Rochester, Pa 15074-1240
Rockwood, Pa 15557-1030
Media, Pa 19063-2403
Saint Clair, Pa 17970-1338
Saint Marys, Pa 15857-2832
Allentown, Pa 18103-4299
Salisbury, Pa15558-0068
Hellertown, Pa 18055-2400
Sayre, Pa 18840-1609
Schuylkill Haven, Pa 179721300
Mar Lin, Pa 17951-0130
Mar Lin, Pa 17951-0130
Leesport, Pa 19533-8631
Scranton, Pa 18503-1305
Selinsgrove, Pa 17870-1153
Smethport, Pa 16749-0566
Harmony, Pa 16037-9101
Cairnbrook, Pa 15924-9729
Glenshaw, Pa 15116-21173

Shamokin Area SD
Shank:sville-Stonycreek SD
Sharon City SD
Sharpsville Area SD
Shenandoah Valley SD
Shenango Area SD
Shikellamy SD
Shippensburg Area SD
Slippery Rock Area SD
Smethport Area SD
Solanco SD
Somerset Area SD
Somerset County Technology Center
Souderton Area SD
South Allegheny SD
South Butler County SD
South Eastern SD
South Fayette Township SD
South Middleton SD
South Mountain Secure Trmnt Un
South Park SD
South Side Area SD
South Western SD
South Williamsport Area SD
Southeast Delco SD
Southeastern Greene SD
Southern Columbia Area SD
Southern Fulton SD
Southern Huntingdon County SD
Southern Lehigh SD
Southern Tioga SD
Southern York County SD
Southmoreland SD
Spring Cove SD
Spring Grove Area SD
Springfield SD
Springfield Township SD
Spring-Ford Area SD
State College Area SD
Steel Center A VTS
Steel Valley SD
Steelton-Highspire SD
Sto-Rox SD
Stroudsburg Area SD

2000 W State St
1325 Comer Stone Road
215 Forker Blvd
701 Pierce Ave
805 West Centre Street
2501 Old Pittsburgh Rd
200 Island Blvd
317 N Morris St
201 Kiester Rd
414 S Mechanic St
121 S Hess St
645 S Columbia Ave Ste 110
281 Technology Drive
760 Lower Road
2743 Washington Blvd
328 KnochRd
377 Main St
3680 Old Oakdale Rd
4 Forge Rd
10056 S Mountain Rd
2005 Eagle Ridge Rd
4949 State Route 151
225 Bowman Rd
515 W Central Ave
1560 Delmar Drive
1000 Mapletown Rd
800 Southern Drive
3072 Great Cove Rd
10339 Pogue Road
5775 Main St
241 Main St
3280 Fissels Church Rd
609 Parker Ave
11 00 E Main Street
100 E College Ave
Ill W Leamy Ave
1901 E Paper Mill Rd
857 South Lewis Road
131 WNittany Ave
565 Lewis Run Road
220 E Oliver Rd
250 Reynders St
600 Russell wood Ave
123 Linden St
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Coal Township, Pa 17866-28(
Shanksville, Pa 15560-0128
Sharon, Pa 16146-3606
Sharpsville, Pa 16150-1940
Shenandoah, Pa 17976-0000
New Castle, Pa 16101-6095
Sunbury, Pa 17801-1028
Shippensburg, Pa 17257-1654
Slippery Rock, Pa 16057-1601
Smethport, Pa 16749-1522
Quarryville, Pa 17566-1225
Somerset, Pa 15501-2511
Somerset, Pa 15501-4309
Souderton, Pa 18964-2311
Me Keesport, Pa 15133-2017
Saxonburg, Pa 16056-9322
Fawn Grove, Pa 17321-9545
McDonald, Pa 15057-2580
Boiling Springs, Pa 17007-95~
South Mountain, Pa 17261-99:
South Park, Pa 15129-8885
Hookstown, Pa 15050-1439
Hanover, Pa 17331-4213
South Williamsport, Pa 17702
Folcroft, Pa 19032-0328
Greensboro, Pa 15338-9801
Catawissa, Pa 17820-8410
Warfordsburg, Pa 17267-9600
Three Springs, Pa 17264-9730
Center Valley, Pa 18034-9703
Blossburg, Pa 16912-1125
Glen Rock, Pa 17327-0128
Scottdale, Pa 15683-1026
Roaring Spring, Pa 16673-163
Spring Grove, Pa 17362-1219
Springfield, Pa 19064-2396
Oreland, Pa 19075-2499
Royersford, Pa 19468-2711
State College, Pa 16801-4812
Jefferson Hills, Pa 15025-3711
Munhall, Pa 15120-2759
Steelton, Pa 17113
McKees Rocks, Pa 15136
Stroudsburg, Pa 18360-1315

Sullivan County SD
SUN Area Technical Institute
Susquehanna Community SD
Susquehanna County CTC
Susquehanna Township SD
Susquenita SD
Tamaqua Area SD
Titusville Area SD
Towanda Area SD
Tredyffrin-Easttown SD
Trinity Area SD
Tri-Valley SD
Troy Area SD
Tulpehocken Area SD
Tunkhannock Area SD
Turkeyfoot Valley Area SD
Tuscarora IU 11
Tuscarora SD
Tussey Mountain SD
Twin Valley SD
Tyrone Area SD
Union Area SD
Union City Area SD
Union SD
Uniontown Area SD
Unionville-Chadds Ford SD
United SD
Upper Adams SD
Upper Bucks County Technical School
Upper Darby SD
Upper Dauphin Area SD
Upper Dublin SD
Upper Merion Area SD
Upper Moreland Township SD
Upper Perkiomen SD
Upper Saint Clair SD
Valley Grove SD
Valley View SD
Venango Technology Center
Wallenpaupack Area SD
Wallingford-Swarthmore SD
Warren County A VTS
Warren County SD
Warrior Run SD

777 South Street
815 E Market St
3192 Turnpike St.
2374 Elk Lake School Road
2579 Interstate Drive
1725 Schoolhouse Rd
138 West Broad St
Scheide House
State St and Western Ave
West Valley Business Center
231 Park Ave
110 W Main St
30 Taylor Street
27 Rehrersburg Road
41 Philadelphia Ave
172 Turkeyfoot Rd
2527 US Highway 522 South
100 West Seminary St
199 Front Street
4851 N. Twin Valley Road
701 Clay Avenue
500 S Scotland Ln
107 Concord St
354 Baker Street Ste 2
23 E Church St
740 Unionville Road
10780 Route 56 East
161 N Main St
3115 Ridge Road
4611 Bond Ave
5668 State Route 209
1580 Fort Washington Ave
435 Crossfield Rd
2900 Terwood Rd
2229 East Buck Rd Suite 1
1820 McLughln Rn Rd Upr St Clr
429 Wiley Ave
1 Columbus Dr
One Vo Tech Drive
2552 Route 6
200 S Providence Rd
347 East 5th Avenue
589 Hospital Dr Suite A
4800 Susquehanna Trail
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Laporte, Pa 18626-0240
New Berlin, Pa 17855
Susquehanna, Pa 18847-9504
Dimock, Pa 18844
Harrisburg, Pa 1711 0
Duncannon, Pa 17020-9582
Tamaqua, Pa 18252
Titusville, Pa 16354-1785
Towanda, Pa 18848
Wayne, Pa 19087
Washington, Pa 15301-5713
Valley View, Pa 17983-9423
Troy, Pa 16947-0067
Bethel, Pa 19507
Tunkhannock,Pa18657-1602
Confluence, Pa 15424-2420
Me Veytown, Pa 17051-9717
Mercersburg, Pa 17236-1606
Saxton, Pa 16678-8610
Elverson, Pa 19520-0000
Tyrone, Pa 16686-1807
New Castle, Pa 16101-1344
Union City, Pa 16438-1306
Rimersburg, Pa 16248-921 7
Uniontown, Pa 15401-3510
Kennett Square, Pa 19348
Armagh,Pa 15920
Biglerville, Pa 17307
Perkasie, Pa 18944-3908
Drexel Hill, PA 19026-4592
Lykens, Pa 17048-8414
Maple Glen, Pa 19002-0000
King ofPrussia, Pa 19406
Willow Grove, Pa 19090
Pennsburg, Pa 18073
Pittsburgh, Pa 15241-2396
Franklin, Pa 16323-2834
Archbald, Pa 18403-1538
Oil City, Pa 16301-3501
Hawley, Pa 18428-7045
Wallingford, Pa 19086-6334
Warren, Pa 16365-4376
Warren, Pa 16365-4885
Turbotville, Pa 17772-8679

Warwick SD
Washington SD
Wattsburg Area SD
Wayne Highlands SD
Waynesboro Area SD
Weatherly Area SD
Wellsboro Area SD
West Allegheny SD
West Branch Area SD
West Chester Area SD
West Greene SD
West Jefferson Hills SD
West Middlesex Area SD
West Mifflin Area SD
West Perry SD
West Shore SD
West York Area SD
Western Area CTC
Western Beaver County SD
Western Montgomery CTC
Western Wayne SD
Westmont Hilltop SD
Westmoreland IU 7
Whitehall-Coplay SD
Wilkes-Barre Area CTC
Wilkes-Barre Area SD
Wilkinsburg Borough SD
William Penn SD
Williams Valley SD
Williamsburg Community SD
Williamsport Area SD

301 W Orange St
311 Allison Ave
10782 Wattsburg Road
474 Grove St
210 Clayton Ave
602 6th St
227 Nichols Street
600 Donaldson Road
516 All port Cutoff
829 Paoli Pike
1367 Hargus Creek Road
835 Old Clairton Rd
3591 Sharon Rd Luther Low Bldg
3000 Lebanon Church Rd Suite
300
2606 Shermans Valley Road
507 Fishing Creek Rd
2605 W Market St
688 Western Avenue
343 Ridgemont Dr
77 Graterford Road
1970C Easton Turnpike
827 Diamond Blvd
102 Equity Dr
2940 MacArthur Rd
Jumper Road Plains Township
730 S Main St
718 Wallace Ave
100 Green A venue Annex
10330 State Route 209
515 W 3rd St
2780 West Fourth Street

Wilmington Area SD
Wilson SD
Wilson Area SD
Windber Area SD
Wissahickon SD
Woodland Hills SD
Wyalusing Area SD
Wyoming Area SD
Wyoming Valley West SD
Wyomissing Area SD
York City SD

300 Wood St
2601 Grandview Blvd
2040 Washington Blvd
2301 GrahamAve
601 Knight Rd
2430 Greensburg Pike
42 Main St
20 Memorial St
450 N Maple Ave
630 Evans Ave
31 N Pershing Avenue
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Lititz, Pa 17543-1814
Washington, Pa 15301-4272
Erie, Pa 16509-0000
Honesdale, Pa 18431-1099
Waynesboro, Pa 17268-2066
Weatherly, Pa 18255-1520
Wellsboro, Pa 16901-140 1
Oakdale, Pa 15071
Morrisdale, Pa 16858
West Chester, Pa 19380-4551
Waynesburg, Pa 15370-8618
Jefferson Hills, pa 15025-313 J
West Middlesex, Pa 16159-97'
West Mifflin, Pa 15122-2698
Elliottsburg, Pa 17024-9706
Lewisberry, Pa 17339-9517
York, Pa 17404-5529
Canonsburg, Pa 15317-1477
Midland, Pa 15059-2219
Limerick, Pa 19468-1730
Lake Ariel, Pa 18436
Johnstown, Pa 15905-2348
Greensburg, Pa 15601
Whitehall, Pa 18052-3408
Wilkes-Barre, Pa 18705-0699
Wilkes Barre, Pa 18711-0376
Wilkinsburg, Pa 15221-2215
Lansdowne, Pa 19050-2095
Tower City, Pa 17980-9801
Williamsburg, Pa 16693-1121
Williamsport, Pa 17701-6409
New Wilmington, Pa 161421016
West Lawn, Pa 19609-1324
Easton, Pa 18042-3890
Windber, Pa 15963-1964
Ambler, Pa 19002-3441
Pittsburgh, Pa 15221-3611
Wyalusing, Pa 18853-0157
Exeter, Pa 18643-2659
Kingston, Pa 18704-3630
Wyomissing, Pa 19610-2636
York, Pa 17401

York Co School ofTechnology
York Suburban SD
YoughSD

21 79 South Queen Street
1800 Hollywood Dr
915 Lowber Rd

BY-LAWS
OF
ACCLAIM CYBER CHARTER SCHOOL
A Pennsylvania Nonprofit Corporation
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York, Pa 17402-4628
York, Pa 17403-4256
Herminie, Pa 15637-1219

BY-LAWS
OFACCLAJMCYBERCHARTERSCHOOL
A Pennsylvania Nonprofit Corporation
ARTICLE I
The Name and Principal Place of Business
The name of this Corporation is Acclaim Cyber Charter School, with its principal place of
business located at 786 Coolspring Rd, Worthville, Pa. 15784. Jefferson County.
ARTICLE II
Goals and Objectives
The mission of the Acclaim Cyber Charter School is to provide our students success in learning
through a technology rich and diverse education in a safe, online environment. Acclaim will
provide students with the tools necessary to be productive, motivated, self disciplined members
of society.

ARTICLE III
Tax Exempt Organization and Fiscal Year
The Corporation is established as a Pennsylvania non-profit corporation and the corporation is
intended to qualifY as an exempt organization under 50l(c)(3) ofthe Internal Revenue Code. The
Corporation shall not engage in any activity that would be inconsistent with its tax-exempt
status.
Fiscal Year
The fiscal year of the Corporation shall begin on the first day of July of each year, and end on the
30th day of June of the following year.
ARTICLE IV
Board of Trustees
Members: The Corporation is organized on a non-stock, nonmembership basis, and shall have no
members. Whenever corporate action is by statute authorized or required to be approved by
action of the members, such action shall be approved by the Board of Trustees. Eligibility to
Serve on the Board: Any person employed by the school in a full or part-time capacity and
receiving compensation for such employment, shall be ineligible for membership on the Board.
Power and Authority: The Board of Trustees shall consist of not more than seven members. The
Board of Trustees shall have full power to conduct, manage and direct the business and affairs of
the Corporation and all powers of the Corporation are hereby granted to and vested in the Board
of Trustees. Without limiting the foregoing and except as otherwise expressly provided in these
by-laws, the Board of Trustees shall approve:
(a) the election or appointment of trustees and officers of the Corporation and members and
chairs of
committees;
(b) general policies of the Corporation;
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(c) priorities of the Corporation in the field of education;
(d) the establishment of such policies and procedures as it deems necessary;
(e) the employment and/or appointment of the agents and Chief Administrative Officer and
through him/her, the appropriate administrative officers, faculty, staff, and representatives to
carry out the mission of the Corporation and prescribe such duties as it deems necessary;
(f) the term of office for trustees shall be for three years. No trustee shall hold office for more
than two (2) consecutive three (3) year terms except that the Chief Administrative Officer shall
continue for as long as she/he is employed as Chief Administrative Officer. The trustee who is
elected or appointed to serve a partial term of less than three (3) years may be elected to serve
two (2)consecutive full terms in addition to such partial term
Uncompensated Service: The members of the Board shall serve without compensation.
Extraordinary expenses, such as travel and subsistence outside the Delaware Valley on behalf of
the Corporation, may be reimbursed by the Corporation.
Removal of a Trustee: Any trustee may be removed for failure to organize or neglect of duty or
who has been convicted of a felony, or whose business, professional or other activities or
interests are detrimental to the interests of the Corporation or otherwise tend to discredit the
Corporation through association of such persons as a representative of the Corporation, may,
upon reasonable notice, and
opportunity to be heard, be removed as a trustee upon approval of such action by at least twothirds of the other members ofthe Board, acting at any meeting of the Board, provided that
notice of the proposed action is contained in the notice of the meeting.
Compromised Trustees: No trustee shall maintain personal or business interests which conflict or
which may be seen as conflicting with those of the Corporation. In addition, no trustee shall as a
private person engage in any business transaction with the charter school of which he or she is a
trustee, be employed in any capacity by the charter school of which he or she is a trustee, or
receive from such charter school any pay for services rendered to the charter school.
The Annual Meeting of the Corporation: The annual meeting of the Corporation shall be held
during the month of June.
Regular or Special Meetings: Regular meetings of the Board of Trustees shall be held at such
times and places as the Trustees determine. Special meetings of the Board of Trustees may be
called by the President or by request of a majority of the Trustees.
Quorum: A majority of the members of the Board of Trustees shall constitute a quorum for the
transaction of business. A majority vote of the trustees present shall decide any questions.
Voting: Most votes shall be by voice and shall require a majority ofthose voting to pass a
motion. However, Board votes on matters covered in Article VII of the bylaws shall be duly
recorded.
Board Meetings by Telephone Conferencing: Notwithstanding any other provisions of these
bylaws, any meeting of the Board of Trustees that may be called may be participated in
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(including voting rights) by a Board member through a telephone hookup providing all members,
including the absentee may hear and be heard. This provision may be used to provide a quorum
when one is not present.
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Authority of the Board: The general functioning of the Board and its committees shall be the
consideration, establishment and approval of policies ratherthan the execution of any policies.
This shall not be construed to preclude action of an advisory nature by the Board or its
committees.
Procedures: The conduct of meetings shall be governed by Robert's Rules of Order.
Honorary Board Memberships: The Board may elect individuals as
Honorary Members who by virtue of their expertise will assist the school in reaching its goals.
Honorary Members may serve on the Board or on committees of the Board or both. Honorary
Members shall have no vote on matters requiring a Board vote, but shall have full voting powers
in any committee on which they serve. Honorary Board Members shall not be counted for
purposes ofthe number of Board members permitted.

ARTICLEV
Officers and Duties
The officers of the Corporation and their duties shall be as follows:
President
(a) The President shall preside at meetings of the Board and shall discharge the duties,
which pertain to this office. In the absence of the President, the Vice-President shall preside.
(b) The President shall be an ex-officio member of all standing committees of the Board with
power to vote.
(c) The President, along with the Chief Administrative Officer, shall sign all diplomas on behalf
of the Board.
(d) The President shall be the Chief Administrative Officer ofthe Corporation and, subject to the
direction of the Board of Trustees, shall manage the affairs ofthe Corporation and have and
exercise all duties and powers incident to the office of President. The President shall receive no
salary for his/her services.
Vice-President
(a) The Vice-President shall perform the duties and exercise the powers of the President during
any absence or disability of the President, or as otherwise authorized by the Board.
Secretary
(a) The Secretary shall attend all meetings of the Board and shall be responsible for preserving
the minutes of such proceedings, and shall be the custodian of copies of minutes of all Board
meetings and shall transmit a record of actions and resolutions to the appropriate officers after
each meeting.
(b) The Secretary shall be the custodian of the Seal of the school and shall have authority to affix
this seal to all instruments where its use is required.
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(c) The Secretary shall be responsible to transmit notices required by statutes, bylaws, and
resolutions, and shall send written notices of meetings to members of the Board prior to such
meetings.
(d) The Secretary shall perform such other duties as may be delegated to him/her by the Board.
(e) In the Secretary's absence, a temporary Secretary may be appointed by the President of the
Board or the Board.
Treasurer
(a) The Treasurer shall be responsible for the oversight of the Corporation's fmancial books, and
shall make regular reports to the Board of Trustees regarding the finances of the Corporation.
(b) The Treasurer shall further see that the accounts are settled annually with the Board of School
Trustees for each school year.
c) The Treasurer shall receive all funds, including local, state, and federal funds, as well as
privately donated funds. The Chief Administrative Officer and the Board shall approve all
dispersements from such funds.
(d) The Treasurer may payout such funds on orders, which have been properly signed without
the approval of the Board, first having been secured for payment of amounts owing under any
contracts which shall previously have been approved by the Board, and by which prompt
payment the charter will receive a discount or other advantage.
Such other officers may be added, as the Board of Trustees shall from time to time determine.
Election and Term of Office: The officers of the Corporation shall be elected annually by the
Board of Trustees, and each such officer shall hold office until the next annual meeting of the
Board of Trustees and until a successor shall have been elected and qualified, or until death,
resignation or removal. The terms of officers other than the President and any employee officer
elected pursuant to these by-laws shall be limited to one year terms, unless in a particular case
the Board, by resolution,
determines otherwise. An officer who succeeds to office during the term of a predecessor is
eligible thereafter to serve a full one-year term in office.
Vacancies and Removal: If any office becomes vacant by an increase in the number of officers or
by reason of death, resignation, disqualification or otherwise, the Board may, by majority vote of
those present, at a duly convened meeting at which a quorum is present, chose a person who
shall hold such office for the remaining term.
An officer may be removed from office by the Board when, in the Board's judgment, the best
interests of the school will be served thereby, but such removal will be without prejudice to any
contract rights of the person removed.

ARTICLE VI
Non-Board Officers
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Chief Administrative Officer
(a) The Chief Administrative Officer of the school shall be appointed by the Board and shall
serve at the pleasure of the Board.
(b) As Chief Administrative Officer of the school and the principle administrative agent ofthe
Board,
the Chief Administrative Officer shall be responsible for the maintenance and preservation of the
school property, for the assignment of duties and responsibilities of the other administrative
officers directly responsible to him/her and all employees of the school, academic and nonacademic programs of the school, and shall exercise such administrative supervision through the
appropriate officers responsible for these activities. The Chief Administrative Officer is
responsible directly and indirectly for the administration of the school in all matters, which will
promote its efficient operation.
(c) The Chief Administrative Officer shall also be known as, and in fact be, the Chief Executive
Officer of the school, and is so authorized by the Board. The Chief Administrative Officer shall
develop an appropriate administration for the school and shall submit a line and staff chart
annually to the Board.
(d) All official business between the staff and the Board ofTrustees shall be conducted through
the Chief Administrative Officer.
(e) The Chief Administrative Officer along with the President of the Board shall sign all
diplomas for graduation.
(f) The Chief Administrative Officer shall execute all deeds, releases, notes, contracts, or other
instruments of the school, or such other legal documents as the Board may direct.
(g) The Chief Administrative Officer shall preside at appropriate academic occasions, and shall
represent the school before the public.
(h) Upon the death, disability, or resignation of the Chief Administrative Officer, the Board shall
name an interim Chief Administrative Officer who shall discharge the duties of the Chief
Administrative Officer until such time as the Board at a meeting duly called may elect a
successor.
(i) Under the direction of the Treasurer, the Chief Administrative Officer shall receive all funds
including local, state and federal funds as well as privately donated funds. Under the direction of
the
Treasurer, the Chief Administrative Officer shall make payments out of these funds as needed
for the proper conduct of business.

G) The Chief Administrative Officer shall also pay the salaries of the school employees and
maintain a petty cash fund not to exceed two hundred dollars which amount may be used to
reimburse small expenditures for which proper documentation is provided.
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Auditor
(a) A Certified Public Accountant shall be hired on a fee-for-service basis, and will serve as an
external auditor for the school. This individual shall be responsible for providing an audit of all
financial records ofthe school.
(b) The auditor shall submit a certified audit to the Chief Administrative Officer and the Board of
Trustees annually.
(c) The auditor shall be selected and approved by the Chief Administrative Officer and the
Board.

ARTICLE VII
Management Organization of the Board
An affirmative vote of a majority of the members of the Board of Trustees of the charter school,
duly recorded, showing how each member voted, shall be used to take action on the following
subjects:
(a) School calendar;
(b) Adopting textbooks;
(c) Appointing or dismissing the school administrators;
(c) Adopting the annual budget;
(d) Purchasing or selling of land;
(e) Locating new buildings or changing the location;
(f) Creating or increasing any indebtedness;
(g) Adopting courses of study;
(h) Designating depositories for school funds;

G) Entering into contracts of any kind where the amount involved exceeds $5, 000;
(k) Fixing salaries or compensation of administrators, teachers, or other employees of the charter
school.
(I) Entering into contracts with and making appropriations to an intermediate unit, school
district or Area Vocational/Technical School for the charter's proportionate share of the cost of
services provided or to be provided by the foregoing entities.
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ARTICLEVIll
Equal Opportunity Employer
The school is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate in its employment
practices on the basis of race, color, sex or gender, age, national origin, religion, disability,
sexual orientation or other characteristics protected by law.
ARTICLE IX
Committees
Standing Committees. There shall be such standing committees as the Board of Trustees may
designate.Other Committees. There shall be such other committees as the Board of Trustees, or
the President, may from time to time designate. Appointment to Committees: The President shall
appoint all committee members. Committee members may be terminated at any time by a
majority vote of
the Board ofTrustees.
ARTICLE X
Limitation of Liability
Trustees shall not be personally liable for monetary damages for any action taken, or any failure
to take any action, unless (a) the trustee has breached or failed to perform the duties of the
trustee's office as set forth under the Non-Profit Corporation Law of 1988, as amended; and (b)
the breach or failure to perform constitutes self-dealing, willful misconduct, or recklessness. The
provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to the responsibility or liability of a trustee pursuant
to any criminal statute or the liability of a trustee for the payment of taxes pursuant to local, state
or federal law. Any repeal or modification of this Section shall be prospective only, and shall not
affect, to the detriment of any
trustee, any limitation on the personal liability of a trustee of the corporation existing at the time
of such repeal or modification.
ARTICLE XI
Financial Procedures
The Treasurer or the Chief Administrative Officer or designee of the Corporation shall deposit
the funds belonging to the school in a depository approved by the Board of Trustees and shall at
the end of each month make a report to the Board of the amount of funds received and disbursed
by him/her during the month. All deposits of school funds shall be made in the name of the
Acclaim Cyber Charter School.
The Board ofTrustees shall authorize the investment of school funds consistent with sound
business practice. Examples of authorized types of investments for the school are:
(a) United States Treasury bills;
(b) Short term obligations of the United States government or its agencies or instrumentalities;
(c) Deposits in savings accounts or time deposits or share accounts of institutions insured by the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation
or the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund to the extent that such accounts are so
insured, and for any amounts above the insured maximum, provided that approved collateral as
provided by law therefore shall be pledged by the depository;
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(d) Obligations of the United States of America or any of its agencies or instrumentalities backed
by the full faith and credit of the United States of America, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
or any of its agencies or instrumentalities backed by the full faith and credit of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, or of any political subdivision of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, or any of its agencies or instrumentalities backed by the full faith and credit of the
political subdivision;
(e) Shares of an investment company registered under the Investment Company of America Act
of 1940 (54 Stat. 789, 15 U.S.C. § 80a-l, et seq.) as defmed in PA 24 PS 4-440.1 ofthe
Pennsylvania School Code.
(f) Interest bearing accounts approved by the Board.
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ARTICLE XII
Community Input
The Board of Trustees shall seek continued input from community groups, parents, students,
professionals and such other individuals or organizations, as it deems appropriate on issues
involving education. As the Board deems appropriate, the Corporation shall participate in
meetings with other educational institutions, community organizations, parents, students and
such professional groups or
organizations.
ARTICLE XIII
Insurance
The Board of Trustees shall have the power to authorize the Corporation to purchase and
maintain at the Corporation's expense, insurance on behalf of the Corporation and others to the
extent that power to do so has not been prohibited by applicable law.
ARTICLE XIV
Non-Discrimination Policy
The school will provide appropriate professional services consistent with the educational
purposes of the school to children without regard to their race, color, sex or gender, national
origin, religion, social status or disability.
ARTICLE XV
Procedures for Dismissal of an Employee
In cases of dishonesty, corporal punishment, child abuse, unsatisfactory performance, or blatant
insubordination, the school may dismiss an employee immediately. In all other cases, an
employee who is in violation of the rules will first be given a verbal warning. If this does not
affect a change, it will be followed by a written warning. Suspension without pay, and fmally
dismissal may result from the employee's continued failure to follow the rules. When an
employee is dismissed for cause, a written statement of dismissal including reasons will be given
to the employee. In the event that the employee disputes the decision, a hearing will be provided
by the Board of Trustees at its next regularly scheduled meeting.
ARTICLE XVI
Dissolution of Charter School
In the event of dissolution, all of the remaining assets and property shall after payment of
necessary expenses thereof be distributed, according to charter legislation, proportionally to
school entities with students enrolled in the charter school for the last full or partial year of the
charter school providing the charter qualifies under Section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986.
ARTICLE XVII
Amendments
Amendment of By-Laws. The Board of Trustees may amend or repeal these bylaws by vote of a
majority of the Trustees present at a meeting duly called for this purpose. Each member of the
Board shall receive notice and a copy of any proposed amendment to the by-laws at least ten
days prior to the meeting when the vote is taken.
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APPENDIX A

ICE
BUSINESS SERVICES AGREEMENT
THIS BUSINESS SERVICES AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is made as of June 23, 2012 (the
"Effective Date") by and between ACCLAIM CVBER CHARTER SCHOOL, INC., a Pennsylvania non-profit
corporation ("Charter School" or "School"), and CHARTER CHOICES, INC, a Pennsylvania
Corporation ("Manager").
Background
Charter School desires to engage Manager for the term specified herein to provide business
and educational administration services to the Charter School. Manager desires to accept such
engagement, subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein.

Terms
In consideration of the premises and the mutual covenants and benefits contained
herein, and intending to be legally bound, Charter School and Manager hereby agree as follows:
1.

Engagement.

En~a~ement of Manager. Charter School hereby engages Manager to provide
1.1
the specific duties and services described in Paragraph 3.3, to and for the benefit of the Charter
School. Charter School hereby authorizes and empowers Manager to perform all such acts as
are necessary or appropriate to affect such duties and services, for and on behalf of Charter
School. Manager hereby accepts such engagement, all in accordance with and subject to the
terms, conditions, and limitations set forth in this Agreement. This Agreement shall be voted
on for approval by the Board of the Charter School and written confirmation thereof shall be
provided to Manager prior to the commencement of services.

1.2

Relationship of the Parties. Manager is an independent contractor; however,
Manager shall perform its services and duties, and is hereby authorized to perform its services
and duties as an agent for Charter School. Neither Manager nor any of its employees,
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contractors, or agents shall be deemed to be the servants or employees of Charter School, and
neither Charter School nor any of its employees, contractors or agents shall be deemed to be
the servants or employees of Manager. Nothing contained herein shall create (i) a partnership
or joint venture between Manager and Charter School or (ii) any ownership interest of Manager
in Charter School or the School.
1.3
Primary Representatives of the Parties.
Each party shall appoint a
representative or representatives (the "Charter School Representative" or the "Manager
Representative", as the case may be) who shall be authorized to act on behalf of such party,
with whom the other party may consult at all reasonable times, and whose instructions,
requests and decisions shall be binding upon such party as to all matters pertaining to this
Agreement and the performance of the parties hereunder; provided, however, that the
approval of the Board of Trustees of Charter School (the "Board") must be obtained when
required by the Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws of Charter School. Charter School shall
notify manager in writing within five (5) business days of any changes to the Articles of
Incorporation or bylaws that affect such approval. The initial Manager Representative shall be
David Sutter. Following the execution of this Agreement, Manager may only remove and
appoint a Manager Representative after receiving consent from Charter School. Such consent
will not be unreasonably withheld. From time to time, Charter School expressly reserves the
right to remove and appoint the individual who they have appointed as the Charter School
Representative upon notice by Charter School to Manager in accordance with the notice
provisions herein contained.
2.
Term. The term ofthis Agreement (the "Term") shall commence on the 1st of July 2014
and expire on June 30, 2017; provided, however, that the Term shall be subject to earlier
termination pursuant to and in accordance with the terms of Section 11.
3.

Duties of Manager.

3.1
General. Manager shall be responsible for providing business and services as
specifically set forth in Paragraph 3.3. Manager's responsibilities shall be limited to providing
advice and guidance to Charter School and its employees; provided, however, the responsibility
for policymaking and the day-to-day operations of the School and all matters relating to the
School's academic program (including matters relating to "education," the learning process, and
learning management) shall be the responsibility of, and shall be conducted under the
supervision of, the Board and the School's Chief Administrator and/or Head Principal and/or
Chief of Operatoins (the "CA" and "Head Principal" and "CO" and collectively with the Board,
the "Administration"). In Manager's determination, Manager shall have the authority to
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perform all actions on behalf of Charter School as are reasonably necessary or appropriate for
Manager to effectively and properly execute Manager's duties and services hereunder.
Manager, its employees, and its agents shall have access to the School as is reasonably
necessary or appropriate for Manager to effectively and properly execute Manager's duties and
services hereunder. Manager shall have the right to delegate and assign to its employees and
agents such duties as Manager shall deem appropriate in Manager's reasonable discretion;
provided, however, that any such delegation or assignment shall not relieve or release Manager
from its obligations hereunder to Charter School. Manager shall be solely responsible for the
compensation of such employees and agents, and such compensation shall not be deemed a
reimbursable Expense.
3.2
School Administration. The Manager shall report directly to the Administration.
Without the approval of the Manager, the Administration shall not take any action that would
expand or alter the duties of Manager under this Agreement. Administration shall be
responsible for providing Manager with such operational data and reports as is reasonably
necessary in order to enable Manager to perform its duties hereunder.
3.3

Specific Duties.

(a)
General. Manager shall perform its duties and services
hereunder and consistent with the requirements of the Charter School's charter
and any amendments thereto (the "Charter"), Pennsylvania Act 22 of 1997, as
amended, as well as regulations promulgated pursuant thereto by the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Education (collectively, "Act 22"),
and all other federal, state and local laws, rules, regulations, ordinances, codes,
orders and directives of any governmental body, office or agent thereof, and all
permits, licenses and governmental standards, applicable to the School or its
operations (collectively, and together with the Charter and Act 22, "Laws").
(b)
Legal. Selection of the School's legal counsel is the
responsibility of the School. All of the School's legal costs are the responsibility of
the School. Selection of the Manager's legal counsel is the responsibility of the
Manager. All ofthe Manager's legal costs are the responsibility of the Manager.
(c)
Personnel.
The Administration
determination of compensation for all employees.

shall

make

the

(d)
Licenses, etc. If, requested, Manager shall assist Charter
School to procure and maintain during the Term all licenses, permits or

authorizations necessary for the operation of the School. All such licenses, permits
and necessary authorizations shall be obtained in the name of Charter School;
provided, however, that if any license, permit or authorization is required to be
obtained in Manager's name, Charter School shall cooperate with Manager in
obtaining the same and shall execute all documents and take all other actions
necessary to secure such licenses, permits or authorizations in Manager's name.

(e)

•

Accounting Services.

Accounts Payable and Receivable Services. Based on a POE-compliant chart of
accounts, Charter Choices will perform accounts payable and accounts receivable
functions for the school. All entries to the general ledger will be made in accordance
with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) as promulgated by the
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB). Specifically, your Charter
Choices team will:

o

Maintain a Chart of Accounts consistent with that required by the Pennsylvania
Department of Education (PDE).

o

Monitor Accounts Receivable in relation to budget.

o

Manage and assist in student district and grant billing procedures to ensure the
school receives all revenues and grant funds to which it is entitled.

o

Track legally-restricted revenues, grants, and other special accounts and
associated expenditures separately in accounting system.

o

Record and process deposits, ensuring an appropriate segregation of duties.

o

Process Accounts Payable; prepare checks for invoices, ensuring that timely
payment is made and that all payment discounts are taken where feasible.

o

Track 1099 vendors and prepare and submit 1099 reporting.

o

Reconcile cash accounts on a monthly basis.

o

Maintain asset depreciation schedules.

•

•

Payroll Services. No single financial function at a charter school affects teacher and
staff morale as directly as payroll. Under the proposed engagement, Charter Choices
will:

o

Interface with a payroll company and School management to ensure that
appropriate withholdings, taxes, and deductions are applied to employee
earnings.

o

Calculate, review and implement salary adjustments based on information from
School management.

o

Process all employee W-2 reports.

o

Prepare Public School Employee Retirement System monthly and quarterly
reporting and issue timely employee and employer payments to the system. If
Acclaim is required to use the PSERS retirement system then the above applies
to PSERS.

o

As requested, present payroll policies and processes to staff at the beginning of
the year and address questions and concerns related to payroll with individual
teachers and staff as needed.

o

Periodically, facilitate the School's evaluation and selection of a payroll vendor
based on considerations of cost and quality of service. The School shall assume
the cost of the payroll service provider.

POE, Federal Grant, and Tax Reporting. Reports submitted to the state and federal
agencies are among the most complex and carefully scrutinized documents required
of charter schools. Working with School management, Charter Choices will:

o

Based on the Board-approved annual budget, prepare and submit the Final
General Fund Budget to PDE (PDE-2028).

o

Prepare and submit grant budgets, quarterly cash-on-hand reports of
disbursements (PDE-2030), and Final Expenditure Reports (PDE-5040) for grants
administered by the PDE, including those for the Title I and Title II.
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o

Prepare audit work papers for the fiscal year end and work with auditors to
complete the audit engagement.

o

Prepare the Annual Financial Report (AFR; PDE-2057) submitted to PDE.

o

Prepare and submit federal form 990 to the IRS.

o

Oversee preparation for periodic federal programs audits.

Internal Reporting and Budgeting. Charter Choices will support effective decisionmaking by the School's Board and management by completing the following tasks:

o

Prepare the School's annual budget, coordinating with school staff, management
and the Board to obtain information for the building of appropriate estimates.

o

Present monthly financial reports to the Board, to include:
a.

A statement of financial position (balance sheet) as of the end of the
previous month;

b.

A statement of activities (income statement) for the year to date, including
comparison of actual results to budget;

c.

A prospective statement of activities presenting expected results of
operations at year-end with comparison to the annual budget;

d.

A monthly listing of disbursements;

e.

A narrative highlighting key financial developments and trends for the
Board;

f.

Additional reports as needed, including short-term cash flow projections in
any periods of low cash balances.

o

Develop and maintain a five-year financial model to inform the School's longterm strategic planning, updating the model at least annually.

o

Generate ad hoc analyses as needed to provide management with actionable
financial information.

4.

Books and Records, Financial Statements and Audits, Working Capital.

4.1
Books and Records. Provided that Charter School supplies Manager with all
relevant data and other information, Manager shall maintain adequate records and books of
account for Charter School, in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP)
and shall retain such information for a minimum of five years. After five years or sooner if
requested by the School, Manager shall return such information to Charter School. Such books
and records shall, at Manager's election, be kept at the corporate offices of Manager, at the
School, or such other locations agreed to by Manager and Charter School. It shall also be open
to examination by Charter School or its representative upon reasonable notice during normal
business office hours. Manager shall maintain the confidentiality of all books, records, and
financial information pertaining to Charter School.
4.2 PIMS: Manager will advise Charter School regarding the preparation of forms/data for
the Pennsylvania Information Management System (PIMS).
The Charter School bears
responsibility for accurate and timely submission of PIMS reporting.
4.3 Annual Report: Manager will advise Charter School in the preparation of the Charter School
Annual Report to be submitted to PDE by August 1st each year (or by other deadline established
by PDE). Manager will complete all fiscal sections of Annual Report.
4.4 Request for Reimbursement for School Health Services: Manager will collaborate with the
School's nursing staff and Director of Operation to complete and submit the Request for
Reimbursement for School Health Services. This report will be submitted by Manager to the
Pennsylvania Department of Health by September 30th each year via the School Health Annual
Reimbursement Request System (SHARRS).
4.5 Operational Training & Support. Manager will provide ongoing support the Client's operations
staff including Director of Operations, Office Manager, clerical support staff, etc. Training and
support will focus largely on reporting and compliance with Charter School Law and other
applicable regulations. Specific areas of training will be requested by the Client but may include
a review of Act 22 and charter school regulations, a review of No Child Left Behind and
Adequate Yearly Progress, student enrollment process (including lottery) and reporting,
calculation of hours of operation, health and safety reporting, student discipline reporting,
attendance reporting and requirements, NSLP policies and reporting, Support Personnel report
(SupPer), etc. Manager will also continue to provide support to the Director of Operations,
including assistance in staff certification and HQT tracking, policy development, and Federal
Programs compliance.

4.6 Board Training.
Manager will provide a half-day training to School Board of Trustees on
mutually agreed upon governance issues, as well as a review of the renewal process and
preparation for Board interviews. Training will take place in winter/spring 2014.

4.7 Financial Statements and Audits. Provided that Charter School supplies Manager with
necessary relevant data and other information, Manager shall report to Charter School at
least five (5) business days prior to the Board's regularly scheduled monthly meetings for
the proceeding month, in writing with monthly balance sheets, statements of income, and
sources and uses of funds with respect to Charter School for such month and cumulatively
for the fiscal year to date, as well as any recommended changes to the then-current
Approved Operating Budget that Manager considers necessary or appropriate. For each
fiscal year the School operates, Manager shall engage, at Charter School's expense, an
independent public accounting firm to perform an audit of the books and records
maintained for the Charter School as required by applicable Laws. Such audit shall be
completed and a report shall be furnished within ninety (90) days after the end of each such
fiscal year.
4.4
Working Capital. Charter School shall be solely responsible to provide working
capital and other funds for Charter School's operations. Manager shall provide assistance to
Charter School to seek a line of credit facility from a financial institution to be utilized to fund
seasonal or other cash flow deficiencies, but Manager shall not in any manner be obligated to
guaranty, assure or otherwise provide such funding itself.
4.5 Federal Title Programs: Manager will assist the Charter School in applying for and
maintaining these programs in a timely and compliant manner. Manager will work with Charter
School administration to prepare the Consolidated Application for federal monies (Title I and
Title II) each year, the independent Title Ill application and the new IDEA Part B application.
Manager will assist the Charter School to develop necessary policies/forms related to Title I (i.e.
Parent Involvement Policy, Parent/School Compact), and, at the Charter Schools' request, will
present at the annual Title I parent meeting. Manager will file quarterly and year-end
expenditure reports related to federal funds as well as yearly Title I reports (i.e. PDE-425
Qualifications for Teachers and Paraprofessionals, PDE-3048- Title I Survey of Children in Local
Institutions, Title I Staff and Student Participation Data). Manager will also file the twice annual
IDAD reimbursement request to School District Intermediate Units. Manager will prepare a
Title I School-Wide Plan and update as appropriate. Manager will prepare the School for
federal monitoring visits (which occur every three years) and be present at these visits.

5.

Operating Expenses and Budgets.

5.1
Proposed Operating Budget. Provided that Charter School supplies Manager
with necessary relevant data and other information, no later than 90 days prior to the
beginning of each fiscal year, Manager shall prepare and submit to the Administration a
proposed budget (the "Proposed Operating Budget") for the operation of the School during the
ensuing school year. The Administration shall provide information as requested by Manager in
preparing the Proposed Operating Budget. Each Proposed Operating Budget shall set forth all
of the revenues that Charter School anticipates will be received by Charter School, a proposed
schedule of fees and charges for services, and all of the expenditures anticipated to be
necessary for the operation of the School, both (i) during the ensuing school year and (ii) during
the succeeding two school years. Each Proposed Operating Budget shall further set forth each
category of expense, the sources and uses of funds, fund accounting income statement, cash
flow, capital expenditures, and any other appropriate items, for the ensuing year and for the
succeeding two years. Each Proposed Operating Budget shall reflect the Administration's and
Manager's view of the most economical and reasonable methods of operating and maintaining
the School during the years to which that Proposed Operating Budget relates.
5.2
Approved Operating Budget. Within 30 days after receiving a Proposed
Operating Budget, Board shall communicate to Manager, CEO and Principal any changes,
additions or deletions it believes should be made in such Proposed Operating Budget. Manager
shall incorporate such changes from the Board and the final version of the budget will be
subject to the approval of the Board (the "Approved Operating Budget").

5.3
Adjustments. After agreement upon an Approved Operating Budget, Manager
and Charter School shall endeavor to cause the operations of the School to be conducted within
the Approved Operating Budget. It is understood, however, that each Approved Operating
Budget will be an estimate only and that unforeseen circumstances (such as, but not limited to,
the costs of labor, materiat services and supplies, casualty, operation of law, or economic and
market conditions) may make adherence to the Approved Operating Budget impracticable, and
departures there from may be required due to causes of the foregoing nature or for other
business reasons. Accordingly, if either party comes to believe that revenues of the School for
any year will be less than 97% of the amount in the Approved Operating Budget or that the
operation of the School will require any expense category to exceed the corresponding amount
in the Approved Operating Budget in any year by more than 10% or $25,000, whichever is less,
then such party will promptly notify the other party of such belief and the parties shall
thereupon meet to determine if an adjustment to the Approved Operating Budget is necessary.

5.4
Emergency Expenditures. If there is an imminent risk of injury to persons or
damages to any property on, about or adjacent to the School which arises with respect to the
operation or maintenance of the School, Manager and Charter School shall each be entitled to
take all such immediate actions as may be reasonably necessary to eliminate or abate such
imminent risk without first consulting with the other.
6.

Operating and Management Fees and Expenses.

6.1

Management Fee. In consideration of Manager's services hereunder,
Charter School shall pay to Manager an annual management fee (the
"Management Fee" or "Management Fees"). Such fee shall be 3.5% of
the School's federal, state and local revenues. At no point shall annual
fee's be less than $90,000 and at no point shall annual fees exceed
$175,000.

The Management Fee shall be payable within seven (7) days of receiving a uni-pay from the
Pennsylvania Department of Education, commencing July 1, 2014, and continuing with each
uni-pay thereafter during the Term. The monthly installments shall be reconciled with the
School's actual revenues at the end of each fiscal year. The Term shall automatically renew for
an additional term unless either party to this Agreement gives notice of non-renewal by April
30, 2017. Payment of the Management Fees to Manager shall be separate from and in addition
to any reimbursements and any other amounts if required to be paid by Charter School under
this Agreement or otherwise.
Additional services not listed in this Agreement will be billed at Manager's standard hourly
rates. Additional Services shall only be provided if authorized or confirmed in writing by the
Charter School. If significant additional time is necessary, Manager will discuss it with the
Charter School and arrive at a fee estimate before Manager incurs the additional costs.
6.2

Expenses.

Charter School shall be responsible for all costs and expenses of every nature in connection
with the ownership, operation, and management of the School (collectively, "Expenses"). This
includes, without limitation, all Management Fees, taxes, insurance, utility costs and expenses,
interest and other debt payments, faculty, staff salaries and payroll expenses, administrative
costs, operating expenses, professional fees and costs (including legal fees), and capital
expenses (including construction fees and costs). Such expenses shall also include rent and any
fees or costs incurred by Charter School in connection with the performance or satisfaction by
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Charter School of any duties, obligations or liabilities (or failure to perform or satisfy any duties,
obligations, or liabilities) under any lease or sublease, or both, for the space in which the School
operates.
(a)
Reimbursement to Manager. Charter School shall reimburse Manager
for all Expenses incurred by Manager in furtherance of Manager's duties and services
hereunder. Such reimbursement shall be made within thirty {30) days following the submission
of a properly completed detailed expense voucher, accompanied by such receipts, invoices, and
other supporting documentation as Charter School shall reasonably request.
6.3
Operating Accounts. Manager, with the approval of the Charter School, will
establish and maintain one or more accounts with one or more financial institutions, which are
reasonably satisfactory to Charter School (the "Operating Accounts"). Manager shall cause all
gross revenues of the Charter School to be deposited into the Operating Accounts, and cause all
Expenses (including payments due to Manager on account of Management Fees and
reimbursements of Expenses) to be paid out of the Operating Accounts for and on behalf of
Charter School to the extent of available funds. The Operating Accounts shall be used
exclusively in connection with the operation of the School and the performance of the terms
and conditions of this Agreement. The School shall designate, as authorized signatories on such
accounts, such employees of Manager as the School determines in its discretion.
11

7.

School Name. The name of the School shall be Acclaim Cyber Charter School".

8.

Indemnification.

8.1
Indemnification of Manager. The Charter School will indemnify, defend and
save and hold Manager and its affiliates and all of their respective employees, officers,
directors, subcontractors and agents harmless against any and all claims, demands, suits or
other forms of liability (including reasonable attorneys fees and costs) that may arise out of, or
by reason of, any noncompliance by the Charter School with any agreements, covenants,
warranties or undertakings of the Charter School contained in or made pursuant to this
Agreement, and any misrepresentations or breach of the representations and warranties ofthe
Charter School contained in or made pursuant to this Agreement. In addition, the Charter
School will reimburse Manager for any and all legal expenses and costs associated with the
defense of any such claim, demand or suit. The indemnification requirements of this Section
8.1 may be met by the purchase of insurance pursuant to Article 9 below.

8.2
Indemnification of the Charter School. Manager will indemnify, defend and
save and hold the Charter School and all of its employees, officers, directors, subcontractors
and agents harmless against any and all claims, demands, suits or other forms of liability
(including reasonable attorneys fees and costs) that may arise out of, or by reason of, any
noncompliance by Manager with any agreements, covenants, warranties or undertakings of
Manager contained in or made pursuant to this Agreement, and any misrepresentation or
breach of the representations and warranties of the Manager contained in or made pursuant to
this Agreement. In addition, Manager will reimburse the Charter School for any and all legal
expenses and costs associated with the defense of any such claim, demand or suit. The
indemnification requirements of this Section 8.2 may be met by the purchase of insurance
pursuant to Article 9 below.

9.
Insurance Coverage. The Charter School will maintain general liability insurance,
directors and officers insurance, and umbrella insurance coverage in the amounts required by
the Charter or otherwise required by sound business practices. Such policies shall name
Manager, its affiliates and their respective directors, officers, employees, subcontractors, and
agents as additional insured under such policies. The Charter School will comply with any
information requests from its insurer(s) and all reporting requirements applicable to such
insurance. Manager will maintain general liability insurance in the amounts required by sound
business practices and assure compliance with Act 22. Such policy shall name Charter School,
its affiliates and their respective directors, officers, employees, subcontractors, and agents as
additional insured. Manager will comply with any information requests from its insurer(s) and
all reporting requirements applicable to such insurance.
9.1
Workers' Compensation Insurance. Each party will maintain
compensation insurance as required by law, covering its respective employees.

workers'

9.2
Cooperation. Each party will, upon request, present evidence to the other that it
maintains the requisite insurance in compliance with the provisions of this Article IX. Each
party will comply with any information or reporting requirements required by the other party's
insurer(s), to the extent reasonably practicable.
10.
Limitations of Liabilities. The Charter School will assert all immunities and statutory
limitations of liability in connection with any claims arising from this Agreement. In no event
shall Manager or Charter School, its respective members, partners, principals, Board members
or employees be liable for any actions, damages, claims, liabilities, costs expenses, or losses in
any way arising out of or relating to the services performed hereunder for an aggregate amount

in excess of the amount due to Manager from Charter School under this Agreement. In no
event shall Manager or Charter School, its respective members, partners, principals, Board
members or employees be liable for consequential, special, indirect, incidental, punitive or
exemplary damages, damages which are a multiple of compensatory damages, fines, penalties,
costs, expenses, judgments or awards arising from acts deemed uninsurable by law, or losses
(including, without limitation, lost profits and opportunity costs).
11.

Termination.

11.1 Termination Events. This Agreement shall be subject to termination prior to the
scheduled expiration date, as follows:

(a)
By Manager. Manager may terminate this Agreement prior to the end of the
term specified in Article II in the event that the Charter School fails to remedy a material breach
within 30 days after written notice from Manager. A material breach includes, but is not
limited to (i) the Charter School's failure to pay any fee or reimbursement as required by the
terms of this Agreement, or (ii) an act or omission by the Charter School that causes Manager to
be unable to perform its material obligations under this Agreement. Termination by Manager
will not relieve the Charter School of any obligations for payments outstanding to Manager as
of the date of termination.
(b)
By the Charter School. The Charter School may terminate this Agreement prior
to the end of the term specified in Article II in the event that Manager fails to remedy a
material breach of this Agreement within 30 days after written notice from the Board. A
material breach by Manager includes, but is not limited to: (i) a material failure to account for
its expenditures of Charter School funds or for other expenses incurred by the Charter School at
Manager's direction, (ii) Manager's failure to substantially follow policies, procedures, rules,
regulations or curriculum duly adopted by the Board which are not in violation of or conflict
with the Charter, this Agreement, Act 22, and applicable laws and regulations, (iii) failure to
perform any of the Specific Duties set forth in Section 3.3 of this Agreement, (iv) failure to
maintain adequate staffing levels as previously agreed upon in writing between the parties or
(v) any act or omission of negligence that causes the Charter School to materially breach the
Charter or any of the Charter School's other material contractual obligations in any way.
Termination by the Charter School will not relieve the Charter School of any obligations for
payments outstanding to Manager as of the date of the termination. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, the Charter School shall have the right (assuming that Manager otherwise has no
continuing liability, contingent or otherwise, to third parties under contracts entered into by
Charter School) to terminate this Agreement without cause by tendering to Manager payment
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of the present value (discounted at eight percent per annum) of the remaining Management
Fees specified in this Agreement.
(c)
Termination of the Charter. This Agreement will terminate upon the Charter
School's ceasing to be a party to a valid and binding charter. Termination pursuant to this
paragraph will not relieve the Charter School of any obligations for payments outstanding to
Manager as of the date of termination.

11.2 Change in Law. If any federal, State or local law or regulation, court or
administrative decision or Attorney General's opinion has a materially adverse effect on the
ability of either party to carry out its obligations under this Agreement, such party, upon
written notice, may request renegotiation of this Agreement. Such renegotiation will be
undertaken in good faith and may include the use of a third party arbitrator for alternative
dispute resolution pursuant to Article 16. If the parties are unable to renegotiate the terms
within 90 days after such notice and good faith negotiations, the party requesting the
renegotiation may terminate this Agreement on 120 days further written notice or at the end of
a school year, whichever is earlier.
11.3 Real and Personal Property. Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement
by either party for any reason, all real and personal property leased by Manager to the Charter
School will remain the real and personal property and leases of Manager, and all other personal
property purchased by Manager with the funds provided to Manager by the Charter School
pursuant to this Agreement will be the personal property of the Charter School.

11.4 Advances/Out-of-Pocket Expenses. Prior to termination or expiration of this
Agreement for any reason, the Charter School shall (i) reimburse Manager for all expenses
owed pursuant to this Agreement, (ii) repay all advances or loans from Manager, whether or
not then due, and (iii) post a letter of credit or bond in favor of Manager guaranteeing (A) any
future payments due under any equipment or facilities lease from, or guaranteed, cosigned, or
collateralized by Manager or an affiliate thereof and (B) the Charter School's performance of
any other obligations guaranteed, cosigned, or collateralized in whole or part by Manager or an
affiliate thereof.
11.5 Bankruptcy. Either party may terminate this Agreement if the other party shall be
adjudicated a bankrupt or insolvent, or admit in writing its inability to pay its debts as they
mature, or make any assignment for the benefit of its creditors; or if the other party shall apply
for or consent to the appointment of any receiver, trustee, or similar officer for it or for all or
any substantial part of its properties; or such receiver, trustee or similar officer shall be

appointed without the application or consent of such other party and shall continue
undischarged for a period of sixty (60) days; or if the other party shall institute (by petition,
application, answer, consent or otherwise) any bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization,
arrangement, readjustment of debt, dissolution, liquidation or similar proceeding relating to it
under the laws of any jurisdiction; or if any such proceedings shall be instituted (by petition,
application or otherwise) against such other party, and an order for relief shall be entered in
such proceeding or such proceeding shall remain undismissed for a period of sixty (60) days; or
if any judgment, writ, warrant of attachment or execution or similar process shall be issued or
levied against property of such other party which represents a substantial portion of its
property and such judgment, writ or similar process shall not be released, vacated or fully
bonded within sixty (60) days after its issue or levy.
11.6 Notice of Defaults. If either party becomes aware of any event, condition or
omission that is, or if uncured will become, a breach or default by Charter School or a third
party under any agreement applicable to the Charter School, it promptly shall notify the other
thereof (which notice may be oral) and shall send to the other any written notice of default
received from a third party. In the case of a breach or default, or potential breach or default by
Charter School, Manager shall reasonably assist and cooperate with Charter School to cure or
mitigate such default, give such advice and recommendations as Charter School may reasonably
request, and follow such instructions as Charter School may reasonably give, all at Charter
School's expense.
12.
Past Due Amounts. Any amounts owing to either party under this Agreement which are
not paid within sixty (60) days after the due date shall accrue interest at a rate equal to the
lesser of (i) the prime rate as published in The Wall Street Journal as of the date payment was
due plus four percent (4.0%) per annum or (ii) the maximum rate allowed by law. The payment
of any interest hereunder shall not release either party from its obligations otherwise to
perform fully this Agreement.
13.
Meetings of Charter School. Manager shall be permitted, with Board approval, to
attend all formal and informal meetings of the Board (and any other governing body of the
Charter School), excluding any meeting, which is required by law to be "closed-door". Charter
School will give Manager written notice not less than 48 hours prior to any such meeting. Such
notice may be provided by electronic mail. Manager shall attend at least 4 regularly scheduled
board meetings per fiscal year.
14.
Notices. Unless otherwise expressly stated, all notices and other communications
required or permitted hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed to be properly given if
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transmitted by messenger, overnight courier service or first class certified mail (return receipt
requested), in each case postage or other charges prepaid, addressed to the other party at the
address shown below. Any party may change such address by notice given in such manner. All
notices shall be effective upon receipt or refusal of deliver.
If to Manager, to:

If to Charter School, to:

CHARTER CHOICES, INC.

CHARTER SCHOOL

222 Keswick Avenue
Glenside, Pennsylvania 19038

15.
Further Assurances. Manager and Charter School agree to perform such further acts
and execute and deliver any documents as may be required by any provision of this Agreement
and applicable laws.
16.

Dispute Resolution: Remedies.

16.1 Disputes. If during the Term, any issue, dispute or controversy ("Dispute")
should arise hereunder, the Charter School Representative and the Manager Representative
shall promptly confer and exert their reasonable efforts in good faith to reach a reasonable and
equitable resolution of such Dispute. If such representatives are unable to resolve such Dispute
within five (5) business days, either party may then, at any time, deliver notice to the other
party its intent to submit the Dispute to arbitration, which notice shall include the specific
issues concerning the Dispute which must be resolved (the "Arbitration Notice").
16.2 Arbitrators. At any time following the 30th day after delivery of an Arbitration
Notice, either party (for purposes of this Section 16, the "First Party") may give notice to the
other party (for purposes of this Section 16, the "Second Party") that it has designated an
arbitrator. Within 20 days of the delivery of the aforesaid notice of designation the Second
Party shall be required to designate a second arbitrator and to notify the First Party of such
designation. Within 20 days of the designation of the second arbitrator, the two designated
arbitrators shall meet and shall jointly designate a third arbitrator. Arbitrators shall be qualified
by education and experience in the subject matter of the Dispute and issues to be arbitrated.
The arbitrator designated by the party-appointed arbitrators shall be the Chairman of the
arbitration panel. A determination by a majority of the panel shall be binding upon and
enforceable against each party. If for any reason (i) the Second Party shall fail timely to
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designate an arbitrator after notice of designation is delivered by the First Party or (ii) the two
party-appointed arbitrators fail timely to designate a third arbitrator, or the third arbitrator
shall fail for any reason to serve, said arbitrator(s) shall be designated by the American
Arbitration Association upon the demand of either Party.
16.3 Arbitration Proceedings. All proceedings before the arbitrators shall be held in
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania. The parties agree that any Dispute being resolved by
arbitration hereunder shall be determined pursuant to the provisions set forth herein and
pursuant to the applicable commercial arbitration rules of the American Arbitration Association
then in effect insofar as such rules are not inconsistent with the provisions set forth herein. The
authority of the arbitrators shall be limited to the specific Dispute and related issue(s) in
controversy as designated by the parties.
17.
Force Majeure. Neither party shall be deemed in breach of its obligations under this
Agreement because of any delay or failure in the performance of such obligations (other than
failure to pay money when due) to the extent such delay or failure is due to circumstances
beyond the reasonable control of the party experiencing such delay or failure, including but not
limited to acts of God; unusually severe weather conditions; strikes or other labor difficulties;
war; riots; earthquakes; public disturbances; epidemics; requirements, actions or failures to act
on the part of federal, state or local governmental authorities; acts of the other party; inability
despite due diligence to obtain required licenses; accident; fire; or damage to, loss of right to or
destruction or breakdown of necessary facilities (each and collectively, "Force Majeure");
provided, however, that, (i) the non-performing party gives the other party within one week, or
as soon thereafter as practicable, written notice describing the particulars of the Force
Majeure; (ii) the suspension of performance is of no greater scope and of no longer duration
than is required by the Force Majeure; and (iii) the non-performing party uses reasonable
efforts to remedy its inability to perform.
18.

Miscellaneous.

18.1 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed under the
laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, excluding choice-of-law provisions, which would
direct the application of the laws of another jurisdiction. This Agreement shall be construed as
having been mutually drafted, not for or against any party.
18.2 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts,
each of which shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute one
instrument.
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18.3 Headings. Titles and headings of the sections of this Agreement are for
convenience of reference only and do not form a part of and shall not in any way affect the
interpretation of this Agreement.
18.4 Amendment. No modifications or amendments of this Agreement shall be valid
unless in writing and executed by both parties to this Agreement.
18.5 Assignment. Neither party hereto shall assign or otherwise convey any of its
rights, titles or interests under this Agreement without the prior written consent of the other
party hereto (which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld).
18.6 Successors and Assigns. This Agreement shall be binding on and inure to the
benefit of the parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns, to the extent that
assignment is permitted under this Agreement.
18.7 Other Services. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent or
prohibit Manager from providing operating services to any other person, organization or entity.
18.8 Waiver. The waiver of any breach of any term or condition hereof shall not be
deemed a waiver of any other or subsequent breach, whether of like or different nature.
18.9 Not for Benefit of Third Parties. This Agreement and each and every provision
thereof is for the exclusive benefit of the Charter School and Manager and not for the benefit of
any third party.
18.10 Attorney's Fees.
If any action or proceeding, including any arbitration
proceeding pursuant to Section 16, is brought by either party to remedy a breach of this
Agreement or to enforce any of its provisions, the prevailing party shall be entitled to, in
addition to any other relief granted in such action or proceeding, reasonable attorney's fees,
disbursements and court costs.
18.11 Authority to Bind.
The undersigned signatories each represent and warrant,
independent of the other, and on behalf of the respective party for whom they have executed
this Agreement, that they have the authority to execute and deliver this Agreement on behalf
of such respective party, that this Agreement represents the valid and binding obligations of
such respective party, and that the respective parties hereto have each taken all appropriate
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corporate and Charter School action as is necessary or required for the validity and
enforceability of this Agreement.

18.12 Certain Definitions. Whenever the terms "Board," "CEO", "Principal," and
"Administration" are used in this Agreement, such terms shall be deemed to mean and include
the Charter School acting through the Board, CEO, Principal, or Administration, as the case may
be.
19.

FERPA and Confidential Information.
19.1

FERPA. Manager agrees to comply with all federal and state laws regarding

the confidentiality of educational records of Charter School and Charter School's
students including but not limited to, the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, its
implementing regulations (34 C.F.R. Part 99), and Title 22 of the Pennsylvania Code §§
12.31-12.33 to the same extent that Charter School is bound by such federal and state
laws. Charter School shall define "school official" and "legitimate educational interest" under
the definitions of those terms set forth in Charter School' Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act ("FERPA") notification(s) to students and parents broadly enough to permit Manager to
fulfill its obligations under this Agreement. Manager shall not disclose to any third party or
use any information that it has obtained from the Charter School without the express
written consent of the Charter School to the disclosure except as provided by law. The
parties have decided and will continue to decide in good faith which categories of
Manager employees and/or individual Manager employees have a legitimate
educational interest, such that said employees are entitled to access the educational
records, and Manager will ensure that those employees have undergone a criminal
background check and child abuse clearance, copies of which will be provided to the
Charter School. Any personally identifiable information about any student that has not
been otherwise deemed "directory information" by the Charter School, which is
disclosed to Manager pursuant to this Agreement, shall be used solely for the stated
purposes of the disclosure to fulfill obligations under this Agreement and shall not be
redisclosed to any other party without the prior written consent of the student's parent
(or of the student if he/she is age 18 or older).
19.2 Confidential Information. As used herein, "Confidential Information" shall mean
all oral or written information, of whatever kind and in whatever form, relating to past, present
or future services provided under this Agreement, business or technical information of the
Charter School, and any information relating to the Charter School's employees or students and
or other matters of business. Manager agrees that its representatives shall hold any and all

such Confidential Information in the strictest confidence. No such information shall be
divulged, used, or published at any time, now or in the future, except as is necessary to perform
the Services, or as otherwise requested or approved by the Charter School. Manager shall not
copy or otherwise reproduce, or permit to be copied or otherwise reproduced, all or any part of
any Confidential Information, except to the extent required performing the Services. Manager
shall not use any Confidential Information for any purpose other than providing the Services.
Manager accepts the responsibility for establishing and utilizing necessary security measures to
ensure against copying, disclosure, release or use of any Confidential Information.
20.

Non-Solicitation.

20.1 Non-Solicitation by Charter School. Charter School agrees that it shall not,
during the Term or during the one (1) year period following the date of any expiration or
termination of this Agreement, employ or retain any person, directly or indirectly, who is
employed or has been employed by Manager during the Term, unless consented to in writing
by Manager.
20.2 Non-Solicitation by Manager. Manager agrees that it shall not, during the Term
or during the one (1) year period following the date of any expiration or termination of this
Agreement, employ or retain any person, directly or indirectly, who is employed or has been
employed by Charter School during the Term, unless consented to in writing by Charter School.
20.3 Injunctive Relief. The parties agree that the provisions of Paragraph 20.1 and
Paragraph 20.2 are vitally essential to the operation of Charter School and Manager and their
ability to operate their respective organizations. Therefore, in addition to any other rights or
remedies at law or otherwise available to Charter School or Manager for the breach of
Paragraph 20.1 or Paragraph 20.2, Charter School or Manager, as the case may be shall be,
entitled to injunctive relief.
[THIS SPACE INTENTIONALLY LEFr BLANK. SIGNATURES APPEAR ON THE NEXT SUCCEEDING PAGE.]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the day and year
first set forth above. The undersigned have the authority to enter into the Agreement and the
Agreement has been or will be ratified by the Board.

Acclaim Cyber Charter School, INC.

CHARTER CHOICES, INC.

ly'"')~l~

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ryan Schumm, Shareholder

APPENDIX B

intro & assumptions
Acclaim Cyber Charter School

worksheet key
=input (flexible) cells

notes
general notes
• all expenses & revenues are variable based on# of students, staff members, etc; these variables are explicitly stated in each line item
• unless otherwise indicated in input columns/cells, 3% inflation is applied to all revenues & expenditures
• assumed 5% decrease in per pupil rates from 2013-14 to 2014-15, and 3% increases thereafter
key sensitivities
• labor cost is the major expense driver; salaries are currently estimated to rise at the rate of inflation, but this is uncertain
• PSERS & health insurance expenses are projected to increase faster than inflation (published rates used for PSERS, 15% increase per year for health)

Acclaim Cyber Charter School
YEAR1
2015

YEAR2
2016

YEAR3
2017

YEAR4
2018

YEARS
2019

summary
Opening Fund Balance
Revenues
Local Revenue

6000
7000
8000
9000

216,962

$

469,426

$

600,493

$

675,099

3,070,650

3,162,770
99,141

$
$
$

3,257,653

96,254

$
$
$

$
$
102,115 $

3,355,383

$
$
$

3,040,838
75,000

$
$
$

$

3,115,838

$

3,166,904

$

3,261,911

$

3,359,768

$

3,460,561

2,091,244
807,633

$
$
$
$

1,983,525
930,915

$
$
$
$

2,072,366
1,058,478

$
$
$
$

2,167,166
1,117,997

$
$
$
$

2,271,739
1,182,860

Other Financing Uses
Total Expenditure

$
$
$
$
$

2,898,877

$

2,914,439

$

3,130,845

$

3,285,162

$

3,454,600

Ending Fund Balance

$

216,962

$

469,426

$

600,493

$

675,099

$

681,060

$
$

2,475,543
565295
3,040,838

$
$

2,499 813
570 837

$
$

$
$

3,070,650

$

2,652 052
605601
3,257,653

$
$

$

2,574807
587962
3,162,770

2,731,613
623 769
3,355,383

State Revenue

Federal Revenue
Other Rnancing Sources
Total Revenue And Other Financing Sources

Expenditures
Instruction
Support Services

1000
2000
3000
5000

$

Noninstructional Services

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

105,179

-

REVENUES

6000
6700
6944
6941
6000

Recei ts from other LEAs in PA ReQ)
Recei ts from other LEAs in PA Special
Total Local

7000
7143
7320
7330
7810
7820
7000

Rental & Sinkina Fund Pavments
Health Services
State Share of Social Security and Medicare Taxes
State Share of Retirement Contributions
State Sources

$

8000
8511
8514
8515

Federal
IDEA
Title1
Title2

$
$
$

67500
7,500

$
$
$

19004
69,525
7,725

$
$
$

19574
71,611
7,957

$
$
$

20161
73759
8,195

$
$
$

20766
75972
8441

8000

Total Federal

$

75,000

$

96,254

$

99,141

$

102,115 $

105,179

TOTAL REVENUES

$ 3,115,838

$

3,166,904

$

3,261,911

$

3,359,768

$

3,460,561

EXPENDITURES

$ 2,898,877
216,962
$

$
$

2,914,439
252,465

$
$

3,130,845
131,066

$
$

3,285,162
74,606

$
$

3,454,600
5,962

$
600000
$ 384,573.01
$
123,400
68000
$
120,000
$

$
$
$
$
$

618 000
438400
122,082
68000
120 000

$
$
$
$
$

636 540
484546
123,494
67500
120 000

$
$
$
$
$

655636
534,928
124,949
77 500
120 000

$
$
$
$
$

675305
592670
126,448
87500
120000

student services 'field trios etc.

$

15000

$

15450

$

15,914

$

16391

$

16,883

PSSA Costs

$
$
$

30,000
22500
37 500

$
$
$

30,900
23175
37500

$
$
$

31,827
23870
37500

$
$
$

32,782
24586
37500

$
$
$

33,765
25324
37,500

$

65600

1000

Local
Revenue from Student Activities

$

$

$

State Sources

$
$

lm lementation Grant

$
$

-

$
$

-

-

-

$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$

$

-

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

$

$
$

-

-

$
$
$

-

-

-

Instruction

1100
100
200
300
400

Regular Instruction Programs
Personnel Services-Salaries
Personnel Services- Employee Benefits
Purchased Professional & Technical Services
Purchased Property Services

internet reimbursement
500 Other Purchased Services

600 Supplies
Books

700 Property
Technoloav

800 Other ob"ects
1100
Total Regular Instruction Programs
1200

$

262 400

$

71 200

$

76800

$

82400

$

1,663,373 $

1,539,107 $

1,612,391

$

1,701,073

$

1,797,795

140 088
114296
240000

$
$
$

144290
126634
240000

494,384 $

510,924

$
$
$

128200
82170
240000

$
$
$

132,046
93672
240,000

$
$
$

136,007
103531
240000

$
$
$

1200

Special Instruction Programs
Personnel Services-Salaries
Personnel Services- Employee Benefits
Purchased Professional & Technical Services
Purchased Property Services
Other Purchased Services
Suoolies
Property
Other ob"ects
Total Special Instruction Programs

$

450,370

$

465,718

$

479,539

$

1000

Total Instruction

$ 2,091,244

$

1,983,525

$

2,072,366

$

2,167,166

$

2,271,739

2000

Support Services

40000
25638

$
$

41200
29227

$
$

42436
32,303

$
$

43709
35662

$
$

45020
39511

65,638 $

70,427

$

74,739

$

79,371

$

84,531

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800

2120
100
200
300
400
SOD
600
700
800
2120

Guidance Services
Personnel Services-Salaries
Personnel Services- Emplovee Benefits
Purchased Professional & Technical Services
Purchased Proparty Services
Other Purchased Services
Supplies
Property
Other ob-ects
Total Guidance Services

$
$

$

IP~u~hnl

2140

~ical

Services
$
$

-

$
$

-

$

-

$

-

I$

-

-

$

-

-

$

-

$
$
$

-

'ersonnel
I
'ersonnel iervices- Emolovee Benefits
I & Technical Services
>roperty Services
Jther Pure hased Services

$
$

Total

$

-

I$

I$

-

I$

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

I$

-

$

-

$

$
$
$

-

$
$
$

$
$

$
$

!

800
12140
12160

Services

p,

-

-

$

I Social Work Services

~

'ersonnel:
'ersonnel Services- Emolovee Benefits
urchased
I & Technical Services
urchased Property Services
lther Purchased Services
upplies
I Property
Jther objects
!Total Social Work Services

2250

ILibrary

20
_)~

40
50
60
70
80

I$

I$

1 00 IPersonnel
200 IPersonnel!~Services- Employee Benefits
300 ·Purchase<
I & Technical Services
I Property Services

500 Jther Purchased Services

800
2250

Total Library Services

12260
I Services- Employee Benefits
I
I & Technical Services
I Property Services
500 Jther Purchased Services
600

80
12260

l';unnli~s

Jther obiects
I Total Curri,-,ulmn

$

!2270
100 IPersonnel
200 IPersonnel Services- Employee Benefits
300 IPurchased
I & Technical Services

I$
I$
I$

-

I$
I$
•$

I$

-

'$

-

-

-

-

-

Purchased Prooerty Services
:.Jther Purchased Services

2270
2350

I PrnFP~~ i ""'

DPuPlnnmPnf-

Legal Services
I
i
I Services- Emplovee Benefits
I & Technical Services
I Prooerty Services
UO Jther Purchased Services

$

I$

I$

I$

$

3(.707

$

.628

$

!.57:

$

33.554

30,408 I $

30,707

$

31,628

$

32,577

$

33,554

30.408

800 Other objects
12350

!Legal Services

12380

!Administration
I Personnel
I
>ervices- Emolovee Benefits
I Purchased
I & Technical Services
I Purchased Prooerty Services
Jther Pure 1ased Services
IInsurance
IPostage & shipping
ITelephone
IAdvertisina
IPrintina
Travel

700 IProperty
BOO Jther objects
2380

Total "''

2400

Pupil Health
>ervices- Emolovee Benefits
I & Technical Services
Prooertv Services
JtherPurc hased Services

2400
2500

Total Pupil Health
Rm

in.

00 I Personnel :
I
20 I Personnel Services- Emolovee Benefits

$

$
$

125.00
144.215

$
$

.25(
193.13(

$
$

319.568
243.26'

$
$

321.955
262.68C

$
$

324.413
284. '16

$
I$
$

50,000
9,900
20.000

$
$
$

55,
9,90
20.60

$
$
$

60,500
9,90
21.218

$
$
$

66,55(
9,90
21.855

$
$
$

13,205
9,90
22.511

$
I$
!$
'$

1.600 $
30,000 I$
6,000 $

$
$

.20
36,30
6,365

$
$

$

9.90
$
39.930 $
6,556 I$

13.05C
43.9;
6,753

-

$

-

$

5.
33,00
6,180

-

$

-

704,312 I $

739,326 I $

778,470

25.000

$

30.000

$

40.000

$

5( .000

$

-

'$

-

$

-

$

25,000

$

30,000

$

40,000

$

50,000

488,715

$

595,460

$

2C 100

$

20,000

-

$

$

$

$
$
1

300 Purchased Professional & Technical Services
AuditSeNices

$
$

Purchased Property Services
other Purchased Services
SuPPlies
Property
Other ob'ects
Total Business

$

Business Services

400
500
600
700
800
2500
2600

121,634
12,000

$
$

133,634 $

122 826
12,360

$
$

135,186 $

126511
12,731

$
$

139,242 $

$
$

134,215
13,506

143,419 $

147,721

130 306
13,113

Operation & Maintenance
100 Personnel Services-Salaries
200 Personnel Services- Employee Benefits
300 Purchased Professional & Technical Services

400 Purchased Property Services
Construction
utilities
Building Rental

$

3,600

$

3,708

$

3,819

$

3,708 $

3,819

$

-

$

3934

$

4052

3,934 $

4,052

Custodial

500 other Purchased Services
600 Supplies
700 ProPertv
800 Other ob ·ects
2600

Total Operation & Maintenance

2700
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
2700
2900
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800

$

3,600 $

$

$

Transportation
Personnel Services-Salaries
Personnel Services- Em loyee Benefits
Purchased Professional & Technical Services
Purchased Property Services
Other Purchased Services
Supplies
Property
other ob'ects
Total Transportation

Other Support
Personnel Services-Salaries

$
$

2900

Personnel Services- Employee Benefits
Purchased Professional & Technical Services
Purchased Property Services
Other Purchased Services
Supplies
Propertv
other ob'ects
Other Support

$

2000

Total Support Services

$

3000

Noninstructional Services

3100

40000
25638

$
$

65,638 $
807,633

$

3100

3200

Personnel Services-Salaries
Personnel Services- Emplovee Benefits
Purchased Professional & Technical Services
Purchased ProPerty Services
Other Purchased Services
Supplies
Property
Other ob'ects
Total Food Services

$
$

-

$

-

$

-

-

$
$

$

$

3000

Total. Noninstructional Services

$

$

5000

Other Financing

$

$

5000

$
$

70,427 $
930,915

-

$

Student Activities
Personnel Services-Salaries
Personnel Services- Employee Benefits
Purchased Professional & Technical Services
Purchased Property Services
Other Purchased Services
Supplies
Propertv
other ob'ects
Total Student Activities

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800

5100
800
900
5100

41,200
29227

$

$

42436
32303

-

-

$

45020
39511

43709
35662

$
$

74,739 $

79,371

$

84,532

$

1,117,997

$

1,182,860

1,058,478

$
$

Food Services

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800

3200

-

$
$

$
$

-

$

-

-

$
$

-

-

$
$

$

-

$

-

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

$
$

-

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

Debt Service
Interest

$

$

$

Principal

Total Debt Service

$

-

$

-

$

Total Other Financing

$

-

$

-

$

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

$ 2,898,877

$

2,914,439

$

3,130,845

$
$

$

3,285,162

$

-

$

-

$

3,454,600

Acclaim Cyber Charter School

2015
Revenues
Local
Per pupil funding - regular education
Per pupil funding - special education
Total local funding
State
Social security reimbursement
PSERS reimbursement
Start-up Grant
Facilities Grant
total state funding
Federal
Title I
Title II
Title Ill
IDEA pass-through
Total federal funding
Other
private contributions
student activity
Total Revenues

2016

$
$
$

2,475,543
565,295
3,040,838

$
$
$

2,499,813
570,837
3,070,650

$
$
$

2,574,807
587,962
3,162,770

$
$

67,500
7,500

$
$

69,525
7,725

$
$

71 ,611
7,957

$

75,000

$
$

19,004
96,254

$
$

19,574
99,141

$

3,115,838

Expenditures
personnel expenses
contracted services
student activities
insurance
consumable supplies
travel, telephone, printing
books/instructional aids
equipment
site costs

$ 3,166,904 $ 3,261,911

1,695,435
547,442
45,000
50,000
28,500
184,000
67,500
262,400
18,600

2018

2017

1,888,352
552,975
46,350
55,000
29,355
189,400
68,400
65,600
19,008

2019

$ 2,652,052
605,601
$
$ 3,257,653

$
$
$

2,731,613
623,769
3,355,383

$
$

73,759
8,195

$
$

75,972
8,441

$
$

20,161
102,115

$
$

20,766
105,179

$ 3,359,768

$ 3,460,561

2,188,325
580,945
49,173
66,550
31,143
202,085
70,282
76,800
19,861

2,317,091
597,723
50,648
73,205
32,077
209,883
71,265
82,400
20,307

2,072,932
564,364
47,741
60,500
30,236
195,118
69,327
71,200
19,428

Total Expenditures

$

2,898,877

$

2,914,439

$

3,130,845

$

3,285,162

$

3,454,600

Net change in fund balance

$

216,962

$

252,465

$

131,066

$

74,606

$

5,962

Beginning fund balance
Ending fund balance

$
$

216,962

$
$

216,962
469,426

$
$

469,426
600,493

$
$

600,493
675,099

$
$

675,099
681,060

Acclaim Cyber Charter School

revenues
revenue inflation rate »[----3~ ]
driver #1

driver #2

revenue growth factor

local revenues
driver: projected annual per pupil increase
projected annual per pupil growth factor
Per pupil - Reg Ed
Per pupil - SpEd

$
$

9,462
19,446

average per pupil rate based on POE site Sept 2013
average per pupil rate based on POE site Sept 2013

$

total local revenues
state revenues
Social security reimbursement
PSERS reimbursement
Start-up Grant
Facilities Grant

0%
0%

-5%
0.95

3%
0.98

3%
1.01

3%
1.04

3%
1.07

2,475,543
565,295

2,499,813
570,837

2,574,807
587,962

2,652,052
605,601

2,731,613
623,769

3,040,838

$

3,070,650

$

3,162,770

$

3,257,653

$

3,355,383

of non-federal FICA expense
of PSERS expense

total state revenues
federal revenues
Title I
Title II
Title Ill
IDEA pass-through

$
$
$
$

450
50
615

per applicable
per applicable
per applicable
per applicable

67,500
7,500

stud.
stud.
stud.
stud.

75,000

total federal revenues

69,525
7,725

71,611
7,957

73,759
8,195

75,972
8,441

19,004

19,574

20,161

20,766

96,254

99,141

102,115

105,179

other' revenues
private contributions
student activity

total other revenues

total

$

$

$

3,115,838

$

$

3,166,904

$

$

$

3,261,911

$

3,359,768

$

3,460,561

Acclaim Cyber Charter School

expenses
expense inflation rate

>>I

3.0%

driver#1

driver#2

ex(!!nse srowth factor

2019

2015

2016

2017

2018

1.00

1.03

1.06

1.09

1.13

21%

26j!.

28%

29%

30%

1,033,200
336,000
8,400
79,040
220,175
8,288
10,332
1,695,435

1.104,696
386,400
8.400
84,509
285,012
8,288
11,047
1,888,352

1,176,987
444.360
8.400
90,039
333,087
8,288
11,770
2,072,932

1,205,096
511,014
8,400
92,190
351,286
8,288
12.051
2,188,325

1,234,049
587,666
8,400
94,405
371,942
8,288
12,340
2,317,091

121,634
12,000
30,408
23,400
9,000
6,000
10,000
75,000
240,000
20,000
547,442

122,826
12,360
30,707
24,102
6,500
6,180
10,300
75,000
240,000
25,000
552,975

126,511
12,731
31,628
24,825
6,695
6,365
10,609
75,000
240,000
30,000
564,364

130,306
13,113
32,577
25,570
6,896
6,556
10,927
75,000
240,000
40 000
580,945

134,215
13,506
33,554
26,337
7,103
6,753
11,255
75,000
240,000
50,000
597,723

15,000
30,000
45,000

15,450
30,900
46,350

15,914
31,827
47,741

16,391
32,782
49,173

16,883
33,765
50,648

40,000
10,000
50,000

44,000
11,000
55,000

48,400
12,100
60,500

53,240
13,310
66,550

58,564
14,641
73,205

6,000
22,500
28,500

6,180
23,175
29,355

6,365
23,870
30,236

6,556
24,586
31,143

6,753
25,324
32,077

30,000
20,000
3,600
7,500
2,400
120,000
500
184,000

33,000
20,600
5,400
7,500
2,400
120,000
500
189,400

36,300
21,218
7,200
7,500
2,400
120,000
500
195,118

39,930
21,855
9,900
7,500
2,400
120,000
500
202,085

43,923
22,510
13,050
7,500
2,400
120,000
500
209,883

30,000
37,500

30,900
37,500

31,827
37,500

32,782
37,500

33,765
37,500

67,500

68,400

69,327

70,282

71,265

240,000
22,400

60,000
5,600

60,000
11,200

60,000
16,800

60,000
22,400

262,400

65,600

71,200

76,800

82,400

3,600
10,000
5,000

3,708
10,300
5,000

3,819
10,609
5,000

3,934
10,927
5,000

4,052
11,255
5,000

18,600

19,008

19,428

19,861

20,307

P.ersonnel expenses ··
driver: projected annual PSERS rate

Salaries
Health & dental ins
Life/disability ins
FICA
PSERS
unemployment ins
workers come

$

"Personnel" tab
15% increase per year
$12.000.00 per employee
300.00 per employee
7.85% of tot. salary
PSERS published projections
3.70% of 1st $8K earned
1.00% of tot. sala~

total personnel expenses

contracted serViCes·
Business Services
Audrt Services
Legal Services
Lets Go Learn

4.0%

of per pup! revs

1.0%

of per pup! revs
quote
quote
quote
quote
per pupil per mo. For 10 months
per identified student
base

Haiku
Content Filter\Security
Blackboard Collaborate
Supplemental Content\Software
Special Education Services
Nmse
total contracted services

$

25
8,000

$

100

$

'~~:~~en~ activi1i~~
student services (field trips, etc.)
PSSA costs
total student actfvities

base

if!surance
property, general liability
all other
total insurance
conSumable s.upjllies
administrative
instructional
total consumable supplies
other serVices
travel
telephone & internet
copier
postage- student
postage - office
internet reimbwsement
staff recruitin
total other services
bOoks/instructional aids
texts and novels
student testing

~r[!U[!il

base
base

$

20
75

$
$
$

25
8
400

$
$

100
125

0.15%
0.15%

per average enrollment
eerstudent

base
base
base
per pupil
per pupil
per pupil

per student
per student
er student

total books/instructional aids

increase per revs
increase [!er revs

equipment
computers & related hardware
staff hardware and software

$
$

BOO
800

per pupil year 1
per FTE year 1

total equipment
site costs
building rent
utilities
repairs
debt service
total site costs

5

persq_ ft.
base

Acclaim Cyber Charter School

students
2018
"students by grade '
K

0
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
300

0
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
300

0
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
300

0
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
300

0
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
300

percentage SpEd
#SpEd
#RegEd

10%

10%
30
270

10%
30
270

10%

10%

30
270

30
270

%FRPL
#FRPL

50%

50%
150

50%
150

50%

50%

150

150

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
total

30
270

150
RegEd average rate

$

9,462.00

SpEd average rate

$19,446.00

Acclaim Cyber Charter School

personnel
salary inflation rate»! 3.0%

I
FTEs
Base
sala!J!

Position

2014

2015 2016

Salary Expense
2017

2018

Inflation Index

administration
GAO

coo
Principal
Administrative Assistant
Guidance Counselor

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

1.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

50,000
50,000
50,000
35,000
40,000

$1 FTE
$1 FTE

$/FTE
$/FTE
$1 FTE
$1 FTE
$1 FTE
$1 FTE
$/FTE

administration • total

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

50,000
50,000
50,000
35,000
40,000

65,000
65,000
65,000
36,050
41,200

80,000
80,000
80,000
37,132
42,436

80,000
80,000
80,000
38,245
43,709

80,000
80,000
80,000
39,393
45,020

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

225,000

272,250

319,568

321,955

324,413

15.00 15.00 15.00
4.00 4.00 4.00
1.00 1.00 1.00

15.00
4.00
1.00

15.00
4.00
1.00

600,000
43,200
40,000

618,000
44,496
41,200

636,540
45,831
42,436

655,636
47,206
43,709

675,305
48,622
45,020

20.00 20.00 20.00

20.00

20.00

683,200

703,696

724,807

746,551

768,948

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

45,000
40,000
40,000

46,350
41,200
41,200

47,741
42,436
42,436

49,173
43,709
43,709

50,648
45,020
45,020

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

125,000

128,750

132,613

136,591

140,689

28.00

28.00

1,033,200- 1,104,696 -- 1,176,987

1,205,096

1,234,049

instruction
Regular Teachers
Paraprofessionals
Special Education Teachers

$ 40,000
$ 10,800
$ 40,000

$/FTE
$1 FTE
$/FTE
$/FTE
$1 FTE

instruction • total
stud«lnt s~ppoit
Special Education Coordinator
Technology Facilitator
Reading Specialist
student support. total
total

$ 45,000
$ 40,000
$ 40,000

$1
$1
$1
$1

FTE
FTE
FTE
FTE

28.00 28.00 28.00

APPENDIX C

First grade Language Arts Trimester #1

Common Core Standards
Content
FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS (Print
Concepts)
CC.l.l.lB Demonstrate understanding of the organization and basic features of print.
Recognize the distinguishing features of a sentence.

Core Goals/Skills

Pennsylvania Standards

1.2.1.A.
Demonstrate concepts of print identify text organization and use content to derive meaning from
text.

Print Concepts: (Title, author, first word,
puncutatlon, capitalization, sentences)

CC.l.l.l.C
Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).
Count, pronounce, blend, and segment syllables in spoken and written words.
Add or substitute individual sounds in one·syllable words to make new words.

l.l.l.B.
Use word recognition techniques:
• Demonstrate phonological awareness through phoneme manipulation.
• Demonstrate knowledge of letter sound correspondence (alphabetic principle) to decode and
l.l.l.C.
encode words.
Use Increasingly robust vocabulary in oral and written language.

Sentences, Words, Syllables
Sentence and word segmentation and blending
Phoneme isolation
(Initial, medial vowel, and final sounds)
Phoneme manipulation
Rhyme Identification and production

CC.l.l.l.D
Know and apply grade level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
Decode one and two-syllable words with common patterns.
Read grade level words with inflectional endings.
Read grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words.

l.l.l.B.
Use word recognition techniques:
• Demonstrate phonological awareness through phoneme manipulation.
• Demonstrate knowledge of letter sound correspondence {alphabetic principle} to decode and
encode words.
l.l.l.C.
Use increasingly robust vocabulary in oral and written language.

Short Vowels· (a, I, o)
Digraph -(-ck)
Contractions- (n't, 's)
Inflectional Endings:
(-s, -ed,-lng)

CC.l.l.l.E
Read with accuracy and fluency to support comprehension
Use context to confinn or self·correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as
necessary.

l.l.l.E.
Demonstrate accuracy and automaticity In decoding and oral reading of grade level text.

Accuracy
Punctuation

Assessments

(Phonological Awareness)

(Phonics and Word
Recognition)

I

(Fluency)

READING INFORMATIONAL
TEXT
Key ideas and Details
Craft and Structure
Integration of Knowledge and
Ideas
Vocabulary Acquisition and
Use Range of Reading

CC,1.2.1.C"'
Describe the connection between two Individual, events, Ideas, or pieces of information In a
text.
CC.l.2.1.F •
Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words and phrases In a
1.2.1.B.
text.
Identify the difference between facts and opinions within a text.
CC.1.2.1.G •
identify essential information within and across a variety of texts.
Use the 111ustratlons and detalls In a text to describe its key ideas.
CC.1.2.1.J"'
Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading, and being read to, and
responding to texts, including words that signal connections and relationships between words
and phrases.

1.2,1.C.

l.l.l.D.
Demonstrate listening and reading comprehension I understanding before reading, during reading,
and after reading through strategies such as think aloud, retelling, summarizing, connecting to prior
knowledge, and non linguistic representations.
1.2.1.D.
CC.1.3.1.B •
Make Inferences and draw conclusions citing evidence from the text to support answers.
Ask and answer questions about key details In a text.
READING LITERATURE
1.2.1.E.
Key ideas and Details
CC.1.3.1.C'
Read and respond to essential content of text.
Craft and Structure
Describe characters, settings, and major events In a story using key details.
1.3.l.A.
Integration of Knowledge and CC.1.3.1.G •
Read, understand, and respond to works of literature.
Use illustrations and detalis In a story to describe characters, settings, or events.
Ideas
Use words and phrases acquired 1.3.1.B.
Vocabulary Acquisition and
CC.1.3.1.J"'
Recognize different types of genres such as poetry, drama, and fiction.
Use Range of Reading
through conversations, reading, and being read to, and responding to texts, including words
1.3.1.C.
that signal connections and relationships between the words and phrases.
Identify literary elements (characters, setting, and main idea) In selected readings.
1.3.1.D.
Identify literary devices in selected readings {e.g., personification, rhyming, alliteration).
---

-

- -- - - - -

---

-

Answer Questions
dasslfy and Categorize
Develop Vocabulary
Use Reading Strategies
(Make predictions, monitor comprehension, make
inferences, adjust reading rate)

Use Reading Strategies
{Make predictions, monitor comprehension, make
Inferences, adjust reading rate)
Use Graphic Organizers
Story Elements:
(Beginning, Middle, End)
Story Elements
(Characters)
Summarize
Develop
Vocabulary

Including, but not limited to:
Teacher made assessments
Observations
Weekly/Unit Spelling test/sort
Weekly/Unit Vocabulary Test
Unit Comprehension Test
Reading logs
Writing Logs
Essays
Research reports
Journals
Group Discussions

Writing
CC.l.4.1.M

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events.
CC.1.4.1.N

Establish "who", and "what" the narrative will be about.
CC.1.4.1.0

Include thoughts and feelings to describe experiences and events.
CC.l.4.l.P

Recount two or more appropriately sequenced events using temporal words to signal event
order and provide some sense of closure.
CC.1.4.1.Q

Use a variety of words and phrases.
CC.1.4.1.R

1.4.1.A.

Write, dictate, or illustrate descriptive poems and stories that Include literary elements.
1.4.1.B.

Write Informational pieces using illustrations when relevant (e.g., descriptions, letters, Instructions).
l.S.l.A.

Identify and write about one specific topic.
l.S.l.B.

Develop content appropriate for the topic
information, incorporating details relevant to the topic
Write a series of related sentences with one central idea.

Gather and organize

l.S.l.C.

Organize writing In a logical order.
Demonstrate a grade appropriate command of the conventions of standard English grammar,
1.5.1.0.
usage, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.
Write using adjectives, precise nouns, and action verbs,
Capitalize dates and names of people.
l.S.l.E.
Use end punctuation; use commas in dates and words In series.
Revise writing by adding details or missing Information.
Spell words drawing on common spelling awareness and spelling conventions.
l.S.l.F.
CC.1.4.1.T"'
Use grade appropriate conventions of language when writing and editing.
With guidance and support from adults and peers, focus on a topic, respond to questions and
Spell common, frequently used words correctly.
suggestions from peers, and add details to strengthen writing as needed.
Use capital letters correctly.
CC.1.4.1.X"'
Punctuate correctly.
Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time frames for a range of disciplineBegin to use correct grammar and sentence formation.
specific tasks, purposes and audiences.

SPEAKING AND LISTENING

CC.l.S.l.A"'
Participate In collaborative conversations with peers and adults In small and larger groups.
CC.l.S.l.C"'
Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says In order to gather additional information
or clarify something that Is not understood.
CC.l.S.l.E •
Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation,
CC.l.S.l.F'

Add drawings or other visual displays when sharing aloud to clarify ideas, thoughts, and
feelings.

1.6.1.A.

Listen actively and respond to others In small and large group situations with appropriate questions
and Ideas.
1.6.1.B.

Use appropriate volume and clarity in Individual or group situations.
Deliver brief oral presentations on a topic supported by visual aids.

Building a Writing Community
Visualize
Reread and Add More
Develop Writing Fluency
Use Word Order/Time Order Words
Identify the Naming and Telling Parts of a
Sentence
Form Questions
identify Types of Sentences
Capitalize dates and names of people
Use commas In dates and words in a series

Oral Speaking Fluency
listening Critically
Respond Appropriately
Ask and Answer Questions
Ask Questions to Clarify Information
Use Illustrations to Clarify Information

First grade Language Arts Trimester #2
Content

Core Goals/Skills

Common Core Standards
Pennsylvania Standards
CC.l.l.l.C
Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).
Distinguish long from short vowel sounds In spoken single~syllable words.
1.2.1.A.
Orally produce single~syllable words, including consonant blends and digraphs.
Demonstrate concepts of print Identify text organization and use content to derive
Isolate and pronounce Initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in spoken single~syllable meaning from text.
words.
Add or substitute individual sounds (phonemes) in one~syllable words to make new words.

Phonemes:
Phoneme Blending
Phoneme Segmentation
Phoneme Deletion
Phoneme Substitution

(Phonics and Word Recognition)

CC.l.l.l.D
Know and apply grade level phonics and word analysis skills In decoding words.
Identify common consonant digraphs, finale, and common vowel teams.
Decode one and two-syllable words with common patterns.
Read grade level words with inflectional endings.
Read grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words.

l.l.l.B.
Use word recognition techniques:
• Demonstrate phonological awareness through phoneme manipulation.
• Demonstrate knowledge of letter sound correspondence (alphabetic principle) to
decode and encode words.
l.l.l.C.
Use increasingly robust vocabulary In oral and written language.

Short Vowels- (e, u)
Long Vowels~ (ow, oa)
Initial Blends- (I, s, r)
Digraphs~ (th, sh, wh, ch, tch, qu)
Diphthong- (-ng)
Contraction- ("II)
R-Controlled Vowels
Compound Words
Inflectional Endings
(-s. -ed, -ing, ~er, -est)
Syllable- (-le)

(Fluency)

CC.l.l.l.E
Read with accuracy and fluency to support comprehension:
Read on-level text with purpose and understanding.
Read on-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on successive readings.
Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading as
necessary.

l.l.l.E.
Demonstrate accuracy and automaticity in decoding and oral reading of grade level
text.

Accuracy
Punctuation
Expression
Phrasing
Intonation
Reading Rate

READING INFORMATIONAL TEXT
Key Ideas and Details
Craft and Structure
Integration of Knowledge and
Ideas
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
Range of Reading

CC.1.2.1.A
Identify the main Idea and retell key details of text.
CC.1.2.1.B
Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
CC.1.2.1.C •
Describe the connection between two individual events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text.
CC.1.2.1.E
Use various text features and search tools to locate key facts or information in a text.
CC.1.2.1.F •
Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words and phrases in a text.
CC.1.2.1.G •
Use illustrations and details in a text to describe its key ideas.
CC.1.2.1.1
Identify basic similarities in and differences between two texts on the same topic.
CC.1.2.1.J •
Use words and phrases acquired
through conversations, reading, and being read to, and responding to texts, including words that
signal connections and relationships between the words and phrases.
CC.1.2.1.K
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on
grade level reading and content.

1.2.1.6.
Identify the difference between facts and opinions within a text.
1.2.1.C.
Identify essential information within and across a variety of texts.

Compare and Contrast
Main Idea and Details
Make Inferences
Sequence
Author's Purpose
Author's Point of View
Summarize
Vocabulary Development
Use Reading Strategies
(Make predictions, monitor
comprehension, make inferences, adjust
reading rate)

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
(Phonological Awareness)

Assessments

READING LITERATURE

CC.1.3.1.A
Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central message or
lesson.
CC.1.3.1.6 *
Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
CC.1.3.1.C'
Describe characters, settings, and major events in a story, using key details.
CC.1.3.1.D

1.1.1.0.
Demonstrate listening and reading comprehension I understanding before reading,
during reading, and after reading through strategies such as think aloud, retelling,
summarizing, connecting to prior knowledge, and non linguistic representations.

1.2.1.0.
Make inferences and draw conclusions citing evidence from the text to support

Key Ideas and Details

Identify who is telling the story at various points in a text.

1.2.1.E.

CC.1.3.1.F

Read and respond to essential content of text.

Integration of Knowledge and
Ideas

Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or appeal to the senses.

1.3.1.A.

CC.l.3.1.G'

Read, understand, and respond to works of literature.

vocabulary Acquisition and Use

Use illustrations and details in a story to describe characters, setting, or events.

1.3.1.6.

assessments

Plot
Setting

Observations
Weekly/Unit Spelling
test/sort
Weekly/Unit

Theme

Making Inferences

Vocabulary Test
Unit Comprehension

Sequence
Author's Purpose
Author's Point of View

CC.l.3.1.H

Recognize different types of genres such as poetry, drama, and fiction.

Compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of characters in stories.

1.3.1.C.

Test

Summarize

Reading logs

Vocabulary Development

Writing Logs
Essays

Use Reading Strategies

CC.1.3.1.1

Identify literary elements (characters, setting, and main idea) in selected readings.

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple·meaning words and phrases based on
grade level reading and content.

1.3.1.0.

CC.l.3.1.J'

Compare and Contrast

Main Ideas and Details

answers.

craft and Structure

Range of Reading

Including, but not
limited to:
Teacher made

(Make predlctions, monitor
comprehension, make inferences, adjust
reading rate)

{dentify literary devices in selected readings (e.g., personification, rhyming,
alliteration).

Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading, and being read to, and responding
to texts, including words that signal connections and relationships between the words and phrases.

CC.1.4.1.A
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey Ideas and information clearly.

CC.1.4.1.6

1.4.1.6.

CC.1.4.1.C

Write informational pieces using illustrations when relevant (e.g., descriptions, letters,

Develop the topic with two or more facts.

instructions).

CC.l4.l.D

l.S.l.A.

Group Information and provide some sense of closure.

Identify and write about one specific topic.

CC.1.4.1.E

Add Details to Writing

1.5.1.6.

Choose words and phrases for effect.

CC.l.4.1.F
Demonstrate a grade appropriate command of the conventions of standard English grammar,

WRITING

1.4.1.A.
Write, dictate, or illustrate descriptive poems and stories that include literary elements.

Identify and write about one specific topic.

usage, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.
Capitalize dates and names of people.

Write Texts with a Topic and Ideas

Develop content appropriate for the topic
and organize Information, incorporating details relevant to the topic

Gather

Write a series of related sentences with one central idea.

l.S.l.C.

Possessive Nouns
Pronouns

Organize writing in a logical order.

Use end punctuation; use commas in dates and words in series.
Spell words drawing on common spelling patterns, phonemic awareness and spelling conventions.

CC.1.4.1.T'
Use guidance and support from adults and peers, focus on a topic, respond to questions and
suggestions from peers, and add details to strengthen writing

1.5.1.0.

Commas

Write using adjectives, precise nouns, and action verbs.

(dates and words in a series)

l.S.l.E.

Capitalize
(proper nouns and titles)

Revise writing by adding details or missing information.

l.S.l.F.

CC.l.4.1.V

Develop Writing fluency
Common and Proper Nouns
Plural Nouns

Capitalize and punctuate sentences

Use grade appropriate conventions of language when writing and editing.
Spell common, frequently used words correctly.

participate in Individual or shared research and writing projects.

CC.1.4.1.W
With guidance and support, recall information from experiences or gather information from
provided sources to answer a question.

Use capital letters correctly.
Punctuate correctly.
Begin to use correct gramma-r and sentence formation.

CC.l.4.1.X'
Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time frames for a range of disclpline·specific
tasks, purposes, and audiences.

---

--------

----

-

----

---

-

-

--

Research reports
Journals
Group Discussions

CC1.5.1.A'
Participate in collaborative conversations with peers and adults in small and larger groups.
CC.1.5.1.B
Confirm understanding of a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media
by asking questions about key details and requesting clarification If something is not understood.
1.6.1.A.
CC.l.S.l.C'
Listen actively and respond to others in small and large group situations with
SPEAKING AND LISTENING

Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order to gather additional information or
clarify something that is not understood.
CC.l.S.l.D
Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, expressing ideas and feelings
clearly.
CC.l.S.l.E'
Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation.
CC.l.S.l.F'
Add drawings or other visual displays when sharing aloud to clarify ideas, thoughts, or feelings.

appropriate questions and ideas.
1.6.1.8.
Use appropriate volume and clarity in individual or group situations.
Deliver brief oral presentations on a topic supported by visual aids.

Oral Speaking Fluency
Listening Critically
Respond Appropriately
Ask and Answer Questions
Ask Questions to Clarify Information
Use Illustrations to Clarify Information

-

Content

Common Core Standards

First grade Language Arts Trimester #3
Pennsylvania Standards

Core Goals/Skills

CC.l.l.l.C
Demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes).
Distinguish long from short vowels In spoken single-syllable words.
Orally produce single-syllable words, Including consonant blends and digraphs.
Isolate and pronounce Initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in spoken
single-syllable words.

1.2.1.A.
Demonstrate concepts of print Identity text organization and use content to derive meaning from
text.

Phonemes:
Review Phoneme Blending,
Segmentation, and Substitution
Phoneme Blending and Addition
Phoneme Deletion and Addition

(Phonics and Word
Recognition)

CC.l.S.l.D
Know and apply grade level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words.
Identify common consonants digraphs, finale, and common vowel teams.
Decode one and two-syllable words with common patterns.
Read grade level words with Inflectional endings.
Read grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words.

1.1.1.6.
Use word recognition techniques:
• Demonstrate phonological awareness through phoneme manipulation.
• Demonstrate knowledge of letter sound correspondence (alphabetic principle) to decode and
encode words.
l.l.l.C,
Use increasingly robust vocabulary In oral and written language.

Vowel Teams
Finale
Vowel Diphthongs
Inflectional Endings
(-ed, -ing, -er, -est, -es)
Contractions
{'ve, ;re, 's, n;t, 'II, 'd, ;ve, 're, 't)

FLUENCY

CC.l.l.l.E
Read with accuracy and fluency to support comprehension:
Read on-level text with purpose and understanding.
l.l.l.E.
Read on-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on
Demonstrate accuracy and automaticity in decoding and oral reading of grade level text.
successive readings.
Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading
as necessary.

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
(Phonological Awareness)

I

CC.1.2.1.
Identify the main idea and retell key details of text.
CC.1.2.1.6
Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
CC.1.2.1.C'
Describe the connection between two Individual events, ideas, or pieces of Information
In a text.
CC.1.2.1.E
Use various text features and search tools to locate key facts or information in a text.
READING INFORMATIONAL CC.1.2.1.F'
TEXT
Ask and answer questions to help determine or clarify the meaning of words and
Key Ideas and Details
phrases In a text.
CC.l.2.1.G •
Craft and Structure
1.2.1.6.
Use the 111ustratlons and details in a text to describe its key Ideas.
identify the difference between facts and opinions within a text.
Integration of Knowledge CC.1.2.1.H
Identify essential information within and across a variety of texts.
and ideas
identify the reasons an author gives to support points in a text.
Vocabulary Acquisition and CC.1.2.1.1
Use
Identify basic similarities in and differences between two texts on the same topic.
Range of Reading
CC.1.2.1.J'
Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being read to, and
responding to texts, including words that signal connections and relationships between
the words and phrases.
CC.1.2.1.K
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases
based on grade-level reading and content.
CC.1.2.1.L
Read and comprehend literary non-fiction and informational text on grade level,
reading Independently and proficiently.

1.2.1.C.

Phrasing
Expression
Punctuation
Intonation
Accuracy
Reading Rate

Cause and Effect
Use Graphic Organizers
Summarize
Draw Conclusions
Make Inferences
Ask and Answer Questions
Main Idea and Details
Alphabetize
Vocabulary Development
Use Reading Strategies
(Make predictions, monitor
comprehension, make inferences,
adjust reading rate)

Assessments
Including, but not limited to:
Teacher made assessments
Observations
Weekly/Unit Spelling test/sort
Weekly/Unit Vocabulary Test
Unit Comprehension Test
Reading logs
Writing Logs
Essays
Research reports
Journals
Group Discussions

CC.1.3.l.A
Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central
message or lesson.
CC.1.3.l.B •

Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
CC.l.3.1.C

*

l.l.l.D.
Demonstrate listening and reading comprehension I understanding before readin& during reading,

and after reading through strategies such as think aloud, retelling, summarizing, connecting to prior

Describe characters, settings, and major events in a story, using key details.

knowledge, and nonlingulstlc representations.
CC.l.3.1.E
1.2.1.D.
READING LITERATURE
Explain major differences between books that tell stories and books that give
Make Inferences and draw conclusions cit!ng evidence from the text to support answers.
Key Ideas and Details
Information, drawing on wide reading or range of text types.
1.2.l.E.
Craft and Structure
CC.l.3.l.G •
Read and respond to essential content of text.
Integration of Knowledge
Use Illustrations and details In a story to describe characters, settings, or events.
1.3.l.A.
and Ideas
CC.l.3.l.H
Read, understand, and respond to works of literature.
Vocabulary Acquisition and
Compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of characters in stories.
1.3.1.8.
Use
CC.l.3.l.l
Recognize different types of genres such as poetry, drama, and fiction.
Range of Reading
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrase 1.3.l.C.
based in grade level reading and content.
Identify literary elements (characters, setting, and main idea) in selected readings.
CC.l.3.l.J *
1.3.l.D.
Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading, and being read to,
Identify literary devices in selected readings (e.g., personification, rhyming, alliteration).
and responding to texts, Including words that signal connections and relationships
between the words and phrases.
CC.1.3.l.K
Read and comprehend literature in grade level, reading independently and proficiently.

WRITING

CC.1.4.l.G
Write opinion pieces on familiar topics.
CC.l.4.l.H
Form an opinion by choosing among given topics.
CC.l.4.1.1
Support the opinion with reasons related to the opinion,
CC.1.4.l.J
Create an organizational structure that includes reasons and provides some sense of
closure.
CC.l.4.1.K
Use a variety of words and phrases.
CC.1.4.l.L
Demonstrate a grade appropriate command of the English grammar, usage,
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.
CC.1.4.l.T •
With guidance and support from adults and peers, focus on a topic, respond to
questions and suggestions from peers, and add details to strengthen writing as needed,
CC.l.4.l.U
With guidance and support, use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing
including in collaboration with peers.
CC.1.4.l.V
Participate in Individual or shared research and writing projects.
CC.1.4.l.W
With guidance and support, recall information from experiences or gather information
from provided sources to answer a question.
CC.1.4.l.X •

1.4.l.A.
Write, dictate, or illustrate descriptive poems and stories that Include literary elements.
1.4.1.8.
Write Informational pieces using Illustrations when relevant (e.g., descriptions, letters, instructions).
l.S.l.A.
Identify and write about one specific topic.
1.5.1.8.
Develop content appropriate for the topic
Gather
and organize Information, Incorporating details relevant to the topic
Write a series of related sentences with one central Idea.
l.S.l.C,
Organize writing in a logical order.
l.S.l.D.
Write using adjectives, precise nouns, and action verbs.
l.S.l.E.
Revise writing by adding details or missing information.
l.S.l.f.
Use grade appropriate conventions of language when writing and editing.
Spell common, frequently used words correctly.
Use capital letters correctly,
Punctuate correctly.
Begin to use correct grammar and sentence formation.

Cause and Effect
Recognize Story Structure
Use Graphic Organizers
Problem and Solution
Summarize
Ask and Answer Questions
Draw Conclusions
Making Inferences
Story Elements
Vocabulary Development
Use Reading Strategies
(Make predictions, monitor
comprehension, make inferences,
adjust reading rate)

Select a topic
State an opinion
Provide reasons
Provide a closing
Develop writing fluency
Declarative Sentences
(simple and compound)
Use conjunctions
Identify and use verb tenses
(present and past)

"0'

dlscipllnewspeclfic tasks, purposes and audiences.

CC.l.S.l.A'

Participate In collaborative conversations with peers and adults In small and larger
groups.
CC.l.S.l.B
Confirm understanding of a text read aloud or information presented orally or through
other media by asking and answering questions about key details and requesting
clarification If something Is not understood.

CC.l.S.l.C '
Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says In order to gather additional
SPEAKING AND LISTENING

information or clarify something that is not understood.

1.6.l.A.
Listen actively and respond to others In small and large group situations with appropriate questions

and ideas.
1.6.1.6.

CC.l.S.l.D
Use appropriate volume and clarity In individual or group situations.
Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, expressing ideas and
Deliver brief oral presentations on a topic supported by visual aids.
feelings clearly.
CC.l.S.l.E'
Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation.
CC.l.S.l.F '
Add drawings or other visual displays when sharing aloud to clarify ideas, thoughts, and
feelings. CC.l.S.l.G
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English when speaking based
on grade llevel and content.

Oral Speaking Fluency
Listening Critically

Respond Appropriately
Ask and Answer Questions
Ask Questions to Clarify Information
Use Illustrations to Clarify
Information

Content

2nd Grade Language Arts Trimester 1
Pennsylvania Standards

Common Core Standards

I

Common Goals and Skills

Assessments

CC.1.1.2.D •

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
(Spelling and Word Work)

Know and apply grade level phonics and word analysis skills In

1.1.2.8.

decoding words.

Use knowledge of phonics and word recognition (e.g.,

Distinguishing long and short vowels when reading regularly
spelled
one- syllable words.
Read grade level high-frequency sight words and words with
inconsistent but common spelling sound correspondence.

Short Vowels

root words, prefixes, suffixes, and syllabication) to decode and

(a, e, I, o, u)

understand new words during reading. 1.1.2.C.

Long Vowels

Use meaning and knowledge of words (e.g., synonyms,

(CVCe)

antonyms) across content areas to develop a speaking

Vowel Teams

and reading vocabulary.

Read grade appropriate Irregularly spelled words.

CC.1.1.2.E •

Accuracy

Read with accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
Read on level text with purpose and understanding.
(Fluency)

Pace

1.1.2.E.

Read on level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and Demonstrate accuracy and automaticity, in oral reading
expression on successive readings.
of grade level text.
Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and
understanding, rereading as necessary.

Reading Rate
Phrasing
Intonation
Expression

CC.1.2.2.A •
Identify the main idea of multi-paragraph text as well as the
focus of specific paragraphs within the text.
CC.1.2.2.8 •

1.1.2.D.

Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, when,

Demonstrate comprehension /understanding before reading,

why, and how to demonstrate understanding of key details in a during reading, and after reading on grade level texts through

.,
READING INFORMATIONAL TEXT
Key Ideas and Details
Craft and Structure
Integration of Knowledge and ideas
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
Range of Reading

text.

strategies such as think aloud, retelling,

CC.1.2.2.C •

summarizing, note taking, connecting to prior

Describe the connection between a series of events, concepts, knowledge, supporting assertions about text with
or steps in a procedure within a text.
evidence from text, and nonlinguistlc representations. 1.2.2.A. Main Idea and Details
CC.1.2.2.E •
Use text organization and content to derive meaning
Fiction and Non-Fiction
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used from text using criteria.
1.2.2.8. Reading Strategies
In grade level text including multiple meaning words.

Differentiate fact from opinion within a text.

CC.1.2.2.1 •

identify essential and nonessential information

1.2.2.C.

(Make predictions, use prior
knowledge)

Compare and contrast the most important points presented by within and across a variety of texts.

1.2.2.D.
Make inferences from text when studying a topic (e.g.,

two texts on the same topic.
Acquire and use grade appropriate conversational, general
academic, and domain specific words and phrases.

science, social studies) and draw conclusions, citing
evidence from the text to support answers.
1.2.2.E.
Read, understand, and respond to essential content

CC.1.2.2.K •

of text In all academic areas.

CC.1.2.2.J •

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple
meaning words and phrases based on grade level reading and
content, choosing from a range of strategies and tools.
Including, but not limited to:
----~

--------

------

---

--

1eacner

maae assess ems

Observations
Weekly/Unit Spelling test/sort
Weekly/Unit Vocabulary Test

1.4.2.A.
CC.1.4.2.M

Write organized, detailed descriptive poems and stories that

Unit Comprehension Test

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or
events.

include literary elements.
1.4.2.8.
Write Informational pieces using illustrations when relevant

Reading logs

CC1.4.2.N
Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or

characters.

instructions).
1.5.2.A.
Write with a focus, with an understanding of topic and

events to show the response of characters to situations.

audience.

CC.1.4.2.P
Organize a short sequence of events, using temporal words to

Develop content appropriate for the topic.

CC.1.4.2.Q
Choose words and phrases for effect.
WRITING

1.5.2.8.

Gather and organize information, incorporating details
relevant to the topic.
CC.1.4.2.R

Demonstrate grade appropriate command of the conventions
of standard English grammar, usage, capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling.
Capitalize proper nouns.
Use commas and apostrophes appropriately.
Spell words drawing on common spelling patterns.

Consult reference materials as needed.

Write a series of related sentences or paragraphs with one
central idea.
1.5.2.C.
Organize writing In a logical order.
Include a recognizable beginning, middle, and end.
1.5.2.D.

Write using a variety of sentence structures, adjectives, precise
nouns, and action verbs.

1.5.2.E.
CC.1.4.2.T •
With guidance and support from adults and peers, focus on a Revise writing to improve detail and order by identifying
topic and strengthen writing as needed by revising and editing. missing Information.
1.5.2.F.
CC.1.4.2.W
Recall information from experiences or gather information
Use grade appropriate conventions of language when writing

from provided sources to answer a question.
CC.1.4.2.X
Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time
frames, for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purpose and

audiences.

Essays

Research reports

(e.g., descriptions, letters, slngle~topic reports,

CC.1.4.2.0
Include thoughts and feelings to describe experiences and

signal event order; provide a sense of closure.

Writing Logs

Journals

Group Discussions

Building a Writing Community
Draw, make lists, and write

sentences to generate ideas.
Descriptive language

Sentence punctuation and
capitalization of proper nouns
Recognize and produce

statements, questions,
exclamations, and commands
Parts of a sentence
Singular and Plural Nouns

Proper Nouns
Recognize and use Robust
Vocabulary

and editing.
Spell common, frequently used words correctly.
Use capital letters correctly.

Punctuate correctly.
Use correct grammar and sentence formation.

CC.1.5.2.A *
Participate In collaborative conversations with peers and adults 1.6.2.A.
Listen actively and respond to others in small and large group
in small and larger groups.

SPEAKING AND LISTENING

CC.1.5.2.C *
Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order
to clarify comprehension, gather additional information, or

situations.
Respond with grade level appropriate questions, ideas,

deepen understanding of a topic or Issue.
CC.1.5.2.D*
Tell a story or recount an experience with appropriate facts
and relevant, descriptive details, speaking audibly in coherent

1.6.2.8.
Use appropriate volume, clarity, and gestures in individual or
group situations.

sentences.

1.7.2.A.

Information, or opinions.

Deliver an oral report on an assigned topic.

Recognize formal and informal language used In speech,
CC.1.5.2.E *
writing, and literature.
Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and
situation in order to provide requested detail or clarification.
CC.1.5.2.G •
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English
when speaking based on grade 2 level and content.
-

Oral Speaking Fluency
Listening Critically
Respond Appropriately
Ask and Answer Questions
Ask Questions to Clarify
Information and/or Establish the
Main Idea

-~

-

---

Content

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
(Spelling and Word Work)

(Fluency)

Common Core Standards

2nd Grade Language Arts Trimester 2
Pennsylvania Standards

CC.1.1.2.D
1.1.2.8.
Know and apply grade level phonics and word analysis skills in
Use knowledge of phonics and word recognition (e.g.,
decoding words.
root words, prefixes, suffixes, and syllabication) to decode and
Decode two syllable words with long vowels and words
understand new words during reading. 1.1.2.C.
with common prefixes and suffixes.
Use meaning and knowledge of words (e.g., synonyms,
Read grade level high-frequency sight words and words
antonyms) across content areas to develop a speaking
with inconsistent but common spelling-sound
and reading vocabulary.
correspondences.
Read grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words.

CC.1.1.2.E *
Read with accuracy and fluency to support comprehension:
Read on-level text with purpose and understanding.
Read on-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate,
and expression on successive readings.
Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and

1.1.2.E.
Demonstrate accuracy and automaticity, in oral reading
of grade level text.

understanding, rereading as necessary.

Common Goals and Skills

Vowel Teams
Compound Words
R-Controlled Vowels
Inflectional Endings

Punctuation
Phrasing
Intonation
Accuracy
Pace
Reading Rate

CC.1.2.2.A *
Identify the main idea of a multi-paragraph text as well as the
focus of specific paragraphs within the text.
CC.1.2.2.8 *
Ask and answer questions such as who, what, where, when,
why, and how to demonstrate understanding of key details in
a text.
CC.1.2.2.C
1.1.2.D.
Describe the connection between a series of events, concepts, Demonstrate comprehension /understanding before reading,
during reading, and after reading on grade level texts through
or steps in a procedure within a text.
strategies such as think aloud, retelling,
CC.1.2.2.E •
READING INFORMATIONAL
TEXT
Key Ideas and Details
Craft and Structure
Integration of Knowledge
and Ideas
Vocabulary Acquisition and
Use
Range of Reading

Use various text features and search tools to locate key facts summarizing, note taking, connecting to prior
knowledge, supporting assertions about text with
or information in a text efficiently.
CC.1.2.2.F •
evidence from text, and non linguistic representations. 1.2.2.A.
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used Use text organization and content to derive meaning
1.2.2.8.
from text using criteria.
in grade level text including multiple-meaning words.
1.2.2.C.
Differentiate fact from opinion within a text.
CC.1.2.2.H
Identify essential and nonessential information
Describe how reasons support specific points the author
1.2.2.D.
within and across a variety of texts.
makes in a text.
Make inferences from text when studying a topic (e.g.,
CC.1.2.2.1 *
science, social studies) and draw conclusions, citing
Compare and contrast the most important points presented
CC.1.2.2.J •
evidence from the text to support answers.
1.2.2.E.
by two texts on the same topic.
Acquire an use grade-appropriate conversational, general

Read, understand, and respond to essential content

Main Idea and Details
Author's Purpose
Nonfiction Text
Compare and Contrast
Locate Information
Reading Strategies
(Make predictions, use prior
knowledge, ask questions, monitor
comprehension

Assessments

academic, and domain-specific words and phrases.

of text in all academic areas.

CC.1.2.2.K *
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiplemeaning words and phrases based on grade level reading and
content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies and tools.
CC.1.2.2.L
Read and comprehend literary non-fiction and informational
text on grade-level, reading independently and proficiently.

CC.l.3.2.A
Recount stories and determine their central message, lesson,
or moral.
CC.1.3.2.B *
Ask and answer questions such as who, what, where, when,
why, and how to demonstrate understanding of key details in
a text.
READING LITERATURE
Key Ideas and Details

CC.l.3.2.E *
Describe overall structure of a story, including describing how

Craft and Structure
Integration of Knowledge
and Ideas
Vocabulary Acquisition and

the beginning introduces the story and ending concludes the
action.

Use
Range of Reading

1.3.2.A.
Read, understand, and respond to works from various genres
of literature.
1.3.2.B.
Recognize and identify different types of genres such as
poetry, drama, and fiction.
1.3.2.C.
identify literary elements (characters, setting, and plot) in

CC.1.3.2.G *
Use information from illustrations and words, in print or digital
selected readings.
text, to demonstrate understanding of characters, setting, or
1.3.2.D.
plot.
identify literary devices in selected readings (e.g,
CC.1.3.2.1 •
personification, onomatopoeia, alliteration).
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple
meaning words and phrases based on grade level reading and
content, choosing from a range of strategies and tools.
CC.1.3.2.K •
Read and comprehend literature on grade level, reading
independently and proficiently.

Plot
Author's Purpose
Theme
Fiction and Nonfiction
Setting
Reading Strategies
(Make predictions, use prior
knowledge, ask questions, monitor
comprehension

Including, but not limited
to:
Teacher made assessments
Observations
Weekly/Unit Spelling
test/sort
Weekly/Unit Vocabulary
Test
Unit Comprehension Test
Reading logs
Writing Logs
Essays
Research reports
Journals
Group Discussions

CC.1.4.3.A
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and
convey ideas and information clearly.
CC.1.4.3.B
Identify and introduce the topic.
CC.1.4.2.C
Develop the topic with facts and/or definitions.
CC.1.4.2.D
Group information and provide a concluding statement or
section.
Choose words for effect.
CC.1.4.2.F
Demonstrate a grade appropriate command of the
conventions of standard English grammar, usage,
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.
Capitalize proper nouns.
Use commas and apostrophes appropriately.
Spell words drawing on common spelling patterns.
Consult reference material as needed.
CC.1.4.2.T *
With guidance and support from adults and peers, focus on a
topic and strengthen writing as needed by revising and
editing.
CC.1.4.2.U

*

With guidance and support, use a variety of digital tools to
produce and publish writing including in collaboration with
peers.
CC.1.4.2.V
Participate in individual or shared research and writing
projects.
CC.1.4.2.W

Write informational pieces using illustrations when relevant
(e.g., descriptions, letters, single-topic reports,
instructions).
1.5.2.A.

CC.1.4.2.E

WRITING

1.4.2.A.
Write organized, detailed descriptive poems and stories that
include literary elements.
1.4.2.8.

*

Recall information from experiences or gather information
from provided sources to answer a question.
CC.1.4.2.X *
Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time
frames fro a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes and
audiences.

Write with a focus, with an understanding of topic and
audience.
1.5.2.8.
Develop content appropriate for the topic.
Gather and organize information, incorporating details
relevant to the topic.
Write a series of related sentences or paragraphs with one
central idea.
1.5.2.C.
Organize writing in a logical order.
Include a recognizable beginning, middle, and end.
1.5.2.D.
Write using a variety of sentence structures, adjectives,
precise nouns, and action verbs.
1.5.2.E.
Revise writing to improve detail and order by identifying
missing information.
1.5.2.F.
Use grade appropriate conventions of language when writing
and editing.
Spell common, frequently used words correctly.
Use capital letters correctly.
Punctuate correctly.
Use correct grammar and sentence formation.

Recognize and produce statements,
questions, exclamations, and
commands
Use robust vocabulary
Abbreviations
Possessive Nouns
(singular and plural)
Pronouns
Adjectives
Number Words
Words that Compare

CC.1.5.2.A *
Participate in collaborative conversations with peers and
adults in small and larger groups.
CC.1.5.2.B
Recount or describe key ideas or details from a text read aloud
or information presented orally or through other media.

1.6.2.A.
Listen actively and respond to others in small and large group

CC.1.5.2.C *
Ask and answer questions about what a speaker says in order
to clarify comprehension, gather additional information, or

situations.
Respond with grade level appropriate questions, ideas,

deepen understanding of a topic or issue.

information, or opinions.

CC.1.5.2.D *
SPEAKING AND LISTENING Tell a story or recount an experience with appropriate facts
and relevant descriptive details, speaking audibly in coherent
sentences.
CC.l.S.2.E *
Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and
situation in order to provide requested details or clarification.
CC.l.S.2.F
Add drawings or other visual displays to presentations when
appropriate to clarify ideas, thoughts, and feelings.

1.6.2.B.
Use appropriate volume, clarity, and gestures in individual or
group situations.
Deliver an oral report on an assigned topic.
1.7.2.A.
Recognize formal and informal language used in speech,
writing, and literature.

CC.1.5.2.G *
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English
when speaking based on grade 2 level and content.

~~~--·--

Oral Speaking Fluency
Listening Critically
Respond Appropriately
Ask and Answer Questions
Ask Questions to Clarify Information
and/or Establish the Main Idea

Common Core Standards

Content

CC.l.1.2.D
Know and apply grade level phonics and word analysis skills In
decoding words.
Distinguish long and short vowels when reading regularly
FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
(Spelling and Word Work)

spelled one-syllable words.
Decode two-syllable words with long vowels and words with
common prefixes and suffixes.
Read grade level hig-frequency sight words and words with
inconsistent but common spelling-sound correspondence.
Read grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words.

2nd Grade Language Arts Trimester 3
Pennslyvanla Standards

Common Goals and Skills

Vowel Diphthongs
Vowel Variants
R-Controlled Vowels

1.1.2.8.
Use knowledge of phonics and word recognition (e.g.,
root words, prefixes, suffixes, and syllabication) to decode and
understand new words during reading. 1.1.2.C.
Use meaning and knowledge of words (e.g., synonyms,

(-es, -er, -est)
Contractions
Prefixes

antonyms) across content areas to develop a speaking
and reading vocabulary.

(mis-, re-, un-, dis-, over-, pre-)
Suffixes
(-tion, -ful,-less, -ly, -ness)

Punctuation
Phrasing

CC.1.1.2.E •
Read with accuracy ad fluency to support comprehension:
Read on-;eve; text with purpose and understanding.

(Fluency)

Inflectional Endings

1.1.2.E.
Read on-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate and Demonstrate accuracy and automaticity, in oral reading
Use
of grade level text.
expression on successive readings.
context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and

Intonation
Accuracy
Expression

understanding, rereading as necessary

CC.l.2.2.A*
Identify the main idea of a multi-paragraph text as well as the
focus of specific paragraphs within the text.
CC.1.2.2.F *
Determine the meaning if words and phrases as they are used
in grade level text including multiple-meaning words.

1.1.2.D.
Demonstrate comprehension /understanding before reading,

during reading, and after reading on grade level texts through
CC.1.2.2.G
Explain how graphic representations contribute to and clarify a strategies such as think aloud, retelling,
summarizing, note taking, connecting to prior
text.
READING INFORMATIONAL SKILLS
Key Ideas and Details
Craft and Structure
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
Range of Reading

CC.l.2.2.H
Describe how reasons support specific points the author

knowledge, supporting assertions about text with
evidence from text, and nonlinguistic representations. 1.2.2.A.

makes in a text.

Use text organization and content to derive meaning

from text using criteria.
CC.1.2.2.1 *
Compare and contrast the most important points presented by Differentiate fact from opinion within a text.
Identify essential and nonessential information
two texts on the same subject.
CC.l.2.2.J *
Acquire and use grade-appropriate conversational, general
academic, and domain-specific words and phrases.
CC.1.2.2.K *
Determine for clarify the meaning if unknown and mult'1plemeaning words and phrases based on grade level reading and
content, choosing from a range of strategies and tools.
CC.1.2.2. L
Read and comprehend literary non-fiction and informational
text on grade level reading and independently and proficiently.

1.2.2.8.
1.2.2.C.

within and across a variety of texts.

1.2.2.D.

Make inferences from text when studying a topic (e.g.,
science, social studies) and draw conclusions, citing
1.2.2.E.
evidence from the text to support answers.
Read, understand, and respond to essential content
of text in all academic areas.

Use graphic aids
Cause and Effect
Make Inferences
Fiction and Nonfiction
Reading Strategies
(Make predictions, use prior knowledge, ask
questions, monitor comprehension, reread)

Assessments

CC.1.3.2.B *
Ask and answer questions as who, what, where, when, why,
and how to demonstrate understanding of key details in a text.
CC.l.3.2. C
Describe how characters in a story respond to major events
and challenges.

READING LITERATURE
Key Ideas and Details
Craft and Structure
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
Range of Reading

1.3.2.A.

CC.1.3.2.D

Read, understand, and respond to works from various genres

Acknowledge differences in the points of views of characters,

of literature.

including by speaking in a different voice for each character

1.3.2.8.

when reading dialogue aloud.

Recognize and Identify different types of genres such as

CC.1.3.2. E

poetry, drama, and fiction.

Describe the overall structure of a story Including describing

1.3.2.C.

how the beginning introduces the story and the ending

Identify literary elements (characters, setting, and plot) in

concludes the action.
selected readings.
1.3.2.D.
CC.l.3.2.G *
Use information from Illustrations and words, in print or digital Identify literary devices in selected readings (e.g,
text, to demonstrate understanding of characters, setting, or

Plot
Cause and Effect
Make Inferences
Fiction and Nonfiction
Summarize
Use graphic aids
Reading Strategies
(Make predictions, use prior knowledge, ask
questions, monitor comprehension, reread)

Including, but not limited to:
Teacher made assessments
Observations
Weekly/Unit Spelling test/sort
Weekly/Unit Vocabulary Test

personification, onomatopoeia, alliteration).

CC.1.3.2.J
plot.
Acquire and use grade-appropriate conversational, general

Unit Comprehension Test
Reading logs
Writing Logs

academic, and domain-specific words and phrases.
CC.l.3.2.K

Essays

Read and comprehend literature on grade level, reading

Research reports

independently and proficiently.

Journals
Group Discussions

CC.l.4.2.G

1.4.2.A.

Write opinion pieces on familiar topics or texts.

Write organized, detailed descriptive poems and stories that
include literary elements.

CC.l.4.2.H
Identify the topic and state an opinion.

Write Informational pieces using illustrations when relevant

Support the opinion with reasons that include details
connected to the opinion.

(e.g., descriptions, letters, single-topic reports,
instructions).

CC.1.4.2.J
Create an organizational structure that includes reasons and

Write with a focus, with an understanding of topic and

includes a concluding statement.

audience.

CC.1.4.2.K
Use a variety of words and phrases to appeal to the audience.

1.5.2.8.
Develop content appropriate for the topic.
Gather and organize information, incorporating details

CC.1.4.2.L
Demonstrate a grade appropriate command of the
conventions of standard English grammar, usage,
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.
WRITING

1.4.2.8.

CC.1.4.2.1

1.5.2.A.

relevant to the topic.
Write a series of related sentences or paragraphs with one
central idea.

CC.1.4.2.T •

1.5.2.C.
With guidance and support from adults and peers, focus on a Organize writing in a logical order.
topic and strengthen writing as needed by revising and editing. Include a recognizable beginning, middle, and end.
1.5.2.D.
CC.1.4.2.U
With guidance and support, use a variety of digital tools to

Write using a variety of sentence structures, adjectives,

produce and publish writing including in collaboration with

precise nouns, and action verbs.

peers.
CC.1.4.2.V
Participate in Individual or shared research and writing

1.5.2.E.
Revise writing to improve detail and order by identifying
missing information.
1.5.2.F.

I nrniects.

Maintain the Writing Community
Writing fluency
Verbs
(present and past tense)
subject-Verb Agreement
Forms of Be
Recognize and produce statements,
questions, exclamations, and commands
Use robust vocabulary

I

CC.1.4.2.W *
Recall information from experiences or gather information

Use grade appropriate conventions of language when writing
and editing.

from provided sources to answer a question.

Spell common, frequently used words correctly.

CC.1.4.2.X •

Use capital letters correctly.

Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time

Punctuate correctly.

frames for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes and

Use correct grammar and sentence formation.

audiences.
I

I

CC.1.5.2.A •
Participate In collaborative conversations with peers and
adults in small and larger groups.
CC.l.S.2.B
Recount or describe key ideas or details from text read aloud
CC.1.5.2.C •

or information presented orally or through other media.

1.6.2.A.
Listen actively and respond to others in small and large group

Ask and answer questions about what a speaker say In order

situations.

to clarify comprehension, gather additional information, or

SPEAKING AND LISTENING

Respond with grade level appropriate questions, ideas,

deepen understanding of a topic or Issue.

information, or opinions.

CC.l.S.2.D •
Tell a story or recount an experience with appropriate facts

1.6.2.6.

Oral Speaking Fluency
Listening Critically

and relevant, descriptive details, speaking audibly in coherent

Use appropriate volume, clarity, and gestures In individual or
group situations.

sentences.

Deliver an oral report on an assigned topic.

CC.1.5.2.E •
Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and

1.7.2.A.
Recognize formal and informal language used in speech,

situation In order to provide requested details or clarification.

writing, and literature.

Respond Appropriately
Ask and Answer Questions
Ask Questions to Clarify Information and/or
Establish the Main Idea

CC.l.S.2.F
Add drawings or other visual displays to presentations when
appropriate to clarify Ideas, thoughts, and feelings.
CC.1.5.2.G •
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English
when speaking based on grade 2 level and content.

-

-

---

-
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3rd Grade Language Arts Trimester 1
Content

Common Core Standards

Pennsylvania Standards

Common13oals and Skills

Assessments

i
I

CC.1.1.3.D •
Know and apply grade level phonics and words analysis skills
in decoding words.
FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
(Spelling and Word Work)

Identify and know the meaning of most common prefixes
and derivational suffixes.
Decode words with common Latin suffixes.
Decode multisyllable words.
Read appropriate irregularly spelled words.

1.1.3.B.
Use knowledge of phonics, word recognition (e.g., root words,
prefixes, suffixes, and syllabication), and context clues to
decode and understand new words during reading.
1.1.3.C.
Use meaning and knowledge of words {e.g., synonyms,
antonyms) across content areas to develop a reading
vocabulary.

(Fluency)

Ill Read in-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate,
and expression on successive readings.

1.1.3.E.
Demonstrate fluency in oral reading of grade level texts.

CC.1.2.3.E
Use text features and search tools to locate and interpret
information.
READING INFORMATIONAL TEXT
Key Ideas and Details
Craft and Structure
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
Range of Reading

CC.1.2.3.F •
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are
used in grade level text, distinguishing literal from non-literal
as well as shades of meaning among related words.
CC .. 1.2.3.J •
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational,
general, academic, and domain-specific words and phrases,
including those that signal spatial and temporal relationships.

Pace
Reading Rate
Phrasing

I understanding before reading,

during reading, and after reading on grade level texts through
strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note taking,
connecting to prior knowledge, supporting assertions about
text with evidence from text, and non linguistic
representations.
1.2.3.A.
Analyze text organization and content to derive meaning from
text using criteria.
1.2.3.B.
Differentiate fact from opinion within a text.

Locate Information
Reading Strategies
(Use prior knowledge, make
predictions, monitor comprehension,
ask questions, summarize)

1.2.3.C.
Distinguish between essential and nonessential information

Alphabetical Order

within and across a variety of texts, identifying exaggeration
(bias) where present.

Facts and Opinions
Figurative Language

1.2.3.D.
Make inferences from text when studying a topic (e.g.,
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiplescience, social studies) and draw conclusions, citing evidence
meaning words and phrases based on grade-level reading and
from the text to support answers.
content; choosing flexibility from a range of strategies and
1.2.3.E.
tools.
Read, understand, and respond to essential content of text in
all academic areas.

CC.1.2.3.K •

Consonant Digraphs

Intonation

Demonstrate comprehension

from text; refer to text to support responses.

Plurals (-s, -es)
Compound Words

Expression

understanding, rereading as necessary.

Ask and answer questions about the text and make inferences

(-ed, -ing)
Vowel Digraphs

Accuracy

Ill Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and

CC.1.2.3.B •

Root word endings

(ch, sh, th, wh)

CC.1.1.4.E •
Read with accuracy and fluency to support comprehension:
Ill Read on grade-level text with purpose and understanding.

Short vowel review

Using a Dictionary

(rhyme, rhythm, personification

CC.1.3.3.8
Ask and answer questions about the text and make inferences
from text; refer to text to support responses.
CC.1.3.3.C

READING LITERATURE
Key Ideas and Details
Craft and Structure
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
Range of Reading

Describe characters in a story and explain how their actions
contribute to the sequence of events.
CC.1.3.3.F
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are
used in grade level text, distinguishing literal from non-literal
meaning as well as shades of meaning among related words.
CC.1.3.3.1
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiplemeaning words and phrases based on grade 3 reading and
content, choosing flexibility from a range of strategies and
tools.
CC.1.3.3.J

1.1.3.D.
Demonstrate comprehension

I understanding before reading,

during reading, and after reading on grade level texts through
strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note taking,
connecting to prior knowledge, supporting assertions about
text with evidence from text, and nonlinguistic
representations.
1.3.3.A.
Read, understand, and respond to works from various genres
of literature.
1.3.3.8.
Recognize and identify different types of genres such as
poetry, drama, and fiction.
1.3.3.C.
Identify literary elements (characters, setting, and plot) in
selected readings .

Characters and setting
i

Graphic organizers
Synonyms, antonyms, homophones

Including, but not limited

and homographs

to:

Facts and opinions

Teacher made

Figurative language

assessments

(rhyme, rhythm, personification)
Reading Strategies

Observations
Weekly/Unit Spelling

(Use prior knowledge, make
predictions, monitor comprehension,

test/sort
Weekly/Unit Vocabulary
Test

ask questions, summarize)

Unit Comprehension Test

1.3.3.D.
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational,
Identify literary devices in selected readings (e.g.,
general, academic, and domain-specific words and phrases,
personification, simile, alliteration).
including those that signal spatial and temporal relationships

Reading logs
Writing Logs
Essays
Research reports
Journals
Group Discussions

1.4.3.A.
Write poems and stories.
CC.1.4.3.M

Include detailed descriptions of people, places, and things.
Include literary elements.
1.4.3.8.

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or
events using effective technique, descriptive details, and clear Write informational pieces using illustrations when relevant
event sequence.
(e.g., descriptions, letters, reports, instructions).
CC.l..4.3.N
1.5.3.A.
Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or
Write with a focus, with an understanding of topic, task, and
characters.
audience.
CC.1.4.3.0

1.5.3.8.

Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts and
feelings to develop experiences and events to show the

Develop content appropriate for the topic.

response of characters to a situation.
CC.1.4.3.P

Gather and organize information, incorporating details
relevant to the topic.

Write a series of related sentences or paragraphs with one
central idea.
temporal words and phrases to signal event order; provide a . l.S.3.C.
sense of closure.
Organize writing in a logical order.
Organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally, using

Writing

CC.1.4.3.Q
Choose words and phrases for effect.
CC.1.4.3.R
Demonstrate a grade appropriate command of the

Include a recognizable beginning, middle, and end.
1.5.3.D.
Write, developing an awareness of style, using a variety of
sentence structures, adjectives, precise nouns, and action

Community
The Writing Process
Sequence of events
Time order words
Types of sentences
Complete and simple subjects and
predicates
Nouns (singular, plural, common,
proper)
Subject-verb agreement
Sentence capitalization and
punctuation

conventions of standard English grammar, usage,
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

verbs.
CC.1.4.3.T

Commas and quotation marks in

1.5.3.E.

With guidance and support from adults and peers, focus on a
topic and strengthen writing as needed by revising and

Revise writing to improve detail and order by identifying
missing information and determining whether ideas follow

editing.

logically.

CC.1.4.3.X

Use grade appropriate conventions of language

Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time

when writing and editing.

frames for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purpose and

• Spell common, frequently used words correctly.

audiences.

• Use capital letters correctly.

dialogue

1.5.3.F.

• Punctuate correctly.
• Use correct grammar and sentence formation.

CC.1.5.3.A
Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions on
grade level topics and texts, building on others' ideas
expressing their own clearly.
E03.1.5.3.C
SPEAKING AND LISTENING

Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker,
offering appropriate detail.
CC.1.5.3.D
Report on a topic or text, tell a story or recount and
experience with appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive
details; speak clearly with adequate volume, appropriate
pacing, and clear pronunciation.
CC.1.5.3.E
Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and
situation in order to provide requested details or clarification.

1.6.3.A.
Listen critically and respond to others in small and large group
situations.
Respond with grade level appropriate questions, ideas,
information, or opinions.
1.6.3.6.

Discussion skills
Presentation skills
Retell/Paraphrase/Summarize

Use appropriate volume and clarity in formal speaking
presentations.

Listening skills
Ask questions

1.7.3.A.

Use technology

Recognize formal and informal language used in speech,
writing, and literature.

Common Core Standards

Content

CC.1.1.3.D'
FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
(Spelling and Word Work)

Know and apply grade level phonics and words analysis skills In decoding words,
Identify and know the meaning of most common prefixes and derivational suffixes.
Decode words with common Latin suffixes.
Decode multlsy!lable words.
Read appropriate irregularly spelled words.

3rd Grade language Arts Trimester 2
Pennsylvania Standards

Common Goals and Skills
Consonant Digraphs
Vowel Digraphs
1.1.3.B.
Compound words
Use knowledge of phonics, word recognition (e.g., root words, prefixes, suffixes, and
Diphthongs
syllabication), and context clues to decode and understand new words during reading.
Consonant Blends
1.1.3.C.
R·Controlled Vowels
Use meaning and knowledge of words (e.g., synonyms, antonyms) across content areas
Suffixes (·est, -ly, ·ful, ·less, ·lb!e, ·able, •
to develop a reading vocabulary.
or, ·ness, ·ment)
Prefixes (un·, re·, dis·, pre-, In·, mls·,
non·}

CC.1.1.4.E'

(Fluency)

Read with accuracy and fluency to support comprehension:
rn Read on grade·level text with purpose and understanding.
1.1.3.E.
rn Read in·level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on
Demonstrate fluency In oral reading of grade level texts.
successive readings.
!il Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading
as necessarv.

Assessments

Accuracy
Pace
Reading Rate
Phrasing
Intonation
Expression
I

CC.1.2.3.B'

Ask and answer questions about the text and make Inferences from text; refer to text
to support responses.
CC.1.2.3.E

Use text features and search tools to locate and Interpret Information.
READING INFORMATIONAL TEXT

Key Ideas and Details
Craft and Structure
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
Range of Reading

CC.1.2.3.F'

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used In grade level text,
distinguishing literal from non·literal as well as shades of meaning among related
words.
CC .. 1.2.3.J'

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational, general, academic, and
domain-specific words and phrases, including those that signal spatial and temporal
relationships.
CC.1.2.3.K'

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple·meaning words and
phrases based on grade-level reading and content; choosingflexibil'lty from a range of
strategies and tools.

1.1.3.D.

Demonstrate comprehension I understanding before reading, during reading, and after
reading on grade level texts through strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note
taking, connecting to prior knowledge, supporting assertions about text with evidence
from text, and nonlingulstlc representations.
1.2.3.A.

Analyze text organization and content to derive meaning from text using criteria.
1.2.3.B.

Differentiate fact from opinion within a text.
1.2.3.C.

Distinguish between essential and nonessential information within and across a variety
of texts, identifying exaggeration (bias} where present.
1.2.3.D.

Make inferences from text when studying a topic (e.g., science, social studies) and
draw conclusions, citing evidence from the text to support answers.

Locate Information
Reading Strategies
(Use prior knowledge, make
predictions, monitor comprehension,
ask questions, summarize}
Alphabetical Order

Using a Dictionary
Facts and Opinions
Figurative language
(rhyme, rhythm, personification

1.2.3.E.

Read, understand, and respond to essential content of text in all academic areas.

CC.1.3.3.B

Ask and answer questions about the text and make Inferences from text; refer to text
to support responses.

1.1.3.D.

Demonstrate comprehension I understanding before reading, during reading, and after
Describe characters in a story and explain how their actions contribute to the sequence reading on grade level texts through strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note
of events.
taking, connecting to prior knowledge, supporting assertions about text with evidence
from text, and non linguistic representations.
READING LITERATURE
CC.1.3.3.F
Key Ideas and Details
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used In grade level text,
1.3.3.A.
Read, understand, and respond to works from various genres of literature.
distinguishing literal from non·llteral meaning as well as shades of meaning among
Craft and Structure
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas related words,
1.3.3.B.
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
CC.1.3.3.1
Recognize and identify different types of genres such as poetry, drama, and fiction.
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and
Range of Reading
1.3.3.C.
Identify literary elements (characters, setting, and plot) In selected readings,
phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, choosing flexibility from a range of
strategies and tools.
1.3.3.0.
CC.1.3.3.J
Identify literary devices In selected readings (e.g., personification, simile, alliteration).
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational, general, academic, and
domain-specific words and phrases, including those that signal spatial and temporal
relationships
CC.1.3.3.C

Characters and setting
Graphic organizers
Synonyms, antonyms, homophones
and homographs
Facts and opinions
Figurative language
(rhyme, rhythm, personification)
Reading Strategies
(Use prior knowledge, make
predictions, monitor comprehension,
ask questions, summarize)

Including, but not limited to:
Teacher made assessments
Observations
Weekly/Unit Spelling test/sort

Weekly/Unit Vocabulary Test
Unit Comprehension Test
Reading logs
Writing Logs

Essays
Research reports
Journals
Group Discussions

. '·'·

.

Write poems and stories.
Include detailed descriptions of people, places, and things.
Include literary elements.

1.4.3.8.
Write Informational pieces using illustrations when relevant (e.g., descriptions, letters,
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective
reports, instructions).
technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequence.
1.5.3.A.
CC.1 .. 4.3.N
Write with a focus, with an understanding of topic, task, and audience.
Establish a situation and Introduce a narrator and/or characters.
1.5.3.8.
CC.1.4.3.0
Develop content appropriate for the topic.
Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts and feelings to develop experiences
Gather and organize Information, incorporating details relevant to the topic.
and events to show the response of characters to a situation.
Write a series of related sentences or paragraphs with one central idea.
CC.1.4.3.P
1.5.3.C.
Organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally, using temporal words and phrases
Organize writing In a logical order.
to signal event orderi provide a sense of closure.
Include a recognizable beginn'mg, middle, and end.
CC.1.4.3,Q
1.5.3.0.
Choose words and phrases for effect.
Write, developing an awareness of style, using a variety of sentence structures,
CC.1.4.3.R
adjectives, precise nouns, and action verbs.
Demonstrate a grade appropriate command of the conventions of standard English
1.5.3.E.
grammar, usage, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.
CC.1.4.3.T
Revise writing to improve detail and order by identifying missing Information and
With guidance and support from adults and peers, focus on a topic and strengthen
determining whether Ideas follow logically.
writing as needed by revising and editing.
1.5.3.F.
CC.1.4.3.X
Use grade appropriate conventions of language
Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time frames for a range of
when writing and editing.
disclpline·speclflc tasks, purpose and audiences.
• Spell common, frequently used words correctly.
• Use capital letters correctly.
• Punctuate correctly.
• Use correct grammar and sentence formation.

CC.1.4.3.M

Writing

SPEAKING AND LISTENING

CC.1.5.3.A
Engage effectively In a range of collaborative discussions on grade level topics and
texts, building on others' ideas expressing their own clearly.
E03.1.5.3.C
Ask and answer questions about Information from a speaker, offering appropriate
detail.
CC.l.S.3.D
Report on a topic or text, tell a story or recount and experience with appropriate facts
and relevant, descriptive deta!ls; speak dearly with adequate volume, appropriate
pacing, and clear pronunciation.
CC.l.S.3.E
Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation In order to
provide requested details or clarification.
-

1.6.3.A.
listen critically and respond to others In small and large group situations.
Respond with grade level appropriate questions, Ideas, information, or opinions.
1.6.3.8.
Use appropriate volume and clarity in formal speaking presentations.
1.7.3.A.
Recognize formal and Informal language used in speech, writing, and literature.

-

--

--

Community
The Writing Process
Sequence of events

Time order words
Types of sentences
Complete and simple subjects and
predicates
Nouns (singular, plural, common,
proper)
Subject.verb agreement
Sentence capitalization and
punctuation
Commas in titles
Commas and quotation marks in
dialogue

Discussion skills
Presentation skills
Retell/Paraphrase/Summarize
listening skills
Ask questions
Use technology

L__ ___

----

3rd Grade Language Arts Trimester 3
Common Core Standards

Content
CC.1.1.3.D •
FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
(Spelling and Word Work)

Know and apply grade level phonics and words analysis skills in decoding words.
Identify and know the meaning of most common prefixes and derivational suffixes.
Decode words with common Latin suffixes.
Decode multisyllable words.
Read appropriate irregularly spelled words.

Pennsylvania Standards
1.1.3.8.

Use knowledge of phonics, word recognition (e.g., root words, prefixes, suffixes, and
syllabication), and context clues to decode and understand new words during reading.
1.1.3.C.

Read with accuracy and fluency to support comprehension:
rn Read on grade-level text with purpose and understanding.
1.1.3.E.
rn Read In-level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and expression on successive Demonstrate fluency in oral reading of grade level texts.
readings.
rn Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and understanding, rereading
as necessary.

CC.1.2.3.8 •

Ask and answer questions about the text and make inferences from text; refer to text
to support responses.
CC.1.2.3.E

Use text features and search tools to locate and interpret information.
READING INFORMATIONAL TEXT
Key Ideas and Details

Craft and Structure
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas

Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
Range of Reading

CC.l.2.3.F •

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in grade level text,
distinguishing literal from non-literal as well as shades of meaning among related
words.
CC .. 1.2.3.J •

Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational, general, academic, and
domain-specific words and phrases, including those that signal spatial and temporal
relationships.
CC.1.2.3.K •

Assessments

R-Controlled Vowels

Suffixes- (-er, -est, -ly, -ful, -able,ible, -less, -ous)

Prefixes- (un-, re-, disM, pre-, mis-,
Use meaning and knowledge of words (e.g., synonyms, antonyms) across content areas
in-, non-)
to develop a reading vocabulary.
Vowel Variants

CC.l.1.4.E •

(Fluency)

Common Goals and Skills

Accuracy

Pace
Reading Rate
Phrasing

Intonation
Expression

1.1.3.D.

Demonstrate comprehension I understanding before reading, during reading, and after
reading on grade level texts through strategies such as retelling. summarizing, note
taking, connecting to prior knowledge, supporting assertions about text with evidence
Locate Information
from text, and nonlinguistic representations.
Reading Strategies
1.2.3.A.

Analyze text organization and content to derive meaning from text using criteria.
1.2.3.8.

Differentiate fact from opinion within a text.
1.2.3.C.

(Use prior knowledge, make

predictions, monitor
comprehension, ask questions,
summarize)
Alphabetical Order

Distinguish between essential and nonessential information within and across a variety
Using a Dictionary
of texts, identifying exaggeration (bias) where present.
Facts and Opmions
1.2.3.D.
Figurative Language
Make inferences from text when studying a toptc (e.g., sctence, soctal studies) and draw
(rhyme, rhythm, persontftcation
conclusions, citing evidence from the text to support answers.

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases
1.2.3.E.
based on grade-level reading and content; choosing flexibility from a range of strategies
Read, understand, and respond to essential content of text in all academic areas.
and tools.

CC.1.3.3.8

Ask and answer questions about the text and make inferences from texti refer to text
to support responses.

READING LITERATURE
Key Ideas and Details

Craft and Structure
Integration of Knowledge and ideas
Vocabulary Acquisition and Use
Range of Reading

'

-

~

1.1.3.D.

Demonstrate comprehension I understanding before reading. during reading, and after
Describe characters In a story and explain how their actions contribute to the sequence reading on grade level texts through strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note
taking, connecting to prior knowledge, supporting assertions about text with evidence
of events.
from text, and nonlinguistic representations.
CC.1.3.3.F
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in grade level text,
1.3.3.A.
Read, understand, and respond to works from various genres of literature.
distinguishing literal from non-literal meaning as well as shades of meaning among
1.3.3.8.
related words.
Recognize and identify different types of genres such as poetry, drama, and fiction.
CC.1.3.3.1
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases 1.3.3.C.
based on grade 3 reading and content, choosing flexibllity from a range of strategies
ldenftfy literary elements (characters, setting, and plot) in selected readings.
1.3.3.D.
and tools.
Identify literary devices in selected readings (e.g., personification, simile, alliteration).
CC.1.3.3.J
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational, general, academic, and
domaln·speciflc words and phrases, including those that signal spatial and temporal
relationships

CC.1.3.3.C

Characters and setting
Graphic organizers
Synonyms, antonyms,
homophones and homographs
Facts and opinions
Figurative language
(rhyme, rhythm, personification)

Reading Strategies
(Use prior knowledge, make
predictions, monitor
comprehension, ask questions,
summarize)

Including, but not limited

to:
Teacher made
assessments
Observations
Weekly/Unit Spelling
test/sort
Weekly/Unit Vocabulary

Test
Unit Comprehension Test
Reading logs

Writing Logs
Essays
Research reports

....
Group Discussions

Write poems and stories.

CC.1.4.3.M

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective
technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequence.
CC.1..4.3.N

Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or characters.
CC.1.4.3.0

Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts and feelings to develop experiences
and events to show the response of characters to a situation.
CC.1.4.3.P

Writing

Organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally, using temporal words and phrases
to signal event order; provide a sense of closure.
CC.1.4.3.Q

Choose words and phrases for effect.
CC.1.4.3.R

Demonstrate a grade appropriate command of the conventions of standard English
CC.1.4.3.T
grammar, usage, capitanzation, punctuation, and spelling.
With guidance and support from adults and peers, focus on a topic and strengthen
writing as needed by revising and editing.
CC.1.4.3.X

Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time frames for a range of
discipline-specific tasks, purpose and audiences.

Include detailed descriptions of people, places, and things.
Include literary elements.
1.4.3.8.

Write Informational pieces using illustrations when relevant (e.g., descriptions, letters,
reports, instructions).
1.5.3.A.

Write with a focus, with an understanding of topic, task, and audience.
1.5.3.8.

Develop content appropriate for the topic.
Gather and organize information, incorporating details relevant to the topic.
Write a series of related sentences or paragraphs with one central idea.
1.5.3.C.

Organize writing in a logical order.
Include a recognizable beginning, middle, and end.
1.5.3.0.

Write, developing an awareness of style, using a variety of sentence structures,
adjectives, precise nouns, and action verbs.
1.5.3.E.

Revise writing to improve detail and order by identifying missing information and
determining whether Ideas follow logically.
1.5.3.F.

Community
The Writing Process
Sequence of events
Time order words
Types of sentences
Complete and simple subjects and

predicates
Nouns {singular, plural, common,
proper)

Subject-verb agreement
Sentence capitalization and
punctuation
commas in titles
Commas and quotation marks in
dialogue

Use grade appropriate conventions of language
when writing and editing.
• Spell common, frequently used words correctly.
• Use capital letters correctly.
• Punctuate correctly.
• Use correct grammar and sentence formation.

CC.1.5.3.A

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions on grade level topics and
texts, building on others' ideas expressing their own clearly.
E03.1.5.3.C

Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate
SPEAKING AND LISTENING

detail.
CC.1.5.3.D

Report on a topic or text, tell a story or recount and experience with appropriate facts
and relevant, descriptive details; speak clearly with adequate volume, appropriate
pacing, and clear pronunciation.
CC.1.5.3.E

Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide
requested details or clarification.

1.6.3.A.

Listen critically and respond to others in small and large group situations.
Respond with grade level appropriate questions, ideas, information, or opinions.

Discussion skills
Presentation skills

1.6.3.8.

Use appropriate volume and clarity in formal speaking presentations.

Reteli/Paraphrase/Summar'lze
Listening skills

1.7.3.A.

Ask questions

Recognize formal and informal language used in speech, writing, and literature.

Use technology

CC.1.3.4.B

*

Cite relevant details from text to support what the text says
explicitly and make inferences.
CC.1.3.4.C
Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or
drama, drawing on specific details in the text.CC.1.3.4.D
Compare and contrast an event or topic told from two
different points of view.
CC.1.3.4.E
Explain major differences between poems, drama, and prose
and refer to the structural elements of each when writing or
speaking about a text.
CC.1.3.4.F •
READING
LITERATURE

1.1.4.D.
Demonstrate comprehension

I understanding before

reading, during reading, and after reading on grade level
texts through strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note
taking, connecting to prior knowledge, supporting assertions
about text, and nonlinguistic representations.1.3.4.A.
Read, understand, and respond to works from various genres
of literature.
1.3.4.B.

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used
Identify the characteristics of different genres such as poetry,
in grade level text, including figurative language.CC.1.3.4.G •
drama, and fiction.
Make connections between the text of a story or drama and a 1.3.4.C.
visual or oral presentation of the text, identifying
Explain the literary elements in selected readings including
where each version reflects specific descriptions and
characters, setting, plot, theme, and point of view.
directions in the text.
CC.1.3.4.H 1.3.4.D.

•

Compare and contrast similar themes, topics, and patterns of
events in literature, including texts from different cultures.
CC.1.3.4.1 •
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiplemeaning words and phrases based on grade-level reading and
content, choosing flexibly from a
range of strategies and tools.
CC.1.3.4.J *
Acquire and use accurately grade appropriate conversational,
general academic, and domain-specific words and phrases,
including those that signal
precise actions, emotions, or states of being and that are basic
to a particular topic.

Identify literary devices in selected readings {e.g.,
personification, simile, alliteration, metaphor).

Character Traits and
Motivation
Compare/Contrast
Plot:
Character/Setting
Conflict/Resolution
Sequence
Figurative Language

Including, but not
limited to:
Teacher made
assessments
Observations
Weekly/Unit Spelling
test/sort
Weekly/Unit
Vocabulary Test
Unit Comprehension
Test
Reading logs
Writing Logs
Essays
Research reoorts

·c•

Journals
Group Discussions

events.
1.4.4.A.
CC.1.4.4.N
Write poems, multi-paragraph stories, and plays.
Orient the reader by establishing a situation and introducing a lillillnclude detailed descriptions of people, places, and things.
narrator and/or characters.
lillillnclude literary elements.
CC.1.4.4.0
lillilBegin to use literary devices.
Use dialogue and descriptions to develop experiences and
1.4.4.B.
events or show the responses of characters to situations; use Write multi-paragraph informational pieces (e.g., descriptions,
concrete words and phrases and sensory details to convey
letters, reports, instructions)
experiences and events precisely.
CC.1.4.4.P

rlllilUse relevant graphics (maps, charts, graphs, tables,
illustrations, photographs).

Organize and event sequence that unfolds naturally, using a

1.5.4.A.

variety of transitional words and phrases to manage the
sequence of events; provide a conclusion that follows from
the narrated experiences and events.
CC.1.4.4.Q
Choose words and phrased to convey ideas precisely.

Write with a clear focus, identifying topic, task, and audience.
1.5.4.B.
Develop content appropriate for the topic
l:ill:ilGather, organize, and select the most effective information
appropriate for the topic, task, and audience.
rlllilWrite one or more paragraphs that connect to one central

CC.1.4.4.R
Demonstrate a grade appropriate command of the
conventions of standard English grammar, usage,
WRITING

idea.
1.5.4.C.
Organize writing in a logical order.

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.
CC.1.4.4.S *
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support
analysis, reflection and research, applying grade level reading

lilrillnclude a recognizable beginning, middle, and end.
lilrilUse appropriate transitions within sentences and between
paragraphs.

standards for literature and informational texts.
CC.1.4.4. T •

1.5.4.D.
Write with an understanding of style, using a variety of

With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop
and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, and
editing.

sentence structures, precise words (e.g., adjectives, nouns,
adverbs, verbs) that create voice.
1.5.4.E.
Revise writing to improve detail and order by making words
more exact and varying sentence length and structure, where
necessary.

CC.1.4.4.U *
With some guidance and support, use technology, including
the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to
interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient
command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of one
page in a single sitting.
CC.1.4.4.X*
Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time
frames for a range of discipline specific tasks, purposes and
audiences.

1.5.4.F.
Use grade appropriate conventions of language when writing
and editing.
l:illilSpell common, frequently used words correctly.
lilrilUse capital letters correctly.
lilrilPunctuate correctly.
lilrilUse correct grammar and sentence formation.

Building a Writing
Community
The Writing Process
Narrative writing structure
Sequence of events
Sensory details
Transitional words
Sentence capitalization and
punctuation.
Relative pronouns and
adverbs
Modal auxiliaries
Subject-verb agreement
Pronoun-antecedent
agreement
Coordinating conjunctions
in compound sentences
Dialogue
Progressive verb tense
Adjectives
Prepositional Phrases
Comma use and
quotation marks

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions on
grade level topics and texts, building on others' ideas and
expressing their own clearly.
CC.1.5.4.8 *
Paraphrase portions of a text read aloud or information
presented in diverse media and formats, including
visually, quantitatively, and orally.
CC.1.5.4.C *
Identify the reasons and evidence a speaker provides to
support particular points.
CC1.5.4.D •
SPEAKING
AND
LISTENING

1.6.4.A.
listen critically and respond to others in small and large group
situations.
Respond with grade level appropriate questions, ideas,
information, or opinions.
1.6.4.8.

Demonstrate awareness of audience using appropriate
volume and clarity in formal speaking presentations.
1.7.4.A.
Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience Identify differences in formal and informal language used in
in an organized manner, using appropriate facts and relevant, speech, writing, and literature.
1.8.4.A.
descriptive details to support main ideas or themes; speak
Explain an inquiry-based process in seeking knowledge.
clearly with adequate volume, appropriate pacing, and clear
1.8.4.8.
pronunciation.
CC.1.5.4.E *
Differentiate between contexts that require formal English

Conduct inquiry and research on self-selected or assigned
topics using a variety of teacher guided

versus informal situations.

media sources and strategies.
1.8.4.C.
Produce an organized product that presents the results of
research findings, using appropriate

CC1.5.4.F *
Add audio recordings and visual displays to presentations
when appropriate to enhance the development of main ideas
or themes.

Discussion skills
Presentation skills
Retell/Paraphrase/Summarize
Ask questions
listening skills
Use oftech nology

visual aids and citing sources.

CC.1.5.4.G *
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English
when speaking based on grade 4 level and content.
I

Content

FOUNDATIONAL
SKILLS
Spelling and Word
Work

Common Core Standards

4th Grade Language Arts Trimester 2
Pennsylvania Standards

1.1.4.6.
Use knowledge of phonics (e.g., syllabication, root
words, compound words, contractions, possessives,
CC1.1.4.D *
inflectional endings, prefixes, suffixes), the dictionary, or
Know and apply gradelevel phonics and word analysis
context clues to decode and understand new words
skills in decoding words.
during reading.
•Use combined knowledge of all letter sound
1.1.4.C.
correspondences, syllabication patterns, and
IUse meaning and knowledge of words e.g., multiple meaning
morphology to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words. words, word origins, root words, synonyms,

Common Goals and Skills

Multiple meaning words
Synonyms/Antonyms
Affixes

Prefixes:

re, pre, in, un, dis, mis, non

Suffixes: -ful, -less, -ble, -ly, -or,
-ness,-ment
Word analysis skills

antonyms,homophones) across content areas to
increase reading vocabulary.

Fluency

READING
INFORMATIONAL
TEXT

CC1.1.4.E •
Reading with accuracy and fluency to support comprehension
•Read on-level text with purpose and understanding.
•Read on level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate,
and expression on successive readings.
•Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and
understanding, rereading as necessary.

l1.l.4.E.
Demonstrate fluency in oral reading of grade level texts;
demonstrate an appropriate rate ofsilent reading based
upon grade level texts.

1.1.4.D.
Demonstrate comprehension I understanding before
reading, during reading, and after reading on grade level
CC.1.2.4.6 •
Refer to details and examples in text to support what the text texts through strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note
says explicitly and make inferences.
CC.1.2.4.C •
taking, connecting to prior knowledge,
Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a text,
supporting assertions about text, and nonlinguistic
including what happened and why, based on specific
representations.
CC.1.2.4.F 1.2.4.A.
information in the text.
Analyze text organization and content to determine
the author's purpose.
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are
1.2.4.6.
used in gradelevel text, including figurative language.
Differentiate fact from opinion across texts.
1.2.4.C.
CC.1.2.4.K *
Distinguish between essential and nonessential
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiplemeaning words and phrases based on gradelevel reading and information within and across a variety of texts,
identifying stereotypes and exaggeration (bias)
content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies and
where present.
tools.
CC.1.2.4.L •
1.2.4.E.
Read and comprehend literary nonfiction and informational
Read, understand, and respond to essential content of text in
text on grade level, reading
independently and proficiently.
all academic areas.

Accuracy
Pace
Reading rate
Phrasing
Intonation
Expression

Compare/Contrast, Sequence
Figurative Language
Refer to details and examples in a text
when explaining what the text says
explicitly and when drawing inferences
from the text.
Explain events, procedures, ideas,
steps, or concepts in a historical,
scientific, or technical text, including
what happened and why, based on
specific information in the text.

Assessment

READING
LITERATURE

CC.1.3.4.B *
Cite relevant details from text to support what the text says
CC.1.3.4.C
explicitly and make inferences.
Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or
drama, drawing on specific details in the text.CC.1.3.4.D
Compare and contrast an event or topic told from two
different points of view.
CC.1.3.4.E
Explain major differences between poems, drama, and prose
and refer to the structural elements of each when writing or
speaking about a text.
CC.1.3.4.F •
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are
used in grade level text, including figurative
language.CC.1.3.4.G •
Make connections between the text of a story or drama and a
visual or oral presentation of the text, identifying
where each version reflects specific descriptions and
directions in the text.
CC.1.3.4.H *
Compare and contrast similar themes, topics, and patterns of
events in literature, including texts from different cultures.
CC.1.3.4.1 *
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiplemeaning words and phrases based on grade-level reading and
content, choosing flexibly from a
range of strategies and tools.
CC.1.3.4.J

lnCIUOing,--ouT IIUL II

1.1.4.D.
Demonstrate comprehension I understanding before
reading, during reading, and after reading on grade level
texts through strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note
taking, connecting to prior knowledge, supporting assertions
about text, and non linguistic representations.1.3.4.A.
Read, understand, and respond to works from various genres
of literature.
1.3.4.B.
Identify the characteristics of different genres such as poetry,
drama, and fiction.
1.3.4.C.
Explain the literary elements in selected readings including
characters, setting, plot, theme, and point of view.
1.3.4.D.
Identify literary devices in selected readings (e.g.,
personification, simile, alliteration, metaphor).

Character Traits and
Motivation
Compare/Contrast
Plot:
Character/Setting
Conflict/Resolution
Sequence
Figurative Language

•

WRITING

CC.1.4.4.M
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or

1.4.4.A.
Write poems, multi-paragraph stories, and plays.

Building a Writing
Community

IIL~U LU,

Teacher made assessments
Observations
Weekly/Unit Spelling test/sort
Weekly/Unit Vocabulary Test
Unit Comprehension Test
Reading logs
Writing Logs
Essays
Research reports
Journals
Group Discussions

-

SPEAKING
AND
LISTENING

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions on
grade level topics and texts, building on others' ideas and
expressing their own clearly.
CC.1.5.4.8 *
Paraphrase portions of a text read aloud or information
presented in diverse media and formats, including
visually, quantitatively, and orally.
CC.1.5.4.C *
Identify the reasons and evidence a speaker provides to
support particular points.
CC1.5.4.D *
Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an
experience in an organized manner, using appropriate facts
and relevant, descriptive details to support main ideas or
themes; speak clearly with adequate volume, appropriate
pacing, and clear pronunciation.
CC.1.5.4.E *
Differentiate between contexts that require formal English
versus informal situations.
CC1.5.4.F *
Add audio recordings and visual displays to presentations
when appropriate to enhance the development of main ideas
or themes.
CC.1.5.4.G •
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English when speaking based on grade 4level and content.

1.6.4.A.
Listen critically and respond to others in small and large group
situations.
Respond with grade level appropriate questions, ideas,
information, or opinions.
1.6.4.8.
Demonstrate awareness of audience using appropriate
volume and clarity in formal speaking presentations.
1.7.4.A.
Identify differences in formal and informal language used in
speech, writing, and literature.
1.8.4.A.
Explain an inquiry-based process in seeking knowledge.
1.8.4.8.
Conduct inquiry and research on self-selected or assigned
topics using a variety of teacher guided
media sources and strategies.
1.8.4.C.
Produce an organized product that presents the results of
research findings, using appropriate
visual aids and citing sources.

Discussion skills
Presentation skills
Retell/Paraphrase/Summarize
Ask questions
Listening skills
Use of technology

4th Grade Language Arts Trimester 3
Pennsylvania Standards

Common Core Standards

Content

Common Goals and Skills

1.1.4.B.
Use knowledge of phonics (e.g., syllabication, root
FOUNDATIONAL
SKILLS
Spelling and Word
Work

CC1.1.4.D *
Know and apply gradelevel phonics and word analysis
skills in decoding words.
•Use combined knowledge of all letter sound

words, compound words, contractions, possessives,
inflectional endings, prefixes, suffixes), the dictionary, or
context clues to decode and understand new words
during reading.

1.1.4.C.

correspondences, syllabication patterns, and
Use meaning and knowledge of words e.g., multiple meaning
morphology to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words. words, word origins, root words, synonyms,
antonyms,homophones) across content areas to
increase reading vocabulary.

Multiple meaning words
Synonyms/Antonyms
Affixes

-ness,-ment
Word analysis skills

Accuracy
Pace
Reading rate
Phrasing

1.1.4.E.
Demonstrate fluency in oral reading of grade level texts;
•Read on level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and
demonstrate an appropriate rate ofsilent reading based
expression on successive readings.
upon grade level texts.
•Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and
understanding, rereading as necessary.

CC.1.2.4.B *
Refer to details and examples in text to support what the text
says explicitly and make inferences.
CC.1.2.4.C *
Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a text,
including what happened and why, based on specific
READING
INFORMATIONAL
TEXT

-

1.1.4.D.
Demonstrate comprehension

,_

---

----------

where present.
1.2.4.E.
Read, understand, and respond to essential content of text in
all academic areas.

-

L_

Intonation
Expression

I understanding before

reading, during reading, and after reading on grade level
texts through strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note
taking, connecting to prior knowledge,

supporting assertions about text, and non linguistic
1.2.4.A.
information in the text.
CC.1.2.4.F * representations.
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used Analyze text organization and content to determine
the author's purpose.
1.2.4.B.
in grade level text, including figurative language. CC.1.2.4.K •
1.2.4.C.
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multipleDifferentiate fact from opinion across texts.
meaning words and phrases based on gradelevel reading and Distinguish between essential and nonessential
content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies and tools. information within and across a variety of texts,
identifying stereotypes and exaggeration (bias)
CC.1.2.4.L *
Read and comprehend literary nonfiction and informational
text on grade level, reading
independently and proficiently.

Prefixes:

re, pre, in, un, dis, mis, non
Suffixes: -ful, -less, -ble, -ly, -or,

CC1.1.4.E *
Reading with accuracy and fluency to support comprehension
• Read on-level text with purpose and understanding.
Fluency

Assessments

-------------~---

---

Compare/Contrast, Sequence
Figurative Language
Refer to details and examples in a
text when explaining what
the text says explicitly and when
drawing inferences from
Explain
the text.
events, procedures, ideas, steps, or
concepts in a
historical, scientific, or technical
text, including what
happened and why, based on
specific information in the text.

- - - - - - - - ~-----

-----

I

CC.1.3.4.B *
Cite relevant details from text to support what the text says
explicitly and make inferences.
CC.1.3.4.C
Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or
drama, drawing on specific details in the text.CC.1.3.4.D
Compare and contrast an event or topic told from two
different points of view.
CC.1.3.4.E
Explain major differences between poems, drama, and prose

READING
LITERATURE

1.1.4.D.
Demonstrate comprehension

I understanding before

reading, during reading, and after reading on grade level
texts through strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note
taking, connecting to prior knowledge, supporting assertions

about text, and nonlinguistic representations.1.3.4.A.
and refer to the structural elements of each when writing or
Read, understand, and respond to works from various genres
speaking about a text.
CC.1.3.4.F *
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used of literature.
1.3.4.B.
in grade level text, including figurative language.CC.1.3.4.G •
Make connections between the text of a story or drama and a Identify the characteristics of different genres such as poetry,
visual or oral presentation of the text, identifying
where each version reflects specific descriptions and
CC.1.3.4.H
directions in the text.

•

Compare and contrast similar themes, topics, and patterns of
events in literature, including texts from different cultures.

drama, and fiction.
1.3.4.C.
Explain the literary elements in selected readings including
characters, setting, plot, theme, and point of view .
1.3.4.D.

Character Traits and
Motivation
Compare/Contrast
Plot:
Character/Setting
Conflict/Resolution
Sequence
Figurative language

Identify literary devices in selected readings {e.g.,
personification, simile, alliteration, metaphor).
CC.1.3.4.1 *
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiplemeaning words and phrases based on grade-level reading and
content, choosing flexibly from a

Weekly/Unit Spelling
test/sort
Weekly/Unit Vocabulary
Test

CC.1.3.4.J *
range of strategies and tools.
Acquire and use accurately grade appropriate conversational,
general academic, and domain-specific words and phrases,
including those that signal
precise actions, emotions, or states of being and that are basic
to a particular topic.
CC.1.4.4.M
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or
events.
CC.1.4.4.N
Orient the reader by establishing a situation and introducing a
narrator and/or characters.

Including, but not limited
to:
Teacher made assessments
Observations

Unit Comprehension Test
Reading logs
Writing logs

CC.1.4.4.0
Use dialogue and descriptions to develop experiences and
events or show the responses of characters to situations; use

1.4.4.A.
Write poems, multi-paragraph stories, and plays.
l'iiillnclude detailed descriptions of people, places, and things.
lllllllnclude literary elements.
111111Begln to use literary devices.
1.4.4.B.
Write multi-paragraph informational pieces {e.g., descriptions,
letters, reports, instructions)
111111Use relevant graphics {maps, charts, graphs, tables,

concrete words and phrases and sensory details to convey
experiences and events precisely.
CC.1.4.4.P
Organize and event sequence that unfolds naturally, using a
variety of transitional words and phrases to manage the
sequence of events; provide a conclusion that follows from
the narrated experiences and events.
CC.1.4.4.Q

illustrations, photographs).
1.5.4.A.
Write with a clear focus, identifying topic, task, and audience.
1.5.4.B.
Develop content appropriate for the topic
111111Gather, organize, and select the most effective information
appropriate for the topic, task, and audience.
111111Write one or more oara11raohs that connect to one central

Essays
Research reports
Journals
Group Discussions

Building a Writing
Community
The Writing Process
Narrative writing structure
Sequence of events
Sensory details
Transitional words
Sentence capitalization and
punctuation.
Relative oro nouns and

Choose words and phrased to convey ideas precisely.
WRITING

CC.1.4.4.R
Demonstrate a grade appropriate command of the
conventions of standard English grammar, usage,
capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.
CC.1.4.4.S *
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support
analysis, reflection and research, applying grade level reading
standards for literature and informational texts.
CC.1.4.4. T *
With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop
and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, and
editing.
CC.1.4.4.U *
With some guidance and support, use technology, including
the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to
interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient
command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of one
page in a single sitting.
CC.l.4.4.X*

idea.
1.5.4.C.
Organize writing in a logical order.
lillillnclude a recognizable beginning, middle, and end.
lilliiUse appropriate transitions within sentences and between
paragraphs.
1.5.4.D.
Write with an understanding of style, using a variety of
sentence structures, precise words (e.g., adjectives, nouns,
adverbs, verbs) that create voice.
1.5.4.E.
Revise writing to improve detail and order by making words
more exact and varying sentence length and structure, where

adverbs
Modal auxiliaries
Subject-verb agreement
Pronoun-antecedent
agreement
Coordinating conjunctions
in compound sentences
Dialogue
Progressive verb tense
Adjectives
Prepositional Phrases
Comma use and
quotation marks

necessary.
1.5.4.F.
Use grade appropriate conventions of language when writing
and editing.
lilliiSpell common, frequently used words correctly.
lilliiUse capital letters correctly.
lilliiPunctuate correctly.

IL.L. • .L.::>A.A.

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions on
grade level topics and texts, building on others' ideas and
expressing their own clearly.
CC.1.5.4.B *
Paraphrase portions of a text read aloud or information
presented in diverse media and formats, including
visually, quantitatively, and orally.
CC.1.5.4.C *
Identify the reasons and evidence a speaker provides to
support particular points.

SPEAKING
AND
LISTENING

1.6.4.A.
Listen critically and respond to others in small and large group
situations.
Respond with grade level appropriate questions, ideas,
information, or opinions.
1.6.4.B.

Demonstrate awareness of audience using appropriate
volume and clarity in formal speaking presentations.
1.7.4.A.
CC1.5.4.D *
Identify differences in formal and informal language used in
Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience
speech, writing, and literature.
in an organized manner, using appropriate facts and relevant,
1.8.4.A.
descriptive details to support main ideas or themes; speak
Explain an inquiry-based process in seeking knowledge.
clearly with adequate volume, appropriate pacing, and clear
1.8.4.B.
pronunciation.
Conduct inquiry and research on self-selected or assigned
CC.1.5.4.E *
topics using a variety of teacher guided
Differentiate between contexts that require formal English
media sources and strategies.
versus informal situations.
1.8.4.C.
CC1.5.4.F *
Produce an organized product that presents the results of
Add audio recordings and visual displays to presentations
research findings, using appropriate
when appropriate to enhance the development of main ideas
visual aids and citing sources.
or themes.
CC.l.S.4.G *
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English
when speaking based on grade 41evel and content.

Discussion skills
Presentation skills
Retell/Paraphrase/Summarize
Ask questions
Listening skills
Use of technology

I

5th Grade Language Arts Trimester 1
Content

Common Core Standards

Pennsylvania Standards

1.1.5.8.
FOUNDATIONAL
SKILLS

CCl.l.S.D*

Use knowledge of phonics (e.g., syllabication, root

Know and apply grade level phonics and word analysis

words, prefixes, suffixes}, and the dictionary or context

skills in decoding words.

clues to decode and understand new words during reading.

Phonics and Word

•Use combined knowledge of all letter sound

l.l.S.C.

Recognition

correspondences, syllabication patterns, and

Use meaning and knowledge of words (e.g., homophones,

morphology to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words. homographs, root words) across content
areas to increase reading vocabulary.

CCl.l.S.E*
•Read on-level text with purpose and understanding.

l.l.S.E.

•Read on level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and Demonstrate an appropriate rate of silent
expression on successive readings.
reading based upon grade level texts.
•Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and
understanding, rereading as necessary.

Assessments

Multiple meaning words
Synonyms/Antonyms
Affixes- pre-, dis-, mis-,
non-, interextra-,
post-, super-, sub-less, -ble, -ly, -or, -ness,
-ment, -er, -ship, -tion,

-

en
Word analysis skills

Accuracy

Reading with accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
Fluency

Common Goals and Skills

Pace
Reading rate
Phrasing
Intonation
Expression
-

CC.1.2.5.A*
Determine two or more main ideas in a text and explain how
they are supported by key details; summarize the text.
CC.1.2.5.C*
Explain the relationships or interactions between two or more

READING
INFORMATIONAL
TEXT
Key ideas and Details
Craft and Structure
Integration of
Knowledge and Ideas
Vocabulary Acquisition
and Use Range of
Reading

individuals, events, ideas, or concepts in a text based on
specific information in the text.
CC.1.2.5.D*

1.1.5.D.

Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting

during reading, and after reading on grade level texts through

Demonstrate comprehension

I understanding before reading,

important similarities and differences in the point of view they strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note taking,
connecting to prior knowledge, extending ideas from text, and
represent.
non-linguistic representations.
CC.1.2.5.E*
1.2.5.A.
Use text structure, in and among texts, to interpret
Evaluate text organization and content to determine the
author's purpose and effectiveness.
CC.1.2.5.F*
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used 1.2.5.9.
Differentiate fact from opinion across multiple texts.
in grade-level text, including interpretation of figurative
1.2.5.C.
language
information

CC.1.2.5.G*
Draw on information from multiple print or digital sources,
demonstrating the ability to locate and answer quickly or to
solve a problem efficiently.
C.C.1.2.5.H*
Determine how an author supports particular points in a text
through reasons and evidence.
CC.1.2.5.J*
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational,
general academic, and domain specific words and phrases,
including those that signal contrast, addition, and other logical
relationships.
CC1.2.5.K*
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiplemeaning words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and
content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.
CC.1.2.5.L *
Read and comprehend literary nonfiction and informational
text on grade level, reading independently and proficiently.

Distinguish between essential and nonessential information,
within and across a variety of texts, identifying stereotypes
and exaggeration (bias) where present.
1.2.5.D.
Make inferences about similar concepts in multiple texts and
draw conclusions, citing evidence from the text to support
answers.
1.2.5.E.
Read, understand, and respond to essential content of text
and documents in all academic areas.

Character Traits
and Motivations
Sequence
Text Features
Author's Purpose
and Perspective
Summarize I
Paraphrase
Compare and
Contrast
Vocabulary

CC.l.3.5.A*
Determine a theme of a text from details in the text, including
how characters in a story or drama respond to challenges or
how the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic; summarize
the text.
cc.l.3.s.c•
Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or
events in a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the
text.
C.C.l.3.5.D*

READING
LITERATURE
Key ideas and Details
Craft and Structure
Integration of
Knowledge and Ideas
Vocabulary
Acquisition and Use
Range of Reading

Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting
l.l.S.D.
important similarities and differences in the point of view they
Demonstrate comprehension I understanding before reading,
represent.
during reading, and after reading on grade level texts through
CC.l.3.5.E*
strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note taking,
Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas fits
connecting to prior knowledge, extending ideas from text, and
together to provide the overall structure of a particular story,
non-linguistic representations.
drama, or poem.
1.3.5.A
CC.l.3.5.F*
Read, understand, and respond to works from various genres
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used
of literature.
in grade-level text, including the interpretation of figurative
1.3.5.B.
language.
Identify and analyze the characteristics of different genres
CC.l.3.5.G*
such as poetry, drama, and fiction.
Analyze how visual and multimedia elements contribute to the
1.3.5.C.
meaning, tone, or beauty of a text.
Compare the use of literary elements within and among texts
CC.1.3.5.H
including characters, setting, plot, theme and point of view.
Compare and contrast texts in the same genre on their
1.3.5.D.
approaches to similar themes and topics as well as additional
Describe how the author uses literary devices to convey
literary elements.
meaning (e.g., personification, simile, alliteration, symbolism,
CC1.3.5.1*
metaphor).
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiplemeaning words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and
content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.
CC.1.3.5.J*
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational,
general academic and domain-specific words and phrases,
including those that signal contrast, addition, and other logical
relationships.
CC.l.3.5.K*
Read and comprehend literary fiction on grade level, reading
independently and proficiently.

Character/Setting
Plot:
Conflict/Events/
Resolution
Character Traits and
Motivations
Theme
Author's Purpose and

Including, but not limited to:

Perspective
Compare/Contrast

Teacher made assessments
Observations

Visual and Multimedia

Weekly/Unit Spelling

Elements

test/sort
Weekly/Unit Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Test
Unit Comprehension Test
Reading logs
Writing Logs
Essays
Research reports
Journals
Group Discussions

CC.1.4.5.M*
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or

1.4.5.A.

events.

Write poems, multi-paragraph stories, and plays.

CC.1.4.5N*

lllllllnclude detailed descriptions of people, places, and things.

Orient the reader by establishing a situation and introducing a 1111111nclude literary elements and devices
narrator and/or characters.

1.4.5.6.

cc.1.4.s.o•

Write multi-paragraph informational pieces (e.g., essays,

Use narrative techniques such as dialogue, description and

descriptions, letters, reports, instructions).

pacing to develop experiences and events or show the

111111Use relevant graphics (maps, charts, graphs, tables,
responses of characters to situations; use concrete words and illustrations, photographs).

phrases and sensory details to convey experiences and events 1.4.5.C.
precisely.

Write persuasive pieces.

CC.1.4.5.P*
Organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally, using a

lllllllnclude a clearly stated position or opinion.

variety of transitional words and phrases to manage the
sequence of events; provide a conclusion that follows from

lllllllnclude supporting details, citing sources when needed.
l.S.S.A.

the narrated experiences and events.

Write with a clear focus, identifying topic, task, and audience.
l.S.S.B.

CC.1.4.5.Q*
Write with an awareness of style. Use sentences of varying

111111Gather, organize, and select the most effective information

Develop content appropriate for the topic.

length. Expa_rl_CI,_c_ombine and reduce sentences for meaning, ~propriate for the topic, task, and audience.

Building a Writing
Community
The Writing Process
Narrative writing
(Personal Narrative or
Fiction)
r ___ ..,_,,_,a._.J

n-------

WRITING

reader/listener interest, and style.

lm!Write paragraphs that have a topic sentence and supporting

CC.1.4.5.R*
Demonstrate a grade appropriate command ofthe

details

conventions of standard English grammar, usage,

l.S.S.C.
Organize writing in a logical order.

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

lm!Use appropriate transitions within sentences and between

CC.1.4.5.S*
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support
analysis, reflection and research, applying grade level reading
standards for literature and informational texts.

paragraphs
lmllnclude an identifiable introduction, body, and conclusion
l.S.S.D.
Write with an understanding of style, using a variety of

CC.1.4.5T*

sentence structures and descriptive word choices (e.g.,

With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop

adjectives, nouns, adverbs, verbs) to create voice.

and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising,

Include specific details that convey meaning and set a tone.

editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach.

l.S.S.E.

CC.1.4.5.U*

Revise writing to improve organization and word choice: check
the logic, order of ideas, and precision of vocabulary.

With some guidance and support, use technology, including
the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to

l.S.S.F.

interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient

Use grade appropriate conventions of language when writing

command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of two

and editing.
llliJSpell common, frequently used words correctly.

pages in a single sitting.
CC.1.4.5.X*

l'ill'ilUse capital letters correctly.

Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time
frames for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes and

lm!Punctuate correctly
lm!Use correct grammar and sentence formation

audiences.

L ____

Sequence of events
Sensory details
Transitional words
Sentences
Punctuation
Conjunctions
Prepositions
Interjections
Verb Tenses
Pronouns

'-'-•.L,;J,;J,M

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions on
grade level topics and texts, building on others' ideas and

I

expressing their own clearly.
CC.l.S.S.B*
Summarize the main points of a written text read aloud or
information presented in diverse media and formats, including
visually, quantitatively, and orally.
CC.l.S.S.C*
Summarize the points a speaker makes and explain how each

SPEAKING
AND
LISTENING

1.6.5.A.
Listen critically and respond to others in small and large group

claim is supported by reasons and evidence.

situations.

CCl.S.S.D*

lilllRespond with grade level appropriate questions, ideas,

Report on a topic or present an opinion sequencing ideas
logically and using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive

information, or opinions

details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly with

1.6.5.B.
Demonstrate awareness of audience using appropriate

adequate volume, appropriate pacing, and clear

volume and clarity in formal speaking presentations.

pronunciation.

1.7.5.A.
Identify differences in formal and informal language used in

CC.l.S.S.E*
Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, using formal
English when appropriate to task and situation.
CCl.S.S.F*
Add audio recordings and visual displays to presentations
when appropriate to enhance the development of main ideas
or themes.
CC.l.S.S.G*
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English
when speaking based on grade Sieve\ and content.

speech, writing, and literature.

Discussion skills
Presentation skills
Reteii/Paraphrase/Summar
ize
Ask questions
Listening skills
Use of technology

5th Grade Language Arts Trimester 2
Common Core Standards

Content

SKILLS

Common Goals and Skills

l.l.S.B.

Multiple meaning words

Use knowledge of phonics (e.g., syllabication, root

Synonyms/Antonyms

Know and apply grade level phonics and word analysis

words, prefixes, suffixes), and the dictionary or context

skills in decoding words.

clues to decode and understand new words during reading.

Affixes - pre-, dis-, mis-, non, interextra-,

CCl.l.S.D*
FOUNDATIONAL

Pennsylvania Standards

Phonics and Word

•Use combined knowledge of all letter sound

l.l.S.C.

post-, super-, sub-

Recognition

correspondences, syllabication patterns, and

Use meaning and knowledge of words (e.g., homophones,

-less, -ble, -ly, -or, -ness,

homographs, root words) across content

-ment, -er, -ship, -tion,

areas to increase reading vocabulary.

Word analysis skills

morphology to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words.

CCl.l.S.E*
Reading with accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
•Read on-level text with purpose and understanding.
Fluency

l.l.S.E.
reading based upon grade level texts.

•Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and
understanding, rereading as necessary.

Determine two or more main ideas in a text and explain how
they are supported by key details; summarize the text.
CC.1.2.S.C*
Explain the relationships or interactions between two or more
individuals, events, ideas, or concepts in a text based on
specific information in the text.
CC.1.2.S.D*
Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting
important similarities and differences in the point of view they
rPnrPc:.Pnt.

Pace
Reading rate
Phrasing
Intonation
Expression

CC.l.2.S.A*
51

-en

Accuracy

•Read on level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and Demonstrate an appropriate rate of silent
expression on successive readings.

Assessments

l.l.S.D.
Demonstrate comprehension I understanding before reading,
during reading, and after reading on grade level texts through
strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note taking,
connecting to prior knowledge, extending ideas from text, and

'

READING
INFORMATIONAL
TEXT
Key ideas and Details

CC.1.2.5.E*
Use text structure, in and among texts, to interpret
information
CC.1.2.5.F*

non-llngu1st1c representations.
1.2.5.A.

Character Traits

Evaluate text organization and content to determine the

and Motivations

author's purpose and effectiveness.
1.2.5.8.

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used
Differentiate fact from opinion across multiple texts.
in grade-level text, including interpretation of figurative
1.2.5.C.
Integration of
language
Knowledge and Ideas
Distinguish between essential and nonessential information,
CC.1.2.5.G*
within and across a variety of texts, identifying stereotypes
Vocabulary
Draw on information from multiple print or digital sources,
and exaggeration (bias) where present.
Acquisition
demonstrating the ability to locate and answer quickly or to
1.2.5.D.
and Use Range of
solve a problem efficiently.
Reading
Make inferences about similar concepts in multiple texts and
C.C.1.2.5.H*
draw conclusions, citing evidence from the text to support
Determine how an author supports particular points in a text
answers.
through reasons and evidence.
1.2.5.E.
CC.1.2.5.J*
Read, understand, and respond to essential content of text
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational,
and documents in all academic areas.
general academic, and domain specific words and phrases,
including those that signal contrast, addition, and other logical
Craft and Structure

relationships.
CC1.2.5.K*
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiplemeaning words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and
content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.
CC.1.2.5.L *
Read and comprehend literary nonfiction and informational
text on grade level, reading independently and proficiently.

Sequence
Text Features
Author's Purpose
and Perspective
Summarize I
Paraphrase
Compare and
Contrast
Vocabulary

CC.1.3.S.A*
Determine a theme of a text from details in the text, including
how characters in a story or drama respond to challenges or
how the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic; summarize
the text.
CC.1.3.S.C*
Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or
events in a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the
text.
C.C.1.3.5.D*
Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting
l.l.S.D.
important similarities and differences in the point of view they
Demonstrate comprehension I understanding before reading,
represent.
during reading, and after reading on grade level texts through
CC.1.3.S.E*
strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note taking,
Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas fits
connecting to prior knowledge, extending ideas from text, and
together to provide the overall structure of a particular story,
non-linguistic representations.
READING
drama, or poem.
1.3.S.A
LITERATURE
CC.1.3.S.F*
Read, understand, and respond to works from various genres
Key ideas and Details Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used
of literature.

-----~

~---

·~~---·

Character/Setting
Plot:
Conflict/Events/
Resolution
Character Traits and
--~

Integration of

language.

1.3.5.8.
Identify and analyze the characteristics of different genres

Knowledge and Ideas CC.1.3.5.G*
such as poetry, drama, and fiction.
Analyze how visual and multimedia elements contribute to the
Vocabulary
1.3.5.C.
Acquisition and Use meaning, tone, or beauty of a text.
Compare the use of literary elements within and among texts
Range of Reading
CC.1.3.5.H
including characters, setting, plot, theme and point of view.
Compare and contrast texts in the same genre on their
1.3.S.D.
approaches to similar themes and topics as well as additional
Describe how the author uses literary devices to convey
literary elements.
meaning (e.g., personification, simile, alliteration, symbolism,
CC1.3.S.I*
metaphor).
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-

Theme
Author's Purpose and

Teacher made

Perspective

assessments
Observations

Compare/Contrast
Visual and Multimedia

Weekly/Unit Spelling

Elements

test/sort

Vocabulary

Weekly/Unit
Vocabulary Test
Unit Comprehension
Test

meaning words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and

Reading logs

content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.

Writing Logs
Essays

CC.1.3.S.J*
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational,
general academic and domain-specific words and phrases,
including those that signal contrast, addition, and other logical
relationships.
CC.l.3.S.K*
Read and comprehend literary fiction on grade level, reading
independently and proficiently.

Research reports
Journals
Group Discussions

CC.1.4.5.M*
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or

1.4.S.A.

events.

Write poems, multi-paragraph stories, and plays.

lillillnclude detailed descriptions of people, places, and things.
CC.1.4.SN*
Orient the reader by establishing a situation and introducing a lillillnclude literary elements and devices
narrator and/or characters.

1.4.S.B.

CC.1.4.5.0*

Write multi-paragraph informational pieces (e.g., essays,
descriptions, letters, reports, instructions).

Use narrative techniques such as dialogue, description and
pacing to develop experiences and events or show the

lillilUse relevant graphics (maps, charts, graphs, tables,

responses of characters to situations; use concrete words and

illustrations, photographs).

phrases and sensory details to convey experiences and events

1.4.S.C.

precisely.

Write persuasive pieces.
lillillnclude a clearly stated position or opinion.

CC.1.4.S.P*
Organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally, using a
variety of transitional words and phrases to manage the

lillillnclude supporting details, citing sources when needed.
l.S.S.A.

sequence of events; provide a conclusion that follows from the Write with a clear focus, identifying topic, task, and audience.
l.S.S.B.
narrated experiences and events.
CC.1.4.S.Q*
Write with an awareness of style. Use sentences of varying
length. Expand, combine and reduce sentences for meaning,
reader/listener interest, and style.
-------

Develop content appropriate for the topic.
lillilGather, organize, and select the most effective information
appropriate for the topic, task, and audience.
lillilWrite paragraphs that have a topic sentence and supporting

Building a Writing
Community
The Writing Process
Narrative writing
(Personal Narrative or
Fiction)
Constructed Response
Seauence of events

WRITING

I'-'-·.L· ·"'·
Demonstrate a grade appropriate command of the

l"""a"o
l.S.S.C.

conventions of standard English grammar, usage,

Organize writing in a logical order.

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

1'/IIIUse appropriate transitions within sentences and between

CC.l.4.S.S*

paragraphs

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support

I'IIIllnclude an identifiable introduction, body, and conclusion
l.S.S.D.

analysis, reflection and research, applying grade level reading
standards for literature and informational texts.

Write with an understanding of style, using a variety of
sentence structures and descriptive word choices (e.g.,

CC.1.4.ST*
With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop

adjectives, nouns, adverbs, verbs) to create voice.

and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising,

Include specific details that convey meaning and set a tone.

editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach.

l.S.S.E.

CC.1.4.S.U*

Revise writing to improve organization and word choice: check

With some guidance and support, use technology, including
the Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to

the logic, order of ideas, and precision of vocabulary.
l.S.S.F.

interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient

Use grade appropriate conventions of language when writing

command of keyboarding skills to type a minimum of two

and editing.

pages in a single sitting.

I'IIIISpell common, frequently used words correctly.
[][]Use capital letters correctly.

CC.1.4.S.X*
Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time
frames for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes and
audiences.

[][]Punctuate correctly
[][]Use correct grammar and sentence formation

Sensory details
Transitional words
Sentences
Punctuation
Conjunctions
Prepositions
Interjections
Verb Tenses
Pronouns

I

\..\.. • .&..J,J,

Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions on
grade level topics and texts, building on others' ideas and

I

expressing their own clearly.
CC.l.S.S.B*
Summarize the main points of a written text read aloud or
information presented in diverse media and formats, including

!

visually, quantitatively, and orally.

SPEAKING
AND
LISTENING

CC.l.S.S.C*

1.6.S.A.

Summarize the points a speaker makes and explain how each

Listen critically and respond to others in small and large group

claim is supported by reasons and evidence.

situations.

CCl.S.S.D*

111111Respond with grade level appropriate questions, ideas,
information, or opinions

Report on a topic or present an opinion sequencing ideas
logically and using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive
details to support main ideas or themes; speak clearly with

1.6.S.B.

adequate volume, appropriate pacing, and clear

and clarity in formal speaking presentations.

pronunciation.
CC.l.S.S.E*

1.7.S.A.

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, using formal

speech, writing, and literature.

English when appropriate to task and situation.
CCl.S.S.F*
Add audio recordings and visual displays to presentations
when appropriate to enhance the development of main ideas
or themes.
CC.l.S.S.G*
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English
when speaking based on gradeS level and content.

Demonstrate awareness of audience using appropriate volume

Identify differences in formal and informal language used in

Discussion skills
Presentation skills
Reteii/Paraphrase/Summari
ze
Ask questions
Listening skills
Use of technology

5th Grade Language Arts Trimester 3
Content

FOUNDATIONAL
SKILLS
Phonics and Word
Recognition

Fluency

Common Core Standards

Pennsylvania Standards

CCl.l.S.D*
Know and apply grade level phonics and word analysis
skills in decoding words.
•Use combined knowledge of all letter sound correspondences,
syllabication patterns, and
morphology to read accurately unfamiliar multisyllabic words.

1.1.5.8.
Use knowledge of phonics (e.g., syllabication, root
words, prefixes, suffixes), and the dictionary or context
clues to decode and understand new words during reading.
l.l.S.C.
Use meaning and knowledge of words (e.g., homophones,
homographs, root words) across content
areas to increase reading vocabularv.

CCl.l.S.E*
Reading with accuracy and fluency to support comprehension.
•Read on-level text with purpose and understanding.
•Read on level text orally with accuracy, appropriate rate, and
expression on successive readings.
•Use context to confirm or self-correct word recognition and
understanding, rereading as necessary.

l.l.S.E.
Demonstrate an appropriate rate of silent
reading based upon grade level texts.

CC.1.2.S.A*
Determine two or more main ideas in a text and explain how they are
supported by key details; summarize the text.
CC.1.2.s.c•
Explain the relationships or interactions between two or more
individuals, events, ideas, or concepts in a text based on specific
information in the text.
CC.1.2.S.D*
Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting
important similarities and differences in the point of view they
represent.
CC.1.2.S.E*
READING
Use text structure, in and among texts, to interpret information
INFORMATIONAL
CC.1.2.S.F*
TEXT
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in
Key ideas and Details
grade-level text, Including interpretation of figurative language
Craft and Structure
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas CC.1.2.S.G*
Draw on information from multiple print or digital sources,
Vocabulary Acquisition
demonstrating the ability to locate and answer quickly or to solve a
and Use Range of Reading
problem efficiently.
C.C.1.2.S.H•
Determine how an author supports particular points in a text through
reasons and evidence.
CC.1.2.S.J•
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational, general
academic, and domain specific words and phrases, including those
that signal contrast, addition, and other logical relationships.
CC1.2.S.K*
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning
words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and content, choosing
flexibly from a range of strategies.
CC.1.2.S.L *
Read and comprehend literary nonfiction and informational text on
grade level, reading independently and proficiently.

l.l.S.D.
Demonstrate comprehension I understanding before reading,
during reading, and after reading on grade level texts through
strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note taking,
connecting to prior knowledge, extending ideas from text, and
non-linguistic representations.
1.2.S.A.
Evaluate text organization and content to determine the
author's purpose and effectiveness.
1.2.5.8.
Differentiate fact from opinion across multiple texts.
1.2.S.C.
Distinguish between essential and nonessential information,
within and across a variety of texts, identifying stereotypes and
exaggeration (bias) where present.
1.2.S.D.
Make inferences about similar concepts in multiple texts and
draw conclusions, citing evidence from the text to support
answers.
1.2.S.E.
Read, understand, and respond to essential content of text and
documents in all academic areas.

Common Goals and Skills
Multiple meaning words
Synonyms/Antonyms
Affixes - pre-, dis-, mis-, non-,
interextra-,

post-, super-, sub-less, -ble, -ly, -or, -ness,
-ment, -er, -ship, -tion,
Word analysis skills

-en

Accuracy
Pace

Reading rate
Phrasing
Intonation
Expression

Character Traits
and Motivations
Sequence
Text Features
Author's Purpose
and Perspective
Summarize/
Paraphrase
Compare and
Contrast
Vocabulary

Assessments

READING
LITERATURE
Key ideas and Details
Craft and Structure
Integration of
Knowledge and Ideas
Vocabulary
Acquisition and Use
Range of Reading

CC.l.3.5.A*
Determine a theme of a text from details in the text, including how
characters in a story or drama respond to challenges or how the
speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic; summarize the text.
CC.1.3.5.C*
Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a
story or drama, drawing on specific details in the text.
C.C.1.3.5.D*
1.1.5.D.
Analyze multiple accounts of the same event or topic, noting
Demonstrate comprehension I understanding before reading,
Important similarities and differences in the point of view they
during reading, and after reading on grade level texts through
represent.
strategies such as retelling, summarizing, note taking,
CC.1.3.5.E*
connecting to prior knowledge, extending ideas from text, and
Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas fits together to
non-linguistic representations.
provide the overall structure of a particular story, drama, or poem.
1.3.5.A
CC.l.3.5.F*
Read, understand, and respond to works from various genres
Determine t_he meaning of words and phrases as they are used in
of literature.
grade-level text, including the interpretation of figurative language.
1.3.5.6.
CC.1.3.5.G*
Identify and analyze the characteristics of different genres such
Analyze how visual and multimedia elements contribute to the
as poetry1 drama, and fiction.
meaning1 tone, or beauty of a text.
1.3.5.C.
CC.1.3.5.H
Compare the use of literary elements within and among texts
Compare and contrast texts in the same genre on their approaches to
including characters, setting, plot, theme and point of view.
similar themes and topics as well as additional literary elements.
1.3.5.D.
CC1.3.5.1*
Describe how the author uses literary devices to convey
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning
meaning (e.g., personification/ slmile 1 alliteration, symbolism 1
words and phrases based on grade 5 reading and content, choosing
metaphor).
flexibly from a range of strategies.
CC.1.3.5J*
Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate conversational 1 general
academic and domain-specific words and phrases, including those
that signal contrast1 addition 1 and other logical relationships.
CC.1.3.5.K*
Read and comprehend literary fiction on grade level, reading
independently and proficiently.

Character/Setting
Plot:
Conflict/Events/
Resolution
Character Traits and
Motivations
Theme
Author1 S Purpose and
Perspective
Compare/Contrast
Visual and Multimedia
Elements
Vocabulary

Including, but not limited to:
Teacher made assessments
Observations
Weekly/Unit Spelling test/sort
Weekly/Unit Vocabulary Test
Unit Comprehension Test
Reading logs
Writing Logs
Essays
Research reports
Journals
Group Discussions

1.4.5.A.
CC.1.4.S.M*
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events.
CC.1.4.5N*
Orient the reader by establishing a situation and introducing a

narrator and/or characters.
CC.1.4.5.0*
Use narrative techniques such as dialogue, description and pacing to
develop experiences and events or show the responses of characters
to situations; use concrete words and phrases and sensory details to
convey experiences and events precisely.
CC.1.4.S.P*
Organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally, using a variety of

WRITING

transitional words and phrases to manage the sequence of events;
provide a conclusion that follows from the narrated experiences and
events.
CC.1.4.S.Q*
Write with an awareness of style. Use sentences of varying length.
Expand 1 combine and reduce sentences for meaning1 reader/listener
interest1 and style.
CC.1.4.5.R*
Demonstrate a grade appropriate command ofthe conventions of
standard English grammar, usage, capitalization/ punctuation 1 and
spelling.
CC.l.4.S.s•
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support
analysis 1 reflection and research 1 applying grade level reading
standards for literature and informational texts.
CC.1.4.5T*
With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and
strengthen writing as needed by planning1 revising, editlng1 rewriting,
or trying a new approach.
cc.lA.s.u•
With some guidance and support, use technology, including the
Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and
collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient command of
keyboarding skills to type a minimum of two pages in a single sitting.
cc.lA.s.x•
Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time frames
for a range of discipline~specific tasks 1 purposes and audiences.

Write poems1 multi-paragraph stories, and plays.

allllnclude detailed descriptions of people, places, and things.
~Include literary elements and devices
1.4.5.B.
Write multi~paragraph informational pieces (e.g., essays1
descriptions/ letters, reports, instructions).
llllJUse relevant graphics (maps, charts, graphs, tables,
illustrations, photographs).
1.4.S.C.
Write persuasive pieces.
llllllnclude a clearly stated position or opinion.
liDJinclude supporting details, citing sources when needed.
l.S.S.A.
Write with a clear focus/ identifying topic1 task1 and audience.
l.S.S.B.
Develop content appropriate for the topic.
rnrnGather1 organize/ and select the most effective Information
appropriate for the topic, task, and audience.
llllJWrite paragraphs that have a topic sentence and supporting
details
l.S.S.C.
Organize writing in a logical order.
lmiUse appropriate transitions within sentences and between
paragraphs
IIDJinclude an identifiable introduction, body, and conclusion
1.5.5.0.
Write with an understanding of style, using a variety of
sentence structures and descriptive word choices (e.g, 1
adjectives1 nouns1 adverbs 1 verbs) to create voice.
Include specific details that convey meaning and set a tone.
l.S.S.E.
Revise writing to improve organization and word choice: check
the logic, order of ideas/ and precision of vocabulary.
l.S.S.F.
Use grade appropriate conventions of language when writing
and editing.
llllllSpeil common, frequently used words correctly.
llllllUse capital letters correctly.
llllllPunctuate correctly
!mlUse correct grammar and sentence formation

-

Building a Writing
Community
The Writing Process
Narrative writing
(Personal Narrative or
Fiction)
Constructed Response
Sequence of events
Sensory details
Transitional words
Sentences
Punctuation
Conjunctions
Prepositions
Interjections
Verb Tenses
Pronouns

--

CC.l.S.S.A •
Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions on grade
level topics and texts, building on others' ideas and expressing their
own clearly,
CC.l.S.S.B•
Summarize the main points of a written text read aloud or
information presented in diverse media and formats, including
visually, quantitatively, and orally.
CC.l.S.s.c•
Summarize the points a speaker makes and explain how each claim is
supported by reasons and evidence.
CCl.S.S.D*
Report on a topic or present an opinion sequencing ideas logically and
using appropriate facts and relevant, descriptive details to support
main ideas or themes; speak clearly with adequate volume,
appropriate pacing, and clear pronunciation.
CC.l.S.S.E*
Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, using formal English
when appropriate to task and situation.
CCl.S.S.F*
Add audio recordings and visual displays to presentations when
appropriate to enhance the development of main Ideas or themes.
CC,l.S.S.G*
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English when
speaking based on grade 5 level and content.

SPEAKING
AND
LISTENING

-

-~-

------

1.6.S.A.
Listen critically and respond to others in small and large group

situations.
111l1Respond with grade level appropriate questions, ideas,
information/ or opinions
1,6,5,6.
Demonstrate awareness of audience using appropriate volume
and clarity in formal speaking presentations.
U.S.A.
Identify differences in formal and informal language used in
speech, writing, and literature.

Discussion skills
Presentation skills
Retell/Paraphrase/Summarize
Ask questions
Listening skills
Use of technology

Content

Trlmesterl
o use CHaracters, semng, ana plot to aetermme tneme
To read and understand a realistic fiction selection
To understand that self-questioning while reading can help a reader understand important
ideas
To read and understand a realistic fiction selection; to compare realistic fiction with a
biography
To understand that creating mental images can help a reader understand important Ideas.
To recognize the mood and the tone of a text
To evaluate the effectiveness of an author's presentation of Information.
To read and understand an autobiography
To compare an autobiography with poetry
To Identify words and phrases that set the mood and tone of a story
To analyze the effects of characters' qualities on plot conflict and resolution
To read and understand a short story
To compare a short story with a magazine article
To understand that reading ahead can help a reader comprehend a text
To read and understand a realistic fiction selection
To compare realistic fiction with poetry
To monitor comprehension by making and confirming predictions while reading
To analyze dialogue for mood tone
To analyze the Influence of setting on the plot conflict & plot resolution
To read & understand a historical fiction selection?
To create mental Images to understand & remember important Ideas
To explain the effects of symbolism In fictional and nonfictional text
To summarize the main points of a story & restate the important information In the story in
your own words
To read and understand a reallsticfiction selection to compare a realistlcfiction with a
magazine article
To understand that foreshadowing & suspense contribute to plot development
To identify idioms and their purposes
To decode words containing the consonants /s/c and /j/g, dge
To recognize and understand dialogue
To decode words that end with silent e
To follow multiple step instructions for preparing applications
To use sentences and Interjections correctly.
To use expression to write a personal narrative.
To Identify and use words with short vowels.
To use affixes and roots to determine and clarify word meanings
To decode words with ight, alght, and eight
To use a dictionary to find word meanings, pronunciations, spellings, and etymologies
To use complete and simple subjects correctly. To identify complete and simple subjects In a
sentence.
To identify words with long vowels.
To decode long words to gain meaning
To decode words with R-controlled Vowels
To use and identify complete and simple predicates correctly.
To decode words that contain the schwa sound
To Identify other vowel spellings.
To decode compound words and to recognize the relationships between the word parts
To identify words with ie and el spelling.
To decode words with unaccented syllables that stand for the schwa sound
To make judgments based on evidence
To use clauses and phrases correctly.
To write effective problem solution paragraphs.

6th Grade Language Arts Curriculum Map
Trimester 2
To Identify and explain figurative language in a text
To read and understand a nonfiction selection; to compare nonfiction with expository
nonfiction
To understand that using context can help a reader confirm meanings of unfamiliar words
To decode words with primary and secondary accent marks
To understand sequential structure In a text
To use singular and plural nouns correctly.
To write a summary.
To spell easily confused words correctly.
Summarize the main points of a selection and restate important information.
Read and understand an expository nonfiction selection.
Vary reading rate depending on the difficulty of the text.
Understand sequential structure in nonfiction text.
To use possessive nouns correctly.
To write an explanatory essay.
To spell plural and possessive words correctly.
To Identify and analyze the main ideas and details with organizational patterns
To read and understand an Informational text.
To understand that summarizing while reading can help a reader identify main ideas and
details
To recognize and to make generalizations
To decode words with the VCOJ pattern syllable pattern
To synthesize information from two or more sources
To use subject and object pronouns correctly.
To Identify subject and object pronouns correctly.
To organize information to write a research report.
To interpret, use, and understand graphic aids accompanying text
To read and understand an expository nonfiction selection
To compare expository nonfiction with a magazine article
To understand that rereading can help a reader better identify and understand information
In a text
To locate Information by using print materials
To use alphabetic, numeric and graphic structures to organize ideas
To identify words with double consonants,
To read and understand a magazine article
To understand that text structure and format can help readers locate important Information
To locate Information by using online sources
To use reflexive and indefinite pronouns correctly.
To identify reflexive and indefinite pronouns.
To identify and analyze the main Idea and detail organizational pattern
To read and understand an expository nonfiction selection.
To understand that decoding phonics can help readers comprehend unfamiliar words
To identify and describe the characteristics of plays
To understand how an author uses point of view and figurative language to help tell a story
To read and understand a realistic fiction selection
To identify imagery and understand that it is vivid sensory language
To identify realistic fiction and describe Its characteristics
To use effective sentences In writing a classification essay.
To use the compare and contrast organizational/pattern to determine likeness and
differences in text.
To make judgments about the validity of believability of a text.
To identify techniques of persuasion and propaganda and misleading Information.

Trimester 3

Identify and interpret words with multiple meanings
Read and understand a biography.
Compare a biography with poetry.
To analyze a text organized by sequential structure.
To use simple tenses and present tense correctly.
Draw and analyze conclusions by evaluating evidence.
Understand that making and confirming predictions while reading can help a reader
understand and enjoy the text.
To use reasons and details In writing a persuasive paragraph.
To use past and future tenses correctly.
Explain the effects of imagery in a text.
Read and understand a realistic fiction selection; to compare realistic fiction and nonfiction.
Critique the credibillty of character's actions and traits.
Draw conclusions based on evidence in a text
Understand that summarizing can help readers remember Information.
Identify and analyze persuasive techniques in a text.
To use prefixes that tell position to determine meanings of words.
Read and understand a play; to compare a play with a recipe.
Identify and interpret word relationships to determine meanings.
Understand that using text structure and format can help readers understand a text.
Critique the credibility of characterization in a narrative.
Analyze how an author's perspective and purpose for writing affect a text.
Read and understand a nonfiction selection; to compare nonfiction with poetry.
Recognize and make valid generalizations and support them with text evidence and personal
experience.
To identify and analyze text organized by cause and effect relationships.
To understand that using text structure and format can help a reader locate and understand
Important information.
To identify and describe the characteristics of plays.
To compare expository nonfiction with a myth,
To understand and apply study strategies.
To use the structural features of a text to locate information.
To use contractions and negatives correctly.
To use exact word choice In writing a news story.
To determine the reliability of a source by distinguishing between fact an opinion.
To compare a nonfiction selection with a magazine article.
To understand that context clues can help a reader gain meaning of unfamiliar words.
To analyze how an author's perspective and purpose for writing affect a text.
To identify and analyze text organized by causal relationships.
To read and understand expository nonfiction.
To compare an expository passage to an expository magazine article.
To understand that self-questioning while reading can help you understand important ideas.

1
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Vocabulary

Narrative elements, self-question, realistic fiction, dialogue, following instructions,
Declarative, Imperative, Interrogative, Exclamatory, Interjections, Personal Narrative,
Expression, Accomplishments, Voice, Biography, Autobiography, Genre, Tone, Mood, Subject,
Simple, Complete, Nouns, Prepositions, Prepositional Phrases, Plot, Plot conflict, Plot
resolution, historical fiction, Sequential structure, Flashback, Characters, Point of view,
Foreshadowing, Suspense, idioms

Figurative Language, Nonfiction, Expository nonfiction, Summarize, Restate, Possessive,
Explanatory, Main Idea, Details, Organizations, Informational, Summarize, Generalizations,
Nouns, Pronouns, Subject Pronoun, Object Pronoun, Antecedent, Number, Gender, Research,
Expository Writing, Organization,
Presentation, Graphic aids, Genre, Realistic Fiction, Literary Devices, Techniques, Propaganda,
Misleading Information

verb agreement, Analyze, Conclusions, Evidence, Confirm,
Predictions, Persuasive, Topic, Audience, Purpose, Author's perspective, Author's purpose,
Credibility, Critique, Character's actions, Character traits, Characterization, Narrative, Cause
and Effect, Expository Text, Non-fiction, Myth, newspaper, almanac, atlas, encyclopedia,
reader's guide, Fact
Opinion, Denotation, Connotation

Lnaracrer- raenmy, Interpret, compare, aescnae, a nat or anaryze tnl ·e
between characters and ather components of text.
R6.B.1.1.6- Setting:- Identify, Interpret, compare, describe, and/or analyze the relationship
between setting and other components of text.
R6.B.l.1.9- Plot -Identify, interpret, compare, describe, and/or analyze the relationship
between elements of the plot and other components of text.
R6.B.l.l.l0- Therne:- Identify, interpret, compare, describe, and/or analyze the theme of
fiction or literary nonfiction.
R6.B.l.1.11- Theme: -Identify, interpret, compare, describe, and/or analyze the relationship
between the theme and other components of text.
R6A.1.6- Identify and describe genre of text.
R6.A.1.6.1- 1. Identify the author's intended purpose of text.
R6.B.1.1.3- Character- Identify, Interpret, compare, describe, and/or analyze character
actions, motives, dialogue, emotions/feelings, traits, and relationships among characters
within fictional or literary nonfictional text.
R6.A.1.3- Make inferences, draw conclusions and make generalizations based on text.
R6A.1.2 -Identify and apply word recognition skills.
1.4.6.9 ·Write multi-paragraph Informational pieces (e.g., letters, descriptions, reports,
instructions, essays, articles, lnteJVlews).
1.5.6.B.il- Write paragraphs that have details and Information specific to the topic and
relevant to the focus.
1.5.6.F ·Use grade appropriate conventions of language when writing and editing.
R6.A.1.2.1- 1. Identify how the meaning of a word is changed when an affrx Is added; identify
the meaning of a word from the text with an affix.
R6.A.l.2.2 • 1. Note: Affixes will be limited to prefixes: pre-, dis-, mls-, non-, interextra-, post-,
super-, sub-i suffh(es: -less, -ble, -ly, -or, -ness, -ment, -er, -ship,
-tion, -en.
R6.B.1.1- Identify, Interpret, compare, describe, and analyze components of fiction and
literary nonfiction
R6.A.1.3 ~Make Inferences, draw conclusions and make generalizations based on text.
R6.A.1.3.1-1. Make Inferences and/or draw conclusions based on information from text.
l.6.4a- Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence or paragraph; a word's position
or function In a sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.
L.6.4c ·Consult reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, thesauruses), both print and
digital, to find the pronunciation of a word or determine or clarify its precise meaning or Its
part of speech.
L.6.4d- Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by
checking the inferred meaning In context or In a dictionary).
L6.1- Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage
when writing or speaking.
L.6.3- Use knowledge of language and Its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or
listening.
1.2.6.A- Evaluate text organization and content to determine the author's purpose, point of
view, and effectiveness.
RL.6.9- Compare and contrast texts In different forms or genres (e.g., stories and poems;
historical novels and fantasy stories) In terms of their approaches to similar themes and
topics.
l.S.6.D- Write with an understanding of style, using a variety of sentence structures and
descriptive word choices (e.g., adjectives, nouns, adverbs, verbs} that create voice Include
features that convey tone and voice (e.g. vivid verbs, specific nouns and modifiers).
RL.6.3- Describe how a particular story's or drama's plot unfolds in a series of episodes as
well as how the characters respond or change as the plot moves toward a resolution.
1.1,6.0- Demonstrate comprehension I understanding before reading, during reading, and
after reading on grade level texts through strategies such as summarizing, note taking,
extending Ideas from text, comparing and contrasting texts, determining fact from opinion,
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Standards

1
e
oca
r
on.
R6.A.2.2.3- 2. Define and/or apply how the meaning of words or phrases changes when using
context clues given in explanatory sentences.
1.1.6.8- Use word analysis skills (e.g., syllabication, root words, affixes), the
glossary/thesaurus, and context clues to decode and understand new words in content areas
during reading.
R6.A.2.2 -identify and apply word recognition skills.
R6.A.2.6 -Identify and describe genre of text.
L.6.1- Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage
when writing or speaking.
W.6.3e- Provide a conclusion that follows from the narrated experiences or events.
R6.A.1.S- Summarize a fictional text as a whole
R6.B.3.3.4- 4. Identify, compare, explain, Interpret, describe, and/or analyze the sequence of
steps In a list of directions.
R6.A.2.5- Summarize nonfictional text as a whole
R6.A.2.5.1- 1. Summarize the major points, processes, and/or events of a nonfictional text as
a whole.
R6.A.2.6.1 -1. Identify the author's Intended purpose of text.
L.6.2b- Spell correctly.
SL6.6- Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of formal
English when indicated or appropriate.
R6.B.3.3.4- 4. Identify, compare, explain, interpret, describe, and/or analyze the sequence of
steps in a list of directions.
W.6.2c- Use appropriate transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts.
R6.A.2.4 -Identify and explain main ideas and relevant details.
R6.A.2.4.1- 1. Identify and/or explain stated or Implied main ideas and relevant supporting
details from text.
R6.A.2.6.1- 1. Identify the author's intended purpose of text.
R6.A.2.3.2- 2. Cite evidence from text to support generalizations.
W.6.4- Produce clear and coherent writing In which the development, organization, and style
are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience,
R6.B.3.3.3- 3. Interpret graphics and charts and/or make connections between text and
content of graphics and charts.
R6.B.3.3.2- 2. Use headings to locate information In a passage, or identify content that would
best fit In a specific section of text.
R6.B.3.3.3- 3. Interpret graphics and charts and/or make connections between text and
content of graphics and charts.
L6.1a- Ensure that pronouns are In the proper case (subjective, objective, possessive).
L.6.1c- Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts In pronoun number and person.
1.9.6.A- Use media and technology resources for self-directed ]earning, group collaboration,
and learning throughout the curriculum.
1.5.6.D- Write with an understanding of style, using a variety of sentence structures and
descriptive word choices (e.g., adjectives, nouns, adverbs, verbs) that create voice Include
features that convey tone and voice (e.g. vivid verbs, specific nouns and modifiers).
1.4.6.A- Write poems, short stories, and plays.
R6.B.1.1- Identify, interpret, compare, describe, and analyze components of fiction and
literary nonfiction
R6.B.2.1 -Identify, Interpret, and describe figurative language in fiction and nonfiction.
R6.B.2.2- Identify, interpret, and describe the point of view of the narrator in fictional and
nonfictional text.
1.3.6.B- Identify and analyze the characteristics of poetry, drama, and fiction and explain the
appropriateness of literary forms chosen by an author for a specific purpose
1.5.6.F- Use grade appropriate conventions of language when writing and editing.
1.5.6.E- Revise writing to improve organization and refine central Idea, content, paragraph

-IdentiTY ana apply tne meanmg or vucaou1a1 y.
R6.B.l.2- Make connections between texts.
R6.A.2.6 -Identify and describe genre of text.
1.1.6.E- Demonstrate an appropriate rate of silent reading based upon grade level
R6.B.3.3 -Identify, compare, explain, interpret, describe, and analyze how text organization
clarifies meaning of nonfictional text.
1.S.6.F- Use grade appropriate conventions of language when writing and editing.
R6.A.l.3.1- 1. Make Inferences and/or draw conclusions based on information from text.
R6.B.l.l -identify, interpret, compare, describe, and analyze components of fiction and
literary nonfiction
1.3.6.A- Read, understand, and respond to works from various genres of literature
1.4.6.C- Write persuasive pieces.
1.4.6.C.i- Include a clearly stated position or opinion.
1.4.6.C.ii -Include and develop supporting points using meaningful, convincing evidence,
properly cited.
1.5.6.8- Develop content appropriate for the topic.
1.5.6.8.11-Write paragraphs that have details and Information specific to the topic and
relevant to the focus.
L.6.1- Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage
when writing or speaking.
1.2.6.A- Evaluate text organization and content to determine the author's purpose, point of
view, and effectiveness.
1.3.6.B -Identify and analyze the characteristics of poetry, drama, and fiction and explain the
appropriateness of literary forms chosen by an author for a specific purpose
R6.B.1.2.1- 1. Identify, interpret, compare, describe, and/or analyze connections between
texts.
1.1.6.B- Use word analysis skills (e.g., syllabication, root words, affixes), the
glossary/thesaurus, and context clues to decode and understand new words In content areas
during reading.
R6.8.1.1.3- Character- Identify, Interpret, compare, describe, and/or analyze character
actions, motives, dialogue, emotions/feelings, traits, and relationships among characters
within fictional or literary nonfictional text.
RG.B.1.1.4- Character -Identify, Interpret, compare, describe, and/or analyze the relationship
between characters and other components of text.
R6.A.l.3- Make Inferences, draw conclusions and make generalizations based on text.
RG.B.l.l- Identify, Interpret, compare, describe, and analyze components of fiction and
literary nonfiction
R6.A.1.2- Identify and apply word recognition skills.
R6.A.1.2.3- 2. Define and/or
apply how the meaning of words or phrases changes when using context clues given in
explanatory sentences.
1.3.6.A- Read, understand, and respond to works from various genres of literature
1.3.6.C- Compare the literary elements within and among texts used by an author, including
characterization, setting, plot, theme, and point of view.
R6.A.1.6.2- 2. Identify and/or describe examples of text that support the author's Intended
purpose.
1.2.6.A- Evaluate text organization and content to determine the author's purpose, point of
view, and effectiveness.
R6.B.3.3.1- 1. Identify and/or interpret text organization, Including sequence,
question/answer, comparison/contrast, cause/effect, or problem/solution.
L.6.Sb- Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., cause/effect, part/whole,
Item/category) to better understand each of the words.
W.6.2a- Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information, using strategies such as
definition, classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; Include formatting (e.g.,
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Assessments

Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Class discussions
Essays/Research papers
Book reports
Reading Log
Writing log

Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Class discussions
Essays/Research papers
Book reports
Reading Log
Writing Log

Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Class discussions
Essays/Research papers
Book reports
Reading Log
Writing Log

7th Grade Language Arts Curriculum Map
Trimester 2

Trimester 1

Content

Vocabulary

Identify elements of a short story.
Increase Jlterary vocabulary proficiency.
Determine author's point of view.
Speak with clarity, purpose, and focus.
Write a letter using the correct format.
Edit a letter for errors in grammar, format, spelling or punctuation.
Plan and revise a letter.
Write a compare/contrast essay.
Edit original work.
Revise original work.
Peer edit.

Read a short story and identify setting. Read a short story and identify characters.
Read a short story and complete a plot diagram.
Discuss elements of short story with peers.
In a speech, students will speak clearly.
While giving a speech, students will articulate. Eye contact will be maintained while giving a
speech.
Volume will be controlled In a public speech.
Construct a story with a plot.
Use punctuation, capitalization and conventions of grammar correctly.
Plan, revise, edit, and publish a writing.
Use appropriate conventions.
Understand that focus, content, organization, style, and conventions work together to impact Reading folk literature, comparing and contrasting, Identifying elements of literature
Determine purpose.
writing quality.
Summarize information.
Develop an increasingly sophisticated working vocabulary including specialized vocabulary
Assess validity and reliability of Information.
from academic content areas.
Utilize library resources.
Apply word analysis skills (e.g.: syllabification, root words, prefixes, suffixes, and inflectional
Develop an increasingly sophisticated working vocabulary Including specialized vocabulary
endings) to read and unlock the meanings of words.
from academic content areas.
Apply word analysis skllis (e.g.: syJJablflcatlon, root words, prefixes, suffixes, and inflectional
endings) to read and unlock the meanings of words.

I

Trimester 3
Read poems.
Analyze content within a poem.
Identify figurative language with a poem.
Develop an increasingly sophisticated working vocabulary including specialized vocabulary
from academic content areas.
Apply word analysis skills (e.g.: syllabication, root words, prefixes, suffixes, inflectional
endings) to read and unlock meaning of words.
Write a formal, five paragraph essay using proper organization and support.
Determine purpose.
Summarize Information.
Assess validity and reliabilitY of Information.
Utilize library resources.
Organize, plan and write multi-paragraph text.
Revise and edit a multi-paragraph text.
Utilize appropriate conventions.
Identify literary terms and elements pertaining to selected novel.
Use critical thinking and writing skills relating to the piece of literature.
Use the reading focus skills demonstrated in the class literature text.
Understand how historical background can affect the text.
Use the knowledge of author and his/her relationship to the work of literature to enhance
understanding.

Compare/ Contrast, Pro, Con, Introduction, Body, Conclusion, Formal format, Purpose,
Main Idea, Topic sentence, Paragraph, Narrative Conventions, Plot, Setting, Character, Climax, !Support, Argument, Plot, Exposition, Conflict, Rising action, Climax, Falling action, Resolution,
Introduction, Conflict, External conflict, Internal confilct, Complications, Resolution, Basic
Setting,
Character, Mood, Tone, Point of view, Focus, Eye contact, Articulate, Inflection
situation, Publlc Speaking, articulation, pace, poise

!Characterization, Alliteration, Simile, Metaphor, Personification, Idiom, Hyperbole, Stanza,
attention getter, thesis statement, transition, compound sentence, simple sentence, complex
sentence, compound/complex sentence, content, support, conventions, Reliability, Validity,
Sources, Website, Reference text, Introduction, Conclusion, Body, Support Evidence,
Transition Words, Thesis

.r.zo- spe11 correCtJV.
L7.4d- Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by
checking the inferred meaning in context or in a dictionary).
L7.Sb- Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., synonym/antonym, analogy) to
better understand each of the words.
L7.Sc- Distinguish among the connotations (associations) of words with similar denotations
(definitions) (e.g., refined, respectful, polite, diplomatic, condescending).
W.7.4- Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style
are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
W.7.2c- Use appropriate transitions to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among
Ideas and concepts.
W.7.2d- Use precise language and domain specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the
topic.
W.7.2e- Establish and maintain a formal style,

,, .... ~Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and Usage
when writing or speaking.
L7.2- Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling when writing.
L.7.3- use knowledge of language and Its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or
listening.
L7.5- Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances In
word meanings.
L7.6- Acquire and use accurately grade appropriate general academic and domain specific
words and phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase
Important to comprehension or expression.
L.7.Sa- Interpret figures of speech (e.g., literary, biblical, and mythological allusions) in
context.
L7.Sb- Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., synonym/antonym, analogy) to

W.7.2f- Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the
Information or ~xplanation presented.
. .
.
Rl.7.2- Determme a central idea of a text and how It IS c~nveyed ~hrough particular details;
provide a sum~ary of the te~t distinct from personal opmions or JUdgments.

better understand ea~h of the words.
Rl.7.1- Cite textual ev1dence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
Inferences dra~n from the text.
. .
.
Rl.7 ·~- Determme a central Idea of a text and how 1t 1s conveyed through particular details;

RL 7.2 • Determine a theme or central Idea of a text and anal ze its development over the
course of the text; rovide an ob'ectlve summary of the text.y
RL. 7.3 -Anal e ho~ articular e;ements of a sto or drama Interact (e .. , how settin sha es
the characte~ or lo~.
ry
g
g
p
RL. .4 _ Determin: the mean in of words and hrases as the are used In a text includin
7
fi uratlve and connotative me:nln s· anal ze ~he im act of r~ymes and other r~ etltlon:of
g d
g '
Y
p
p
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(e.g., alliteration) on a specific verse or stanza of a poem or section of a story or drama.
W. 7.4- Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style
are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience,
W.7.S- With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen
writing s needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing
on how well purpose and audience have been addressed.

Rl.7.4 ~ Determme t~e meanmg of words and phrases as they are used In a text, Including
figurative, connotattve, and technical meanings.
Rl.7.6- Determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text and explain how it is
conveyed In the text.
RL.7.3- Analyze how particular elements of a story or drama interact (e.g., how setting shapes
the characters or plot).
RL7.4- Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used In a text, including
figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the Impact of rhymes and other repetitions of
sounds

provide a sum~ary of the text distinct from personal opinions or judgments.
,
~1.7.4- Determme t~e meaning of. words and phrases as they are used In a text,mcludlng
figurative, connotative, and techmcal meanings.
Rl.7 .6- Determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text and explain how it Is
conveyed In the text.
RL.7.1- Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says
explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.
RL7.4- Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, Including
figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the Impact of rhymes and other repetitions of

SL.7.6 ~Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, derTIOnstrating coinriiand of formal
English when Indicated or appropriate.
L.7.1 ~Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage
when writing or speaking.
L.7.2 ~Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling when writing.
L.7.4d ~Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase {e.g., by
checking the inferred meaning In context or in a dictionary).
L.7.5b ~Use the relationship between particular words (e.g., synonym/antonym, analogy) to
better understand each of the words.
L.7.Sc· Distinguish among the connotations (associations) of words with similar denotations
(definitions) (e.g., refined, respectful, polite, diplomatic, condescending).

J

Assessments

I, , , ,
lnCIUUt:! UUl nOlllfllll~ll lU;
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
classdiscussions
1
Essays/Research papers
Book reports
Reading Log
Writing Log

RL.7. 7 ~Compare and contrast the experience of reading a story, drama, or poem to listening drama.
to or viewing an audio, video, or live version of the text, including contrasting what they "see" RL.7.7 ~Compare and contrast the experience of reading a story, drama, or poem to listening
to or viewing an audio, video, or live version of the text, including contrasting what they "see"
and "hear" when reading the text to what they perceive when they listen or watch.
RL.7.10 ~By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas,
and "hear" when reading the text to what they perceive when they listen or watch.
and poems, in the grades 6-8 text complexitY band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at Rl.7.10 ~By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas,
and poems, in the grades 6-8 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at
the high end ofthe range.
the high end of the range.
W.7.1b ~Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate,
W.7 .lc ~Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the relationships
credible sources and demonstrating an understanding of the topic or text.
among claim(s), reasons, and evidence.
W.7.1c ~Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the relationships
W.7.1d ·Establish and maintain a formal style.
among claim(s), reasons, and evidence.
W.7.1e ~Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the
W.7.1d ~Establish and maintain a formal style.
W.7.1e ~Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the
argument presented.
argument presented.
W.7.2a -Introduce a topic clearly, previewing what Is to follow; organize ideas, concepts, and
W.7.2a ~Introduce a topic clearly, previewing what is to follow; organize ideas, concepts, and Information, using strategies such as definition, classification, comparison/contrast, and
information, using strategies such as definition, classification, comparison/contrast, and
cause/ effect; Include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts, tables), and
cause/ effect: include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts, tables), and
multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension,
multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.
W.7.2b ·Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or
W.7.2b ~Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or
other Information and examples.
other information and examples,
W.7.2c- Use appropriate transitions to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among
W.7.2c ~Use appropriate transitions to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among
Ideas and concepts.
ideas and concepts.
W.7.2d ·Use precise language and domain specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the
W.7 .2d ~Use precise language and domain-specific vocabula ryto inform about or explain the topic.
topic.
W.7.2e ·Establish and maintain a formal style.
W.7.3- Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective
W.7.2e ·Establish and maintain a formal style.
W.7.2f ·Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the
technique, relevant descriptive details, and well-structured event sequences.
information or explanation presented.
W.7.4- Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style
~nce..an.d.__sl_enalare_aonraoriate to task m1rnnse...and audience.
1w 7 3c ·Use a varietv of transition
include but not limited to:
Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Class discussions
Class discussions
Essays/Research papers
Essays/Research papers
Book reports
Book reports
Reading Log
Reading Log
Writing Log
Writing Log

Trimester 1

Content

Vocabulary

8th Grade language Arts Curriculum Map
Trimester 2

Trimester 3

Identify the author's purpose.
Discuss credibility of the author.
Review five paragraph essay organizing
List the persuasive techniques used by the author.
Using language to grab the attention of a reader
Read and understand a non-fiction article.
Write a five paragraph persuasive essay.
Write a thesis statement stating topic, opinion, and body topics
Use text headings, subheadings, boldface, italics, and specific vocabulary to access
Construct a three-part opinion statement.
Compose a body paragraph with a topic sentence, details, facts, examples, and elaborations information in non-fiction text.
Write using logical, chronological, or spatial order in an essay.
Create a conclusion paragraph with proper format of topic sentence, review of main ideas
Interpret and access mformatlon from charts, graphs, tables, and maps.
Use facts, statistics, anecdotes, testimonials, and logical reasons to support opinion
Read and understand a large piece of fict 1on.
and a closing sentence to end the essay
Utilize new and previous vocabulary in composition of essay writing
Note changes in setting and mood throughout the novel. 3. identify and describe changes in statement.
Write sentences containing prepositional and verbal phrases.
Ust the parts of a plot diagram, (exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, and resolution key characters throughout the novel.
Combine sentences by using phrases.
Describe the theme(s) that the author Is conveying.
Match events of story with appropriate plot diagram label
Punctuate sentences appropriately,
Alter plot diagram to specific/Individual story structure
identify and describe the author's style of writing.
Read and understand poetry.
Expand existing vocabulary.
Correctly use parts of speech in sentence writing.
Identify poetic elements.
Write a 5 paragraph essay to compare and contrast two works of literature.
Utilize new and previous vocabulary In composition various forms of writing.
Apply terminology of attention getter, thesis statement, supporting details, and evidence In
Determine author's purpose in poems.
Write sentences and paragraphs using figurative language and sensory details.
context to the 5 paragraph essay.
Write poems using poetic devices.
Write sentences and paragraphs using logical order.
Develop source/note cards for research project.
Reduce wordiness and clumsy sentence structure through Instruction and revision,
identify literary patterns In a short story.
Increase essay readability through sentence revision from passive to active voice.
Develop a Works Cited page using MIA format.
List and define the three types of irony (situational, verbal, and dramatic).
Write and refine attention getting devices.
Complete a research project using a variety of sources using MIA format.
Identify specific Ironies within various texts.
Read a selection with the Intention of Identifying author's technique for opening and closing a Present research to target audience.
Generate a plot diagram based on the stories covered.
reading selection.
Identify positive and negative verbal and nonverbal cues.
Identify the specific parts of speech and the roles they play in sentence structure.
Integrate literary vocabulary In writing and descriptions of writing devices.
Prepare presentation appropriate for audience.
Communicate using grammar terminology relevant to present concept being studied.
Read a prompt and identify the appropriate mode of writing needed to address the prompt. Give/receive constructive peer feedback.
Construct effective sentences that are properly formatted.
Respond to a prompt using an appropriate attention grabbing device.
Apply literary skills to assess literature.
Implement previously learned parts of speech (nouns, pronouns, and adjectives).
Utilize learned vocabulary.
Write a concluding paragraph appropriate for the mode and topic of the composition.
Write responses to literature.
Apply learned skills to chosen presentation format.

plot, setting, character, characterization, theme, conflict, Irony, dialogue

L.!:S.J.- uemonstrate command of the conventions otstanoaracngnsn grammar ahd usage
when writing or speaking.
l.8.2- Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization,
punctuation, and speJHng when writing.
L.8.3- Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or
listening.
L.8.4d- Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase {e.g., by
checking the Inferred meaning in context or in a dictionary),
LS.Sb- Use the relationship between particular words to better understand each of the
words.
W.8.2- Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts,
and information through the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.
W.8.3- Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective
technique, relevant descriptive details, and well-structured event sequences.
W.8.4- Produce clear and coherent writing In which the development, organization, and style
are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience,
W.8.5- With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen
writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing
on how well purpose and audience have been addressed.
W.8.6- Use technology, Including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and present
the relationships between lnformatioFl and Ideas efficiently as well as to interact and
collaborate with others.
W.8.9- Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and
research.
W.8.10- Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and
revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of disciplinespecific tasks, purposes, and audiences.

Myths, Informational text, expository text, figurative language, connotation, denotation,
generalizations, verbal irony, puns, plot, setting, characters, drama, suspense, humor,

Fact/opinion, reliability, point of view, analogies, allusions, tone, style, mood, elements of
poetry, elements of drama

new"),
W.8.2- Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts,
and information through the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content.
W.8.10- Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and
revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of disc!pllnespecific tasks, purposes, and audiences.
W.8.1a. Introduce clalm{s), acknowledge and distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or
opposing claims, and organize the reasons and evidence logically.
W.S.lb- Support claim{s) with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate,
credible sources and demonstrating an understanding of the topic or text.
W.8.1d- Establish and maintain a formal style.
W.8.1e- Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the
argument presented.
Rl.8.1- Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says
explicitly as well as Inferences drawn from the text.
Rl.8.2- Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the
text, Including Its relationship to supporting ideas; provide an objective summary of the text.
Rl.8.3- Analyze how a text makes connections among and distinctions between individuals,
ideas, or events (e.g., through comparisons, analogies, or categories).
Rl.8.4- Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, Including
figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; analyze the Impact of specific word choices
on meaning and tone, including analogies or allusions to other texts.
Rl.8.5- Analyze in detail the structure of a specific paragraph in a text, Including the role of
particular sentences In developing and refining a key concept.

Rl.8.9- Analyze a case In which two or more texts provide conflicting information on the same
topic and identify where the texts disagree on matters of fact or interpretation.
Rl.8.5- Analyze in detail the'structure of a specific paragraph In a text, Including the role of
particular sentences In developing and refining a key concept.
Rl.8.6- Determine an author's point of view or purpose In a text and analyze how the author
acknowledges and responds to conflicting evidence or viewpoints.
W.8.9- Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and
research.
W.8.10- Write routinely over extended time frames {time for research, reflection, and
revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of disciplinespecific tasks, purposes, and audiences.
W.8.1a -Introduce daim(s), acknowledge and distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or
opposing claims, and organize the reasons and evidence logically.
W.S.lb- Support clalm{s) with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate,
credible sources and demonstrating an understanding of the topic or text.
W.8.1c- Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the relationships
among clalm{s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence.
W.8.1d- Establish and maintain a formal style.
L8.1- Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage
when writing or speaking.
L.8.2- Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling when writing.
L.8.3- Use knowledge of language and Its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or
listening.

W.8.2c ~Use appropriate and varied transitions to create cohesion and clarify the
relationships among ideas and concepts.
W.8.2e- Establish and maintain a formal style.
W.8.2f- Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the
Information or explanation presented.
W.8.3c- Use a variety of transition words, phrases, and clauses to convey sequence, signal
shifts from one time frame or setting to another, and show the relationships among
experiences and events.
W.8.3e- Provide a conclusion that follows from and reflects on the narrated experiences or
events.
W.8.3a- Engage and orient the reader by establishing a context and point of view and
Introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally
and logically.
W.S.3d ~Use precise words and phrases, relevant descriptive details, and sensory language to
capture the action and convey experiences and events.
RL.8.2 ·Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze Its development over the
course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting, and plot; provide an
objective summary of the text.
RL.8.3- Analyze how particular Jines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the
action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision.
RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including
figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the Impact of specific word choices on meaning
and tone, Including analogies or allusions to other texts.
RL.S.S ·Compare and contrast the structure of two or more texts and analyze how the
differing structure of each text contributes to its meaning and style.
RL.8.6 ·Analyze how differences In the points of view of the characters and the audience or
M
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Assessments

acknowledges and responds to conflicting evidence or viewpoints.
L.8.4c ~Consult general and specialized reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries,
thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the pronunciation of a word or determine or
clarify its precise meaning or its part of speech.
L.S.Sa- Interpret figures of speech (e.g. verbal irony, puns) In context.
RL.S.l- Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says
explicitly as well as Inferences drawn from the text.
RL.8.2- Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze Its development over the
course of the text, including Its relationship to the characters, setting, and plot; provide an
objective summary of the text.
RL.S.3- Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the
action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision.
RL.8.6- Analyze how differences in the points of view of the characters and the audience or
reader (e.g., created through the use of dramatic Irony) create such effects as suspense or
humor.
RL.8.7- Analyze the extent to which a filmed or live production of a story or drama stays
faithful to or departs from the text or script, evaluating the choices made by the director or
actors.
W.8.4- Produce dear and coherent writing In which the development, organization, and style
are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
purposes, and audiences.
W.S.lc- Use words, phrases, and clauses to create cohesion and clarify the relationships
among claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence.
W.8.2a- Introduce a topic clearly, previewing what Is to follow; organize ideas, concepts, and
Information Into broader categories; Include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts,
tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.

function in particular sentences.
RL.8.4 ~Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used In a text, including
figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning
and tone, Including analogies or allusions to other texts.
RL.S.S- Compare and contrast the structure of two or more texts and analyze how the
differing structure of each text contributes to its meaning and style.
RL.S.lO- By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas,
and poems, at the high end of grades 6-8 text complexity band Independently and
proficiently.
SL.8.4- Present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in a focused, coherent manner
with relevant evidence, sound valld reasoning, and well-chosen details; use appropriate eye
contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation.
Sl.S.S -Integrate multimedia and visual displays Into presentations to clarify information,
strengthen claims and evidence, and add Interest.
W.8.4- Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style
are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.
W.S.S- With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen
writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach, focusing
on how well purpose and audience have been addressed,
W.8.6- Use technology, Including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and present
the relationships between information and ideas efficiently as well as to interact and
collaborate with others.
W.S.S- Gather relevant Information from multiple print and digital sources, using search
terms effectively; assess the credibility and accuracy of each source; and quote or paraphrase
the data and conclusions of others while avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format
for citation.

Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Class discussions
Essays/Research papers
Book reports
Reading Log
Writing Log

Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Class discussions
Essays/Research papers
Book reports
Reading Log
Writing Log
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Ir;:~~~~~buet n~;n~~;d to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Class discussions
Essays/Research papers
Book reports
Reading Log
Writing Log

Curriculum Map English 9 2011-2012
September/October

November/December

Essential Questions
Can truth change? What is
fiction? What is nonfiction?

Topics

Competencies

Assessments

Standards

Is conflict necessary? What
makes a short story?

January/February

March/April

May/June

How does communication change
us? What is poetry? Do our
What is Drama? Do heroes have
responsibilities? What are
differences define us? What is
Drama?
leadership and heroism?

What is oral tradition? Is
knowledge the same as
understanding? What is
nonfiction- essays, articles, and
speeches?

The Washwoman, The Cask of
Amontillado, Recipe/How-to
article, Checkouts/The Girl who
Can, The Secret Life of Walter
Mitty, Informational Text-train
schedule, The Chocolate War

The Most Dangerous Game, The
Gift of the Magi, The Interlopers,
The Necklace, The Scarlet Ibis,
The Lady or the Tiger?, The
Chocolate War, Author Study

Poetry- Hughes, Wadworth,
Dickinson, Tennyson, Carroll, Poe,
Frost, Eliot DramaShakespeare's Romeo and Juliet,
The Outsiders

Romeo and Juliet, the Odyssey,
An Ancient Gesture, Siren Song,
Three Skeleton Key, Beyond the
Chocolate War

the Odyessey, Three Skeleton
Key, The Red-Headed League, The
is a Longing, Pecos Bill: The
Cyclone, A Celebration of
Grandfathers, On Summer, Single
Room Earth View, A Lincoln
Preface

Make predictions, Author's
purpose, Plot, Point of View,
Theme, Writing a memoir,
Sentence parts(sujects, predicate,
objects)

Making inferencs, Cause/Effect,
Conflict, Setting,
Characterization, Cause/Effect
essay, Narrative writing,
Grammar(phrases and clauses)

Paraphrasing, Figurative
language, Sound Devices,
Imagery, Descriptive essay,
Responding to Literature,
Connotation and Denotation,
Writing effective sentences

Summarizing, Drawing
conclusions, Dialogue, Irony,
Tragedy and Comedy, Writing
Compare/Contrast essay, Verb
usage and pronoun usage

Main idea, Evaluate persuasion,
Author's style, Expository essay,
Speech writing, Letter writing,
Root words, Multiple Meanings

Vocabulary quiz, selection test,
weekly writng questions,
monthly writng prompts, weekly
grammar quizzes

Vocabulary quiz, selection test,
weekly writing questions,
monthly writing prompts,
research project, weekly grammar
quizzes

Vocabulary quiz, selection test,
weekly writing questions,
monthly writing prompts,
quarterly book report, weekly
grammar quizzes

Vocabulary quiz, selection tests,
weekly writing questions,
monthly writing prompts,
quarterly book report, weekly
grammar quizzes, Shakespeare
web quest

Vocaulary quiz, selection test,
weekly writing questions,
monthly writing prompts,
quarterly book report, weekly
grammar quizzes

1.1.9 A, 1.1.9B, 1.1.9C, 1.1.9D,
1.1.9E, 1.2.9A, 1.2.9C, 1.2.9D,
1.2.9E, 1.3.9A, 1.3.9B, 1.3.9C,
1.3.9D, 1.4.9A, 1.5.9A, 1.5.9B,
1.5.9C, 1.5.9D, 1.5.9E, 1.5.9F,

1.1.9 A, 1.1.9B, 1.1.9C, 1.1.9D,
1.1.9E, 1.2.9A, 1.2.9C, 1.2.9D,
1.2.9E, 1.3.9A, 1.3.9B, 1.3.9C,
1.3.9D, 1.4.9A, 1.5.9A, 1.5.9B,
1.5.9C, 1.5.9D, 1.5.9E, 1.5.9F,

1.1.9 A, 1.1.9B, 1.1.9C, 1.1.9D,
1.1.9E, 1.2.9A, 1.2.9C, 1.2.9D,
1.2.9E, 1.3.9A, 1.3.9B, 1.3.9C,
1.3.9D, 1.4.9A, 1.5.9A, 1.5.9B,
1.5.9C, 1.5.9D, 1.5.9E, 1.5.9F,

1.1.9 A, 1.1.9B, 1.1.9C, 1.1.9D,
1.1.9E, 1.2.9A, 1.2.9C, 1.2.9D,
1.2.9E, 1.3.9A, 1.3.9B, 1.3.9C,
1.3.9D, 1.4.9A, 1.5.9A, 1.5.9B,
1.5.9C, 1.5.9D, 1.5.9E, 1.5.9F,

1.1.9 A, 1.1.9B, 1.1.9C, 1.1.9D,
1.1.9E, 1.2.9A, 1.2.9C, 1.2.9D,
1.2.9E, 1.3.9A, 1.3.9B, 1.3.9C,
1.3.9D, 1.4.9A, 1.5.9A, 1.5.9B,
1.5.9C, 1.5.9D, 1.5.9E, 1.5.9F,

September/October

November/December

January

February

March/April

May/June

Recognize and appreciate fiction
and nonfict'1on as literary form

Recognize and appreciate the
short story as a literary genre

Recognize and appreciate poetry
as a literary genre

Recognize and appreciate drama
as a literary genre

Recognize and appreciate themes Recognize and appreciate
in various literary genres
nonfiction as a literary genre

Read and analyze a variety of
fiction and nonfiction

Read and analyze a variety of
short stories

Read and analyze a variety of
poems

Read and analyze a variety of
dramatic literature

Read and analyze a variety of
genres

Read and anaylze a variety of
essays, articles, and speeches

Apply reading skills:

Apply reading skills:

Apply reading skills:

Apply reading skills: reread and
use text aids to summarize

Apply reading skills: Historical
and cultural contexts

Apply reading skills:

Ask questions to verify
predictions

Making inferences

Read fluently

Read in sentences to summarize

Use background and prior
knowledge to analyze

Main idea

Read ahead to verfiy predictions

use prior knowledge and
experience to make inferences

Read poems several times to
unlock meaning

Paraphrase/Draw conclusions

the influence of historical and
cultural context

Reread to identify main idea and
supporting details

Preview the text to look for
author's purpose

cause and effect

Paraphrase/break down long
sentences to paraphrase

Identify cause and effect

Generate questions to compare
and contrast characters

Analyze and evaluate an author's
argument

Pause and reflect to determine
the author's purpose

Visualize the action and analyze
cause and effect

Analyze literary elements:

Analyze literary elements:

Compare and contrast

Evaluate persuasion

Ananlyze literary elements:

Analyze literary elements:

Figurative language/Sound
devices

Dialogue and stage directions

Anaylze literary elements:

Analyze literary elements:

Narrative essay

Conflict

Narrative Poetry/Rhyme and
meter

Blank verse/Dramatic speeches

Epic hero

Author's style

Plot

Irony

Build vocabulary and vocabulary
concepts: Prefixes and suffixes

Dramatic irony

Epic simile

Expository essay

Voice

Characterization

Connotation and Denotation

Tragedy and motive

Protagonist and Antagonist

Persuasive essay

Character

Dialogue and dialect

Compare imagery

Comedy

Philosophical assumptions

Persuasive speech

Build vocabulary and vocabulary
concepts: Prefixes, Suffixes

Build vocabulary and vocabulary
concepts: prefixes, suffixes

Campa re forms of lyric poetry

Compare archetypal themes

Compare contemporary
interpretations

Compare biographical writing

Use a dictionary and thesaurus

use writing process to write a
variety of forms

use writing process to respond to
literature
Compare satire

Compare a tall tale and a myth

Compare humerus writing

Compare literary works

Critique the logic of functional
documents

Develop research and technology Build vocabulary and vocabulary
skills
concepts: Prefixes/Suffixes

Build vocabulary and vocabulary
concepts: Prefixes/suffixes

Compare point of view

Compare setting

Read informational materials:

Use writing process to create
cause/effect essay

Use the writing process to create
a comparison/contrast essay

Build vocabulary and vocabulary
concepts: words with multiple
m,:a~ninp.;;

Use writing process to create an
editorial

Compare theme
Develop listening and speaking
skills: dialogue, class discussions

Compare symbolism and allegory Follow technical directions
Develop listening and speaking
skills: oral presentations, class
rH..:rll~::.~::.innc;;

Paraphrase to determine the
main idea

Develop listening and speaking
skills:

Anaylze primary sources

Evaluate the credibilty of a
historical speech

Staged performance, class
discussions

Develop listening andspeaking
skills: compare media coverage

Develop listening and speaking
skills: panel discussion

September/October

November/December

January/February

March/April

May/June

Essential
Questions

Is there a difference between
reality and truth

Can progress be made without
conflict?

To what extent does experience
determine what we perceive?

What kind of knowledge changes
our lives? Can anyone be a hero?

Topics

The Monkey's Paw, Swimming to
Antarctica, Marian Anderson,
Tepeyac, Contents of the Dead
Man's Pocket, Like the Sun, The
Open Window, The Call of the
Wild

A Visit to Grandmother, There
will Come Soft Rains, One
Thousand Dollars, By the Waters
of Babylon, Civil Peace, The
Masque of the Red Death, The
Leader in the Mirror, White Fang

Does all communication serve a
positive purpose?
The Bridegroom, The Guitar, The
Fish, Danny Deever, The Walking,
Sonnet 18, One cannot ask
loneliness, Was it that I went to
sleep, Fear, The Bean Eaters, How
to React to Familiar Faces,
Conscientious Objector, Pride,
Tell all the Truth but tell it Slant,
Meeting at Night, The Kraken,
Reapers,

Antigone, The Tragedy of Julius
Caesar, Research Project, This
Side of Paradise

Prometheus and the First People,
The Ophan Boy and the Elk Dog,
Cupid and Psyche, Don Quixote,
The Spider and the Wasp, The Sun
Parlor, Compass lntrusction, GPS
Guide,

Competencies

Making predictions using prior
knowledge, Asking questions,
Cause and Effect, Analyze
structure and format, Evaluate
sources, Plot and foreshadowing,
Author's prespective, Author's
purpose, Comparing style,
Conflict and resolution,
Comparing irony and paradox,
Writing autobiogrpahical
narrative, Cause/Effect essay

Making inferences, Using prior
knowledge, Drawing conculsions,
Recognizing key details, Identify
patterns, Paraphrase, Analyze
texts to extend ideas, Character
and characterization, setting,
Comparing points of view,
Theme, Symbolism and Allegory,
Comapring Tone, Writing
narrative, Problem/Solution

Using text aides, Paraphrasing,
Paraphrase, Picture the Imagery, Analyzing imagery, Reading
Preview, Make predictions, Make between the lines, Comparing
generalizations, The speaker in
characters, Greek tradegy,
poetry, Poetic forms, cam paring Protagonist and antagonist,
tone and mood, Figurative
Dramatic speeches, Internal and
language, Sound devices,
external conflict, Tragic heroes,
Comapring theme, Writing
Chomparing Universal themes,
descriptive essay, Responding to Writing a research paper,
Literature
reflective essay

Summarizing, Distiunguish
between fact and opinion, Follow
and critique technical directions,
Evaluating persuasive techniques,
Expository essay, comparing
humorous writing, comparing
author's purpose, Analyze cultural
context, Identify details, Draw
conclusions, Myths, Epic Hero,
Legends, Parody, Commparing
themes of the world

Assessment

Comprehension quizzes,
vocabulary practice, grammar
practice, weekly writing prompts,
monthly writing prompts

Comprehension quizzes,
vocabulary practice, grammar
practice, weekly writing prompts,
monthly writing prompts

Comprehension quizzes,
vocabulary practice, grammar
practice, weekly writing prompts,
monthly writing prompts

Comprehension quizzes,
vocabulary practice, grammar
practice, weekly writing prompts,
research paper

Comprehension quizzes,
vocabulary practice, grammar
practice, weekly writing prompts,
monthly writing prompts

Standards

1.1.10A, 1.1.10B, 1.1.10C, 1.1.10D,
1.1.10E, 1.2.10A, 1.2.10B, 1.2.10C,
1.2.10D, 1.2.10E, 1.3.10A, 1.3.10B,
1.3.10C, 1.3.10D, 1.1.10A, 1.5.10A,
1.5.10B, 1.5.10C, .1.5.10D, 1.5.10E,
1.5.10F, 1.6.10, 1.7.10

1.1.10A, 1.1.10B, 1.1.10C, 1.1.10D,
1.1.10E, 1.2.10A, 1.2.10B, 1.2.10C,
1.2.10D, 1.2.10E, 1.3.10A, 1.3.10B,
1.3.10C, 1.3.10D, 1.1.10A, 1.5.10A,
1.5.10B, 1.5.10C, .1.5.10D, 1.5.10E,
1.5.10F, 1.6.10, 1.7.10

1.1.10A, 1.1.10B, 1.1.10C, 1.1.10D,
1.1.10E, 1.2.10A, 1.2.10B, 1.2.10C,
1.2.10D, 1.2.10E, 1.3.10A, 1.3.10B,
1.3.10C, 1.3.10D, 1.1.10A, 1.5.10A,
1.5.10B, 1.5.10C, .1.5.10D, 1.5.10E,
1.5.10F, 1.6.10, 1.7.10

1.1.10A, 1.1.10B, 1.1.10C, 1.1.10D,
1.1.10E, 1.2.10A, 1.2.10B, 1.2.10C,
1.2.10D, 1.2.10E, 1.3.10A, 1.3.10B,
1.3.10C, 1.3.10D, 1.1.10A, 1.5.10A,
1.5.10B, 1.5.10C, .1.5.10D, 1.5.10E,
1.5.10F, 1.6.10, 1.7.10, 1.8.10A,
1.8.10B, 1.8.10C, 1.9.10A, 1.9.10B

1.1.10A, 1.1.10B, 1.1.10C, 1.1.10D,
1.1.10E, 1.2.10A, 1.2.10B, 1.2.10C,
1.2.10D, 1.2.10E, 1.3.10A, 1.3.10B,
1.3.10C, 1.3.10D, 1.1.10A, 1.5.10A,
1.5.10B, 1.5.10C, .1.5.10D, 1.5.10E,
1.5.10F, 1.6.10, 1.7.10

September/October
Making predictions, Using Prior
Knowledge, Asking questions
Cause and Effect, Reflect on Key
Details

November/December

January/February

March/April

Making Inferences, Use your own
prior knowledge and experience

Paraphrase: Picture the Imagery,
Break down the long sentences

Summarizing and taking notes

Drawing conclusions

Make predictions, looking for
purpose, make generalizations

Using text aides

Analyze structure and format

Recognizing key details

Evaulate sources
Plot and foreshadowing
Author's perspective
Comparing style
Conflict and resolution

Identify patterns
Analyze text to extend ideas
Paraphrase
Character and Characterization
Setting

The speaker in poetry
Poetic forms
Comparing tone and mood
Figurative Language
Sound Devices
Comparing theme

Author's purpose

Comparing points of view

Vocabulary prefixes and roots

Comparing Irony and Paradox

Theme

Grammar- direct/indirect objects

Paraphrasing
Analyze Imagery
Reading between the lines
Compare and Contrast characters
Synthesize: connecting ideas
Protagonist/Antagonist
Greek Tragedies /Shakespeare's
Tradegies
Comparing Universal and Cultural
themes

Vocabulary prefixes and roots

Symbolism and Allegory

Grammar- adverbs/adjectives

Blank verse/Dramatice Speeches

Grammar- nouns/prounouns
The writing process

Comparing tone
Vocabulary prefixes and roots
Grammar- verbs/subject-verb
agreement

The Writing process
Writing descriptive essay
Writing analytical repsonse to
literature
Develop listening and speaking
skills: dialogue, class discussions

External and Internal conflict
Comparing character motivation

Writing autobiographical narrative
Writing Cause/Effect Essay
Develop listening and speaking
skills: dialogue, class discussions

The writing process
Writing a short story
Writing problem/solution essay
Group discussion skills

Tragic heros
Vocabulary prefixes, suffixes, and
roots
Grammar- prepositional phrases,
participles and gerunds
Writing research paper
Dramatic reading/group discussion

May/June
Analyze cultural context, generate
questions, acquire background
knowledge
Compare worldviews, identify details,
draw conclusions,
Critique generalizations and evidence
Myths, epics and epic heros
Comparing narrative patterns
Legends and legendary heros
Comparing themes and parody
Distinguish between fact and opinion
Persuasive techniques
Follow and critique technical
directions
Vocabulary prefixes, suffixes, and
roots
Grammar- simple and compound
sentences
Writing a myth
Writing: persuasive essay
Writing com par and contrast essay
Develop listening and speaking skills:
dialogue, class discussions

September/October (1600-1800)

Essential
Questions

November/December (1800·1855)

people basically Good? Who has the right to rule?

What is the relationship between literature and
place? How does literature shape or reflect
society? Does everyone have a "Dark Side"?
Where do people look for truth?

The Earth on Turtle's Back, When Grizzlies Walked
Upright, The Iroquois Constitution, A Journey Through
Texas, Of Plymouth Plantation, To My Dear and Loving
Husband, Sinners In the Hands of an Angry God, Speech
in the Virginia Convention, Speech In the Convention,
The Declaration of Independence, Benjamin Franklin
Autiobiography, Poor Richard's Almanack, The Life of
Oloadah Equiano, Letter fron the President's House,
Floor Plan of the President's House, The Scarlet Letter

The Devil and Tom Walker, Commission of
Meriwether Lewis, Crossing the Great Divide, The
Song of Hiawatha, Old Ironsides, The Tide Rises,
The Tide Falls, The Minister's Black Veil, The Fall of
the House of Usher, The Raven, Poerty of
Emerson, Thoreau, Dickinson, Whitman, Moby
Dick

What is the relationship between literature and place?
How does literature shape or reflect society? Are

January/February (1855-1870)

March/April (1870-1910)

Mary Chestnut's Civil War, A Conferderate Account
of the Battle of Gettysburg, Black Boy, My Bondage
and My Freedom, The Gettysburg Address, Cold
Mountain, Soujner Truth, The Notourious Jumping
Frog of Calaveras County, To Build a Fire, The Story
Topics
of an Hour, Lucinda Matlock, Richard Bone,
Analyze story patterns and organization, Generating
questions, Applying background knowledge, Setting
Establish purpose for reading, Analyze Philosophical
Evaluate the influence of historical period,
a purpose, Identify relevant facts and details, Clarify
1
Identify author s purpose, Summarization,
and Interpret, Predict, Analyze Philosophical
Assumptions and Beliefs, Paraphrasing, Using context
clues, Analyze cause and effect, Summarization, Analyze Drawing Inferences, Comparing gothic literature, arguments, Comparing and Contrasting, Point of
author's perspective, Author's purpose, Metaphor,
Characterization, Parable, Symbol, Meter, Identify view, Author's purpose, Biblical allusions, Allegory,
Rhetorical devices, Exporlation Narratives, Slave
relevant details, Question the text, Flguartlve
Humor, Irony, Rhyme scheme, Characterization,
Vocabulary roots, prefixes, suffixes, GrammarNarratives, Autobiogrpahy, Origin Myths, Sermons,
language, Theme, Author's style, Vocabulary
Vocabulary roots, prefixes, sufixes, Grammarroots, prefixes, suffixes, Grammar- participles,
Misplaced and dangling modifiers, Introductory
gerunds, and Infinitives, adjective and adverb
phrases, Writing refelctlve essay, Compare/Contrast
coordinating conjunctions, autobiographical writing,
Competencies Cause/Effect essay
clauses, Writing poetry, Comparative Essay
Essay
Comprehension quizzes, vocabulary practice, grammar Comprehension quizzes, vocabulary practice,
Comprehension quizzes, vocabulary practice,
practice, weekly writing prompts, monthly writing
grammar practice, weekly writing prompts,
grammar practice, weekly writing prompts, monthly
Assessment
prompts
monthly writing prompts
writing prompts
Standards

May/June (1910· present)

What is the relationship between literature
and place? How does literature shape or
reflect society? Can ideals survive
catastrophe? What drives human behavior?
Are we responsible for the whole world?
Hiroshima, The Death of the Ball Turret
The Love Song of J.Aifred Prufrock, The Red
Gunner, The Battle of the Easy Chair, Backing
Wheelbarrow, The Great Figure, Winter Dreams,
the Attack, The Life You Save May Be Your
Own, The First Seven Years, Mirror, Courage,
Migrant Mother, Dust Bowl Blues, In Another
Country, Ambush, The Jilting of Granny Weatherall, Cuttings, The Rockplle, Inaugural Address, A
A Worn Path, The Night the Ghost Got In, Stopping Raisin In the Sun, Good Night and Good luck,
by Woods on a Snowy Evening, Mending Wall, The Everyday Use, Everything Stuck to Him, The
Negro Speaks of Rivers, Dream Variations, For My Secret, The Gift, Urban Renewal, Playing for
Children, The Tropics In New York, From the Dark
the Fighting Sixty~Ninth, The Woman
Tower, Dust Tracks on a Road, The Great Gats by
Warrior, The Names
Drawing conclusions, Characterization,
Summarization, Author's purpose, Identify
Main idea and details, Making predictions,
Draw Inferences, Analyze symbolism, Evaluate
Comparing and Contrasting, Asking
structure, Paraphrase, Clarify ambiguity, Analyze
questions, Analyze sensory details, Applying
cause/effect, Analyze author's purpose, Evaluate
background knowledge, Figurative language,
validity and reliability, Dramatice monologue,
Setting and Symbol, Vocabulary roots,
Imagery, Characters, Poetic devices, Poetic forms, prefixes, suffixes, Grammar- using
Conflict, Satire, Tone, Author's style, Vocabulary
transitional expressions, avoiding sentence
roots, prefrixes, suffixes, Grammar- subject/verb fragments, Writing narrative essay, Writing a
agreement, Writing research project
letter
Comprehension quizzes, vocabulary practice,
Comprehension quizzes, vocabulary practice,
grammar practice, weekly writing prompts,
grammar practice, weekly writing prompts,
monthly writing prompts, research project
monthly writing prompts

What is the relationship between literature and
What is the relationship between literature and
place? How does literature shape or reflect
place? How does literature shape or reflect society? society? Why are there "have" and "have-nets"?
Is anything worth dying for? Why do we break rules? Does the universe care?

September/October
Establish purpose for reading

November /December
Evaluate the influnce of historical
period

January/February
Analyze story's pattern and
organization

Analyze philosophical
assumptions and beliefs

Identify writer's purpose

March/ Ap ri I
Engaging your senses

May/June
Analyze the writer's political
assumptions

Generate questions

Drawing inferences

Draw conclusions

Recognize signal words

Summarize

Apply background knowledge

Breaking down long sentences

Characterization

Setting a purpose

Dramatic monologues and
allusions
Imagery

Origin myths

Drawing inferences

Identify relevant facts and details

Conflict resolution

Political documents

Parable and Symbol

Point of view

Setting and plot

Implied theme and plot
Grotesque characters and
characterization
Figurative language and
metaphor

Characters

Sound devices, repetition and
parallelism

Plot and dramatic exposition

Author's purpose

Identify relevant details,
Spirituals, Biblical Allusions, and
determine the essential message
Allegory

Summarize

Exploration narratives

Symbol and theme

Diaries and Journals

Paraphrasing

Figurative Language
Author's style, Figurative
expression, methaphor, analogy

Diction

Analyze patterns of Symbolism
and Allegory
Analyze philosophical arguments

Clarify, interpret, and predict

Poetic devices, tone, satire

Characterization and Irony

Metaphor

Epic poetry

Analyze author's philosophical
assumptions

Identifying with characters

Draw inference's about author's
beliefs

Sermons

Word analysis

Analyze effect of historical period

Clarify sequence of events

Reflective essays

Vocabulary roots

Generate questions, make
predictions

Memoirs
Word analysis- root words

Using context clues

Tragedy and allegory

Analyze word choice

Antonyms and synonyms

Rhetorical devices and persuasion

Multiple meaning words

Analogies

Analyze cause and effect

Analyze cause and effect

Connotation and denotation

Word analysis

Analogies

Summarization
Identify main idea and the
essential message

Adjective and adverb clauses
Comparative and Superlative
adjectives and adverbs
Participles, gerunds, and
infinitives
Writing poetry

Fixing misplaced and dangling
modifiers
Introductory phrases and clauses

Analogies and context clues

Writing a reflective essay

Pronoun-antecedent agreement

Synonyms and Antonyms
Grammar- using active and
passive voice

Writing a compare/contrast essay

Writing a character analysis

Using transitional phrases

Writng a research paper

Writing a narrative

Analyzing a writer's perspective
Vocabulary roots

Coordinating conjunctions,
correlative conjunctions,
subordinating conjunctions
Autobiographical writing
Cause/effect essay

Writing comparative essay

Writing a letter

Essential
Questions

May/June
January/February
March/April
What is the relationship between
What is the relationship between
What is the relationship between
What is the relationship between
What is the relationship between
literature and place? What can fix
literature and place? What can people
literature and place? What makes a
literature and place? Should Religion Society's problems? Can science tell us learn from nature? Is emotion stronger literature and place? When is progress
be tied to Politics? Why is Love so
true hero? Who really shapes society?
a problem? Can values be imposed?
how to Jive? What topics are
tha nreason? When is ordinary
Does fate control our lives? Can people
Complicated? What is the Ideal
extrordinary? How does war change What does is mean to be Modern? How
Newsworthy? What is a woman's role
live up to high ideals?
Society? Why do people Seek Power?
important is culture?
our values?
in public life?

Topics

To a Mouse, To a Louse, The Lamb, The
A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning, Tyger, Ode to My Suit, The World is Too
Holy Sonnet 10, On My First Son, Still to Much With Us, Invitation to the Voyage,
The Seafarer, The Wanderer, The Wife's
Lament, Gilgamesh, Beowulf, The
Sonnets(3S, 39, 19, 116), The Pass'lonate Be Neat, To His Coy Mistress, To the
Jade Flower Palace, The Rime of the
Canterbury Tales(The Prologue, The Shepard to his Love, The Sermon on the Virgins to Make Much of Time, Sonnet
Ancient Mariner, Ode to the West
VII, Sonnet XIX, The Devine Comedy:
Pardoner's Tale, The Wife of Bath's
Mount, The Parable of the Prodigal
Wind, To a Skylark, Ode to a
Scm, The Tragedy of Macbeth, Don
Inferno, The Diary, A Modest Proposal, Nightingale, Speech in Favor of Reform,
Tale), Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,
Quixote
Ivanhoe
The Rape of the Lock, Paradise Lost
Speech against Reform, Frankenstein

September/October

November/December

Competencies

Understand historical contexct,
Understand historical context,
Characteristics of Shakespearean
Characteristics of an Epic, Elements of
tragedy, Figurative language, Imagery,
Old English poetry, Characterization,
Irony, Satire, Making inferences,
Sonnets, Ryhme, Metaphysical
conceits, Making arguments, Write
monitoring comprehension, Compare/
caause/effect essay, Sensory imagery
Contrast essay, Grammar- adjectives
and verbs, Vocabulary -latin roots,
in writing, Construct formal language,
Vocabulary- word origins,
multiple meaning words

Assessment

Comprehension quizzes, vocabulary
practice, grammar practice, weekly
writing prompts, monthly writing
prompts

Standards

1.1.12.A, 1.1.12B, 1.1.12C, 1.1.12D,
1.1.12E, 1.2.12A, 1.2.12B, 1.2.12C,
1.2.12D, 1.2.12E, 1.3.12A,
1.3 .12 B,l.3 .12C, 1.3 .12D, 1.4.12A,
1.5.12A, 1.5.12B, 1.5.12C, 1.5.12D,
1.5.12E, 1.5.12F, 1.6.12A, 1.6.12B,
1.7.12A, 1.9.12

Comprehension quizzes, vocabulary
practice, grammar practice, weekly
writing prompts, monthly writing
prompts
1.1.12.A, 1.1.12B, 1.1.12C, 1.1.12D,
1.1.12E, 1.2.12A, 1.2.12B, 1.2.12C,
1.2.12D, 1.2.12E, 1.3.12A,
1.3.12B,l.3.12C, 1.3.12D, 1.4.12A,
1.5.12A, 1.5.12B, 1.5.12C, 1.5.12D,
1.5.12E, 1.5.12F, 1.6.12A, 1.6.12B,
1.7.12A, 1.9.12

Growing up in Colonial Jamaica, My Last
Duchess, Life in a Love, An Upheaval,
The Window at Windsor,
Remembrance, When you are old, The
Wind Swans at Coole, Journey of the
Magi, The Hollow Men, The Lady in the
Looking Glass: a Reflection, The Lagoon,
Shooting an Elephant

Understand historical context,
Understand historical context,
Neoclassicism as literary style, Satirical
Characteristics of Realism, Point of
Characteristics of Romanticism, Forms view, Theme, Setting, Mood and Tone,
writing, Author's purpose, Making
Making inferences, Drawing
of Poetry, Stanza structure, Rhythmic
inferencs, Drawing conclusions,
Proposition and support, Analyze
patterns in poetry, Sound devices,
conclusions, Making generalizations,
Main idea and supporting details,
arguments, Write a persuasive essay,
Figurative language, Imagery,
Persuasive techniques, Write a
Paraphrasing, Literary criticism, Write a
Grammar- subordinate clauses,
biographical essay, Vocabulary -literal
reflective essay, Personification,
parallelism, Vocabulary- knowledge of
Writing a research paper
affixes, Using a dictionary
and figurative word meanings
Comprehension quizzes, vocabulary
practice, grammar practice, weekly
writing prompts, monthly writing
prompts
1.1.12.A, 1.1.12B, 1.1.12C, 1.1.12D,
1.1.12E, 1.2.12A, 1.2.128, 1.2.12C,
1.2.12D, 1.2.12E, 1.3.12A,
1.3.128,1.3.12C, 1.3.12D, 1.4.12A,
1.4.12C, 1.5.12A, 1.5.128, 1.5.12C,
1.5.12D, 1.5.12E, l.S.12F, 1.6.12A,
1.6.128, 1.7.12A, 1.9.12

Comprehension quizzes, vocabulary
practice, grammar practice, weekly
writing prompts, monthly writing
prompts, Research project
1.1.12.A, 1.1.12B, 1.1.12C, 1.1.12D,
1.1.12E, 1.2.12A, 1.2.128, 1.2.12C,
1.2.12D, 1.2.12E, 1.3.12A,
1.3.12B,1.3.12C, 1.3.12D, 1.4.12A,
1.4.128, 1.5.12A, 1.5.128, l.S.12C,
1.5.12D, 1.5.12E, 1.5.12F, 1.6.12A,
1.6.12B, 1.7.12A, 1.8.12A, 1.8.128,
1.8.12C, 1.9.12

Comprehension quizzes, vocabulary
practice, grammar practice, weekly
writing prompts, monthly writing
prompts
1.1.12.A, 1.1.128, 1.1.12C, 1.1.12D,
1.1.12E, 1.2.12A, 1.2.128, 1.2.12C,
1.2.12D, 1.2.12E, 1.3.12A,
1.3.128,1.3.12C, 1.3.12D, 1.4.12A,
1.5.12A, 1.5.128, 1.5.12C, 1.5.12D,
1.5.12E, 1.5.12F, 1.6.12A, 1.6.12B,
1.7.12A, 1.9.12

September/October

November/December

Use adjectives and verb to create
imagery

Write a cause/effect essay

January/February
March/April
May/June
Identify and analyze characteristics of Understand the historical and cultural
Understand the historical context of
Understand historical context
Understand histroical context
the Restoration and 18th Century
Romanticism
context of the Victorian era
Understand cultural influences of Anglo- Understand cultural influences of the Identify and analyze neoclassicism as a
Identify and analyze characteristics of
Understand form and meaning in
literary style
Saxon and medieval periods
poetry
Renaissance
realism and naturalism
Analyze characteristics of an epic and a Identify and analyze characteristics of Identify, analyze, and interpret satire, Identify, analyze, and compare stanza
Identify and analyze point of view
medieval romance
Shakespearean tragedy
including Horation and Juvenalism
structure
Identify and analyze elements of Old
Interpret figurative language:
Analyze the influence of historical
Identify and analyze rhythmic patterns
Identify and analyze setting and theme
English poetry
hyperbole, simile, metaphor,
context on satirical writing
in poetry
Identify and analyze sound devices:
Identify and analyze character traits
alliteration, consonance, assonance,
and methods of characterization
Analyze imagery
Identify and analyze author's purpose
Identify and analyze speaker
and onomatopoeia
Identify and analyze sonnets, including
Identify and analyze figurative
Identify and anlyze imagery, symbol,
Shakespearean, Petrarachan, and
language: metaphor, simile, and
Make inferences
tone, mood, and irony
Identify and analyze irony and satire
Spenserian
apostrophe
Identify and analyze rhyme, including
Make inferences
Identify and interpret imagery
Draw conclusions
Making inferences
rhyme scheme and end rhyme
Identify and analyze propostion and
Draw conclusions and make
Interpret metaphysical conceits
Monitor understadning of older works
Visualize imagery in poetry
support
generalizations
Analyze an argument, including claim,
Analyze primary sources and synthesize
Paraphrase complex structure to
Identify and summarize main ideas
information
Analyze and evaluate an argument
support, and counterargument
enhance comprehension
Analyze literary criticism, including
Write a comparison- contrast essay
Write a persuasive essay
Summarize key ideas in poetry
Write a biographical narrative
author's position and support

Use participles and participial phrases
effectively
Create strong sensory images in writing
Construct formal language by using
Understand the historical development appropriate vocabulary and sentence
of the English language
structure
Use knowledge of Latin roots to help
determine word meaning

Analyze visual techniques that create
mood

Use context to determine meaning of
multple-meaning words

Discriminate between connotative and
denotative meanings of words

Use subordinate clauses to add
description

Write a reflective essay

Use parrellelism to add emphasis

Write a research paper

Use verbs and modifiers to add sensory
details
Use context clues and affixes to help
determine the menaing of unfamiliar
words

Use content and knowledge of affixes
to determine the meaning of words

Use personification to create effective
imagery

Distinguish between literal and
figurative meanings of words

Use dictionary entries to determine
usage, pronounciation, and precise
meaning of words

Understand historical development of
the English language

Use knowledge of word parts to help
determine word menaing

c
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1-8 Math Scope and sequence

1
2

2nd Grade
Number recognition: 1-1,000, 1,001-10,000
Concept recognition: 1-1,000, 1,001-10,000

3rd Grade

4th Grade

Place value: ones, tens, hundreds, thousands, money

Place value
• Whole numbers to the 100 millions' place

• Forward by twenty-fives

Counting
• By ones
• By tens, fives, and twos to 100

• From dictation to the thousands' place
• From number words
Roman numerals

• By threes from 3 to 36

• By threes to 36

• Value of I, V, X, L, C, D, M

• Tally marks
• Roman numerals 1-10

• By fours to 48

• Counting: 1-30

• Value of l, V, X, L, C, D, M
• Rules for forming Roman numerals

• By twenty-fives to 300

Number sentences

Number sentences

• Money
• Ordinal numbers 1-10, 11-20

• Continue counting patterns
Writing numbers

• With unknowns

• With unknowns

• By even and odd numbers

• By ones
• By tens, fives, and twos to 1,000

• Greater/less than
• Order of operations {parentheses)

Even/odd numbers

1st Grade
Number recognition: 1-100, 101-1,000

Concept recognition: 1-100, 101-1,000

Counting
• Forward and backward by ones, twos, fives, and tens

Writing numbers
• By ones to 100; to 1,000
Numbers

• By tens to 100; to 1,000

• By threes to 36
• By fours to 48

• By fives to 100; to 1,000

Comparing

• By twos to 100; to 1,000

• Before/after: by ones, twos, fives, tens, threes, fours
• Number words: use of one-twelve; thirteen, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty,

• By threes to 36

Writing numbers

• Decimals to the thousandths' place
Writing numbers: from dictation to the 100 millions' place

Roman numerals

• Order of operations (parentheses)
Estimating: product, quotient, divisor

sixty, seventy, eighty, ninety, one hundred
Place value

• Words one-twelve
Comparing

• Ones, tens, hundreds, thousands, ten thou-.sands, hundred thousands,

• Greater/less, greatest/least
• Before/after: by ones, tens, twos, and fives
• Using the symbols> and< to show greater than and less than

money
• Round to the nearest dollar
• Round to the nearest ten
Roman numerals: 1-12, 13-30: counting and value

Place value
Understanding hundreds, tens, and ones
Ordering four numbers; Addition with carrying

3
Number famtlies

• 1-18: mixed order

• Add on 0, 1, and 2

• 1-18: mixed order

Timed mastery

• Add doubles and doubles plus one

Timed mastery

Terms: addend, sum

Timed mastery
Missing terms

Addition terminology
Timed mastery

Terms: addend, sum

Missing sign
Word problems

Missing number

Word problems: oral, written

Word problems: oral, written

Missing sign

Money
Adding coins: oral and written
Doubles

Mental arithmetic

Word problems

• Problems with up to 5 single-digit numbers
• Problems with double-digit addend with carrying

• Clue words: in all, altogether, how many, how much, both, total, more (In multipllca-.tion, and division up to 7 numbers
Carrying: to any position
a statement)

Writing addition number sentences

Estimate sums

Money: adding

Addends

• Dimes and pennies

• Two-/three-digit problems without carrying

Carrying
• To tens'/hundreds' places In 2-digit problems
• To tens'/hundreds' places in 3-digit problems

Carrying: two- and three-digit numbers with car-.rying to the tens' and

• To thousands' place in 3- and 4-digit problems

• Any combination of half dollars, quarters, dimes, nickels, and/or pennies

hundreds' places

• Horizontal problems with carrying

by con-.verting to cents

Mental arithmetic
• Problems with up to five single-digit numbers
• Problems combining single-digit addition and subtraction up to three

Money: add dollars and cents

Principles: concept of commutative principle, associative principle
Mental arithmetic: problems combining addition, subtraction,

• Nickels and pennies
• Dimes, nickels1 and pennies

multiplication, and division up to five numbers
Carrying: to any place value

numbers

Checking: by addition
Addends: column addition
Averaging
Fractions
Measures

4

Number families

Number families: 1-18
• Horizontaljvertical form

• Oral or written
Addition "twins" (concept of commutative principle)

• Column addition with up to five single-digit addends
Addition

Symbols: t.

Number families: 1-10, 11-18
• Horizontal/vertical form

---------

----

--

-----

Money
Mental arithmetic: problems combining addition, subtraction,

Checking: by addition
Addends: column addition
Averaging
Fractions: with common/uncommon denominators
Measures
Decimals

A

c

B

Number families

Number families

Number families: 1-18

• Vertical/horizontal form
• Subtract o, 1, 2, all of a number, and half of a number

• 1-18: mixed order

• Vertical/horizontal form

Timed mastery

1-18: mixed order
Timed mastery

• Written and oral

Subtraction terminology

Timed mastery

Timed mastery

Missing number
Missing sign

Missing sign
Mental arithmetic: problems combining subtraction,

Mental arithmetic: problems com-.binlng subtraction, addl-.tion,
multiplication, and division up to 5 numbers
Subtracting: with any number of digits, money
Word problems
• Clue words: how many (much) more, have left, less, fewer, how much
change
Terms: minuend, subtrahend, difference
Borrowing
• From any whole number in any position,
• With any number of zeros in the minuend
Checking: by addition
Fractions
Measures
Number sentences
• With unknowns
• With greater/less than
• Order of operations

addition, multiplication, and
division up to 7 numbers
Word problems
Terms: minuend, subtrahend, difference
Borr.owing: from a whole number or zero in
any position
Money and measures
Number sentences
With unknowns
Order of operations
Checking: by addition
Fractions: with common/uncommon
denominator
Decimals

Multiplication tables: 0-5, 6-12
Word problems
• Clue words: twice, times as many, per
Principles: concept of commutative/associative principle
Timed mastery
Terms: factor, product, partial product
Missing number
Missing sign
Mental arithmetic: problems combining muitipllca-.tion, division, addition,
and subtraction up to 5

Facts: 0-12 tables
Word problems
Timed mastery
Terms: factor, product, partial product
Missing sign
Mental arithmetic: problems combining
multiplication,
division, addition
and subtraction up to 7 numbers
Multiplying: with 1, 2, or 3 digits
Carrying
Checking: by reversing factors
Number sentences
With unknowns
Order of operations (parentheses)
Money
Factors
Factoring
Finding common factors, greatest
common factor
Fractions
Using cancellation
Multiplying fractions with whole/
mixed numbers
Estimation of product

Word problem: oral, written

Mental arithmetic: prob-.lems combining

slngle~digit

addition and

Mental arithmetic: problems combining single·and double·digit sub-

subtraction up to 3 numbers
Subtracting: one-digit problems, twowand three-digit problems without
borrowing
Word problems: oral, written

traction and addition
Subtraction
• No borrowing: two, three, four digits
Borrowing
• From the tens' place in 2-, 3-, and 4-digit prob-.lems
• From the hundreds, place in 3- and 4-digit prob-.lems
• From the thousands' place in 3- and 4-digit prob-.lems
• With zeros in the minuend
Money: subtract dollars and cents

Building blocks
• Repeated addition
• Objects to multiply
• Counting by tens, fives, twos, threes
Concept of multiplication
Writing a multiplication fact

Building blocks: counting by tens, fives, twos, threes, fours
Word problems: oral, written
Terms: factor, product

s

Multiply
By 1

• ByO
• Tables, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
• Find missing factor
Multiple combinations
Multiplication "twins" (concept of commutative principle)

Multiplying

• With any number of digits in first factor
• With up to 2 digits in a second factor
Carrying
• To the tens', hundreds', and thousands' places
• In problems with a 2-diglt multiplier
Checking: by reversing fac-.tors
Number sentences
• With unknowns
• With greater/less than, order of operations (parentheses)

Multiplication

6

E

Number families: 1-18

Missing terms

Subtraction

D

Symbol:-

---··

A

Building blocks: dividing groups of objects
Symbols:+,
Word problems: oral, written
Term: quotient
Divide
By 1

Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Multiple combinations

Dlvison

Symbols:+,
Division tables: 1-5, 6-12
Word problems
• Clue words: divided equally, shared equally
Steps of division
Terms: dividend, divisor, quo-.tient
Missing number
Missing sign
Timed mastery
Mental arithmetic: problems combining division, multiplication, subtraction, and addition up to 5 digits
Divisors: 1 and 2 digits
Dividends: any number of digits, money
Remainders: writing the remainder as a frac-.tion
Checking: by multiplication
Money
Averaging
Number sentences
• With unknowns
• With greater/less than, order of operations (parentheses)

Division facts: 1-12 tables
Word problems
Steps of division
Terms: dividend, divisor, quotient
Missing sign
Timed mastery
Mental arithmetic: problems combining
division, multiplication, addition,
and subtraction up to 7 numbers
Divisor: 1 and 2 digits
Dividends: 1, 2, 3 digits or more
Remainders: written as a fraction
Checking: by multiplfcation
Money
Averaging
Number sentences
With unknowns
Order of operations (parentheses)
Estimating: quotients, divisors
Divisibilfty rules for dividing by 2, 3, 4,
5, 9,10

Building blocks: equal parts

Parts of a whole: one half, one fourth, one third

Parts of a whole: one half, one fourth, one third

Parts of a group: one half, one fourth, one third

Parts of a group: one half, one fourth, one third
Finding the fractional part of a whole number

Comparing: one half, one fourth, one third

Word problems: oral, written
Mixed numbers

Fractions

Parts of a whole: halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths, sevenths, eighths,
ninths, tenths, any frac-.tional part
Parts of a group: any frac-.tional part
Finding the fractional part of a whole number: with a mixed number as the
answer
Word problems
Timed mastery
Terms: numerator, denom-.inator
Reading/writing fractions
Number Hne
Types: equivalent, mixed, for a whole number
Reducing to lowest terms
Adding

With a common denoml-.nator
Mixed numbers with a common denominator
Subtracting
With a common denomi-.nator
Mixed numbers with a common denominator
Money: use of dollar sign and decimal point In addition
Align decimal points when adding and subtracting dollars and cents

Decimals

Money: use of dollar sign and decimal point In addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division

Parts of a whole/group
Word problems
Timed mastery
\Terms: numerator, denominator
Number words
Reading/writing fractions
Number Hne
Types
Proper, mixed, improper
Write as a whole or mixed number
Reducing
Finding least common denominator
Answers to lowest terms
Addition: with common/uncommon denominators
Subtraction: with common/uncommon denominators, with borrowing
Multiplication: using cancellation, with whole/mixed number
Equivalent fractions
Money
Decimal point
Reading/writing: writing a decimal as a fraction
Place value to the tenths', hundredths', thousandths' places
Addition/subtraction

A

D
Building blocks: oral word problems
Word problems

Addition, subtraction, money
Illustrating story problems
Creating story problems

Extra facts
Missing facts
Applications: Temperature, time, weight, length, money, number puzzles,
graphs, calendars, maps

Building blocks: oral word problems

Word problems

Word problems

Steps of problem-solving process
Addition, subtraction, mul-.tiplication, division, fractions, money, measures,
borrowing
clue words, one step, two and three steps, mixed operations
Steps of problem~solvlng process
Applications: puzzles, multiple combinations, time, length, money, weight,
!Applications: time, length, temperature, graphs, weight, fractions, money, Ifractions
recipes
Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, money, fractions, carrying,

Word Problems

Steps of problem-solving process

IAddition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, money, measures,
averages, decimals
Geometry: area, perimeter
Graphs, clue words
One, two, and three steps
Mixed operations
Estimating answers
Applications: fractions, length, weight, graphs, geometry

Problem
Solving and
Applications

10

Time
Clock: face, hour hand, minute hand
Reading and writing time
O'clock I :00), Half past I :30), Quarter past, Quarter till
Five-minute intervals, A.M. and P.M.
Calendar: months, days, date, rhyme
Measures of time
Money
Recognition and value of penny, dime, nickel, quarter, half dollar
Counting: pennies, dimes, nickels, quarters, half dollars
Adding: pennies, dimes and pennies, nickels and pennies, quarters and
pennies, dimes and nickels
Counting combinations of coins; Counting coins in mixed order; Adding
and subtracting money; Symbols: C
Word problems
Measures: Temperature, Reading/writing degrees
Determining suitable clothing for a given temperature
Length: inch, foot, yard, centimeter
Weight: Ounce, pound
Time, Money, IComparing weights
Meaures
Capacity: cup, pint, quart, gallon
Dozen, half-dozen
Perimeter of a rectangular object

t-ll

12

Time
Clock: hour hand, minute hand, o'clock ( :DO), half past ( :30), quarter past,
quarter till, three quarters past, five-minute intervals, one-minute intervals
Table of time: second, minute, hour, days, months, year
Calendar: months of the year, days of the week,
date, dates as digits
Time zones; Time lapse
Money: Recognition of penny, dime, nickel, quarter, half
dollar; Value of penny, dime, nickel, quarter, half dollar
Counting: pennies, dimes, nickels, quarters, half dollars
Combining coins for any amount
Converting to cents; Making change
Word problems
Symbols: C, $, . Adding money using$,.
Measures
Temperature: reading/writing degrees
Length: Inch, foot, yard, centimeter, meter,
abbreviations
Weight: ounce, pound, kilogram, applications
Dozen, half dozen
Capacity: cup, pint, quart, gallon
Perimeter of a rectangle and square

Time
Clock: face, hour hand, minute hand A.M. and P.M.
Reading and writing time
Table of time: seconds, minutes, hours, days, months,
calendar, year, leap year
Money: Recognition and value of all coins; Counting and combining all
coins; Symbols:$,.
Word problems, making change
Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division
Measures
Temperature; Reading/writing; Terms: degrees
Celsius and Fahrenheit; Freezing/boiling points of water
Normal body temperature
Length- English system: inch, foot, yard, mile; Metric system: centimeter,
meter
Weight~ English system: ounce, pound, ton; Metric system: gram, kilogram
Capacity~ Engllsh liquid measures: cup, pint, quart, gallon
English dry measures: pint, quart, peck,
gallon
Metric system: liter
Ordering measures: least to greatest
Converting measures from one measure to another within the same
system
Adding unlike measures within the same system
Subtracting unlike measures within the same
system

Time
Table of time: second, minute, hour, day, week, year, leap year, decade,
score, century, millen-.nlum
Money: Values of all coins; Symbols:$; Money problems with mixed
operations; Making change; Counting back change
Measures
Temperature: Reading/writing; Terms: degrees Celsius and Fahrenheit;
Freezing/boiling points of water; Normal body temperature
Length- English: inch, foot, yard, mile
Metric: millimeter, centimeter, decimeter, meter, decameter, hectometer,
kilometer
Weight- English: ounce, pound, ton
Metric: milligram, centigram, decigram, gram, decagram, hectogram,
kilogram
Capacity- English: fluid ounce, cup, pint, quart, gallon, peck, bushel,
teaspoon, tablespoon
Metric: milliliter, centiliter, deciliter, liter, decaliter, hectoliter, kiloliter
Ordering measures: least to greatest
Converting measures from one measure to another within the same
system
Adding unlike measures within the same system
Subtracting unlike measures within the same system
Square measures: square Inches, square feet, square yards
Metric prefixes: m!lli-, centi~, dech deca-, hecto-, kiloTimed mastery

A

Graphing,
Statastlcs,
Probability

c

8

Graphs
Horizontal bar graphs: scales by

Graphs

2s, lOs, Ss, and 3s
Pictograph

Pictographs

Graphing tally marks

D

Statistics: averaging

Horizontal/vertical bar graphs
Line graphs
Read a grid

E

Statistics: averaging
Graphs
Pictographs
Bar graphs
Scale drawing
Line graphs
Finding distance on maps

Read a map

13

Plane figures: circle, square, rectangle, triangle

Plane figures: circle, square, rectangle, triangle

Plane figures

Symmetry

Solid figures: Introduce concept

Shapes in a grid
Perimeter of a rectangle

Vertex

Recognize shapes: circle, rectangle, square, parallelogram,
rhombus, triangle, trapezoid
Draw shapes: circle, rectangle, square, parallelogram, rhombus, triangle,
trapezoid
Angles: right angle
Lines: parallel lines

Measure and draw lines
Scale drawings
Symmetry
Locations on a coordinate plane
Perimeter of a rectangle and square

Geometry

14

Percent. Ratio,
and Proportion

15

,_

-------------

--

Plane figures
Simple dosed curve, polygon, Quadrilateral: parallelogram,
rectangle, square, rhombus, trapezoid
Triangle Angles: right angle, congruent angles
lines: line segment, line, ray, intersecting lines
Terms: point, perpendicular, parallel
Perimeter of a polygon
Formulas: rectangle, square
Area
Formulas: rectangle, square

c
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1
2 5th Grade

6th Grade

Place value

Place value

• Whole numbers to the 100 mlllfons' place

• Whole numbers to the 100 billions' place

• Whole numbers to the 100 billions' place
• Decimals to the thousandths' place
• Counting sequences
Writing numbers: from dictation to the 100 billions' place

• Decimals to the thousandths' place
• Decimals to the millionths' place
Writing numbers: to the 100 billions' place

7th Grade
Place value
• Whole numbers to the 100 billions' place
• Decimals to the millionths' place

8th Grade

Place value
Roman numerals

• Value of I, V, X, L, C, D, M

Writing numbers: up to 100 billions

• Rules for forming Roman numerals

Roman numerals

Terms

Roman numerals
• Value of I, V, X, l, C, D, M

• Value of I, V, X, L, C, D, M

• Notation, numeration, whole numbers, natural (counting) numbers,

Roman numerals

• Rules for forming Roman numerals

inte-.gers, rational numbers

• Value of I, V, X, l, C, D, M

• Rules for forming Roman numerals

Number words

• Irrational numbers: pi, prime numbers, composite numbers, fractions,

• Rules for forming Roman numerals

• Use of dash to increase value one thousand times

Number line

deci-.mals

Terms: notation, numeration

Terms: notation, numeration, prime number, composite number

• Rounding whole numbers

Rounding: whole numbers, decimals

Comparing

Comparing

• Comparing/adding/subtracting signed numbers

Signed numbers

Symbols for greater than, less than, and unequal

Rounding
Prime numbers: Eratosthenes sieve

Terms: notation, numeration, prime numbers, composite number
Rounding

• Reading/writing

Number sentences: greater/less than

Composite numbers

• Signed numbers

Estimating: sum, difference, product, quotient

Estimating: divisor, quotient

• Reading /writing

• Absolute value
• Comparing, adding, subtracting, multiply-.ing, dividing, adding monomials

Rounding: whole numbers, money, deci-.mals, timed mastery
Irrational numbers

• Zero as a reference point
• Absolute value
• Comparing, adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing

Number line: comparing/adding/ subtracting/multiplying signed number
Number sentences
• Greater/less than

Rounding: whole numbers, money, decimals, timed mastery

• Zero as a reference point

Prime numbers: Eratosthenes sieve, prime pair, reciprocal

• Order of operations (with/without paren ... theses)

Composite numbers
Rounding: whole numbers, money, decimals

Rounding: whole numbers, decimals

Estimating: quotients
Using number sense

3
Number families

Number families

Timed mastery

Timed mastery

• 1-18: mixed order
Timed mastery

• 1-18: mixed order
Timed mastery

Terms: addend, sum

Terms: addend, sum

Word problems

Terms: addend, sum

Terms: addend, sum

Word problems
Mental arithmetic: problems combining addi-.tion, subtraction,

Missing sign

Word problems

Mental arithmetic
Checking

Word problems

Money

• By addition
• By casting out 9s
Whole numbers

Money

Mental arithmetic: problems combining addition, subtraction,

Mental arithmetic: problems combining addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division up to 13 numbers

multiplication, and division up to 16 numbers
Checking

Carrying: to any position

• By addition
• By casting out 9s

Checking

Signed numbers: with/without a number line

Addends: column addition
Averaging

Compound measures
Decimals

Fractions: with common/uncommon denominators

Signed numbers: with/without a number line

Decimals: with annexing zeros

Measures

Compound measures

Decimals: with annexing zeros

4

Fractions

• By casting out 9s

Fractions: with common/uncommon denominators

Fractions
Compound measures

• By addition

Measures

Principles: commutative, associative, Identity, distributive
Whole numbers

Principle: distributive
Arithmetic progression

Addends: column addition
Averaging

multiplication, and division with up to 18 numbers

Decimals

i

F
Number families
1-18: mixed order
Timed mastery

Missing sign
Mental arithmetic: problems combln-.lng subtraction, addition,
multiplica-.tion, and division up to 13 numbers
Word problems

H

G
Number families
1-18: mixed order

Timed mastery
Mental arithmetic

I
Timed mastery

Mental arithmetic: problems combining
subtraction, addition, multiplication,

Timed mastery

Word problems

Mental arithmetic: prob...Jems combining subtraction, addi-.tion,
multiplication, and division up to 16 numbers

Terms: minuend, subtrahend,

and division with up to 18

difference

numbers

Word problems

Checking: by addition

Word problems

Terms: minuend, subtra-hend, difference

Whole numbers

Terms: minuend, subtrahend, difference

Terms: minuend, subtra-.hend, difference

Money

Fractions

Whole numbers

Borrowing: from any posi-.tion

Checking: by addition

Money

Fractions: with common/ uncommon denominator

Compound measures
Decimals

compound measures

Checking: by addition

Measures

Signed numbers

Fractions: with common/ uncommon denomJ ... nator
Measures

Decimals: with annexing zeros
Compound measures

Fractions
Decimals
Signed numbers: with/without a number
line

Decimals: with annexing zeros

Number sentences

Number sentences: greater/less than

Greater/less than
Order of operations (with/without
parentheses)

5
Facts: 0-12 tables

Facts: 0-12 tables

Word problems

Word problems

Timed mastery

Timed mastery
Terms: factors, product, par-.tial product

Terms: factors, product, partial product

Timed mastery

Word problems

Terms: factors, partial product,

Terms: factors, product
Symbols: x, • (raised dot)

Missing sign

Mental arithmetic: problems combining multlpli-.catlon, addition, sub~

product
Symbols: • raised dot

Mental arithmetic: prob-.lems combining multiplication, addi-.tion,

traction, and division with up to 16 num-.bers

Mental arithmetic

Mental arithmetic: combining multiplication,
addition, subtraction, and

subtraction, and division up to 13 numbers

Multiplying: with up to a 3~digit multiplier

Checking

division with up to 18 numbers

Multiplying: with up to 3-digit multiplier (factor)
Carrying

Checking
By reversing factors

By reversing factors

Principles: commutative, associative,
identity,

Checking

By casting out 9s

By reversing factors

Money

Factors
Factoring

By casting out 9s

Symbols:

Finding common/greatest

Money

common factor

Factors

• raised d
Factors

Factoring

Factoring

Prime factors: division by
primes, factoring tree

Finding common/ greatest common factor

Finding common factor, greatest common factor

least common multiple

Fractions

By casting out 9s

distributive
Factors: common/greatest factor, prime
factoring
Multiples: common/least common multiple
Whole numbers
Fraction, decimals
Signed numbers: with two or more factors
By powers of ten

Prime factors: divi-.slon by primes, factoring tree

Factorial

Using cancellation

Least common multiple

Whole numbers

Number sentences

Multiplying: fractions with whole/mixed numbers, 2 mixed numbers

Compound measures
Fractions

Fractions, decimals
Signed numbers

Greater/less than

Decimals: multiplied by whole num-.bers, by another decimal, annexing
zeros In muitlp!l-.cation

Using cancellation
Multiplied by fractions, mixed or whole numbers

Compound measures
By powers of ten

Number sentences: greater/less than
By powers of ten
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Word problems
Timed mastery

Decimals: multiplied by decimals or whole numbers

Order of operations (with/without
parentheses)
compound measures

F

G

I

H

Division facts: 1-12 tables
Word problems; Steps of division

Division facts: 1-12 tables

Word problems

Word problems

Terms: dividend, divisor, quotient

Timed mastery

Terms: dividend, divisor,
quotient,

Word problems

steps of division
Timed mastery

Steps of division
remainder
Mental arithmetic: problems combining division, multiplication, addi-.tion, Terms: dividend, divisor, quo-.tient
Timed mastery
and subtraction up to 13 numbers
Mental arithmetic: problems combining division, addition, subtraction, and Mental arithmetic

Terms: dividend, divisor, quotient

Divisor:

Divisors: 4 digits
Division: with end zeros

and multiplication
with up to 18

Divisibility rules
Whole numbers

numbers
Whole numbers

Missing sign; Timed mastery

1 or 2 digits, 3 digits

Dividends: up to 6 digits
Remainders: written as a frac-.tion
Checking: By multiplication, By casting out 9s

multiplication with up to 16 numbers
Divisor: 1, 2, or 3 digits, 4 digits
Dividends: up to 7 digits

Money

Remainders: written as a frac-.tion
Checking: By multiplication, By casting out 9s

Averaging

Averaging

Estimating: quotients
Divisibility rules for dividing by 2, 3, 41 51 61 91 10

Mental arithmetic: problems combining

division, addition, subtraction,

Decimals

Fractions
Decimals

Estimating: quotients

Fractions
Compound measures

Signed numbers
Compound measures

Divisibility rules for dividing by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10

Signed numbers

Fractions

Fractions

By powers of ten

Number sentences

Dividing: whole/mixed numbers by a fraction, a fraction by a fraction/ a

Dividing a whole number1 mixed number, or fraction by a fraction or mixed

Greater/less than

fraction or mixed number by a whole number, by a mixed number

number

Order of operations with/without

Decimals
Dividing a decimal by a whole number

Dividing a fraction or mixed number by a whole number
Decimals

parentheses
By powers of ten

Eliminating the decimal point in the divisor

Dividing a decimal by a whole number

Annexing zeros to avoid remainders

Eliminating the decimal point In the divisor

Number sentences: greater/less than
By powers of ten

Annexing zeros to avoid remainders
Including zeros Immediately to the right of the decimal point In the
quotient
By powers of ten

7
Parts of a whole/group
Word problems
Timed mastery
Terms: numerator, denominator
Number words

Word problems
Timed mastery
Terms: denominator, numerator

Terms: numerator, denominator
Types

Types: proper, improper1 mixed/ complexReduclng

Reducing

Addition
Subtraction

Addition

Types

Proper, mixed, Improper

Proper, mixed, Improper
Change to mixed or whole number

Change to mixed number or whole number
Change mixed number to an improper fraction

Reducing
Finding least common denom-.inator

Simplifying: reducing and making proper

Answers reduced to lowest terms
Number line

Multiplication
Using cancellation

Addition: with common/uncommon denomina-.tors
Subtraction: with common/uncommon denominators, with borrowing

Word problems
Terms: numerator, denominator
Types: proper, improper, mixed, complex

Subtraction

Multiplication

Multiplication

Equivalent Fractions

Equivalent
Division

Addition: with common/uncommon denominators

Division
Simplifying complex fractions

Simplifying complex fractions

Subtraction: with common/uncommon denominators, with borrowing

Changing fractions to decimals/decimals to fractions

Changing fractions to decimals/decimals to fractions

Multiplication

Multiplying a fraction with a whole number or mixed number
Multiplying two mixed num-.bers

Using cancellation

Equivalent fractions

Multiplying a fraction with a whole/mixed number

Division
Dividing a whole number, mixed number, or fraction by a fraction or mixed

8 Multiplying two mixed num .... bers
Money

Money

Money

Reading/writing

Reading/writing: writing frac-.tion as a decimal, writ-.ing decimal as a

Reading/writing: writing a fraction as a decimal, writing a decl-.mal as a

fraction
Place vc:llue to the thousandths' place

fraction
Place value to the thousandths' and millionths' place

Reading/writing
Place value to the millionths' place

Addition/subtraction

Addition/subtraction

Multiplication/division

Addition/subtraction: annexing zeros

Addition/subtraction: annexing zeros

Multiplication/division

comparing/repeating decimals

Multiplication: by a whole number, by another decimal, when zeros are
annexed

Multiplication: by a whole number, by another decimal, when zeros are

Comparing/repeating decimals

Rounding
Timed mastery
Changing fractions to decimals

annexed

Rounding

Division
Of a decimal by a whole number

Division
By a whole number

Timed mastery
Changing fractions to decimals

Eliminating the decimal point In the divisor

Eliminating decimal point In divisor
Annexing zeros to avoid remainders

Terminating decimals
Nontermlnating/nonrepeating decimals

Comparing/repeating decimals

Converting repeating decimals to fractions

Annexing zeros to avoid remainders
Comparing/repeating decimals
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Parts of a whole/group
Word problems
Timed mastery

Rounding
Timed mastery

Terminating decimals
Rounding

Changing decimals to fractions/fractions to decimals

Timed mastery
Changing decimals to fractions/fractions to decimals

Place value to ten millionths' place

Terminating
Nonterminating/nonrepeating decimals
Word problems
Scientific notation

G

Word problems
Steps of problem-solving process
Addition, subtraction, multi-plication, division, frac-tions, money,
measures, averages, decimals, geometry: area, perimeter, graphs, scale
draw-.ings, temperature
One, two, and three steps; four steps
Mixed operations
Estimating answers
Eliminating unnecessary facts
Writing a number sentence
Drawing a model of a prob-.lem
Using a schedule
Estimating money amounts
Guessing and checking
Making an organized list
Reading a chart
Educated trial and error
Applications: measures, Roman numerals, fractions, money, decimals,
graphs, scale drawings, temperature, geometry, place value

Word problems
Word problems
Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, money, measures,
Steps of problem-solving process
Addition, subtraction, multipli-cation, division, fractions, money, measures, Itime, averages, decimals, graphs, geometry, equations, ratio, proportion,
time, averages, decimals, geometry, graphs, equations, ratio, per-cent,
percent, trigonometry, mixed operations, one- to four-step problems
Choosing the better method, Simplifying the problem
proportion
One, two, three, and four steps
Reading a chart; Using algebra, formulas, and percents; Writing a ratio;
Mixed operations
Applications
Eliminating unnecessary Information
Percent: discount, simple interest, commission, profit, loss
Making a table
Measures: Adjusting recipes
Conversion factors
Banking: checking account, savings account, budgeting, borrowing money,
Using logic charts
installment buying
Finding a pattern
income: straight salary, piecework, commission, tip
Testing a hunch
insurance: life, health, fire, auto
Making a sensible guess
Taxes: income, sales
Drawing a geometric model
Scale drawings: maps
Using proportions
Comparative shopping: unit pricing
Applications: Measures, Roman numerals, money, graphs, scale draw-ings,\ Purchasing electricity: current, kilowatt, reading electric meter
geometry, charts, time, banking, ratio, proportion, reading meters (electric Purchasing natural gas: cubit feet, reading a gas meter
Geometry
and gas), discount, interest, sales tax, profit, com-mission, installment
buying, planning budgets, amount of profit
Time: time zones

Word problems
subtraction, multiplication, division, rounding, fractions, decimals,

IAddition,

Iratios, proportions, measures, percent, time, graphs

IStatistics: mean, median, mode

Maps, probability, commission, net pay, gross pay
Taxes: sales, income, property
Budget, interest
Buying: bonds, stocks
Insurance
Geometry, trigonometry, scientific notation
one, two, and three steps
Applications
Making change, unit pricing
Percent: discount, commission, profit, loss
Measures
Time: time zones
Temperature: wind-chill factor
Banking: Writing checks, Filling out deposit slips
Balancing a checkbook
Reconciling monthly statements
Buying: bonds, stocks
insurance: life, health, fire, auto
Taxes: sales, income, property
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Time
Table of time: second, minute, hour, day, week, year, leap year, decade,
score, century, millennium
Money: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with$,
estimation
Measures
Temperature· Reading/writing; Terms: degrees Celsius and Fahrenheit,
Freezing/boiling points of water, Normal body temperature
Conversions: Celsius to Fahrenheit; Fahrenheit to Celsius; Negative
temperatures
Length- English: inch, foot, yard, mile
Metric: mlllimeter, centimeter, decimeter, meter, decameter, hectometer,
kilometer
Weight- English: ounce, pound, ton
Metric: milligram, centigram, decigram, gram, decagram, hectogram,
kilogram
Capacity- English: fluid ounce, cup, pint, quart, gallon, peck, bushel,
teaspoon, table-spoon
Metric: milliliter, centiliter, deciliter, liter, decaliter, hectoliter, kiloliter
Ordering measures: least to greatest
Converting measures from one measure to another within the same
system
Adding unlike measures within the same system
Subtracting unlike measures within the same system
Square measures: square inches, square feet, square yards, acres, square
miles
l-14Timed mastery
Metric prefixes
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Table of time: second, minute, hour, day, week, year, leap year, decade,
score, century, millennium
Time zones; Prime meridian; International Date line; Coordinated
Universal Time; Daylight Savings Time
latitude; Degrees
Money: addition, subtraction, multiplication with$, .
Measures
Temperature; Reading/writing; Terms: degrees Celsius and Fahrenheit;
Freezing/boiling points of water
Normal body temperature; Conversions Celsius to Fahrenheit, Fahrenheit
to Celsius
Length- English: Inch, foot, yard, mile
Metric: miiiJmeter, centimeter, decimeter, meter, decameter, hectometer,
kilometer
Weight -English: ounce, pound, ton
Metric: milligram, centigram, decigram, gram, decagram, hectogram,
kilo-gram, metric ton
Capacity- English: fluid ounces, cup, pint, quart, gallon, peck, bushels
Metric: milliliter, centiliter, deciliter, liter, decaliter, hectoliter, kiloliter
Ordering measures: least to greatest
Converting measures within the same system
Adding and subtracting unlike measures within the same system
Square measures
English: square inches, square feet, square yards, acres, square miles
Metric: cm2, m2, k2, hectares
Timed mastery
Metric prefixes
Compound measures: adding, subtract-ing, multiplying

Time
Table of time: second, minute, hour, day, week, year, leap year,
decade, score, century, millennium
Time zones; Prime meridian; International Date Une
Daylight Savings Time
latitude; Degrees
Money
Biblical: shekel, mite, dram, pence, farthing, talent, gerah
Measures
Temperature: Converting Celsius to Fahrenheit
Converting Fahrenheit to Celsius; Temperature zones: frigid, temperate,
torrid
Temperature and altitude: finding the drop in temperature
length
English: Inch, foot, yard, mile
Metric: millimeter, centimeter, decimeter, meter, decameter, hectometer,
kilometer
Biblical: cubit, span, finger, fathom
Weight
English: ounce, pound, ton
Metric: milligram, centigram, decigram, gram, decagram, hectogram,
kilogram, metric ton
Biblical: shekel, dram, maneh, gerah, talent, pound

Time
Table of time: seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, year, leap
year, decade, century, millennium
Time zones
Money
Biblical: talent of gold, talent, mina, shekel, pence, farthing, mite
Measures
Temperature: Degree Fahrenheit and Celsius, Freezing/boiling points of
water, Normal body temperature, Conversions
Fahrenheit to Celsius, Celsius to Fahrenheit, Temperature zones
Length
English: inch, foot, yard, mile
Metric: mlllimeter, centimeter, decimeter, meter, decameter, hectometer,
kilometer
Biblical: reed, cubit, span, finger
Weight
English: ounce, pound, ton
Metric: milligram, centigram, decigram, gram, decagram,
hectogram, kilogram
Biblical:
talent, mina, shekel, dram
Capacity
English: cup, pint, quart, gallon, peck, bushel
Metric: milliliter, centilfter, deciliter, liter, decaliter, hectoliter, kiloliter
Capacity
Biblical: homer, ephah, cor, bath, hln,log
English: fluid ounces, cup, pint, quart, gallon, peck, bushel
converting measures within the same system from metric to English, from
Metric: milliliter, centiliter, decillter, liter, decaliter, hectoliter,
Englrsh to metric
kiloliter
Square measures
Biblical: tog, hin, bath, ephah, homer, cor
English: square inch, square foot, square yard, square mile, acre
Converting measures within the same system: between metric and English I Metric: square centimeters, square meters, hectare, square kilometer
Square measures
Timed mastery
English: square inches, square feet, square yards, acres, square miles
Metric prefixes
Metric: square centimeters, square meters, hectares, square kilometers
Metric-English approximate relationships
Timed mastery
Compound measures: adding, subtracting,
Metric prefixes
multiplying, dividing
Metric-English approximate relationships
speed: formula to compute speed,
Compound measures: adding, subtracting,
distance, time
multiplying, dividing

F

Statistics: averaging
Graphs
Pictograph

Bar, column, and line graphs
Ordered pairs

Probability ratio
Scale drawing

Finding distance on maps

H

G

I

Graphs
Pictographs

Graphs

Graphs

Pictographs

Bar, line, circle, rectangle
graphs

Bar, line, circle, rectangle graphs

Pictographs; Bar, line, circle graphs, Rectangle graphs (divided bar graphs),
histograms

Histograms

Scale drawing

Scale drawing
Finding distance on maps

Scale drawing

Finding distance on maps

Finding distance on maps
Statistics: range, mean, median, mode
Finding probability
Statistics and basketball

Statistics: finding the mean, median, mode

Statistics: range, mean, median
Probability ratio

Probability
Formula

Multiplying to find probability of Independent data
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Plane figures
Plane figures
Simple dosed figure, polygon, Quadrilateral: parallelogram, rectangle,
Simple closed figure, polygon, Quadrilateral: parallelogram, rectangle,
square, rhombus, trapezoid, pentagon, hexagon, heptagon, octagon
square, rhom-bus, trapezoid, pentagon, hexagon, heptagon, octagon, circle
Triangle: right, isosceles, equilateral
Triangle: right, isosceles, equi-lateral
Angles: right, congruent, acute, obtuse, straight
Angles: right, acute, obtuse, straight, in a circle
Lines: line segment, line, ray, intersecting lines, parallel and perpendicular Unes: line segment, line, ray, intersection lines, par-allel and perpendicular
lines
lines
Terms: point, plane, congruent, similar, diagonal
Terms: point, plane, vertex, sim-.ilar, congruent, diagonal, base, radius,
Perimeter of a polygon
diame-.ter, arc, degree, semi-circle
Formulas: rectangle, square
Perimeter of a polygon
Area
Formulas: rectangle, square, parallelogram, trian-gle, irregular shapes
Formulas: rectangle, square
Converting measures to find perimeter
Models and symbols:
Area
. point, ·····line segment, H line, -+ ray, L angle
Formulas: rectangle, square, parallelogram, triangle, circle, complex shapes
Circumference: formula; Using a compass/protractor
Constructions: circles, angles, bisecting angles, Sliding, rotating, and
flipping shapes
Models and symbols:. point, -----line segment, H line, -?ray, Langle, II
parallel lines, _triangle, :::congruent, narc, rt pi

14
Introduction to concept Symbol:%
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Plane figures
Simple closed figures, polygon
Quadrilateral: parallelogram, rectangle, square, rhombus, trapezoid,
pentagon, hexagon, heptagon, octagon, circle
Triangles: right, Isosceles, equilateral
Angles: right, acute, obtuse, straight, in a circle
Lines: line segment, line, ray, intersect-ing lines, perpendicular and
par-.allellines
Terms: point, plane, vertex, congruent, degree, center, radius, diameter,
arc, semicircle
Perimeter of a polygon
Formulas: rectangle, square, parallelo-gram, triangle
Area of plane figures
Formulas: rectangle, square, parallelogram, trapezoid, circle; Using algebra
in geometric problems
Circumference: formulas using radius/ diameter; Using a
compass/protractor
Constructions: angles, perpendicular lines, bisecting angles
Formulas and percents
Solid figures - Prisms: rectangular solid, cube, triangular pyramid, cylinder,
cone, sphere
Surface area of solid figures -Formulas: rectangular solid, cube, square
pyramid, cylinder
Volume of solid figures -Formulas: rectangular solid, cube, cyllnder, square
pyramid, cone
Models and symbols:. point, ----line seg-..ment, H line, -?ray, Langle,
right angle, lperpendicular lines, II parallel lines, lJ. triangle
Symbols:%
Ratio· Reading /writing
Reading I writing- Percent as a fraction, decJ-.mal, ratio
Terms: antecedent, consequent, equivalents, word problems
Fraction as a percent; Decimal as a percent
Proportions· Reading /writing
Subtracting from 100%
Terms: means, extremes
Word problems; Timed mastery
Finding missing terms
Finding percentage- Of a whole number
Word problems
When the percent ends in a fraction, When the percent is over 100%
Percent~ Symbols:%
By comparison when the percent is given as more/less than
Reading /writing
Less than 1%
Percent as a fraction, decimal, ratio
Estimating Answers
Decimals as a percent, Fraction as a percent
Finding percent by comparison, Finding percent of Increase or decrease,
Subtracting from 100%
Finding the rate of discount
Word problems
Finding percent for circle graphs, Finding discounts, Finding simple interest, Finding percentage
Finding the base
Of a whole number, money, frac-.tion: when percent Is given as more/less
Ratio- Reading I writing
than, when percent ends with a fraction, when per-cent is over 100%,
Terms: antecedent, consequent; Equivalent, word problems
when percent is less than 1% by comparison
Proportion- Reading I writing
Finding percent of increase or decrease, Finding a number when a percent
Terms: means, extremes Cross products, word problems
of it is given
Findin~ discount. Findine commission· rate of com-.mission FindlnP

Plane figures
Curve, closed curve, simple dosed curve, polygon
Quadrilateral: parallelogram, rect-.angle, rhombus, square, trape-.zoid,
pentagon, hexagon, hepta-gon, octagon, circle
Triangle: acute, obtuse, right, equi-angular, equilateral, Isosceles, scalene
Angles: right, acute, obtuse, straight, reflex, adjacent, vertical, con-.gruent,
complementary, sup-plementary, In a circle
Lines: line segment, line, ray, intersect-ing lines, parallel and
perpendic-ular lines, skew lines
Terms: point, plane, vertex, similar, congruent, degree, hypotenuse, center,
radius, diameter, arc, semicircle, chord
Perimeter of a polygon - Formulas: rectangle, square, paral-lelogram,
triangle
Area of plane figures -Formulas: rectangle, square, parallel-.ogram,
triangle, circle, trapezoid
Circumference: formulas using radius/ diameter; Using a
compass/protractor
Constructions- A line perpendicular to a given line segment; congruent
angles, parallel lines
Triangle: given three sides, given two angles and the included side, given
two sides and the Included angle
Bisecting angles/line segments
Solid figures -Prism: rectangular prism, cube, tri-.angular prism
Pyramid: square pyramid, Cylinder, cone, sphere
Surface area of solid figures· Formulas: rectangular prism, cube, square
pyramid, cylinder
Volume of solid figures- Formulas: rectangular prism, cube, square
Percent- Symbol:%
Subtracting from 100%
Writing a decimal as a percent
Finding percentage of a number: decl-.mal method, ratio method
Finding percents of less than 1%: deci-mal method, ratio method
Finding percents of over 100%: decimal method, ratio method
Finding more or less In percent: decimal method, ratio method
Finding what percent one number is of another: decimal method, ratio
method
Finding the percent of increase or decrease: decimal method, ratio method
Finding a number when a percent is given: decimal method, ratio method
Finding discount: decimal method, ratio method
Finding commission: decimal method, ratio method
Finding percent of profit or loss: based on cost /selling price
Ratio- Reading/writing
Terms: antecedent, consequent
Equivalents -Word problems
Proportion ·Terms: means, extremes
FindiM misslnP terms: bv ea.ual ratios/cross multi licat"on

i

G

F

Powers of ten

Solving equations
Negative numbers

Order of operations

Squares and square roots
Exponents, bases, radical signs

Algebraic multiplication

Order of operations

Two-step equations
Squares and square roots

Solving equations

Exponents, bases, radical signs
Negative numbers

I

H

Terms: variable, base, exponent
Algebraic expressions: terms, reading /writing, operational order,
monomial, binomial, tri .... nomlal, polynomial
One- and two-step equations

Variable -Coefficient: numerical coefficient, literal coefficient, Base,
exponent, surd
I
Algebraic expressions: term, mono-.mlal, binomial, trinomial, polynomial,

Using algebra to solve word problems

reading/writing, operational order, adding/subtracting like terms,

Formulas: expressed on a graph
Tables: expressed on a graph
Square roots: radical sign, extracting the square root
Signed numbers: comparing, adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing
Absolute value
Evaluating an algebraic expression
Distributive principle; Combining like terms
Solving equations after simplifying
Eliminating fractions In equations

evaluating signed numbers, multiplying/ dividing powers, multiplying I
dividing monomials, multiplying /dividing polynomials by monomials,
multiplying polynomials
Equations: four rules in solving, elimi-.natlngfractions/declmals
word problems
Formulas and tables expressed on a graph
Square roots: radical sign, extracting the square root, simplifying irrationals
Signed numbers

Terms: hypotenuse, legs, tangent, sine, cosine
Pythagorean rule: finding the length of the hypotenuse/
legs
Finding the sine, cosine, and tangent: using the formula/trigonometric
ratios chart

Terms: hypotenuse, legs, tangent, sine, cosine
Pythagorean rule: finding the length of the hypotenuse/legs
Finding the sine, cosine, tangent: using the formula/table of trigonometric
ratios
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Terms

Trimester 1

Content

Read and write numbers to 12
Recognize patterned arrangements of numbers without counting.
Recognize two-part spatial patterns of numbers.
Compare two numbers 1 through 12.
Compare and order three numbers through 12.
Order numbers to 12 using a number line.
Use objects to act out ordering numbers to solve story problems.
Recognize parts of a number as a strategy for addition.
Recognize parts of the number 8.
Recognize parts of the number 9.
Write addition number sentences to find the hole, given two parts.
Write addition sentences to solve stories about joining.
Add in any order.
Use objects to solve story problems.
Solve problems by finding the missing part.
Find a missing part of 8 when one part is known.
Use subtraction to find the missing part of 9 when one part is known.
Write and solve subtraction number sentences.
Tell and act out stories about separating to find how many are left?
Tell and act out comparing stories to find how two groups are different.
Write related addition and subtraction facts.
Use counters to act out and solve subtraction story problems ..
Use counters and a ten-frame to model numbers up to 10.
Recognize numbers on a ten-frame, noting the relationship of those numbers to 5 and 10.
Show 10 as two parts.
Make tables to solve problems.
Count on to add, starting with the greater number.
Recognize doubles as a strategy for remembering sums.
Use doubles facts to learn near doubles facts.

1st Math Curriculium Map
Trimester 2

Trimester 3
.
Write the numbers that are 1 more or lless and 10 more or 10 less than a two-dJglt number.
Use a hundred chart to show the relationships of 1 more than, 1less than, 10 more than and
10 less than a given number.
Compare two-digit numbers using symbols
Find missing numbers on a hundred chart
Estimate the positions of numbers on a number line marked only In multiples of 10.
To use a ten-frame to write addition facts with 5.
Use the words before, after, and between to order numbers up to 99.
Order numbers from least to greatest, given 3 two digit numbers
Use two ten-frames to model addition facts.
Draw pictures to solve addition story problems.
Make an organized list showing possible solutions
Use 0 less than, 11ess than, and 2less than when subtracting 0, 1, or 2.
Identify the value of combinations of nickels and pennies
Use doubles addition facts to master related subtraction facts.
identify the value of combinations of dimes, nickels, and pennies
Understand how addition facts to 8 relate to subtraction facts to B.
Identify a quarter and find groups of coins that have the same value as a quarter
Write related addition and subtraction facts to 12.
Learn to identify half dollars and dollars and learn their values
Draw a picture and write a number sentence to solve subtraction story problems.
Count collections of coins that include half dollars, quarters, dimes, nickels, and pennies
identify and name standard plane shapes and recognize them.
Solve problems by using the try, check, and revise strategy
Sort plane shapes and Identify their properties
Compare and order lengths of objects.
Combine two-dimensional geometric shapes to make new two-dimensional geometric shapes. Estimate, measure, and compare lengths of objects by using a nonstandard unit
Break apart large shapes to make smaller shapes.
Use nonstandard units to measure the length of different
Learn the difference between a slide, a flip, and a rotation and how each movement changes Estimate and measure the lengths of objects in Inches and feet using a ruler
the position of a shape.
Estimate and measure the length of objects In centimeters using a ruler
Identify plane shapes that are the same size and the same shape.
Estimate, measure, and compare the capacities of containers
Understand that a shape shows symmetry if it can be folded Into two matching parts.
Use cups, pints, and quarts to measure the amounts that containers hold
Use llters to measure the amount a container holds
Make an organized lists to solve problems.
Estimate, measure, and compare the weights of different objects
identify and name standard geometric solids and recognize them In the environment.
Count the number of flat surfaces and vertices on geometric solids.
Compare the weights of objects to one pound
Identify geometric solids (sphere, cone, cylinder, rectangular prism, and cube) and sort by
Select the appropriate unit for measuring, given the choice of grams and kilograms
various attributes.
Estimate and compare the temperature of different objects
Identify the hour and minute hands on a clock and tell time to the hour
Describe elements In repeating patterns and the part of the pattern that repeats.
Identify the pattern unit in a pattern to predict what next.
Tell and write time to the hour using
Show and tell time to the half hour
Identify the pattern unit In a repeating pattern to extend shape patterns.
Estimate and order time durations using minutes, hours, and days
Find a pattern to solve problems.
Use the associative and commutative properties to add three numbers.
Read, count, and write numbers 11 to 20.
Make a table to solve problems.
Show numbers 11 to 20 as 1 or 2 more or fewer than another number.
Find subtraction facts to 18 and learn the relationship between addition and subtraction.
Count groups of 10, up to 10 tens, and write how many.
Use related addition fact to find the missing part in a subtraction problem.
Find and e~etend skip counting patterns on a hundred chart.
use related addition facts to solve subtraction problems.
Skip count to find the total number of items arranged in sets of 2s, Ss, and 1Ds.
Draw pictures and write number sentences to solve addition and subtraction story problems.
identify numbers as odd or even.
Use a real objects graph to answer questions and draw conclusions.
Use ordinal numbers first through twentieth to Identify position.
use a picture graph to answer questions and draw conclusions.
Use a bar graph to answer questions and draw conclusions.
Solve problems by finding patterns in a table of related number pairs
Solve problems by finding patterns In a table of related number pairs.
Describe the likelihood of an event as certain or impossible.
Read and write two·digit numbers as groups of 10 and some left over.
Determine whether a shape Is divided into equal or unequal parts.
Add two multiples of 10 for sums to 100.
Count groups often, up to 10 tens, and write how many.
Use groups of tens and ones to show and write a given two-digit number.
use a hundred chart to add multiples of 10 to two-digit numbers.
Add one digit numbers to two-digit numbers with and without regrouping and record the sum
Model a two-digit number and write Its expanded form.
Break apart a ten to make 10 ones and write new representations in expanded form.
In horizontal form.
Use groups of tens and ones to show and write a given two-digit number.
use a hundred chart to subtract multiples of 10 from two-digit numbers.
Subtract a multiole of 10 from a two·die:it number.

IVI.;1,1-\.J.,J. -Apply p1ace-va1ue concepts a no numeration to coummg, oraenng, groupmg a no
equivalency, (Reference: 2.1.3.C, 2.1.3.1, 2.11.3.A)
M3.D.1.1- Recognize, describe, or extend a variety of patterns. (Reference: 2.8.3.A, 2.11.3.0)
M3.A.1.1,3- 3. Compare two whole numbers using greater than(>), less than (<}or equal to
(=)(up through 9,999).

Standards

M3.A.1.1- Apply place-value concepts and numeration to counting, ordering, grouping and
equivalency.
M3.A.1.2- Use fractions to represent quantities as part of a whole or part of a set,
M3.D.l.1- Recognize, describe, or extend a variety of patterns.
M3.A.3.1-Solve problems using addition, subtraction and multiplication (straight
computation and word problems).
M3.D.2.2- Determine the missing number or symbol in a number sentence.

M3.A.3.1- Solve problems using addition, subtraction and multiplication (straight
computation and word problems). (Reference: 2.1.3.L, 2.2.3.9)
M3.A.l.l- Apply place-value concepts and numeration to counting. ordering, grouping and
equivalency. (Reference: 2.1.3.C, 2.1.3.1, 2.11.3.A)
M3.0.2.2- Determine the missing number or symbol in a number sentence. (Reference:
2.8.3.8, 2.8.3.F)
M3.A.2.1- Understand various meanings of operations and the relationship between them.
(Reference: 2.1.3.K, 2.2.3.C, 2.5.3.C)
M3.C.1.1-Identify and/or describe two and three-dimensional objects. (Reference: 2.9.3.A)
M3.C.2.1- Apply the concepts of transformations and symmetry. (Reference: 2.9.3.E, 2.9.3.F,
2.9.3.H)
M3.E.1.2- Organize or display data using tables, charts, or bar graphs. Reference: 2.6.3.A,
2.7.3.C
M3.D.1.1- Recognize, describe, or extend a variety of patterns. (Reference: 2.8.3.A, 2.11.3.D)
M3.D,l.l.l- 1. Extend or find a missing element in a pattern of numbers or shapes (pattern
must show 3 repetitions- if multiples are used, limit to 2, 3 or 5).

M3.A.1.3- Count, compare and make change using a collection of coins and one-dollar bills.
(Reference: 2.1.3.E)
M3.B.2.2- Estimate measurements of familiar objects. (Reference: 2.3.3.G)
M3.B.2.1- Determine the measurement of objects with nonstandard and standard units.
(Reference: 2.3.3.9, 2.3.3,F)
M3.9.2.2- Estimate measurements of familiar objects. (Reference: 2.3.3,G)
M3.B.1.2- Use the attributes of length, area, volume and weight of objects. (Reference:
2.3.3.A, 2.3,3.E)
M3.B.1.1.2- 2. Find elapsed time to increments of 5 minutes (limited to 2 adjacent hours).
M3.9.1.1- Determine or calculate time and elapsed time. (Reference: 2.3.3.C, 2.3.3.0}
M3.E.l.l-Answer questions based on data shown on tables, charts, or bar graphs.
(Reference: 2,6,3,9, 2.7.3.D, 2.11.3.9)
M3.A.3.1- Solve problems using addition, subtraction and multiplication (straight
computation and word problems). (Reference: 2.1.3.L, 2.2.3.9}
M3.A.l.l-Apply place-value concepts and numeration to counting, ordering, grouping and
equivalency. (Reference: 2.1.3.C, 2.1.3.1, 2.11.3.A)
M3.E.1.2- Organize or display data using tables, charts, or bar graphs. Reference: 2.6.3.A,
2.7.3.C
M3.A.2.1- Understand various meanings of operations and the relationship between them.
(Reference: 2.1.3.K, 2.2.3.C, 2.5.3.C}
M3.A.3.1- Solve problems using addition, subtraction and multiplication {straight
computation and word problems}. (Reference: 2.1.3.L, 2.2.3.B)

Assessments

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Class discussions

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Class discussions
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Trimester!

Trimester 3
l(.:;htldren will descnbe attnbutes ot Objects and ways to measure ob;ects. Children W1
measure the lengths of objects using nonstandard units.
Children will estimate and measure the lengths and heights of objects using nonstandard
units.
Children will estimate and measure the length and heights of objects In centimeters and
meters.
Children will estimate and measure the lengths and heights of objects using different units.
Children will use addition and subtraction to solve measurement problems.
Children will measure to compare length and express the length difference in a standard
length unit.
Children will count units around shapes to find perimeter.
Children will find the area of closed figures using same-sized objects to cover the space inside
the figure.
Children will use objects to find the distance around shapes. Children will compare the
capacities of containers.
Children will estimate and measure capacity using non-standard units.
Children wlll estimate capacity in cups, pints, and quarts. Children will estimate and
measure capacity in liters.
Children will compare the weight of two objects.
Children will compare and estimate the
weights of objects in ounces and pounds.
Children will measure objects that are more than, less than, or about one gram and one
kilogram.

Children will use the Commutative Property to find sums.
Children will find the sum of three addends using any order.
Children will find sums by making 10.
Children will find sums by making 10 when adding with 8.
Children will draw a picture and write a number sentence to solve a story problem.

Children will add a two digit number to a two-digit number using mental math.
Children will use a hundred chart to add 2 two digit numbers.
Children will use number patterns to solve problems.
Children will subtract multiples of 10 from 2-digit numbers using mental math.
Children will find the missing part of 100 by counting up from the given part.
Children will find the difference between 2-diglt numbers less than 100.
Children will subtract a 2-dlgit number from a 2-digit number mentally or with models.
Children will determine whether they can solve problems with missing information or extra
Information,
Children will regroup one 10 as ten ones.
Children will use models to subtract a one digit number from a two digit number with or
without regrouping.
Children will subtract a one-digit number from a two-digit number with and without
regrouping using the standard algorithm
Children will use models to subtract two digit numbers, with and without regrouping
Children will use the standard subtraction algorithm to subtract a two-digit number from
another two digit number.
children will relate addition to subtraction by using one operation to check the other
children will solve two question problems. They will select the operation to solve each
question.
Children will model adding a one digit to a two digit number.

Children will represent numbers as groups of 10.
Children will group objects Into tens and ones to show two digit numbers.
Children will read and write number words for 0-99.

Children will determine if regrouping is necessary based on concrete models showing one and Children will use different tools to measure the length, capacity, and weight of objects.
two digit numbers.
Children will learn to associate numerals on an analog clock face with increments of 5
Children will add a one digit number to a two digit number using a vertical addition frame.
minutes.

Children will compare two-digit numbers using models.
Children will compare two-digit numbers using symbols.
Children will Identify and write numbers that are one before, one after, or between given

Children will use place value models In the standard algorithm.
Children will add two digit numbers with the standard algorithm.
children will add three two digit numbers.

Children will read and express time in terms of quarter and half-past an hour and before an
hour.
Children will complete, read, and use a calendar.

numbers.
Children will order 3 two-digit numbers from feast to greatest or from greatest to least.
Children will identify and extend number patterns on a hundred chart.
Children will learn to identify even and odd numbers.
Children will use data from a chart to solve problems.
Children will identify the value of a group of dimes, nickels, and pennies through 99 cents.
Children will count a collection that includes half-dollars, quarters, dimes, nickels and pennies
Children will count a collection that includes half-dollars, quarters, dimes, nickels, and
pennies starting with the greatest value coin.
Children will count money amounts greater than 1 dollar and write the amount with a dollar

Children will draw a picture and write a number sentence to solve an addition problem.
Children will complete and record addition problems using two digit coin amounts.
Children will estimate the sum of 2 two digit numbers.
children will use different methods to help them solve addition problems.
Children wlll subtract using two digit coin amounts.
Children will tell if the difference between two numbers Is more or less than a given multiple
often.
dlildren will use different methods to solve two digit subtraction problems.
Children will solve problems Involving adding and subtracting money by using the try, check
and revise strategy.

Children will show, read, and write temperatures shown on F and C thermometers.
Chlfdren will find and use the answers to hidden questions to solve story problems. Use
rulers to measure objects and graph the results.
Children will make and use a pictograph to solve problems.
Children will data in a tally chart to make a bar graph and answer questions about the data
represented In the bar graph.
Children will locate and name points on a coordinate grid. Children will use data to describe
events as more likely or less likely.
Children will record and analyze data to determine if an event is certain, probable, or
impossible.

sign and decimal point.
Children will make an organized list to find different combinations of coins.

children will identify solid figures by their faces or flat surfaces, edges, and vertices.
Children will identify the plane shapes thqt form the flat surfaces of solid figures.

Children will count by hundreds to 1,000
numbers up to 1,000.

Children will recognize and name trapezoids, parallelograms and hexagons, put shapes
together to make new shapes, and Identify the number of sides and vertices in each shape.
Children will cut shapes apart to make new shapes.
Children will identify and create figures that are the same size and the same shape.
Children will recognize and apply translations, reflections, and rotations to geometric shapes.
Children will identify obJects that have svmmetrv and draw lines of symmetrv.

Children will identify and record three-digit numbers In expanded form, standard form, and
number word form.
Children will find, identify, and apply number patterns to numbers on a hundred chart.
Children will compare three-digit numbers using the symbols<,=,>
Children will identify and write numbers that are one before, one after, or between given

Children will join two groups and write addition number sentences to tell how many in ail.
Children will solve problems by writing subtraction number sentences.
Children will write related addition and subtraction facts.
Children wlll use counters to model and solve addition and subtraction problems.
Children will subtract 0, 1, 2 from a number by applying the concepts of 0-less-than, 1-lessthan, and 2-lessthan a number.
Children will use addition doubles facts to subtract.
Children will find differences by using related addition facts to 10.
Children will find differences by using related addition facts to 18.
Children will master addition facts in which both addends are the same.
Children will master addition facts where the addends are 1 apart.

Content

2nd Math Curricullum Map
Trlmester2

Children will use place value models to show

M3.A.3.1- Solve problems using addition, subtraction and multiplication (straight
computation and word problems). (Reference: 2.1.3.L, 2.2.3.8)
M3.A.2.1- Understand various meanings of operations and the relationship between them.
(Reference: 2.1.3.K, 2.2.3.C, 2.S.3.C)
M3.D.2.2- Determine the missing number or symbol in a number sentence. (Reference:
2.8.3.9, 2.8.3.F)

Standards

M3.D.1.1- Recognize, describe, or extend a variety of patterns. (Reference: 2.8.3.A, 2.11.3.0)
2.0A.1- Use addition and subtraction within 100 to solve one- and two-step word problems
involving situations of adding to, taking from, putting together, taking part, and comparing,
with unknowns In all positions, e.g., by using drawings and equations with a symbol for the
unknown number to represent the problem.
2.0A.2- Fluently add and subtract within 20 using mental strategies.2 By end of Grade 2,
know from memory all sums of two one-digit numbers.
2.NBT.S- Fluently add and subtract within 100 using strategies based on place value,
properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction.
2.NBT.8- Mentally add 10 or 100 to a given number 100-900, and mentally subtract 10 or
100 from a given number 100-900.
M3.A.1.1- Apply place-value concepts and numeration to counting, ordering, grouping and
equivalency. (Reference: 2.1.3.C, 2.1.3.1, 2.11.3.A)
M3.A.1.3.1 -1. Count a collection of bills and coins less than $5.00 (penny, nickel, dime,
quarter, dollar). Money may be represented as 15 cents, tse or $0.1S.
M3.A.1.3.2- 2. Compare total values of combinations of coins less than $S.OO (penny, nickel,
dime, quarter, dollar).
M3.A.1.3- Count, compare and make change using a collection of coins and one-dollar bills.
(Reference: 2.1.3.E)

M3.A.2.1- Understand various meanings of operations and the relationship between them.
(Reference: 2.1.3.K, 2.2.3.C, 2.5.3.C)
M3.A.3.1.1- 1. Solve single- and double digit addition and subtraction problems with
regrouping in vertical and horizontal form.
M3.D.l.l-Recognize, describe, or extend a variety of patterns. (Reference: 2.8.3.A, 2.11.3.D)
M3.A.l.l- Apply place-value concepts and numeration to counting. ordering, grouping and
equivalency. (Reference: 2.1.3.C, 2.1.3.1, 2.11.3.A)
M3.A.3.2- Use estimation skills to arrive at conclusions. (Reference: 2.2.3.E)
M3.A.3.1- Solve problems using addition, subtraction and multiplication (straight
computation and word problems). (Reference: 2.1.3.L, 2.2.3.8)
M3.C.1.1-Identify and/or describe two and three dimensional objects. (Reference: 2.9.3.A)
M3.C.2.1- Apply the concepts of transformations and symmetry. (Reference: 2.9.3.E, 2.9.3.F,
2.9.3.H)
M3.A.1.2- Use fractions to represent quantities as part of a whole or part of a set. Reference:
2.1.3.D
M3.B.2.1- Determine the measurement of objects with nonstandard and standard units.
(Reference: 2.3.3.8, 2.3.3.F)
M3.B.2.2- Estimate measurements of familiar objects. (Reference: 2.3.3.G)
M3.B.2.1- Determine the measurement of objects with nonstandard and standard units.
(Reference: 2.3.3.8, 2.3.3.F)
M3.B.2.2- Estimate measurements offamiiiar objects. (Reference: 2.3.3.G)
M3.B.1.2 ·Use the attributes of length, area, volume and weight of objects. (Reference:
2.3.3.A, 2.3.3.E)

M3.B.2.1- Determine the measurement of objects with nonstandard and standard units.
(Reference: 2.3.3.6, 2.3.3.F)
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(Reference: 2.3.3.8, 2.3.3.F)
M3.B.2.2- Estimate measurements of familiar objects. (Reference: 2.3.3.G)
M3.B.1.2- Use the attributes of length, area, volume and weight of objects. (Reference:

2.3.3,A, 2.3.3,E)

M3.B.1.2- Use the attributes of length, area, volume and weight of objects. (Reference:
2.3.3.A, 2.3.3.E)
M3.B.2.1- Determine the measurement of objects with nonstandard and standard units.
(Reference: 2.3.3.8, 2.3.3.F)
M3.8.1.1.1- 1. Tell/show time (analog) to the minute.
M3.A.3.2- Use estimation skills to arrive at conclusions. (Reference: 2.2.3.E)
M3.B.l.2.1- 1. Select an appropriate unit for the attribute being measured.
M3.B.l.l- Determine or calculate time and elapsed time. (Reference: 2.3.3.C, 2.3.3.D)
M3.E.1.2- Organize or display data using tables1 charts, or bar graphs. Reference: 2.6.3.A,
2.7.3.C
M3.E.l.1.1-1. Analyze data shown on tables, charts, or bar graphs using the concepts of
largest, smallest, most often, least often and middle.
M3.E.3.1- Predict and/or measure the likelihood of events. (Reference: 2.7.3.A)
M3.A.1.1- Apply place-value concepts and numeration to counting, ordering, grouping and
equivalency. (Reference: 2.1.3.C, 2.1.3.1, 2.11.3.A)
M3.D.l.l- Recognize, describe, or extend a variety of patterns. (Reference: 2.8.3.A, 2.11.3.D)
M3.A.3.1- Solve problems using addition, subtraction and multiplication (straight
computation and word problems). (Reference: 2.1.3.L,2.2.3.8)
M3.A.3.1.3- 3. Solve triple digit addition and subtraction problems without regrouping in
vertical or horizontal form. M3.A.3.2- Use estimation skills to arrive at conclusions.
(Reference: 2.2.3.E)
M3.A.3.2.1· 1. Estimate sums and c:llfferences of quantities; round 2-dlgit numbers to the
,...,,.,..

Assessments

include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Class discussions
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Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Class discussions
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positive add hegative ~ecima ls,whc)le~umber~~and·.
.irtteg~r~).and·algebraicproperties. Jh.estudents\NH[.
inve~tig;he.and explore new topicsipcluding s. . ... ·· ...
peqll~t(pns and in.equ~litjes,gr*phinglinear •.:•
equations'1 simplifyingalgebraicexpressions,•fact!).rir')g,
solving.systems of equations, and using matrices.····· .

Fundamentals

Lines

Polygons

Proof

What are the building blocks of
Geometry? Howe an you describe the
attributes of a segment or angle?How
do you provethattwo lines are
parallel?
How can you .make a conjecture and
prove that it is true? How tan you use
coordinates and algebraictechniqi.Jes
to represent, interpret,. and verify
geometric relationships?

What is the sum.of the measure of the
. angles of a triangle? How can you find
the sum of the measures of polygon
angles? How. can you use coordinates
and algebraic techniques to .
represent, interpret, an~ verify
geometric relationships? ·
How do you use the ideas of direct
and indirect proof, and counterexamples to verify valid conjectures
and refute invalid. conjectures? How
do you show thattwo triangles are
congruent?

Use coordinates and algebraic
weekly graded
2.3.G,C,. 2.S.(j.A,
techniquestointerpret, represent, and assignments, mid- 2.S.G.B, 2.8.G.B,
verify geometric relationships.
unit quiz, end of 2.9.G.A
. unit test
Use properties of angles formed by
intersecting lines to find the measures
of missing angles. Use properties of
angles formed when two parallel lines
are cut by a transversal to find the
measures of missing angles.

weekly gre~ded
assignments, mid~
unitquiz, end of
unittest

.Use coordinates and algebraic·.
weekly graded
technique~to interpret; represent, and assignments, midverify geometricrelationspips.
unit quiz1 end qf
Identify and/or use properties of
unit test
triangles, Identify and/or use
properties of isosceles and
equilateral triangles. Identify and/or
use properties ofregl!larpolygons
weekly graded .
Define and describe types of
geometrical reasoning and proof,
assignments; mid"
using them to verify valid conjectures unit quiz, end of
as they surface in the study of
unit test
geometry; develop a counter example
to refute an invalid conjecture. Write,
analyze, complete, or identify formal
proofs (e.g., direct and/or indirect
proofs/proofs by contradiction).

2.3.G.C,2.4.G.A,
2.4.G.B, 2.5.G.A,
2.5.G.B, 2.8.G.B,
2.9.G.A

2.3.G.C, 2.S.G.A,
2,S.G.B,2,U.G.A

2.4.G.A, 2.4.G.B, 2.5
.G.A, 2.5.G.B,
2.9.G.A, 2.9.G.B

Define, describe, and analyze 2- and 3~ weekly graded
dimensional figures, their properties assignments, mid.and relationships, including how a
unit quiz,.ef1d of
change in one measurement will
unittest
affect other measurements of that
figure. Identify and/or use properties
of congruent and similar polygons or
solids. Identify andforuse
proportionalrelationships in similar
figures.
·

2.1.G.C, 2.3.G.C,
2.4.G.A, 2.S.G.A,
2.5.G.B, 2.8.G.B,
2.9:G.B

Howcan you classify quadrilaterals? Use coordinates and algebraic
weekly graded
techniques to interpret, represent, and assignments,midHow can you use coordinates and
algebraic techniques to represent,
·verify geometric relationships.
unit quiz, end of
interpret, and verify geometric
Identify and/or use properties of
.unit test
relationships?
quadrilaterals.
··How do you find a side length or angle Use the Pythagorean The:orem or
weekly graded
measure in a right triangle? How do trigonometric ratios to writeandf.or
assignments, midc
trigonometric ratios relate to similar solve problems involving right
unit quiz, end of
right triangles?
triangles ..Use trigonometric ratios to unit test
writeand/or solve problems involving
right triangles.
How can you prove relationships
Identify, determine and/or use the
weekly graded
between angles and arcs in a circle? radius, diameter, segment and/or
a~signments, midWhenlines intersect ina circle, or
tangent of a circle. Identify,
unit quiz, end of
within a circle, how.do you find the
determine and/or use the arcs,
.unit test
semicircles, sectors, and/or angles of
measures of resulting angles, arcs,
andsegrrients? Howdo you find the
a circle. Identify, determine and/or
equation of a circle in the coordinate use the arcs, semicircles, sectors, and/ •
or angles of a circle.
plane?

2.3.G.C, 2.S.G.A,
2.5.G.B, 2.9.G.A,
2.9.G.C

How do you show two triangles are
similar?How can you explain the
relationship between congruence and
similarity in both 2- and 3dimensio.nal figures?
Similarity

Quadrilaterals

Right Triangles

Circles

2.1.G.C,2.3.G.C,
2.5.G.A1 2;S.G.B,
2.10.G.A

2.5.G.A, 2.S.G.B, 2.8
.G.B, 2.9.G.A, 2.9.G.

c

Area &Volume

Coordinate Geometry

How can we represent the probability Use concepts of congruence and
of an event using geometric properties similarityto relate and compare 2of length or area?
and 3-dimensibnal figures, including
trigonometric ratios. Identify and/or
.use the properties ofa sphere or
cylinder.· Identify and/or use
properties of pyramids and prisms.
Use area models to find
probabilities. Develop and/or use
strategies to estimate the area of a
compound/composite figure.
Use coordinates and algebraic
How can you use coordinates and
algebraic techniques to represent,
techniques to interpret, represent, and
verify geometric relationships.
interpret, andverify geometric
relationships?
Calculate the distance and/or
midpoint between 2 points on a
number line or on a coordinate plane.
Use slope, distance and/or midpoint
between 2 points on a coordinate
plane to establish properties of a 2dimensional shape

weekly graded
assignments, midunit quiz, end of
unit test

2.3.G.C, 2.3.G.E,
2.5.G.A,2.5.G.B,
2.7.G.A, 2.l{G.A,
2.ll.G.C

weekly graded
2.5.G.A, 2.5.G.B, 2.8
;assignments, mid- .G.B, 2.9.G.A, 2.9.G.
unit quiz, end of
c
unit test
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Segments & Rays

Angles

Angle Pairs

The ~tudent will be able to .make and describe fundamental
sketches. The student will also be able to understand basic
concepts such as intersect, horizontal, vertiCal, collinear and
coplanar.
.
The studentwill be able to define segment, ray, opposite rays;
congrueht, midpoint,.bisect,lengtharn:fpostulate.The "Ruler
Postulate" and "Segment Addition Postulate" will be introduced.
The students will be a~leto define fourtypes of angles (acute,
right, obtuse, ahd straight) and will solve algebraic problems
associated with them. In addition, the student will sketch these
angles using computer software and/or Cl. protractor. The
student.s will be able to define "angle bisector" and solve
problems using the "Angle Addition Postulate"
The students will be able to define fourtypes of angles (acute,
right, obtuse,and straight) and .will solve algebraic problems
associated with them>ln addition, the student will sketch these
angles using computersoftware and/or. a protractor. The
studentswill be able. to define "angle bisector" and solve
problems using the "Angle Addition Postulate"

The studentwill construct and judge the validity of a logical
argumenlconsistingofa set of premises and a conch;Jsion.This
Conditional Statements will include (a) identifying the converse, inverse, and
contrapositive of a conditional statement and (b) translating a
short verbal· argument .into symbolic form.
The student wil.l construct and judge the validity of a logical
argument consisting.ofa set of pr~misesand a conclusion.This
Logic
will include (c) using Venn diagrams to represent set
relationship and (d) using deductiverei:)sohing.
The studentwill be aqle to determineJfa pair of lines .are
Pairs oflines
parallel; perpendicular, skew or oblique.
The student will·usethe.relationships bet:ween anglesfprrned
by two lines cutbya transversal to(c)solve.real-v.10rld .·
Angles & Parallel Lines
problems
involving angles. formed
when
parallel
are' cut
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. lines
.
by atransversal.
'

Proving Lines Parallel

Triangles
Isosceles triangles

Triangle Inequality

The student will use the relationships between. angles formed
by two lines cut by a transversal to (a) determine if two lines
are parallel; (b) verify .the parallelism, using algebraic and
coordinate methods as well as deductive proofs.
The student will be able to describe triangles based on their
anglesand sides. The studentwill also be able to determine .the
measures of interior ahd exterior angles of triangles.
The. student will be able to apply the Isosceles Triangle Theorem
in determining angle and side measurements.
The student, given information concerning the lengths of sides
and/or measures ofangles, will: .orde(the sidesby length~
given the angle measures; order the angles by degree measure,
given the side lengths; determine whether a triangle exists; and
determine the range in which the length of the third side must
1~.

Polygons
Using Properties
Congruent Triangles

SSS, SAS, ASA

AAS, HL

Using proportions
Similar Polygons

Identifying similar
triangles

.

The student will solve real~world problems involving. angles of
polygons.
The studentwill be able to use algebraic properties to explain a
·
series of logical statements.
The student will investigate and identify congruence
relationships between triangles
The student, given information in the form of a figure or
statement, will prove two triangles. are congruent, using
algebraic and coordinate methods as well as deductive proofs.
The student, given information in the form of a figure or
statemer!t1will prove two triangles are congruent, using
algebraic and coordinate. methods as well as deductive proofs.
The student wil.l be able to use ratios and proportions to solve
a variety ofproblems.
The student will use similar geometric.objectsin two-c
dimensions to (a) compare ratiosbetiNeen side lengths aOd
perimeters.
The student, given information in the form of a .figure or
statement, will prove two triangles are similar, using algebraic
and coordinate methods as well as deductive proofs.

Proportional parts

Parallelograms
Testfor Parallelograms
Rectangles

The student \Nil I be able to use proportional reasoning in
determining segment lengthswhen (a) parallel lines.are
iritersectedby more than one transversal, and (.b) ah ~pgle
bisectorofa triangle intersects the opposite side ofthe
triangle.
The studentwillverifychara.cteristics ofquadrilaterals .and
use properties of quadrilaterals. to solve real-world problems.
The student will be able to determine'ifa quadrilateral is a
parallelogram based onS methods.
The student will verify characteristics of quadrilaterals an.d.
use properties of quadrilateralsto solVe real-world problems.

Rhombi and Squares

The student will verify characteristics of quadrilaterals a~d use
properties ofquadrilaterals to solve real-world problems.

Trapezoids and Kites

The student wil.l verify characteristic~ of quadrilaterals and use
properties of quadrilaterals to solve real~.world problems.

The stu<:Jent, given information in th~ fonn ofa figure or
statement, will provetwo triangles are similar. [This l.esson .
leads to one methodofproving the Pythagorean Theorem,]
The studeht will solve real-world problems involving right
Pythagorean Theorem
triangles by using the Pythagorean Theor~m.
.
The student will. solve real-world problems involving right.
Special Right Triangles
triangles by using properties of special right triangles.
The student will solve reai~Worldproblems involving right
Right Triangle Trig
triangles by usingrighftriangletrigonometry.
The student will be able to define arid sketchthe following
circle related objects:c:ircle, radius, chord; diameter, secant,
tang~nt, point oftangency1 common tangents, congruentcircles,
Terminology
concentric circles, inscribed/circumscribed objects, arci minor
arc, semicircle, major arc, arc length, circumference, sphere,
and great circle.
·
The student will use angles, arcs, chords, tangentsi and SE)Car~ts
Area and Circumference
to (c) find arc lengths and areas ofsectbrs in Cir.cles: · · ·
Geometric mean

Tangents

Arcs and chords

Angle Formulas

Segment Formulas

Area
Prisms and Pyramids
.Cylinders and Cones
Spheres

Similar. Objects

Formulas

The student will use angles, arcs, chOrds, tangents,and secants
to (a) investigate, verify,and apply properties of circles; (b)
solvereal"world problems involving prpperties ofeircles.
The student wi II use angles, a res, chords, tangents, and secants
to (a) investigate, verify,.and applyprop.erties of circles; (b)
solve real-world problems involving prOperties of circles.
The studemt will use angles, arcs, chords, tangents,.ancl secants
to (a) investigate, veitfV!and apply propertie~ of circles; (b)
solve real-world problems involving properties of circles.
The studentwill use angles; arc~, chprds 1tangents, and secants
to (a) investigate; verify, and apply properties of circles; (b)
solve real"world problems involving properties of circles.
The student will. be able to determine the area of a variety of
shapes including polygons, circles, and sectors of circles.
The student will use forrm.lla~ for surface area and volume of
threecdimerisional objects to solve real-world problems.
The student will use formulas for surface area and volume of
three-dimensional objects to solve real-world ~roblems.
The student will useformulas for surface area and volume of
three-dimensional objects tosolve real~world problems;
The studentwill use similar geometric objeCts iritiNo- or threedimensions to: Compa~e ratios. betweenside lengths, . ·.·.
perimeters, areas, and volumes; determine how changes in one
or more dimensions of an object affect area and/or .volUme of.
the objekt; determine howchanges. in area and/orvolume of ali
object affect one or more. dimensionsofthe object' and sol.ve
real-world problems about simi Ia r geometric objects
Thestude.ntwill use plctoric;il representati()ns, includi,ng
computer. software, constructions;. and coordinate methods,to
solve problems involving symmetry and transformation. This .
will include a) investigating and usingformulas for finding
distance, midpoint, and slope; b) applyingslopeto vefify and
determine whether .lines are parallel or perpendicular;

Quadrilaterals

Transformations

Equations of Circles

Thestudentwill v~rify characteristics of quadrilaterals and use
properties of quadrilateraJsto solve real-world probiE:!ITlS.
The student will use pictorial representations; inCluding
comput~rsoftware, constructions, andcoordinate. meth()ds, to
solve problems involving symmetry ilnd transformation., T.his
will include c) investig(lting.symmetry and determining whether
afigure is symmetric with respectto aline or a point ·

of

The student, given the coordil')ates the center ofacircle and
a point on the circle,\Nill write the.equationof the Circle.

Trimester!

1st grade Science Curriculium M-ap
Trimester2

Content

Air Is matter, takes up space, and Interacts with objects.
Air is all around objects.
Air resistance affects how things move.
Air can be compressed and the pressure from compressed air can move things.
Air is a gas.
Wind Is moving air.
Meteorologists use a wind scale to describe the strength of the wind.
Meteorologists use a anenometer to measure the speed of the wind.
Meteorologists use wind vanes to observe the direction of the wind.
Weather conditions change over time.
Weather observations can be organized and compared.
The Sun heats the Earth during the day.
Each season has a typical weather pattern that can be observed, compared, and predicted.
The bright appearance of the Moon changes shape In a pattern that can be observed,
compared, and predicted.
The Sun and Moon appear to move slowly across the sky.

Insects need air, food, water, and space.
insects have characteristic structures and behaviors.
The life cycle of the beetle Is egg, larva, pupa, and adult, which produces eggs.
Live organisms need to be treated with care and respect.
Some insects, moths, produce silk threads.
The life cycle of the waxworm is egg, larva, pupa, and adult moth, which produces eggs.
Needs of insects include air, food, water, and space, and these are met in different ways for
different insects.
Insects hatch from eggs.
Insects have three body parts: head, thorax, and abdomen.
Insects and other animals have different structures that help them grow and survive.
The life cycle of some insects is egg, nymph stages, and adult with produces eggs.
The life cycle of the moth is egg, larva, pupa, and adult, which produces eggs.
Insect larvae have common structures such as six legs and three body parts.
The life cycle of the butterfly is egg, larva, pupa, and adult which produces eggs.

Vocabulary

air, matter, gas, invisible, bubble, water, parachute, air resistance, system, fountain, rocket,
distance, move, travel, weather, meteorologist, symbol, sunny, partly
cloudy, rainy, snowy, temperature, thermometer,weather instrument, freezing, cold, cool,
warm, hot, clouds, wind, pinwheel, wind vane, direction, north, south, east, west, kite, tail,
flying line

Mealworm, air, water, food, space, segment, antenna(e), droppings, leg, adult, darkling
beetle, head, thorax, abdomen, wing, egg, life cycle, living, dead, molt, larva(e), pupa(e)
Waxworm, silk, cocoon, stage, wax moth, insect, milkweed bugs, water fountain, hatch,
habitat, silkworm, habitat, mulberry leaf, eye, spot, caterpillar, painted lady, pupate,
chrysalis, waste, butterfly, nectar, cricket, chirping, ant, tunnel

Standards

Assessments

S4.C.l.l Describe observable physical properties of matter.
S4.A.3.2 Use models to illustrate simple concepts and compare the models to what they
represent.
S4.A.2.2 Identify appropriate Instruments for a specific task and describe the information the
instrument can provide.
S4.A.2.1 Apply skills necessary to conduct an experiment or design a solution to solve a
problem.
S4.C.2.1 Recognize basic energy types and sources, or describe how energy can be changed
from one form to another.
S4.D.2.lldentify basic weather conditions and how they are measured.
54.0.1.3 Describe Earth's different sources of water or describe changes in the form of water.
S4.A.3.lldentify systems and describe relationships among parts of a familiar system {e.g.,
digestive system, simple machines, water cycle).
S4.A.3.3 Identify and make observations about patterns that regularly occur and reoccur in
nature.
S4.A.1.3 Recognize and describe change In natural or human·made systems and the possible
effects ofthose changes.
S4.A.l.lldentify and explain the application of scienttnc, environmental, or technological
knowledge to possible solutions to problems.
Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
IVocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

Trimester 3

Solids are on state of matter.
Solid materials have properties that separate them from other states of matter.
We use our senses to observe the properties of matter.
Solids can be sorted by their properties.
Solids have distinct uses based on their properties.
Engineers are scientists who use their knowledge of materials to design useful objects and
structures.
Liquids have many properties.
Liquids pour and flow.
Liquids take the shape of their container.
The surface of liquid is level with respect to the ground.
Solids and liquids have distinct properties that separate them as two states of matter.

Solid, observe, property, cylinder, tower, Flexible, rigid, rough, smooth,
transparent, opaque, engineer, liquid, flow, level, pour, particle, grain, powder, pour,
separate, cornmeal, lima bean, mung bean, pinto bean, rice, pile, scoop, mixture, screen, sift,
static, curve, mixture, change, disappear, crystal, layer

S4.B.l.lldentify and describe similarities and differences between Jiving things and their life
processes.
54.8.2.2 Identify that characteristics are Inherited and, thus, offspring closely resemble their
parents.
3.1.3.A3.l1Justrate how plants and animals go through predictable life cycles that include
birth, growth, development, reproduction, and death.
3.1.3.A2. Describe the basic needs of living things and their dependence on light, food, air,
water, and shelter.

54.A.l.lldentify and explain the application of scientific, environmental, or technological
knowledge to possible solutions to problems.
S4.A.2.1 Apply skills necessary to conduct an experiment or design a solution to solve a
problem.
S4.A.3.2 Use models to illustrate simple concepts and compare the models to what they
represent.
S4.C.l.l Describe observable physical properties of matter.
S4.A.2.2 Identify appropriate instruments for a specific task and describe the information the
instrument can provide.
S4.A.2.2 Identify appropriate Instruments for a specific task and describe the information the
instrument can provide.

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests{ quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

2nd grade Science Curriculum Map
Trimester 2

Trimester!

Content

Vocabulary

Rocks are the solid material ofthe Earth.
Rocks have a variety of properties, including color, hardness, shape, and size.
Rocks can be sorted by their properties.
Rocks are all around us.
Rocks can be categorized by size.
Screens and water can be used to sort the sizes of earth materials.
Rock sizes include clay, silt, sand, gravel, and pebbles.
Earth materials are natural resources.
The properties of different earth materials make each suitable for specific uses.
Earth materials are commonly used in the construction of buildings and streets.
Soli Is a mixture of earth materials.
Humus Is a decayed materials from plants and animals.
The ingredients of soil can be observed by mixing soil with water, shaking it, and letting it
settle.
Soils vary from place to place.
Soils have properties of color and texture.
Soils differ in their ability to support plants.

Plants are alive.
Plants need water, air, nutrients, and light to grow.
As plants grow, they develop roots, stems, leaves, buds, flowers, and seeds In a sequence
called a life cycle.
Bees and other Insects help some plants by moving pollen from flower to flower.
Scientists use journals to record their observations.
Seeds are alive.
Seeds need water and tight to develop Into new plants.
Not all plants grow alike.
Some plants will die if cut near the ground while others will continue to live.
Wheat and other cereals that we eat come from seeds called grains.
Plants have different structures that function in growth and survival.
New plants can grow from the stems of old plants
Leaves, twigs, and roots develop on stems at the nodes.
Plants make food from light, water, air, and nutrients from soil.
Potatoes are underground stems.
Bulbs are alive.
Bulbs need water to start growing.
Some parts of roots will grow Into new plants; other parts will not.

Earth materials, Rocks, Minerals, Basalt, Tuff, Scoria, Geologists, Crystal, Physical wearing,
Chemical wearing, Mixtures, Boulder, Clay, Cobble, Gravel, Pebble, Silt, Screen, Particle,
Shake, Size, Aggregate, Asphalt, Cement, Adobe, Concrete, Mortar, Potter's Clay, Portland
cement, Glass, Shale, Humus, Sand, Alike, Amount, Ingredient, Sample

Plant, Calendar, Journal, Brasslca, Soil, Fertilizer, Nutrients, Sprout, Seedling, Stem,
Leaves/Leaf, Bud, Pollen, Seedpod, Seed Root, Rye Grass, Alfalfa, Lawn, Mow, Grain, Wheat,
Roots, Node, Potato Eyes

3.3.3A1.
Explain and give examples of the ways In which soli is formed.
Standards

Assessments

14.3.4,A. Know that plants, animals and humans are dependent on air and water.

3.3.3.~2.

.
Identify the physical properties of minerals and demonstrate how minerals can be tested for
these different physical properties.

4.7.4.A. Identify differences in living things.

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

Trimester 3

Sound Is a form of energy that travels In waves.
Sound travels in different ways through different materials.
The pitch of sound varies with the frequency of the vibration of what is generating it.
We can vary the pitch of sound by doing different things with different materials.
The volume of sound depends on the amplitude of the vibration.
Humans can both hear and produce sounds.
Sound may be generated by a variety of types of instruments.

Vibration, Pitch, Frequency, Source, Volume, Decibel, Soundboard, Tension, Larynx

S4A.1.1.1 Distinguish between a scientific fact and an opinion, providing clear explanations
that connect observations and results (e.g., a scientific fact can be supported by making
observations).
S4.A.l.3.1 Observe and record change by using time and measurement.
S4.A.1.3.2 Describe relative size, distance, or motion.
S4.A.2.1.2 Design and describe an Investigation (a fair test) to test one variable.
S4.A.2.1.4 State a conclusion that is consistent with the Information/data.
S4.B.3.3.lldentify everyday human activities (e.g., driving, washing, eating, manufacturing,
farming) within a community that depend on the natural environment.
S4.B.3.3.2 Describe the human dependence on the food and fiber systems from production to
consumption (e.g., food, clothing, shelter, products).
S4.C.l.1.1 Use physical properties [e.g., mass, shape, size, volume, color, texture, magnetism,
state (I.e., solid, liquid, and gas), conductiv'1ty (I.e., electrical and heat)] to describe matter.
S4.C.1.1.2 Categorize/group objects using physical characteristics.
S4.C.2.1.11dentify energy forms, energy transfer, and energy examples (e.g., light, heat,
electrical).
S4.C.2.1.4 Identify characteristics of sound (e.g., pitch, loudness, reflection).

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

3rd grade Science Curriculum Map
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Trlmesterl

Content

Vocabulary

Standards

Assessments

Seeds are found in the plant part called fruit.
Different kinds of fruits have different kinds and numbers of seeds.
Machines and tools can make work easier.
Seeds have a variety of properties.
Some machines use human energy, some machines need other sources of energy.
Seeds undergo changes the presence of water.
A seed is an organism, a living thing.
Levers make work easier.
A lever consists of a rigid bar that pivots about a fixed point called a fulcrum.
Seeds store food and provide protection for the young plant.
There is a relationship between the location of the fulcrum, the effort needed to lift the toad, Germination is the onset of a seed's growth.
and the height the load Is lifted.
Plants need water, light, and nutrients to grow.
Some tools work better than others for a particular job.
Hydroponics is the technique of growing plants in water.
Inclined planes make work easier.
The life cycle Is the process of a seed growing into a mature plant, which in turn produces
seeds.
Inclined planes make work easier by decreasing the amount of effort needed to lift a heavy
Crayfish have observable structures.
object.
There is a relationship between the length of an inclined plane and the effort needed to lift a Crayfish require clean, cool water, food, and space.
load to a certain height.
Behavior is what an animal does.
An Increased distance to travel is the "trade-off' for the decreased effort to lift the load.
Habitat is where an animal lives.
A one-pulley setup makes lifting heavy things easier by changing the direction of the effort
Some animals claim a territory that they protect from other animals.
Land snails require water, food, air, and space.
needed.
The structures of animals have particular functions that help them survive.
Using more than one pulley makes lifting heavy things easier.
There is a relationship between the number of pulleys, amount of rope pulled, and effort.
The shell of the land snail helps protect it during dry conditions.
The soft, moist foot of the land snail allows it to move and stick to a variety of surfaces.
We must take care not to harm animals as we learn about them.

Simple Machines, Lever, Fulcrum, Force, Inclined Plane, Ramp, Data, Load, Angle, Steep,
Pulley, Groove, Two-Pulley System, Movable Pulley, Fixed Pulley,

Estimate, Fruit, Property, Seed, Dormant, Mold, Embryo, Seed coat, Cotyledon, Germination,
Organism, Growth, Seeding, Root, Stem, Leaf, Nutrient, Hydroponics, Flower, life cycle,
Structures, Crustaceans, Antenna, Bristles, Carapace, Swimmerets, Pincers, Elodea, Habitat,
Behavior, Territory, Estivate, Function

3.1.3.Al.
Describe characteristics of living things that help to Identify and classify them.
3.2.3.81
3.1.3.A2.
Explain how movement can be described in many ways.
Describe the basic needs of 11ving things and their dependence on light, food, air, water, and
3.2.3.B2
shelter.
A
Explore energy's ability to cause motion and create change, Explore how energy can be found
313 3
In m o~~g objects, light, sound, and heat.
l~e~t~fy ~ifferences in the life cycles of plants and animals.
3.2. •
3.1.3.AS.
Explore temperature changes that result from the addition or removal of heat.
Identify the structures in plants that are responsible for food production, support, water
transport, reproduct'1on, growth, and protection.

3

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
IVocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

I

include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

Trimester3

What happens when water gets spilled, splashed or dropped on something?
Does water
do the same thing on all surfaces?
What shape does water take on a flat surface?
Why does water form a dome on flat surfaces? How can you change the surface tension of
plain water? Does water always flow downhill? How does changing the slope or quantity of
water change the speed at which It flows downhill? What happens to water when it is
heated? What happens to water when it is cooled? Is hot water/cold water denser or less
dense than room-temperature? What happens to water when it freezes? What happens to
ice when it is heated? How do the masses of equal volumes of Ice and water compare?
What happens when two paper towels are allowed to dry, one In a cup with a lid and the
other in an open cup? What effect does air temperature have on evaporation? What effect
does surface area have on the rate of evaporation? What effect does surface area have on
the rate of evaporation? What happens when you pour water through different earth
materials? How does a waterwheel work? What is the best design for a waterwheel that will
efficiently lift objects? What are some of the properties of water that affect its quality?
What types of water can be used for different purposes? What questions do I have that I can
research and find the answer to?

Water Property, Absorb, Bead, Surface Tension, Dome, Slope, Flow, Expand, Contract, Sink,
Denser, Float, Less Dense, Evaporate, Water Vapor, Seriate, Thermometer, Surface Area,
Condense, Water cycle, Soak, Drain, Earth materials, Blade, Shaft, Water Quality, Dissolve

3.2.3.Al
Differentiate between properties of objects such as size, shape, weight and properties of
materials that make up the objects such as color, texture, and hardness. Differentiate
between the three states of matter, classifying a substance as a solid, liquid, or gas.
3.2.3A2
Recognize that ali objects and materials In the world are made of matter.
3.2.3,A3
Demonstrate how heating and cooling may cause changes in the properties of materials
including phase changes.
3,2,3.A4
Use basic reaction to demonstrsate observable changes In properties of matter (e.g, burning,
cooking).
3.2.383
Explore temperature changes that result from the addition or removal of heat.

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

4th grade Science Curriculum Map
Trimester 2

Trimesterl

Content

Vocabulary

What are some of the properties we can use to describe individual rocks?
How can we determine the ingredients of a rock?
How can we separate the ingredients of a rock?
What are the ingredients in mock rocks?
What evidence do you have to support your conclusions?
What properties can we use to identify minerals?
What properties can we use to Identify minerals?
How can your fingernail, a penny, and a paper clip help determine hardness?
How can we tell If one of the ingredients in a rock is the mineral calcite?
Is there another test we can do to know for sure which rocks contain calcite?
What are the mineral Ingredients in granite?
Students ask their own questions and plan Investigations or research to answer them.

Geologist, Earth materials, Rocks, Properties, Mock rocks, Crystal, Evaporates, Depth,
!Skeleton, Bones, Position, Orientation, Mammals, Organism, Joint, Articulate.d, Opposable,
Dissolve, Property, Diameter, Orcumference, Depth, Meter tape, Balance, Dull, Talc, Gypsum, Intricate Tasks, Hinge, Ball-and-socket, Gliding, Muscles, Contract, Tendon, Ligaments,
Calcite, Fluorite, Apatite, Orthoclase, Quartz, Topaz, Corundum, Diamond, Basalt, Limestone, Coordination, Stimulus, Response, Neural Pathways
Marble, Sandstone, Vinegar, Acid, Granite, Feldspar, Hornblende, Mica

3.3.3.A2.
Identify the physical properties of minerals and demonstrate how minerals can be tested for
h
dlff
h
'
~.:~:.A . erent P ysical properties.

2

Identify basic properties and uses of Earth's materials including rocks, soils, water, and gases
of the

Standards

Assessments

How does your body move when jumping rope?
How many bones are in the human skeleton?
What are the functions of the bones in the skeleton?
How do the bones in a skeleton go together?
In what ways are the skeletons of a rodent and a human similar?
How important are thumbs for doing everyday activities?
What tasks are difficult to do without thumbs?
How important are joints In the fingers and hands for doing everyday tasks?
Are all the joints In the human skeleton the same?
What are the 3 main types of joints that allow movement?
How are leg bones from different animals similar?
How are they different?
How do muscles move bones?
How do muscles attach to bones to make leg movements possible?
How do muscles, tendons, and ligaments attach to bones to make a thumb move?
Where are some of the muscles that move the hand and thumb?
How does the bleeps muscle move the arm?
Does it take the same amount of time for hands and feet to respond to a visual stimulus?
Does practice make a difference in response time?
How long does it take to respond to a visual stimulus?

atmosphere.
3,3.4.A3.
Recognize that fossils provide evidence about the plants and animals that lived long ago and
the nature of the environment at that time.
3.3.4.A4.
Recognize Earth's different water resources, including both fresh and saltwater. Describe
phase changes in the forms of water on Earth.
3.3.S.A3.
Explain how geological processes observed today such as erosion, movement of lithospheric
plates, and changes In the composition ofthe atmosphere are similar to those in the past.

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

Trimester 3
What kind of materials do magnets stick to?
What happens when you bring two or more magnets together?
How do magnets Interact with other objects?
Does an iron object have to touch a magnet to become a temporary magnet?
How can we measure the force of attraction between 2 magnets?
Can you figure out where two magnets are taped in a box without looking?
How can you get electricity from a source to a receiver?
Where do connections need to be made?
How does electricity get through a circuit?
How can you get electricity from a source to a receiver?
How is the motor circuit like the light bulb?
What does a switch do In a circuit?
Can any of the test objects complete a circuit?
How much of the classroom environment is made of conductors?
Can you get two bulbs to light at the same time?
Can you make 211ghts bright in a series circuit?
Can you light 2 bulbs brightly with just one battery?
How many different ways can you wire a parallel circuit?
Which design is better for manufacturing long strings of tree lightsMseries or parallel?
Can you make a magnet that's turns on and off?
How does the number of winds of wire around a core affect the strength of the magnetism?
How can the strength of an electromagnet be changed?

Force, Magnet, Magnetism, Attract, Repel, Temporary Magnet, Induced Magnetism, Graph,
Prediction, Intersection, D-Cell, Bulb, Circuit, Motor, Switch, Schematic diagram, Conductors,
Insulators, Cells, Circuit, Parallel circuit, Electromagnet, Coils, Current

3.2.4.B4.
Apply knowledge of basic electrical circuits to the design and construction of simple direct
current circuits.
Compare and contrast series and parallel circuits,
3 1
' .4'~2 · h dlfferent resources t hat pants
d
d I'
Demonstrate that magnets have poles that repel and attract each other.
1
Oeser e t e
an an 1rna 1s nee to 1ve.
3.2.4.B6.
3.1.3.A3.
Illustrate how plants and animals go through predictable life cycles that Include birth, growth, ENERGY
development, reproduction, and death.
Give examples of how energy can be transformed from one form to another.
3.1.5.AS.
3.2.3.84.
Explain the concept of a cell as the basic unit of life. Compare and contrast plant and animal identify and classify objects and materials that are conductors or Insulators of electricity.
cells.
Identify and classify objects and materials as magnetic or nonmagnetic.
3.1.4.A8.
3.2.S.B4.
Demonstrate how electrical circuits provide a means of transferring electrical energy when
MODELS
Construct and interpret models and diagrams of various animal and plant life cycles.
heat, light, sound, and chemical changes are produced.
Demonstrate how electromagnets can be made and used.

ll.l.

4
.Al,
Describe the similarities and differences of physical characteristics In plants and animals

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

Trimester 1

Content

An environment Is everything that surrounds and influences and organism
An environmental factor is one part of an environmenti it can be living or nonliving
Terrestrial environments Include both living and nonliving things
A relationship exists between a number of environmental factors and how well they grow
Designing and Investigation involves controlling the variables so that the effect of one factor
can be observed
Each organism has a set of preferred environmental conditions
Organisms have ranges of tolerance for environmental factors
Organisms have specific requirements for successful growth, development, and reproduction
Optimum conditions are those most favorable to an organism's survival, growth, and
reproduction
Aquatic environments include living and nonliving factors
Carbon dioxide produced by aquatic organisms changes the acidity of the water
An environmental factor is one part of an environment. it can be living or nonliving
Environment Is everything that surrounds and influences an organism
An environmental factor is one part of an environment. It can be living or nonliving
Optimum Is the condition or degree of an environmental factor that is most favorable to
growth, development, and reproduction of an organism

5th grade Science Curriculum~
Trimester 2
A module can represent landforms and human structures
A map can represent landforms and human structures
A cartographer Is a person who makes maps
Maps and modules represent features of the earth at a manageable scale
A landform is a shape of the earth's surface
Erosion has two main components: Weathering, the breaking apart of rock structures, and
transport, the movement of materials to new locations
Deposition Is the process by which eroded earth materials settle out In a basin
Water flows downhill
The direction water flows in a stream depends on the barriers along its course
The steepness of the slope of the earth's surface affects the amount of erosion and
deposition by a stream
The quantity of water flowing through a stream channel affects the erosion and deposition
Humans can make changes to the streams and stream channels that affect the amount of
erosion and deposition
A topographic map uses contour lines to show the shape and elevation of the land
The elevation interval between two contour lines Is always the same
The closer the contour lines, the steeper the slope and vice versa
Symbols on topographic maps represent a number of landforms and other natural and

Range of tolerance is the conditions in which an organism can survive. Range lies between the hu~an-made features
high and low extremes of tolerance for an environmental factor
Aenal photographs display information about landforms and other features of the earth's
surface
Ariel photographs can be used to create maps

Vocabulary

Environment, Environmental factor, Terrarium, Organism, Germinate, Variable, isopod,
Beetle, Preferred Environment, Controlled Environment, Range of tolerance, Optimum,
Aquarium, Indicator, carbon dioxide, Brine Shrimp, Salinity, Optimum, Viable, Irrigate,
Drought, Salt-tolerant, Salt-sensitive

3.3.5.Al.
Describe how landforms are the result of a combination of destructive forces such as erosion
and constructive erosion, deposition of sediment, etc,
3.3.6.Al.
Recognize and interpret various mapping representations of Earth's common features.
3.3.S.A3.
Explain how geological processes observed today such as erosion, movement of lithospheric
plates, and changes in the composition of the atmosphere are similar to those In the past.
MODELS
Construct and interpret models and diagrams of various animal and plant life cycles.
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MODELS/SCALE: Identify basic landforms usmg models and simple maps.
3.1.4.AS.
CONSTANCY/CHANGE: Identify simple changes in the earth system as air, water, soil and rock
Describe common functions living things share to help them function in a specific
interact.
environment.
SCALE: Explain how basic weather elements are measured.
3.1.4 85.
3.3.6.A6.
PATTERNS
MODELS/SCALES: Describe the scales involved in characterizing Earth and its atmosphere.
identify observable patterns In the physical characteristics of plants or groups of animals.
MODELS/SCALES: Create models of Earth's common physical features.
3.1.4.Cl.
Identify different characteristics of plants and animals that help some populations survive and 13.3.7 .A6.
reproduce in greater numbers.
MODELS/SCALES: Locate significant geologic structures using various mapping
Describe how environmental changes can cause extinction in plants and animals.
representations.
3.1.5.C1.
CONSTANCY/CHANGE: Describe changes In atmospheric conditions associated with various
weather patterns.
Describe how organisms meet some of their needs In an environment by using behaviors
CONSTANCY/CHANGE SCALE: Describe geologic time as It relates to earth processes.
(patterns of activities) In response to Information (stimuli) received from the environment.

Assessments

include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

Water and solid material make a mixture
Some mixtures can be separated with filters
When a solution evaporates, It leaves the dissolved solid material behind
if the evaporation material forms a crystal, It can be lndentified by its properties, such as
shape and pattern
Salt will dissolve in water until it reaches saturation. No more salt will dissolve once
saturation Is reached
The amount of salt in a saturated solution can be determined by weighing the saturated
solution and subtracting the mass of the water
Citric acid Is about four times more soluble In water than salt is
Some materials form crystals with characteristics shapes that can be used for identification
As the amount of solute in a solution increases, the concentration goes up
When equal volumes of two solutions are compared on a balance, the heavier one Is more
concentrated
Sometimes when two or more chemicals are mixed, changes take place and new materials
form
Changes, such as heat, gas formation, and precipitate formation, are evidence of a chemical
reaction
if a liquid Is a solution, it might be separated by evaporation

Model, Boundary, Structure, Map, Grid, Cartographer, Symbol, Key, drainage basin, erosion,
landform, canyon, delta, plateau, slope, alluvial fan, flood, flash flood, levee, dam, floodplain, Mixture, Property, Solution, Dissolving. Evaporation, Crystal, Solvent, Solute, Saturated
Solution, Solubility, Concentration, Dilute, Volume, Chemical reaction, Precipitate, Change,
base, contour line, contour Interval, elevation, peak, sea level, topographic, map, profile,
bench mark, intermittent stream, perennial stream, ridge, glacier, valley, interpret, aerial
Reactant
photograph, surveyor, bar scale, representative fraction, rapids, Intermittent lake

3.1.S.A3.
Compare and contrast the similarities and differences in life cycles of different organisms.
3.l.S.A2.
Describe how life on earth depends on energy from the sun.
3.1.4.A2.
Describe the different resources that plants and animals need to live.
3.1.4.AB.

Standards

Trimester 3

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Sclence journals
Class discussions

3.2.4.Al.
Identify and classify objects based on their observable and measurable physical properties.
Compare and contrast solids, liquids, and gases based on their properties.
3.2.6.Al.
Distinguish the differences In properties of solids, liquids, and gases.
Differentiate between volume and mass. Investigate that equal volumes of different
substances usually have different masses.
3.2.6.A2.
Compare and contrast pure substances with mixtures
A4.
323
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Use basic reactions to demonstrate observable changes In properties of matter (e.g., burning,
cooking).
3.2.4.A4.
Recognize that combining two or more substances may make new materials with different
properties.
3.2.6.A4.
Differentiate between physical changes and chemical changes.
3.2.7.A4.
Describe how reactants change into products in simple chemical reactions.
3.2.8.A4.
Compare and contrast physical and chemical changes in terms of products.

I

include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

Trimester1

6th grade Science Curriculum Map
Trlmester2

Trimester 3

la~dforms?

~~:ta;;et~:;:~~:;se:~~;~~~~~~;ne;sg~ft~:~~e~~~d:he

How does the theory of plate tectonics explain earth's
What processes change
moon?
earth's landforms? Wh~t causes Earth's we~ther and chmate? How are forces and motion What is the Earth's lace in the universe?
related? How do machmes make work eas1er? How can energy change form one form to
, p
another? Makeup of earth's layers Earth's plate Tectonics Landform creation Cause and Thermal energy IS transferred from a hot object to a cooler object.
effect of earthquakes and volcanoes Surface changes on earth, Changes In landforms are Potential energy is based on position and kinetic energy Is based on motion.

Content

Vocabulary

Organisms live in many different environments on earth that are all part of the biosphere.
Scientists group organisms
Plants and animals are classified into smaller groups
Organism interactions: biotic and abiotic factors shape communities, resource distribution
Earth's biomes: emphasis on land biomes and biome divisions
How do organisms llve together in ecosystems?
How are living things alike and different?

biosphere, adaptation, species, classification, bacteria, fungi, vascular plant, nonvascular
plant, environment, population, community, ecosystem, abiotic factor, biotic factor, biome

an~

chang~s

wa~er

affects Earth's tides and planetary movement

Speed, velocity and acceleration describe

Machines help people work
Inclined plane,
motion
Newton's Laws of motion
wedge, screw, wheel and axle, pulley and lever are the six types of simple machines.
Energy can change from one form to another.
The law of conservation of mass and
energy.
Electricity and magnetism are related. Describe magnetic fields and magnetic domains.
There Is a relationship between electricity and magnetism in an electromagnet.

3.1.E.1- Describe the components of a system (e.g., body system, ecosystem, electrical
circuit).
3.3.A- Identify the similarities and differences that categorize diverse living things.
3.3.A.1- Explain how to use a dichotomous key to Identify plants and animals.
3.3.D.1-Identlfy adaptations that allow organisms to survive in their environment.
3.5.6- Examine how Earth's resources affect everyday life.
3.5.6.1- List examples of how Earth's resources affect modern life (e.g. settlement,
economics, uses of resources).
3.5.6.2- Explain how Earth's resources affected early human settlement.
3.5.6.3- Compare the locations of human settlements as related to available resources.
3.1.E.1- Describe the components of a system (e.g., body system, ecosystem, electrical

Waves carry •g t energy.
There are transverse and compressional waves.
light can be reflected, refracted, transmitted and absorbed by matter.
Characteristics of Earth's sun and moon
Earth and moon revolve and rotate to cause changes
Earth's place In the universe, solar system and among the planets.
Stars are born, age, and die, exist In constellations and have different sizes, temperatures and
colors.

crust, mantle, core, lithosphere, continental drift, plate tectonics, plate boundary, fault,
sediment, weathering, mechanical weathering, chemical weathering, erosion, deposition,
.
atmosphere, air pressure, humidity, relative humidity, weather, air mass, front, meteorologist, lth~rm~l energy, heat, ~onduct~on, conve~tlon, radiatio n, Insulator, conductor, refraction,
climate, force, friction, gravitational force, speed, velocity, acceleration, Inertia, momentum, re ect•on, rotate, revo ve, orbit, solar ec Ipse, unar ec ipse, galaxy,
solar system, astronomical unit, star, nuc ear fusion, light year, magnitude, constellation
work, machine, simple machine, compound machine, fulcrum force, effort force, energy,
kinetic energy, potential energy, electric current, electric circuit, magnetic domain, electric
motor, generator

1

of a charge).
3,1.B.2- Explain systems by outlining a system's relevant parts and its purpose and/or
designing a model that illustrates Its function.
3.1.D.1- Apply various appilcations of size and dimensions of scale to scientific, mathematical,
and technological applications.
3.l.E.1- Describe the components of a system (e.g., body system, ecosystem, electrical
circuit).
3.l.E.2- Describe the effect of making a change in one part of a system on the system as a
whole.
3.2.A- Explain changes In scientific theory.
3.2.A.1- Examine the evolution of specific theories with regards to major concepts being
studied.
3.2.A.2- Explore factors that cause a modification of theory (e.g., skepticism, unexpected
3.l.B. 1 _Use models to demonstrate scientific concepts (I.e., circuits to demonstrate the flow
of a charge).

~~:~~~:' :~~;~;~~~:~::!:~n;~~cr~:~ :;~;nti~~~e;~:t::~~:~a:~~:~~s in a substance.

gradual and rapid, weathering
erosion make
to earth's features
gy,
p
causes changes to earth's features, nver systems and ~oodmg cause movement of sediment Heat flows in solids b conduction.
f
d :
h
.
d d' .
Waves effect coastal landforms, causes and charactenstlcs of waves, beaches are dynamic
systems, beaches are constantly changing
Heat Is trans erre t roug convect1on an ra 1at1on.
Makeup of Earth's atmosphere Clouds and Precipitation
Forces act on objects Gravity Heat moves ~·a~ly through conductors but not through insulators.

Iobservations, and "acciden.ts").
3.2.6.2 -Identify and exam me variables within a controlled experiment.
3.2.C.2- Design and conduct an investigation to answer a question.
3.2.C.4- Write a conclusion consistent with the results of the experiment.
3.5.A- Describe the processes involved In the formation of landforms.
3.5.A.1 -Describe the processes involved in the creation of geologic features (e.g. folding,
faulting, volcanism, sedimentation) and these processes seen today (e.g. erosion, weathering,
crustal plate movement) are similar to those in the past.
3.5.A.3- Distinguish between examples of rapid surface changes (e.g. landslides,
earthquakes) and slow surface changes (e.g. weathering).
3.1.C -Identify patterns as repeated processes or recurring elements in science and
technology.
3.1.C.1-Identlfy repeating structure
3.1.D.2- Describe scale as a form of ratio and apply to a life situation.

1

3.1.A,2- Identify the input and output of systems.
3.1.A.S- Distinguish between open loop and closed loop systems.
3.1.B- Describe the use of models as an application of scientific or technological concepts.
3.1.B.1- Use models to demonstrate scientific concepts (i.e., circuits to demonstrate the flow
of a charge).
3.1.E- Describe the effects of making a change in one part of a whole system.
3.1.E.2- Describe the effect of making a change in one part of a system on the system as a
whole.
3.2.B- Use process knowledge to make and Interpret observations.
3.2.6.1- Use the process involved In making scientific observation (e.g., raising questions,
using prior knowledge, predicting, inferring, etc.).
3.2.C.1- Generate and refine questions so that they may be answered through a scientific
Investigation.
3.2.C.2- Design and conduct an Investigation to answer a question.
3.2.C.4- Write a conclusion consistent with the results of the experiment.
3.4.B- Explore types of energy and the transfer of energy.
3.1.A.4- Distinguish between system Inputs, system processes and outputs.
3.1.6- Describe the use of models as an application of scientific or technological concepts.
3.1.C -Identify patterns as repeated P!~c~sses or recurring elements in science and

3.1.E.2 ~Describe the effect of making a change in one part of a system on the system as a
whole.
3.2.C.l ~Generate and refine questions so that they may be answered through a scientific
investigation.
3.3.A.2- Account for adaptations among organisms that live In a particular environment.
3.3.D.l-ldentlfy adaptations that allow organisms to survive in their environment.
3.3.D.2- Describe how an environmental change can affect the survival of organisms and
entire species.
3.5.8 ~Examine how Earth's resources affect everyday life.
3.5.8.1- List examples of how Earth's resources affect modern life (e.g. settlement,
economics, uses of resources),
3.5.8.2 ~Explain how Earth's resources affected early human settlement.

Assessments

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

3.2.8.1- Use the process involved in making scientific observation (e.g., raising questions,
using prior knowledge, predicting, inferring, etc.).
3.5.A.2- Describe the processes that formed Pennsylvania geologic structures and resources
Including mountains, glacial formations, water gaps and ridges.
3.5.8.2- Explain how Earth's resources affected early human settlement
3.5.8.3- Compare the locations of human settlements as related to available resources.
3.l.A- Identify/Explore parts of a natural/human-made system.
3.l.A.l-ldentify systems that are closed (e.g., the water cycle).
3.1.A.2- Identify the input and output of systems.
3.1.A.3- Construct flow charts to show input and output of a system.
3.1.AA- Distinguish between system Inputs, system processes and outputs.
3.l.D.2- Describe scale as a form of ratio and apply to a life situation.
3.2.C.5- Generate questions for further study based on experimental results.
3.4.A.4- Describe and conduct experiments that identify chemical and physical properties.
3.4.8- Explore types of energy and the transfer of energy.
3.4.D- Describe the composition and structure of the universe and the earth's place In it.
3.4.0.1- Distinguish among various objects within the solar system (e.g., planets, comets,
moons, asteroids, and meteors).
3.4.0.4- identify gravity as the force that keeps planets in orbit around the sun and governs
the rest of the movement of the solar system and the universe.
3.2.C.l- Generate and refine questions so that they may be answered through a scientific
Investigation.
3.2.C.2- Design and conduct an investigation to answer a question.
3.2.C.4- Write a conclusion consistent with the results of the experiment.
3.4.6- Explore types of energy and the transfer of energy.
3.4.8.1- Describe how an object acquires an electrical charge.
3.4.8.2- Describe that electric charge flows along a path called a circuit.

technology.
3.1.C.l-ldentify repeating structure
3.1.E.l- Describe the components of a system (e.g., body system, ecosystem, electrical
circuit).
3.4.D- Describe the composition and structure of the universe and the earth's place in it.
3.4.D.1- Distinguish among various objects within the solar system {e.g., planets, comets,
moons, asteroids, and meteors).
3.4.D.4- Identify gravity as the force that keeps planets in orbit around the sun and governs
the rest of the movement of the solar system and the universe.
3.4.D.S- Identify the accomplishments and contributions provided by selected past and
present scientists In the field of astronomy.
3.4.D.6- Identify and articulate space program efforts to Investigate possibilities of living in
space and on other planets.
3.7.8.2- Apply knowledge of different measurement systems to measure and record objects'
properties.
3.1.8.2- Explain systems by outlining a system's relevant parts and Its purpose and/or
designing a model that illustrates Its function.
3.4.D.2- Compare various planets characteristics.

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
Lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

Trimester 1

Content

Design and Implement Investigations.
Write a hypothesis.
Identify a problem to solve.
Identify variables and a control in an experiment.
Analyze data using tables, graphs and charts.
Draw conclusions based on data.
Measure mass, volume and length using appropriate metric units.
Measure mass, volume and length using appropriate metric tools.
Construct bar and line graphs.
Design and implement Investigations to study the physical properties of minerals.
Design an experiment to investigate minerals' form and composition by looking at their
physical properties.
Analyze tables, charts and graphs showing mineral physical properties.

7th grade Science gtrrlculum Map
Trimester 2

Trimester 3

Design and Implement investigations to study the formation of igneous, sedimentary and
metamorphic rocks.
Explain the formation three of rocks using the rock cycle.
Analyze tables, charts and graphs showing the classification of rocks by physical or chemical
..
Analyze the impact of modern technology {remote sensing, GIS) on the study of the earth and
composition.
.
its place in the universe.
Analyze how the transfer of energy contributes to global processes such as storms, wmds, and Read a map to provide information about manmade and natural features on Earth.
currents.
Find exact locations using latitude and longitude.
Describe the. processes that cause the movement of materials throughou.t the ea~h's systems. Read road maps and to
rap hie maps.

An~lyze the 1m pact of modern technology on the study of the earth and 1ts place In the

Describe the processes ~h:t contribute to the theory of plate tectonics.

Universe.
Describe the processes that impact the Earth's atmosphere (greenhouse effect, Corlolis

Describe how the movement of tectonic plates affects landforms.
Describe how rocks move In different types of faults.

0

effect).
Describe the Impact of human activity on the atmosphere. Analyze tables, charts and graphs
showing the characteristics of the atmosphere (altitude, temperature, etc).
Describe the processes that cause moving water to change Earth's surfaces.

Calculate the location of an earthquake 1s epicenter.
Describe how an earthquake's magnitude is related to the amount of damage It can cause.
Analyze modern techniques used to reduce earthquake damage.
Describe the processes that cause the formation of mountains and volcanoes.
Describe how water continually cycles ~n Earth.
.
[Classify volcanoes and volcanic eru tlons.
Analyze tables1 charts and graphs showmg the effect of movmg water on Earth's surface.
lb h
ph
h
d h h d
h
0 escr e ow vo 1can 1c ases a11ect t e atmosp ere an t e y rosp ere.
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Unequal heatmg of the surface of the earth contributes to global circulation patterns, climate, A
1 1n the
and weather. Changes in atmospheric composition can lead to changes in the Intensity and
n~ 1yze t e 1mpact 0 mo ern tee no 1ogy on t e stu Y0 t e eart an Its Pace
composition of sunlight reaching the Earth's surface that can be observed and measured.
Climate measurably changes over time due to natural and human processes. Weather is the
result of complex interactions between atmospheric pressure, land conditions, and ocean
temperatures that can be measured.

universe.

rock cycle, igneous, sedimentary, metamorphic, Intrusive, extrusive, sediment,
metamorphism, recrystallization, foliation, weathering, mechanical weathering, chemical

Vocabulary

Standards

scientific method, problem, hypothesis, test, analyze, conclude, variable, control, constants,
independent variable, dependent variable, ~heory, Jaw, data, bar graph, line graph, pie graph,
cha.rt, volume, mass, length, temperature, hter, meter, gram, kilo- hector- deka- deci- cent!
-m1lll- Celsius, triple beam balance, thermometer, graduated cylinder, meter stick system,
atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, geosphere, mineral, element, crystal, streak, luster,
cleavage, fracture, density, hardness, magma, lava, ore

3.4.7.C.1- Describe how design, as a creative planning process, leads to useful products and
systems.
3.4.7.C.2- Explain how modeling, testing, evaluating, and modifying are used to transform
Ideas into practical solutions.
3.4.7.C.3- Describe how troubleshooting as a problem-solving method may Identify the cause
of a malfunction In a technological system.
3.4.7.D.1-Identifyand collect Information about everyday problems that can be solved by
technology and generate Ideas and requirements for solving a problem,
3.4.7.D.2- Select and safely use appropriate tools, products and systems for specific tasks
3.4.7.D.3- Use data collected to analyze and Interpret trends In order to Identify the positive
or negative effects of a technology.
3.3.7.A.1- Define basic features of the rock cycle. Describe the layers of the earth.
Differentiate among the mechanisms by which heat is transferred through the Earth's system.
3.3.7.A.6- MODELS/SCALES Locate significant geologic structures using various mapping
representations. CONSTANCY/CHANGE Describe changes in atmospheric conditions
assoclated with various weather patterns. CONSTANCY/CHANGE SCALE Describe geologic time
as It relates to earth processes.

weathe~lng, abrasion, exfoliation, humus, soil horizons, soil profile, desertiflcation, erosion,
deposition, mass wasting, atmosphere, altitude, density, cycle, radiation, conduction,
convection, ultraviolet radiation, infrared radiation, ozone, greenh.ouse effect, greenhouse
gas, air poll~tlon, particulate, fos~ll, fuels, smog, drainage basin, d1vide, flood plain, alluvial
fan, delta, smkhole, l~ng shore dnft, long shore cu~rent, sandbar, fresh ~ater, salt water,
water cycle, evaporation, conden~atlon, precipitation, turnover, eutrophication, gr~undwater,
water table, aquifer, spring, a.rtes1an well, per~eable, Impermeable, locks, dams, a1r pressure,
barometer, humidity, satura~1on, relative humidity, dew point, global wind, Corio lis effect,
Jetstream, monsoon, acl~ ra~n, air mass, front, .high pressure system, low ~ressure ~ystem,
storm surge, meteorologist, 1sobar, climate, lat1tude, marine cit mate, contmental cl1mate,
ocean current, season, climate zone, microclimate, urban heat island, rain shadow, ice age, El
Nino

3.3.7.A.1 ·Define basic features of the rock cycle. Describe the layers of the earth.
Differentiate among the mechanisms by which heat Is transferred through the Earth's system.
3.3.7.A.6MODELS/SCALES Locate significant geologic structures using various mapping representations.
CONSTANCY/CHANGE Describe changes In atmospheric conditions associated with various
weather patterns. CONSTANCY/CHANGE SCALE Describe geologic time as it relates to earth
processes.
3.3.7.A.2- Explain land use In relation to soil type and topography.
3.3.7.A.S- Describe basic elements of meteorology. Explain the relationship between the
energy provided by the sun and the temperature differences among water, land and
atmosphere.
3.3.7.A.4- Differentiate among Earth's water systems. Describe the motions of tides and
identify their causes.

relief map, map scale, map legend, equator, Prime Meridian, longitude, latitude, projection,
topography, contour line, elevation, slope, relief, contour Interval, remote sensing, sensor,
false-color image, GIS, inner core, outer core, mantle, crust, lithosphere, asthenosphere,
tectonic plate, continental drift, Pangaea, mid-ocean ridge, convection, convection current,
theor of plate-tectonics, divergent boundary, convergent boundary, transform boundary, rift
valley~ magnetic reversal, hot spot, subduction, continental-continental, collision, oceanicoceanic, oceanic-continental, fault, stress, earthquake, seismic wave, focus, epicenter,
selsmogra h, aftershock, liquefaction, tsunami, folded mountain, fault-block mountain,
volcano, I:Va, pyroclastic flow, add rain, geyser

3.3.7.A.6MODELS/SCALES Locate significant geologic structures using various mapping representations.
CONSTANCY/CHANGE Describe changes in atmospheric conditions associated with various
weather patterns.
CONSTANCY/CHANGE SCALE Describe geologic time as It relates to earth processes.
3.3.7.A.2- Explain land use In relation to soli type and topography.
3.3.7.A.3- Explain and give examples of how physical evidence, such as fossils and surface
features of glaciation support theories that the Earth has evolved over geologic time.
Compare geologic processes over time.

Trimester 1

Content

Vocabulary

Standards

Assessments

8th grade Science Curriculum J\1ap
Trimester2

Trimester 3

Describe in detail how the living and non-living components of an ecosystem interrelate and
directly Impact food chains and energy flow.
Explain in detail the complex Interactions that occur among biotic and abiotic components
within an ecosystem.
Biotic and abiotic components within a habitat change, or differ, based on their location and
topography.
The biotic and abiotic components within an ecosystem interact.
Organisms have specific roles In ecosystems.
A variety of cycles exist within an ecosystem and each helps maintain balance within the
ecosystem.

Explain and apply the scientific method.
Measure with the proper Sl unit.
Correctly utilize equipment to measure length, mass, volume, and density.
Recognize that renewable and nonrenewable natural resources are Invaluable in supplying
energy and materials used by people.
Compare and contrast how adaptations allow a species to fulfill a role in their environment.
Explain how adaptations, degree of spedalizatlon, and behavior of organisms affect the niche
they fill within their ecosystem.
Explain how specialization and generalization Influence a species' survival.
Describe how a species' adaptability determines its ability to survive rapid environmental
changes due to human activities

Analyze the effect of natural and human events, topography, and geographic location on
wetlands, watersheds, aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems.
Describe the Importance of wetlands for humans, plants, and animals.
Recognize that agricultural sciences and technologies strive to increase efficiency while
balancing the needs of society with the conservation of our natural resources.
Discuss and describe how human activities cause changes within ecosystems- positively,
negatively, or both.

Biotic Factors, Abiotic Factors, Ecosystems, Populations, Community, Biosphere, Organism,
Species, Habitat, Producer, Consumer, Decomposer, Food chain, Food web, Trophic Level,
Owl pellet (enzymes), Carbon cycle, Nitrogen cycle, Phosphorus cycle, Nitrogen Fixing,
bacteria, Photosynthesis, Cellular respiration, Ecological Succession, Primary succession,
Secondary succession, Pioneer species, Climax community, Prokaryotic, Eukaryotlc, ATP, Cell
parts

Scientific method, Hypothesis, Independent variable, Dependent variable, length, mass,
volume, density, Sl units, Control group, Experimental group, Graphing, Models, Data,
Temperature, renewable, resources, non renewable, resources, ecological footprint,
sustalnabllity, pollution, Adaptations, Taxonomy, Natural, selection, Traits, DNA, Dominant,
Recessive, Pun nett Square, Biodiversity, Keystone species, Endangered species, Threatened
species, Symbiosis, Mutualism, Predator, Prey, Commensalism, Parasitism

Blome, Tropical rainforest, Temperate rainforest, Temperate Deciduous, forest, Taiga,
Savanna, Tundra, Desert, Chaparral, Wetlands, Watersheds, Saltwater, Freshwater, Estuaries,
Waste, management, Pest Management, Invasive species, Recycling, Biodegradable, Landfill,
GM crops

4.6.A- Explain the biotic and abiotic components of an ecosystem and their Interaction.
4.6.A.2- Compare and contrast the Interactions of biotic and abiotic components In an
ecosystem.
4.6.A.3- Analyze the effects of abiotic factors on specific ecosystems.
4.6.A.S- Explain energy flow in a food chain through an energy pyramid.
4.6.A.6- Evaluate the efficiency of energy flow in a food chain.
4.6.B.2- Explain the consequences of interrupting natural cycles.
4.6.C- Analyze how ecosystems change over time.
4.6.C.1-Identify and explain the succession stages in an ecosystem.
4.6.C.2 -Identify causes of succession.

S8.A.2.1- Apply knowledge of scientific Investigation or technological design in different
contexts to make inferences to solve problems. (Reference: 3.2.7.B, 3.1.7.C, 3.1.7.D)
SB.A.2.1.1- 1. Use evidence, observations, or a variety of scales (e.g., time, mass, distance,
volume, temperature) to describe relationships.
4.2.A- Explain that renewable and nonrenewable resources supply energy and materials.
4.2.A.1-Identify alternative sources of energy.
4.3.C,l- Explain species diversity.
4.7 .A.2 ·Identify a species and explain what effects its Increase or decline might have on the
ecosystem.
4.7.A.3 -Identify a species and explain how its adaptations are related to its niche in the
environment.
4.7.8- Explain how structure, function and behavior of plants and animals affect their ability
to survive,
4.7.B.1- Describe an organism's adaptations for survival in Its habitat.
4.7.8.2- Compare adaptations among species.
4.7.A ·Explain the significance of diversity in ecosystems.
4.7.A.1- Explain the role that specific organisms have in their ecosystem.

4.6.A.l ·Identify the major biomes and explain their similarities and differences.
4.1.A.l-ldentify Pennsylvania's major watersheds and their related river systems.
4.1.8.2- Describe how topography Influences streams.
4.1.C.2- Identify terrestrial and aquatic organisms that live In a watershed.
4.l.D ·Describe the multiple functions of wetlands.
4.4.A ·Describe the Importance of agriculture to society.
4.4.A.3- Compare and contrast the influence of agriculture on a nation's culture, standard of
living and foreign trade.
4.5.A.2 -Identify Introduced species that are classified as pests in their new environments.
4.S.B.l ·Identify the health risks associated with chemicals used In common pesticides.
4.5.C.l- Analyze the risks to the environment and society associated with alternative
practices used in integrated pest management.
4.S.C.2- Analyze the benefits to the environment and society associated with alternative
practices used In integrated pest management.

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
IVocabulary Tests/quizzes
lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

Include but not limited to:
Teacher created assessments
Unit tests/quizzes
Vocabulary Tests/quizzes
lab/Experiment Reports
Science journals
Class discussions

Earth & Space Science Course Scope and Sequence
FIRST SEMESTER
Unit 1: Earth's Materials

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Why Study Earth Science?
A View of Earth
Representing Earth's surface
Earth System Science
What is Scientific Inquiry?
Matter
Minerals
Properties of Minerals
The Rock Cycle
Igneous Rocks
Sedimentary Rocks
Metamorphic Rocks

Unit 2: Sculpting Earth's Surface

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Weathering
Soil
Mass Movements
Running Water
The Work of Streams
Water Beneath the Surface
Glaciers
Deserts
Landscapes Shaped by Wind

Unit 3: Forces Within

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is an Earthquake?
Measuring Earthquakes
Earthquake Hazards
Earth's Layered Structure
Continental Drift
Sea-Floor Spreading
Theory of Plate Tectonics
Mechanisms of Plate Motion
Volcanoes and Plate Tectonics
The Nature of Volcanic Eruptions
Intrusive Igneous Activity
Forces in the Earth's Crust
Folds, Faults, and Mountains
Mountains and Plates

Units 4: Geological History

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discovering Earth's History
Fossils: Evidence of Past Life
Dating with Radioactivity
The Geologic Time Scale
Precambrian Time
Paleozoic Era: Life Explodes
Mesozoic Era: Age of Reptiles

•

Cenozoic Era: Age of Mammals

SECOND SEMESTER
Unit 5: Oceanography
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Vast World Ocean
Ocean Floor Features
Seafloor Sediments
Resources from the Seafloor
The Composition of Seawater
The Diversity of Ocean Life
Oceanic Productivity
Ocean Circulation
Waves and Tides
Shoreline Processes and Features

Unit 6: Meteorology
•
Atmosphere Characteristics
•
Heating the Atmosphere
•
Temperature Controls
•
Water in the Atmosphere
•
Cloud Formation
•
Cloud Types and Precipitation
•
Understanding Air Pressure
•
Pressure Centers and Winds
•
Regional Wind Systems
•
Air Masses
•
Fronts
•
Sever Storms
•
Factors That Affect Climate
•
World Climates
•
Climate Changes
Unit 7: Astronomy

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Early Astronomy
The Earth-Moon-Sun System
Earth's Moon
The Solar System
The Terrestrial Planets
The Outer Planets
Minor Members of the Solar System
The Study of Light
Astronomical Tools
The Sun
Properties of the Stars
Stellar Evolution
The Universe

Unit 8: Earth's Resources
•
•
•
•
•

Energy and Mineral Resources
Alternate Energy Resources
Water, Air, and Land Resources
Protecting Resources
Going Green

Physical Science Curriculum Map
Timeline

Content

Essential
Question(s)

Objectives/Skills

National I
Science
Education
Standards I
1

September

Unit 1: Chemistry
Science Skills
What is Science?
Using a Scientific Approach
Measurement
Presenting Scientific Data

What is science?
How do scientists
use their
observations?

Properties of Matter
Classifying Matter
Physical Properties
Chemical Properties

What is matter?
What properties
could you use
to describe
materials?

States of Matter
Solids, Liquids, and
Gases
The Gas Laws
Phase Changes

How does matter
change forms?
How do you
measure

Explain how science and technology are related.
List the major branches of natural science and describe how they overlap.
Describe the main ideas of physical science.
Describe the steps in a scientific method.
Compare and contrast facts, scientific theories, and laws.
Explain the importance of models in science.
Explain the importance of safety in science.
Perform calculations involving scientific notation and conversion factors.
Identify the metric and SI units used in science and convert between common
metric prefixes.
Compare and contrast accuracy and precision.
Relate Celsius, Kelvin, and Fahrenheit temperature scales.
Organize and analyze data using tables and graphs.
Identify the relationship between a manipulated and responding variable.
Explain the importance of communicating data.
Discuss the process of peer review.
Classify pure substances as elements or compounds.
Describe the characteristics of an element and the symbols used to identify
elements.
Describe the characteristics of a compound.
Distinguish pure substances from mixtures.
Classify mixtures as heterogeneous or homogeneous.
Classify mixtures as solutions, suspensions, or colloids.
Describe physical and chemical properties of matter.
Identify substances based on their physical properties.
Describe how properties are used to choose materials.
Describe methods used to separate mixtures.
Describe evidence that indicates physical changes and chemical changes are
taking place.
Distinguish chemical changes from physical changes.
Describe the five states of matter.
Classify materials as solids, liquids, or gases.
Explain the behavior of gases, liquids, and solids, using the kinetic theory.
Define pressure and gas pressure.
Identify factors that affect gas pressure.

A.1,A.2,
b.l, 8.2,
8.4, 8.5,
D.4, E.2,
F.l, G.l,
G.2,G.3

A.l, A.2,
8.2, 8.3,
E.2, F.l,
G.l, G.2,
G.3

A.1,A.2,
8.2,8.4,
8.5, F.5,
G.l, G.2,
G.3

Physical Science Curriculum Map
something you
can't see?

October

November

Atomic Structure
Studying Atoms
The Structure of an
Atom
Modern Atomic Theory

How can you
study objects that
are not visible?
What does an
atom look like?

The Periodic Table
Organizing the
Elements
The Modern Periodic
Table
Representative Groups

What are periodic
trends and
why are they
important?

Chemical Bonds
Ionic Bonding
Covalent Bonding
Naming Compounds
and Writing Formulas
The Structure of Metals

What are the
major types of
chemical bonds?
What can the
shape of a
material tell

Predict changes in gas pressure due to changes in temperature, volume, and
number of particles.
Explain Charles's law, Boyle's law, and the combined gas law.
Apply gas laws to solve problems involving gases.
Describe phase changes.
Explain how temperature can be used to recognize a phase change.
Explain what happens to the motion, arrangement, and average kinetic energy of
water molecules during phase changes.
Describe each of the six phase changes.
Identify phase changes and exothermic or endothermic.
A.1,A.2,
Describe ancient Greek models of matter.
B.1, B.2,
List the main properties of Dalton's atomic theory and describe his evidence for
B.6, E.1,
the existence of atoms.
E.2, G.1,
Explain how Thompson and Rutherford used data from experiments to produce
their atomic models.
G.2, G.3
Identify three subatomic particles and compare their properties.
Distinguish the atomic number of an element from the mass number of an
isotope, and use these numbers to describe the structure of atoms.
Describe Bohr's model of the atom and the evidence for energy levels.
Explain how the electron cloud model represents the behavior and locations of
electrons in atoms.
Distinguish the ground state from excited states of an atom based on electron
configurations.
A.1, A.2,
Describe how Mendeleev arranged the elements in his table.
Explain how the predictions Mendeleev made and the discovery of new elements B.1, B.2,
B.3, C.1,
demonstrated the usefulness of his periodic table.
C.S, F.1,
Describe the arrangement of elements in the modern periodic table.
F.3, F.S,
Explain how the atomic mass of an element is determined and how atomic mass
G.1, G.2,
units are defined.
G.3
Identify the general properties of metals, nonmetals, and metalloids.
Describe how properties of elements change across a period in the period table.
Relate the number of valence electrons to groups in the periodic table and to
properties of elements in those groups.
Predict the reactivity of some elements based on their locations within a group.
A.1,A.2,
Recognize stable electron configurations.
B.1, B.2,
Predict an element's chemical properties using the number of valence electrons
B.6, E.2,
and electron dot diagrams.
Describe how an ionic bond forms and how ionization energy affects the process. G.1, G.2,
Predict the composition of an ionic compound from its chemical formula.
G.3,
Describe how covalent bonds form and the attractions that keep atoms together.
-----

------

--

--

----
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you about the
material?

December

Chemical Reactions
Describing Reactions
Types of reactions
Energy Changes in
Reactions
Reaction Rates
Equilibrium

How do scientists
classify reactions?
How is mass
conserved
during chemical
reactions?

Solutions, Acids, and Bases
Formation of Solutions
Solubility and
Concentration
Properties of Acids and
Bases
Strength of Acids and
Bases

What are acids
and bases? How
are they used in
our every day
lives?

Compare polar and nonpolar bonds, and demonstrate how polar bonds affect the
polarity of a molecule.
Compare the attractions between polar and nonpolar molecules.
Recognize and describe binary ionic compounds, metals, multiple ions, and
polyatomic ions.
Name and determine chemical formulas for ionic and molecular compounds.
Describe the structure and strength of bonds in metals.
Relate the properties of metals to their structure.
Define an alloy and demonstrate how the composition of an alloy affects its
properties.
Interpret chemical equations in terms of reactants, products, and conservation of
mass.
Balance chemical equations by manipulating coefficients.
Convert between moles and mass using molar mass.
Calculate amounts of reactants or products by using molar mass, mole ratios, and
balanced chemical equations.
Classify chemical equations as synthesis, decomposition, single-replacement,
double-replacement, or combustion.
Describe oxidation-reduction reactions, and relate them to other classifications
of chemical reactions.
Describe the energy changes that take place during reactions.
Classify chemical reactions as endothermic or exothermic.
Explain how energy is conserved during chemical reactions.
Explain what a reaction rate is.
Describe the factors affecting chemical reaction rates.
Identify and describe physical and chemical equilibria.
Describe the factors affecting chemical equilibrium.
Describe how a substance can dissolve in water by dissociation, dispersion, or
ionization.
Describe how the physical properties of a solution can differ from those of its
solute and solvent.
Identify energy changes that occur during the formation of a solution.
Describe factors affecting the rate at which a solute dissolves in a solvent.
Define solubility and describe factors affecting solubility.
Classify solutions as unsaturated, saturated, or supersaturated.
Define acid and describe some of the general properties of an acid.
Define base and describe some of the general properties of a base.
Identify a neutralization reaction, and describe the reactants and products.
Explain how acids and bases can be proton donors and proton acceptors.
Define pH and relate pH to hydronium ion concentration in a solution.

A.1, A.2,
B.1, B.. 2,
B.3, B.S,
C.1, E.l,
F.1, F.S,
G.1, G.3

A.1, A.2,
B.2, B.3,
B.6, C.l,
E.1, F.1,
G.1, G.2,
G.3
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Distinguish between strong acids and weak acids, strong bases and weak bases.
Define buffer and describe how a buffer can be prepared.
Explain how electrolytes can be classified.
January

Unit 2: Physics
Motion
Distance and
Displacement
Speed and Velocity
Acceleration

Forces and Motion
Forces
Newton's First Law of
Motion
Newton's Second Law
of Motion
Newton's Third Law of
Motion
Universal Forces

What is the
relationship
between
displacement,
velocity and
acceleration?

What causes an
object to start and
stop moving?

Identify frames of reference and describe how they are used to measure motion.
Identify appropriate SI units for measuring distances.
Distinguish between distance and displacement.
Calculate displacement using vector addition.
Identify appropriate SI units for measuring speed.
Compare and contrast average speed and instantaneous speed.
Interpret distance-time graphs.
Calculate the speed of an object using slopes.
Describe how velocities combine.
Identify changes in motion that produce acceleration.
Describe examples of constant acceleration.
Calculate the acceleration of an object.
Interpret speed-time and distance-time graphs.
Classify acceleration as positive or negative.
Describe instantaneous acceleration.
Describe examples afforce and identify appropriate SI units used to measure
force.
Explain how the motion of an object is affected when balanced and unbalanced
forces act on it.
Compare and contrast the four kinds of friction.
Describe how Earth's gravity and air resistance affect falling objects.
Describe the path of a projectile and identify the forces that produce projectile
motion.
Describe Newton's first law of motion and its relation to inertia.
Describe Newton's second law of motion and use it to calculate acceleration,
force, and mass values.
Relate the mass of an object and its weight.
Explain how action and reaction forces are related according to Newton's third
law of motion.
Calculate the momentum of an object and describe what happens when
momentum is conserved during a collision.
Identify forms of electromagnetic force that can both attract and repel.
Indentify and describe the universal forces acting within the nucleus.
Define Newton's law of universal gravitation and describe the factors affecting
gravitational force.
Describe centripetal force and t~e type of motion it produces.

A.l, A.Z,
B.4,D.1,
E.2, F.l,
G.l, G.3

A.l, A.Z,
B.l, B.4,
E.2, F.l,
G.l, G.Z,
G.3
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February

March

Forces in Fluids
Fluid Pressure
Forces and Pressures
in Fluids
Buoyancy

What is pressure?
What makes
something sink or
float?

Work, Power, and
Machines
Work and Power
Work and Machines
Mechanical Advantage
and Efficiency
Simple Machines

What is work and
how can you make
it easier?

Energy
Energy and Its Forms
Energy conversion and
Conservation
Energy Resources

What is energy
and how can it
change forms?

A.l, A.2,
Describe and calculate pressure.
B.4,E.2,
Identify appropriate SI units for measuring pressure.
Describe the relationship between water depth and the pressure it exerts.
G.l, G.2,
Describe how forces from pressure are distributed at a given level in a fluid.
G.3
Explain how altitude effects air pressure.
Describe how pressure is transmitted in a fluid according to Pascal's Principle.
Explain how a hydraulic system works to change a force.
Explain how the speed and pressure of a fluid are related according to Bernoulli's
principle.
Explain the effect of buoyancy on the apparent weight of an object.
Explain the relationship between the volume of fluid displaced by an object and
buoyant force acting on the object according to Archimedes' principle.
Describe the relationship among object density, fluid density, and whether an
object sinks or floats in a fluid.
A.l,A.2,
Describe the conditions that must exist for a force to do work on an object.
B.4,G.l,
Calculate the work done on an object.
G.2, G.3
Describe and calculate power.
Compare the units of watts and horsepower as they relate to power.
Describe what a machine is and how it makes work easier to do.
Relate the work input to a machine to the work output of the machine.
Compare a machine's actual to its ideal mechanical.
Calculate the ideal to actual mechanical advantages of various machine.
Explain why the efficiency of a machine is always less than 100%
Calculate a machine's efficiency.
Name, describe, and give an example of each of the six types of simple machines.
Describe how to determine the ideal mechanical advantage of each type of
simple machine.
Define and identify compound machines.
A.l,A.2,
Describe the relationship between work and energy.
Relate kinetic energy to mass and speed and calculate these quantities.
B.l, B.3,
B.4, B.S,
Analyze how potential energy is related to an object's position.
B.6, D.l,
Solve equations that relate an object's gravitational potential energy to its mass.
Give examples of the major forms of energy and explain how each is produced.
F.2, F.3,
F.4,G.l,
Describe conversions of energy from one to another.
State and apply the law of conservation of energy.
G.2, G.3
Analyze how energy is conserved in conversions between kinetic and potential
energy and solve equations that equate initial energy to final energy.
Describe the relationship between energy and mass and calculate how much
energy is equivalent to a given mass.
Classify energy resources as renewable or nonrenewable.

I
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April

Thermal Energy
Thermal Energy and
Matter
Heat and
Thermodynamics
Using Heat

How do you
measure heat
energy?

Mechanical Waves and
Sound
Mechanical Waves
Properties of
Mechanical Waves
Behavior of Waves
Sound and Hearing

How does a
disturbance
produce waves?
What are the main
characteristics of
waves?

Evaluate benefits and drawbacks of different energy sources.
Describe ways to conserve energy resources.
Explain how heat and work transfer energy.
Relate thermal energy to the motion of particles that make up a material.
Relate temperature to thermal energy and to thermal expansion.
Calculate thermal energy, temperature change, or mass using the specific heat
equation.
Describe how a calorimeter operates and calculate thermal energy changes or
specific heat using calorimetry measurements.
Describe conduction, convection, and radiation.
Classify materials as thermal conductors or thermal insulators.
Apply the law of conservation of energy to conversions between thermal energy
and other forms of energy.
Apply the second law of thermodynamics in situations where thermal energy
moves from cooler to warmer objects.
State the third law of thermodynamics.
Describe heat engines and explain how they convert thermal energy into
mechanical energy.
Describe how the different types of heating and cooling systems operate.
Define mechanical waves and relate waves to energy.
Describe transverse, longitudinal, and surface waves and discuss how they are
produced.
Identify examples of transverse and longitudinal waves.
Analyze the motion of a medium as each kind of mechanical wave passes through
it.
Define frequency, period, wavelength, and wave speed and describe these
properties for different kinds of waves.
Solve equations relating wave speed to wavelength and frequency or period.
Describe how to measure amplitude and relate it to the energy of a wave.
Describe how reflection, refraction, diffraction, and interference affect waves.
State a rule that explains refraction of a wave as it passes from one medium to
another.
Identify factors that affect the amount of refraction, diffraction, or interference.
Distinguish between constructive and destructive interference and explain how
standing waves form.
Describe the properties of sound waves and explain how sound is produced and
reproduced.
Describe how sound waves behave in applications such as ultrasound and music.
Explain how relative motion determines the frequency of sound an observer
hears.

A.1,A.2,
B.2, B.3,
B.S, B.6,
D.l, F.4,
G.l, G.2,
G.3

A.1,A.2,
B.6, C.6,
E.2, F.l,
F.2, F.S,
G.l

- -
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The Electromagnetic
Spectrum and Light
Electromagnetic Waves
The Electromagnetic
Spectrum
Behavior of Light
Color
Sources of Light

May

What are the
characteristics of
a wave?
What is visible
light and how do
we see colors?

Optics
Mirrors
Lenses
Optical Instruments
The Eye and Vision

How do mirrors
work?

Electricity
Electric Charge and Static
Energy
Electric Current
Electric Circuits
Electronic Devices

How do we study
electric current?
Why is electricity
so dangerous and
powerful?

Describe the characteristics of electromagnetic waves in a vacuum and how
Michelson measured the speed of light.
Calculate the wavelength and frequency of an electromagnetic wave given its
speed.
Describe the evidence for the dual nature of electromagnetic radiation.
Describe how the intensity of light changes with distance from a light source.
Rank and classify electromagnetic waves based on their frequencies and
wavelengths.
Describe the uses for different waves of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Classify materials as transparent, translucent, or opaque to visible light.
Describe what happens when light is reflected, refracted, polarized, or scattered.
Explain how a prism disperses white light into different colors.
Analyze factors that determine the color of an object.
Distinguish among primary, secondary, and complementary colors of light.
Explain how light is produced by common sources of light.
Describe the uses of different light sources.
Describe the law of reflection.
Describe how a plane mirror produces an image.
Describe real and virtual images and relate them to converging and diverging
light rays.
Describe the physical characteristics of plane, concave, and convex mirrors and
distinguish between the types of images they form.
Explain what causes light to refract.
Define in de of refraction.
Describe the physical characteristics of concave and convex lenses and
distinguish between the types of images they form.
Describe total internal reflection and explain its relationship to the critical angle.
Distinguish between how reflecting and refracting telescopes form images.
Explain how cameras regulate and focus light to form images.
Name common vision problems, identify their causes, and explain how they can
be corrected.
Analyze factors that affect the strength and direction of electric forces and fields.
Describe how electric forces and fields affect electric charges.
Describe how electric charges are transferred and explain why electric
discharges occur.
Describe electric current and identify the two types of current.
Describe conduction and classify materials as good electrical conductors or good
electrical insulators.
Describe the factors that affect resistance.
Explain how voltage produces electric current.

A.1,A.2,
B.S, B.6,
C.6, E.1,
E.2, F.1,
F.S, F.6,
G.1, G.2,
G.3

i

A.1,A.2,
B.6, C.6,
E.2, F.1,
G.1, G.2,
G.3

A.1, A.2,
B.4, B.S,
B.6, E.2,
F.1, F.6,
G.1, G.3
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June

Magnetism
Magnets and Magnetic
Fields
Electromagnetism
Electrical Energy
Generation and
Transmission

How does a
magnet work?
How do
compasses use the
Earth's magnetic
field for direction?

Calculate voltage, current, and resistance using Ohm's law.
Analyze circuit diagrams for series circuits and parallel circuits.
Solve equations that relate electric power to current, voltage, and electrical
energy.
Explain how electronics conveys information with analog or digital signals.
Describe electronic devices used to control electron flow.
Illustrate how semiconductors are used to make three kinds of solid-state
components.
Describe how solid-state components are used in electronic devices.
Describe the effects of magnetic forces and magnetic fields and explain how
magnetic poles determine the direction of magnetic force.
Interpret diagrams of magnetic field lines around one or more bar magnets.
Describe Earth's magnetic field and its effect on compasses.
Describe how moving electric charge creates a magnetic field and determine the
direction of the field based on the type of charge and the direction of its motion.
Relate the force a magnetic field exerts on a moving electric charge to the type of
charge and the direction of its motion.
Explain how solenoids and electromagnets are constructed and describe factors
that affect the field strength of both.
Describe how electromagnetic devices use the interaction between electric
currents and magnetic fields.
Describe how electric current is generated by electromagnetic induction.
Compare AC and DC generators and explain how they work.
Analyze factors that determine the output voltage and current produced by a
transformer.
Summarize how electrical energy is produced, transmitted and converted for use
in the home.
-

-

--

-

-
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~
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A.l A.2,
B.l, B.4,
B.6,E.l,
E.2, F.l,
F.3, G.l,
G.2,G.3

I

I

Biology Curriculum Map
Timeline

September

October

Topic
Unit 1: The Nature of Life
The Science of Biology
Semester Introduction
Biology and Scientific
Methods
Scientific Theories
Science and Society
The Characteristics of Life
Fields of Biology
The Chemistry of Life
Chemistry Review
Chemical Compounds
Chemical Bonds
Properties ofWater
Acids, Bases, and pH
Carbon and Life
Chemical Reactions and
Energy
Enzymes
Unit 2: Cell Biology
Cell Structure and Function
Discovery of the Cell
Prokaryotes and Eukaryotes
Cell Organization
Organelles
Cellular Boundaries
Passive and Active Transport
Homeostasis
Photosynthesis
Chemical Energy and ATP
Heterotrophs and Autotrophs
Chlorophyll
Chloroplasts
The Process of
Photosynthesis

Essential Question(s)

Objectives/Skills

What role does science
play in study of life?

Describe the steps of the scientific method.
Explain the relationship between science and society.
List the characteristics of living things.

What are the basic
chemical principles that
affect living things?

National Science
Education Standards

Content:
C.l.a, C.2.a, C.3.a, C.S.b,
C.6.b, E.2, F.6, G.l, G.2,
G.3
Inquiry:
A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.f, A.2.a,
A.2.b, A.2.c, A.2.d, A.2.e,
A.2.f
Content:
Identify the three subatomic particles found in atoms.
Describe the two main types of bonds.
B.l, B.2, B.3, B.4, B.S,
Discuss the unique properties of water.
C.l.a, C.l.b, C.l.c, C.l.d,
Differentiate between acids and bases.
C.l.e, C.2.a, C.S.b, C.S.c,
Describe the unique qualities of carbon and the structure E.2
and function of the four macromolecules.
Inquiry:
Explain why enzymes are important to living things.
A.l.b, A.l.d, A.2.c, A.2.d

How are cell structures
adapted to their
functions?

State the cell theory.
Distinguish between prokaryotes and eukaryotes.
Describe the cell structures and their functions.
Describe passive and active transport.
Explain how unicellular and multicellular organisms
maintain homeostasis.

Content:
C.l.a, C.l.b, C.l.c, C.l.d,
C.l.e, C.l.f, C.2.a, C.S.d,
E.2, F.S, G.l
Inquiry:
A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.d, A.2.a,
A.2.b, A.2.c, A.2.f

How do plants and
other organisms
capture energy from the
sun?

Describe the role of ATP in cellular activities.
Explain where plants get the energy they need to
produce food.
Explain the role of light, pigments, and electron carrier
molecules in photosynthesis.
State the overall equation for photosynthesis.
Describe what happens during the light dependent and
independent reactions.
Identify factors that affect the rate of photosynthesis.

Content: B.3, B.6, C.l.a,
C.l.b, C.l.e, C.4.b, C.S.a,
C.S.b, C.S.c, C.S.d, G.l,
G.3
Inquiry:
A.l.a, A.l.b, A.l.c, A.2.a
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November

Cellular Respiration and
Fermentation
Chemical Energy and Food
Glycolysis
The Krebs Cycle
Electron Transport
ATP Synthesis
Fermentation
Energy and Exercise
Cell Growth and Division
Cell Size
Chromosomes
The Cell Cycle
Mitosis
Cytokinesis
Controls on Cell Division
Cancer
Stem Cells
Unit 3: Genetics
Introduction to Genetics
The Work of Gregor Mendel
Applying Mendel's Principles
Punnett Squares
Other Patterns of Inheritance
Genes and Environment
Meiosis
Comparing Meiosis and
Mitosis

How do organisms
obtain energy?

Define cellular respiration.
Compare photosynthesis and cell respiration.
Describe what happens during glycolysis and the Krebs
cycle.
Identify how much ATP cell respiration generates.
Explain how organisms get energy in the absence of
oxygen.

Content:
B.3, C.l.a, C.l.b, C.S.a,
C.S.b, C.S.c, C.S.d, F.l,
G.l
Inquiry:
A.l.b, A.l.c; A.l.f, A.2.a,
A.2.d

How does a cell produce
a new cell?

Compare sexual and asexual reproduction.
Describe the role of chromosomes in cell division.
Name the main events of the cell cycle.
Describe the phases of mitosis.
Describe how the cell cycle is regulated.
Explain how cancer cells are different from other cells.
Describe the process of differentiation.
Define stem cells.

Content:
C.l.c, C.l.d, C.l.f, C.2.a,
C.2.b, E.2
Inquiry:
A.l.a, A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.d,
A.2.a, A.2.c

How does biological
information pass from
one generation to
another?

Content:
C.l.a, C.2.a, C.2.b, G.l,
G.2, G.3
Inquiry:
A.l.a, A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.d,
A.2.a, A.2.b, A.2.d

DNA
Identifying the Substance of
Genes
Bacterial Viruses
The Structure of DNA
The Double Helix Model
DNA Replication
RNA and Protein Synthesis

What is the structure
of DNA, and how does
it function in genetic
inheritance?

Describe Mendel's studies and conclusions about
inheritance.
Describe what happens during segregation.
Explain probability and the use of Punnett squares.
Explain the principle of independent assortment.
Describe other inheritance patterns.
Explain the relationship between genes and the
environment.
Contrast the number of chromosomes in body cells and
in gametes.
Summarize the events of meiosis.
Contrast mitosis and meiosis.
Identify the role of DNA in heredity.
Indentify the chemical components of DNA.
Discuss the experiments leading to the identification of
DNA as the molecule that carries the genetic code.
Summarize the events of DNA replication.
Compare DNA replication in prokaryotes and
eukaryotes.
Contrast RNA and DNA.

How does information

Content:
C.l.c, C.2.a, C.2.c, G.1,
G.2, G.3
Inquiry:
A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.d, A.2.a,
A.2.b, A.2.c, A.2.d, A.2.e,
A.2.f
Content:

Biology Curriculum Map

December

January

The Role of RNA
Ribosomes and Protein
Synthesis
Translation
Mutations
Gene Regulation and
Expression

flow from DNA to RNA
to direct the synthesis
of proteins?

Explain the process of transcription.
Identify the genetic code and explain how it is read.
Summarize the process of translation.
Define mutations and describe the different types of
mutations.
Describe the effects mutations can have on genes.

B.2, B.3, C.l.c, C.l.d,
C.l.f, C.2.a, C.2.c, C.3.a,
C.3.c, E.2, F.l, F.4, G.l,
G.3
Inquiry:
A.l.a, A.l.b, A.l.d, A.2.a,
A.2.b, A.2.c

Human Heredity
Human Chromosomes
Transmission of Traits
Pedigrees
Human Genetic Disorders
Studying the Human Genome

How can we use
genetics to study
human inheritance?

Content:
B.2, C.l.d, C.2.a, C.2.b,
C.2.c, F.l, F.6, G.l
Inquiry:
A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.d, A.l.f,
A.2.b, A.2.c, A.2.d, A.2.f

Genetic Engineering
Selective Breeding
Recombinant DNA
Applications of Genetic
Engineering
Ethics and Impacts of
Biotechnology

How and why do
scientists manipulate
DNA in living cells?

Identify the types of human chromosomes in a
karyotype.
Describe the patterns of the inheritance of human traits.
Explain how pedigrees are used to study human traits.
Explain how small changes in DNA cause genetic
disorders.
State the goals of the Human Genome Project.
Explain the purpose of selective breeding.
Explain how scientists manipulate DNA.
Describe the benefits of as they relate to agriculture and
industry.
Explain how recombinant DNA technology can improve
human health.
Summarize the process of DNA fingerprinting and
explain its uses.
Describe some of the issues that relate to biotechnology.
State Charles Darwin's contribution to science.
Explain the role of inherited variation in artificial
selection.
Describe the conditions under which natural selection
occurs.
Explain how fossils and the fossil record document the
descent of modern species from ancient ancestors.
Describe what homologous structures and embryology
suggest about the process of evolutionary change.
Explain how molecular evidence can be used to trace the
process of evolution.
Identify the main sources of genetic variation in a
population.
Explain how natural selection affects single-gene and
polygenic traits.

Content:
C.f.l, C.2.a, C.2.c, C.3.a,
C.3.b, C.3.c, C.3.d, C.3.e,
C.4.d, C.6.c, D.3, E.2, F.2,
F.3, G.l, G.2, G.3
Inquiry:
A.l.a, A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.e,
A.2.a, A.2.b, A.2.c, A.2.d,
A.2.e, A.2.f

Unit 4: Evolution
Darwin's Theory of Evolution
Darwin's Journey
Ideas that Shaped Darwin's
Thinking
Evolution by Natural
Selection
Evidence of Evolution

Evolution of Populations
Genes and Variations
How Natural Selection Works
Genetic Drift

What is the theory of
evolution?
What is natural
selection?

How can populations
evolve to form species?

Content:
C.l.a, C.l.c, C.l.d, C.l.f,
C.2.a, C.2.b, C.2.c, C.3.a,
E.l, E.2, F.4, F.6, G.l, G.3
Inquiry:
A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.d, A.2.b,
A.2.c, A.2.e, A.2.f

Content:
C.2.a, C.2.b, C.2.c, C.3.a,
C.3.b, C.3.c, C.3.d, C.3.e,
C.4.c, C.6.c, G.l, G.4
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Describe genetic drift.
Identify the types of isolation that can lead to the
formation of a new species.
Explain how new genes evolve.
Describe the goals of binomial nomenclature.
Explain the difference between evolutionary
classification and Linnaean classification.
Explain the use of DNA sequences in classification.
Name the six kingdoms as they are currently identified.

Inquiry:
A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.e, A.l.f,
A.2.a, A.2.b, A.2.d, A.2.e,
A.2.f
Content:
C.2.a, C.3.a, C.3.b, C.3.d,
C.3.e, E.2, G.l, G.2, G.3
Inquiry:
A.2.b, A.2.c, A.2.e, A.2.f

How do fossils help
scientists understand
the history of life on
Earth?

Explain what information fossils can reveal about
ancient life.
Identify the divisions of the geologic time scale.
Describe how environmental processes and living things
have shaped life on Earth.
Identify the processes that influence survival or
extinction of a species.
Name two important patterns of macroevolution.
Identify some of the hypotheses about early Earth and
the origin of life.

Content:
C.l.a, C.l.e, C.3.a, C.3.b,
C.3.c, C.3.d, C.3.e, B.l,
D.3, D.4, G.l, G.3
Inquiry:
A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.e, A.2.a,
A.2.b, A.2.d, A.2.e, A.2.f

How do Earth's living
and nonliving parts
interact and affect the
survival of organisms?

Describe the study of ecology.
Explain how biotic and abiotic factors influence the
ecosystem.
Define primary producers.
Explain how consumers obtain energy and nutrients.
Trace the flow of energy through living systems.
Describe how matter cycles among living and nonliving
parts of the ecosystem.
Describe how the availability of the nutrients affects the
productivity of ecosystems.
Differentiate between weather and climate.
Identify the factors that influence climate.
Define niche.
Describe the role competition, predation and herbivory
play in shaping communities.
Describe how ecosystems recover from a disturbance.
Describe and compare the characteristics of major land
biomes.

Content:
B.2, B.S, C.4.a, C.4.b,
C.4.d, C.4.e, C.S.a, C.S.b,
C.S.e, C.S.f, D.l, D.2, E.2,
F.3, F.4, F.S, G.l, G.2
Inquiry:
A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.d, A.2.a,
A.2.b, A.2.c, A.2.d

The Process of Speciation
Molecular Evolution

Classification
Finding Order in Diversity
Assigning Scientific Names
Modern Evolutionary
Classification
Changing Ideas about
Kingdoms
History of Life
The Fossil Record
Speciation and Extinction
Rate of Evolution
Earth's Early History
Origin of Eukaryotic Cells
Reproduction and
Multicellularity

February

Unit 5: Ecology
The Biosphere
What is Ecology?
Energy, Producers, and
Consumers
Energy Flow in Ecosystems
Cycles of Matter

Ecosystems and
Communities
Climate
Niches and Community
Interactions
Succession
Biomes
Aquatic Ecosystems

What is the goal of
biologists who classify
living things?

How do abiotic and
biotic factors shape
ecosystems?

Content:
B.S, B.6, C.4.b, C.4.c,
C.4.d, C.4.e, C.S.b, C.S.e,
C.6.b, D.l, F.3, F.4, F.S,
G.1,G.2
Inquiry:
A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.d, A.2.a,
A.2.b, A.2.d
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March

Discuss the factors that affect aquatic ecosystems.
List the characteristics used to describe a population.
Identify factors that affect population growth.
Identify factors that determine carrying capacity.
Discuss the trend of human population growth and how
it differs throughout the world.

Populations
How Populations Grow
Limits to Growth
Human Population Growth

What factors contribute
to changes in
populations?

Humans in the Biosphere
A Changing Landscape
Using Resources Wisely
Biodiversity
Meeting Ecological
Challenges
Unit 6: From Microorganisms
to Plants
Viruses and Prokaryotes
Viruses
Prokaryotes
Diseases Caused by Bacteria
and Viruses

How have human
activities shaped local
and global ecology?

Describe human activities that can affect the biosphere.
Define biodiversity and explain its value.
Identify current threats to biodiversity.
Describe how biodiversity can be preserved.

Are all microbes that
make us sick made of
living cells?

Protists and Fungi
Protist Classification
Protist Structure and
Function
The Ecology of Protists
Fungi

How do protists
and fungi affect
the homeostasis of
other organisms and
ecosystems?

Introduction to Plants
What is a Plant?
Seedless Plants
Seed Plants
Flowering Plants

What are the five main
groups of plants? How
have four of the five
groups adapted to life
on land?

Explain how viruses reproduce and cause infection.
Describe how prokaryotes vary in structure and
function.
Explain the role of bacteria in the living world.
Explain how bacteria and viruses cause disease.
Explain why emerging diseases are a threat to human
health.
Explain what a protist is and how it is related to other
eukaryotes.
Describe the various methods of protist locomotion.
Describe how protists obtain food and reproduce.
Identify the symbiotic relationships that involve protists.
Identify the defining characteristics of fungi and how
fungi affect homeostasis.
Describe what plants need to survive.
Describe how the first plants evolved.
Explain the process of alteration of generations.
Describe the adaptations ofbryophytes.
Explain the importance of vascular tissue.
Describe the reproductive adaptations of seed plants.
Identify the reproductive structures of gymnosperms
and angiosperms.
Identify the principle organs of seed plants.
Explain the primary functions of the main tissue systems

Plant Structure and Function
___3Jecialized Tissues in Plants

How are cells, tissues,
and organs organized

Content:
C.4.d, C.4.e, F.2, F.3, F.4,
F.6, G.1, G.2
Inquiry:
A.1.b, A.1.c, A.1.d, A.2.a,
A.2.b, A.2.d
Content:
C.4.a, C.4.b, C.4.c, C.4.d,
C.4.e, C.S.e, C.6.b, F.2,
F.3, F.4, F.S, F.6, G.1, G.2
Inquiry:
A.1.b, A.1.c, A.2.a, A.2.d

Content:
C.1.b, C.1.e, C.3.a, C.4.a,
C.4.b, E.1, E.2, F.1, F.S,
F.6, G.1, G.3
Inquiry:
A.1.b, A.1.c, A.1.d, A.1.f,
A.2.a, A.2.c, A.2.d
Content:
C.1.a, C.3.a, C.3.d, C.3.e,
C.4.b, C.4.c, C.4.e, C.S.d,
E.2, F.1, F.6, G.3
Inquiry:
A.1.a, A.1.b, A.1.c, A.1.d,
A.2.a, A.2.b, A.2.e
Content:
C.1.e, C.3.a, C.3.b, C.3.d,
C.3.e, C.4.c, C.4.e, C.S.e,
F.4
Inquiry:
A.1.a, A.1.b, A.1.c, A.2.a,
A.2.b
Content:
C.1.a, C.1.e, C.1.f, C.S.d
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April

Roots
Stems
Leaves
Transport in Plants

into systems that carry
out the basic functions
of a seed plant?

Plant Reproduction and
Response
Reproduction in Flowering
Plants
Fruits and Seeds
Plant Hormones
Plants and Humans

How do changes in the
environment affect
the reproduction,
development and
growth of plants?

Unit 7: Animals
Introduction to Animals
What is an Animal?
Animal Body Plans and
Evolution

Animal Evolution and
Diversity
Invertebrate Evolution and
Diversity
Chordate Evolution and
Diversity
Primate Evolution
Animal Systems
Feeding and Digestion
Respiration
Circulation
Excretion
Response
Movement and Support

of seed plants.
Describe the different functions of roots.
Describe the main functions of stems.
Describe how the structure of a leaf enables it to carry
out photosynthesis.
Explain how gas exchange in leaves relates to
homeostasis.
Explain the process of water movement in plants.
Describe how the products of photosynthesis are
transported throughout the plant.
Identify the functions of various structures in a flower.
Explain how fertilization differs between angiosperms
and other plants.
Describe the development of seeds and fruits.
Describe the effects of hormones on plant growth and
development.
Describe how plants respond to seasonal change.
Describe how humans benefit from plants.

Inquiry:
A.l.a, A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.f,
A.2.a, A.2.e

What characteristics
and traits define
animals?

List the characteristics that all animals share.
Differentiate between invertebrates and chordates.
List and discuss the essential functions that animals
perform in order to survive.
Explain the differences among the animal phyla.

How have animals
descended from earlier
forms through the
process of evolution?

Explain what fossil evidence indicates about the timing
of the evolution of the first animals.
Describe the most ancient chordates.
Identify the characteristics that all primates share.
Describe the major evolutionary groups of primates.

How do the structures
of animals allow them
to obtain essential
materials and eliminate
wastes?
How do the body
~ystems_()f animals

Describe the different ways animals get food.
Explain how digestion occurs in different animals.
Describe how mouthparts are adapted for an animal's
diet.
Describe the characteristics of respiratory structures
that all animals share.
Explain how aquatic animals breathe.

Content:
C.l.f, C.3.a, C.3.b, C.3.d,
C.3.e, C.S.d, C.6.a, C.6.b,
G.l
Inquiry:
A.l.a, A.l.b, A.l.c, A.2.a,
A.2.b
Content:
C.3.a, C.3.b, C.3.c, C.3.d,
C.3.e, C.6.a, C.6.c, C.6.d,
G.l, G.2, G.3
Inquiry:
A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.d, A.2.a,
A.2.e, A.2.f
Content:
C.l.a, C.l.b, C.l.f, C.2.b,
C.3.a, C.4.b, C.4.c, C.S.d,
C.6.a, C.6.b, C.6.c, E.2,
F.l, G.l
Inquiry:
A.l.a, A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.f,

-

--··-

-

Content:
C.l.d, C.l.e, C.3.b, C.4.c,
C.4.e, C.S.d, C.6.b, F.3,
F.4, F.6, G.3
Inquiry:
A.l.b, A.l.c, A.2.a, A.2.d
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May

Reproduction
Homeostasis

allow them to collect
information about their
environments and
respond appropriately?

Animal Behavior
Elements of Behavior
Animals in their
Environment

How do animals
interact with one
another and their
environments?

Unit 8: The Human Body
Digestive and Excretory
Systems
Organization of the Human
Body
Food and Nutrition
The Digestive System
The Excretory System

How are materials that
enter and leave your
body related to the
processes that maintain
homeostasis?

Nervous System
The Neuron
The Central Nervous System
The Peripheral Nervous
System
The Senses

How does the structure
ofthe nervous system
allow it to regulate
functions in every part
of the body?

Skeletal, Muscular, and
Integumentary Systems
The Skeletal System
The Muscular System

What systems form the
structure ofthe human
body?

Compare open and closed circulatory systems.
Explain how aquatic and land animals eliminate wastes.
Describe how animals respond to stimuli.
Describe some of the different sensory systems in
animals.
Explain how muscles produce movement in animals.
Compare asexual and sexual reproduction.
Contrast internal and external fertilization.
Explain how homeostasis is maintained in animals.
Explain what innate behavior is.
Describe the major types oflearning.
Explain how environmental changes affect animal
behavior.
Explain how social behaviors increase the evolutionary
fitness of a species.
Summarize ways that animals communicate.
Describe how the human body is organized.
Explain homeostasis.
Explain how food provides energy.
Describe the organs of the digestive system and explain
their functions.
Explain what happens during digestion.
Describe the structures of the excretory system and
explain their functions.
Explain how the kidneys clean the blood and maintain
homeostasis.
Identify the functions of the nervous system.
Describe the structure and function of neurons.
Describe how a nerve impulse is transmitted.
Discuss the functions of the brain and spinal cord.
Describe the effects of drugs on the brain.
Describe the functions of the sensory and motor
divisions of the peripheral nervous system.
Explain the structures involved with the senses and how
they relate to function.
List the structures and functions of the skeletal system.
Describe the structure of a typical bone.
Describe the structure and function of each type of
muscle tissue.
~---

- -

A.2.a, A.2.b, A.2.c, A.2.f

Content:
C.3.a, C.3.b, C.6.a, C.6.b,
C.6.c, C.6.d, F.6, G.l
Inquiry:
A.l.a, A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.d,
A.l.f, A.2.a, A.2.b

Content:
B.2, B.3, C.l.a, C.l.b,
C.l.f, C.S.a, C.S.d, F.l, G.l

Inquiry:
A.l.a, A.l.b, A.l.c, A.l.d,
A.l.f, A.2.a

Content:
C.l.a, C.6.a, C.6.b, B.2,
E.2, F.l, F.2

Inquiry:
A.l.a, A.l.b, A.l.c, A.2.a,

A.2.b, A.2.c

Content:
C.l.a, C.l.b, C.l.d, C.l.f,
C.3.c, C.S.d, F.l, G.l
Inquiry:
-

-
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Skin

June

Circulatory And Respiratory
Systems
The Circulatory System
Blood and the Lymphatic
System
The Respiratory System

How do the structures
of the circulatory
and respiratory
systems allow for
their close functional
relationships?

Endocrine and Reproductive
Systems
The Endocrine System
Glands
The Reproductive System
Fertilization and
Development

How does the body
use chemical signals to
maintain homeostasis?

Immune System and Disease
Infectious Disease
Defenses Against Infection
Fighting Infectious Disease
Immune System Disorders

How does the body
fight against invading
organisms that may
disrupt homeostasis?

Describe the mechanism of muscle contraction.
Describe the interaction of muscles, bones, and tendons
to produce movement.
State the functions and identify the structures of the
integumentary system.
Identify the function of the human circulatory system.
Describe the structure of the heart and explain how it
pumps blood through the body.
Explain the functions of blood plasma, red blood cells,
white blood cells, and platelets.
Describe the role of the lymphatic system.
Identify the structures of the respiratory system and
describe their functions.
Describe gas exchange and how breathing is controlled.
Describe the structure and function of the endocrine
system.
Explain how hormones work.
Identify the functions of the major endocrine glands.
Explain how endocrine glands are controlled.
Describe the effects sex hormones have on development.
Name and discuss the structures of the male and female
reproductive system.
Describe fertilization and the major stages development.
Identify the causes of infectious disease.
Explain how infectious diseases are spread.
Describe the function of the immune system's defenses.
Distinguish between active and passive immunity.
Describe how public health measures and medications
fight disease.
Explain what happens when the immune system
overreacts to harmless pathogens.
Describe how HIV is transmitted and affects the immune
system.

A.Lb, A.1.c, A.l.f, A.2.a

Content:
C.1.a, C.S.d, E.2, F.1
Inquiry:
A.Lb, A.Lc, A.1.d, A.2.a,
A.2.c, A.2.f

Content:
C.La, C.1.c, C.Ld, C.l.f,
C.2.b, C.S.d, F.1
Inquiry:
A.Lb, A.l.c, A.Le, A.2.a,
A.2.b, A.2.c, A.2.d

Content:
C.La, C.1.d, C.3.a, C.4.c,
C.4.e, C.6.b, F.1, F.S, F.6,
G.3
Inquiry:
A.Lb, A.l.c, A.2.a, A.2.b,
A.2.c, A.2.d, A.2.f

Chemistry Curriculum Map
Timeline

Content

September

Unit 1: Introduction to
Chemistry and Matter
Introduction to Chemistry
The importance of Chemistry
What is Chemistry
The scientific approach to
problems
Using scientific thinking
The Scientific method
Learning Chemistry
Scientific Measurement
Matter
The Particulate Nature of
Matter
Elements & Compounds
States of matter
Physical & Chemical
properties & changes
Mixtures & pure substances
Separation of mixtures
Unit 2: The Atom
Early Theories of the Atom
Defining the Atom
Structure of the Atom
Distinguishing Among Atoms
Revising the Atomic Model
Atomic Number and Mass
Number
Ions
Isotopes and Atomic Mass
Electron Arrangement in
Atoms
The Quantum Atom and
Atomic Spectra

October

Essential Question(s)

Objectives/Skills

What does chemistry
mean to you?
What steps do chemists
use to solve problems?

Understand the importance oflearning chemistry.
A.l, A.2, B.3, C.l,
Define Chemistry.
C.2, E.2, F.l, F.3,
Recognize the general steps scientists use in solving problems. F.4, F.S, F.6, G.l,
Illustrate the scientific method.
G.2, G.3
Describe the method scientists use to study nature.
Develop successful strategies for learning chemistry.

What is the difference
between an element
and a compound?
What is the difference
between a physical and
chemical change?

Learn about the composition of matter.
Learn the difference between elements & compounds
Define the three states of matter.
Distinguish between physical & chemical properties.
Distinguish between physical & chemical changes.
Distinguish between mixtures & pure substances.
Describe two methods of separation.

A.l, A.2, B.2, B.3,
E.2, G.3

What is Dalton's atomic
theory?
Who discovered the
nuclear atom and what
particles reside in the
nucleus?
What role do electrons
play in energy levels of
atoms?

Describe about Dalton's theory of atoms.
Understand & Illustrate the law of constant composition.
Explain the internal parts of an atom.
Describe Rutherford's experiment to characterize the atom's
structure.
Describe some important features of subatomic particles.
Explain the terms: isotope, atomic number, and mass number.
Explain how isotopes of an element differ.
Calculate the atomic mass of an element.
Describe what Bohr proposed in his model of the atom.
Describe what the Quantum mechanical model determines
about electrons in an atom.
Explain how sublevels of principle energy levels differ.
List the three rules for writing electron configurations of
elements.

A.l, A.2, B.l, B.2,
B.3, B.4, E.2, G.l,
G.2, G.3

National Science
Education
Standards
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November

December

January
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Unit 3: The Periodic Table
The elements
Symbols for the elements
Natural states of the
elements
Electron Arrangement
Patterns
Periodic Table Trends
Metals
Nonmetals
Metalloids
Inner Transition Metals
Unit 4: Chemical Bonding
Monatomic Ions
Polyatomic Ions
The Ionic Bond and Salts
Properties of Ionic
Compounds
Naming Ionic Compounds
Bonding in Metals
Molecular Compounds
The Covalent Bond and
Molecules
Lewis Structures
Molecular Shapes
Van der Waals Forces

Unit 5: Chemical Reactions
The Conservation of Mass
Balancing Chemical
Equations
Combustion Reactions
-----

Explain how chemists began to organize the known elements.
Describe how the modern periodic table is organized.
Identify three broad classes of elements.
Learn about the relative abundances of the elements.
Learn the names of elements 1-20.
Learn the symbols of elements 1-20
Describe the information in a periodic table.
Classify elements based on electron configuration.
Describe trends among elements for atomic size, ionization
energy, ionic size, and electronegativity.
Learn some of the properties of metals, nonmetals &
metalloids

A.1, A.2, B.1, B.2,
B.3, E.2, G.1, G.2,
G.3

How do ionic
compounds form?
How does metallic
bonding affect the
properties of metals?

Determine the number of valence electrons in an atom of a
A.1, A.2, B.1, B.2,
representative element.
B.3, B.6, E.2, G.2
Identify the atoms of elements that tend to lose and tend to
gain electrons.
Describe how cations form.
Explain how anions form.
Explain the electrical charge of an ionic compound.
Describe three properties of ionic compounds.
Model the valence electrons of metal atoms.
Describe the arrangement of atoms in a metal.
Identify the information a molecular formula provides.
Explain the result of electron sharing in covalent bonds.
Describe how coordinate covalent bonds are different from
other covalent bonds.
Identify some exceptions to the octet rule.
Describe how resonance structures are used.
Describe how electronegativity values determine the charge
distribution in a polar molecule.
Evaluate the strengths of intermolecular attractions compared
with the strengths of ionic and covalent bonds.

How do chemical
reactions obey the
law of conservation of
mass?

Describe how to write a skeleton equation.
Describe the steps for writing and balancing a chemical
equation.
Identify the five general types of reactions.

A.1, A.2, B.3, E.2,
F.4, F.6, G.1
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Synthesis Reactions
Decomposition Reactions
Oxidation-Reduction
Reactions
Single Displacement
Reactions
Double Displacement
Reactions
Unit 6: The Mole and
Jan. 16- 31
and February Stoichiometry
Stoichiometry and Its Uses
Mole-Number Relationships
Mole-Mass Relationships
Mole-Volume Relationships
Moles and Chemical
Equations
Calculating Yields of
Reactions
Percent Yield

March

Unit 7: Gas Laws
The Behavior of Gases
Boyle's Law
Charles's Law
Gay-Lussac's Law
The Ideal Gas Law
Absolute Zero
Dalton's Law of Partial
Pressures
Graham's Law of Effusion

How can you predict
the products of a
chemical reaction?

Describe the differences between the five types of chemical
reactions.
Identify a chemical equation as one of the five types of
reactions.

Why is the mole
an important
measurement in
chemistry?
How can the molecular
formula of a compound
be determined
experimentally?
How are balanced
chemical equations
used in stoichiometric
calculations?
How can you calculate
amounts of reactants
and products in a
chemical reaction?

Convert among the count, mass, and volume of something.
Explain how chemists count the number of atoms, molecules,
or formula units in a substance.
Determine the molar mass of an element and of a compound.
Describe how to convert the mass of a substance to the
number of moles of a substance, and moles to mass.
Convert the volume of a gas at STP to the number of moles of
the gas.
Calculate the percent by mass of an element in a compound.
Calculate the empirical formula of a compound.
Distinguish between empirical and molecular formulas.
Describe how chemists use balanced equations.
Describe the quantities you can use to interpret a balanced
chemical equation.
Explain how mole ratios are used in chemical calculations.
Explain the general procedure for solving a stoichiometric
problem.
Explain how the amount of product in a reaction is affected by
an insufficient quantity of any of the reactants.
Explain what the percent yield of a reaction measures.

A.1, A.2, B.Z, B.3,
E.2, G.l, G.3

How do gases
respond to changes in
pressure, volume, and
temperature?
Whyistheidealgas
law useful even though
ideal gases do not exist?

Explain why gases are easier to compress than solids or
liquids.
Describe three factors that affect gas pressure.
Describe the relationship among the pressure, volume, and
temperature of a gas.
Calculate the amount of a contained gas when the pressure,
volume, and temperature are specified.
Define the conditions when real gases are most likely to differ
from ideal gases.

A.1, A.2, B.2, B.S,
E.Z, F.1
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Phase Diagrams
Some Properties of Liquids
Some Properties of Solids
April

Unit 8: Thermochemistry
The Conservation of Energy
Measuring the Flow of Heat
Specific Heat
Changes in Enthalpy
Writing Thermochemical
Equations
Heat during Changes of State
Hess's Law

Unit 9: Kinetics and
Equilibrium
Reaction Rates and Energy of
Activation
Factors Affecting Reaction
Rates
Collision Theory
Equilibrium
Le Chatelier's Principle
Spontaneous Reactions
Entropy and Free Energy

Relate the total pressure of a mixture of gases to the partial
pressures of the component gases.
Explain how the molar mass of a gas affects the rate at which
the gas diffuses and effuses.

I

How is energy
conserved in a chemical
reaction or physical
process?
How can you determine
the amount of energy
absorbed or released in
a chemical or physical
process?

Explain the ways in which energy changes can occur.
Explain how the energy of the universe before a chemical or
physical process is related to the energy of the universe after
a chemical or physical process.
Identify two factors on which the heat capacity of an object
depends.
Describe how you measure the change in enthalpy of a
reaction.
Describe how you express the enthalpy change for a reaction
in a chemical equation.
Compare the quantity of heat absorbed by a melting solid to
the quantity of heat released when the liquid solidifies.
Compare the quantity of heat absorbed by a vaporizing liquid
to the quantity of heat released when the vapor condenses.
Describe the thermochemical changes that occur when a
solution forms.
Identify two ways that you can determine the heat of a
reaction when it cannot be directly measured.

A.1, 8.3, 8.5, D.1,
E.2, F.3, F.4, F.6

How can the rate of a
chemical reaction be
controlled?
What is the role of
energy in chemical
reactions?
Why do some reactions
occur naturally?

Describe how to express that rate of a chemical reaction.
Identify four factors that influence the rate of a chemical
reaction.
Describe the relationship between the value of the specific
rate constant and the speed of a chemical reaction.
Describe how most reactions progress from start to finish.
Describe what happens at the molecular level in a chemical
system at equilibrium.
Identify three stresses that can cause a change in the
equilibrium position of a chemical system.
Describe the relationship between the solubility product
constant and the solubility of a compound.
Identify the two characteristics of spontaneous reactions.
Identify the part entropy plays in a chemical reaction.

A.1, A.2, 8.2, 8.3,
8.5, E.2, G.1, G.Z
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Identify the two factors that determine whether a reaction is
spontaneous.
Describe how the value of .1.G is related to the spontaneity of a
reaction.
May

Unit 10: Acids and Bases
Properties of Acids and
Bases
Arrhenius Acids and Bases
Bronsted-Lowry and Lewis
Acids and Bases
Measuring Acids and Bases
Buffers and Titration
Strength of Acids and Bases

Unit 11: Electrochemistry
Electrochemical Processes
Voltaic Cells
Dry Cells
Electrolytic Cells

June

Unit 12: The Chemistry of
Life
Hydrocarbons and Other
Organic Chemicals
Polymers
Carbohydrates and Fats
Proteins and Nucleic Acids

-

-

What are the different
ways chemists define
acids and bases?
What does the pH of a
solution mean?
How do chemists use
acid-base reactions?

Define an acid and a base according to Arrhenius.
Distinguish an acid from a base in the Bronsted-Lowry theory.
Define an acid and a base according to Lewis.
Describe how [H+] and [OH+] are related in an aqueous
solution.
Classify a solution as neutral, acidic, or basic using pH.
Identify two methods that are used to measure pH.
Describe how acids and bases are classified as either strong or
weak.
Identify the products that form when an acid and a base react.
Identity the point in a titration when neutralization will occur.

A.1, A.2, B.3, E.2,
G.2, G.3

How is energy
produced in an
electrochemical
process?
How can energy
be used to drive
an electrochemical
process?

Identify the type of chemical reaction that is involved in all
electrochemical processes.
Describe how a voltaic cell produces electrical energy.
Identify the current applications that use electrochemical
processes to produce electrical energy.
Identify what causes the electrical potential of an
electrochemical cell.
Determine the standard reduction potential of a half-cell.
Distinguish between electrolytic and voltaic cells.
Describe some applications that use electrolytic cells.

A.1, A.2, B.3, E.2

What are the
characteristics of the
four main types of
biological compounds?
What is the function
of anabolism and
catabolism in a cell?

Identify the two major cell types that occur in nature.
Identify the compound that is reduced during photosynthesis
and the compounds formed.
Construct the general formula for carbohydrates.
Diagram the general structure of an amino acid.
Identify what determines the differences in the chemical and
physiological properties of peptides and proteins.
Describe how enzymes affect the rates of reactions in living
things.
Identify the physical property that distinguishes lipids from

C.1, C.2, C.3, C.S,
F.1
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otheTbiologicai molecules.
Identify the functions of DNA and RNA.
Identify the number of bases of DNA required to specify one
amino acid in a peptide chain.
Define gene mutations.
Identify two examples of DNA technology used today.
Describe the function of ATP in the cell.
Describe what happens to biological molecules and every
during catabolism and anabolism.

1st grade Social Studies
Trimester 2

Trimester 1

Content

Vocabulary

Trlmester3

family needs
family celebrations
family transportation
Identify ways technology has changed communication.
Describe how technology has changed transportation.
Recognize that families celebrate special times In different ways.
identify ways and describe similarities and differences In the ways that families meet basic
human needs.
Native Americans New people come to America
George Washington
Sacajawea
Abraham Lincoln
Susan B. Anthony
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Recognize how some Native Americans celebrate their past.
Describe how Christopher Columbus came to America.
Identify the contributions of George Washington.
Identify contributions of Sacajawea.
learn why Abraham Lincoln is considered a great president.
Identify ways that Susan B. Anthony worked to help women.
Identify why Martin luther King, Jr. worked for change In America.

Rules within a group
Needs for laws and rules
Leaders
Identify and use voting as a way to make decisions.
Identify symbols of national identity such as the Pledge of Allegiance.
Identify historic figures who were good citizens.
voting
USA symbols
traits of a good citizen

group, following directions, laws and rules, leader, principal, governor, president
vote,flag, pledge

Needs and wants
Jobs
Goods and services
New tools at work
Distinquish between needs and wants.
Recognize examples of each.
identify a variety of jobs that people perform.
Identify and describe a variety of service jobs.
Identify ways people exchange goods and services.
Describe how technology affects the ways people work.

family needs, family celebrations, family transportation, appliances, Native American settlers,
needs, wants, shelter, volunteer, goods, factory, services, trade
settlement, Pilgrims, Hero, community, city,, neighbor, farm, state, country, continents,
oceans, address

SS.B.l.A-

Understand chronological thinking and distinguish between past, present and future time
SS.6.S.A- Explain the various reasons why people work
SS.B.l.A-

Standards

SS.S.2.A -Identify examples of the rights and responsibilities of citizenship
SS.5.2.B -Identify personal rights and responsibilities in the community
SS.S.2.C- identify sources of conflict and disagreement and different ways conflicts can be
resolved
55.5.2.F ·Explain the benefits of following rules and laws and the consequences of violating
them
SS.S.1.B- Identify the purposes of rules and laws and their importance in the classroom,
school, community, state and nation
S5.5.1.F- Explain why government is necessary In the classroom, school, community, state
and the basic purpose of government in Pennsylvania and the United States
SS.S.3.C -Identify positions of authority at school and In local community
SS.S.1.A ·lde11tify the visible roles that government serves
SS.5.1.D- Describe the purpose of the United States Flag, The Pledge of Allegiance and the
National Anthem
SS.5.1.G- Explain the importance of respect for the property and the opinions of others
S5.5.l.H -Identify symbols and political holidays
S5.5.2.E- Describe ways citizens can influence the decisions and actions of government
S5.5.2.G -Identify ways to participate in government and civic life
55.5.3.0- Explain what an election Is
S5.5,3.F- Identify different ways people govern themselves
Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes1 Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

Assessments

----

Understand chronological thinking and distinguish between past, present and future time
SS.8.1.8 ·Understand historical research
SS.8.3.A -identify contributions of Individuals and groups to United States history
SS.8.3.8 -Identify and describe primary documents, material artifacts and historic sites
important in United States history
55.8.2.A-

Understand the political and cultural contributions of individuals and groups to Pennsylvania
history
SS.7.4.B ~Identify how physical systems are impacted by people
S5.7.1.A-Identify the following geographic tools: maps, globe, map elements, diagrams,
photographs, map keys and cardinal directions
55.7.1.B- Recognize continents and oceans
SS.7 .2.A -Identify physical characteristics of places, noting physical properties {landforms
such as swamps, hills and mountains), weather, climate, vegetation, animals, bodies of water
such as creeks, rivers, ponds, lakes and human-made forms such as highways, streets,
building and bridges
SS.7.2.B -Identify basic processes {e.g. flood, tornado) that affect the physical characteristics
of places and regions
5S.7.3.A ·Identify the human characteristics that are affected by places and regions
5S.7.3.B ·lde11tify how places and regions are Impacted by people

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities
-------

SS.6.1.A- Describe how people balance unlimited wants with limited resources:
SS.6.1.B · Identify local employment/producers: Jobs, Products/Services
S5.6.4.B ·Explain why goods, services and resources come from all over the nation and the
world
S5.6.4.C ·Explain why some products are produced locally while others are not
SS.6.S.A ·Explain the various reasons why people work
S5.6.5.B -Identify different occupatiol'ls
SS.6.S.C- Describe businesses that provide goods and businesses that provide services

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

2nd grade Social Studies
Trimester2

Trimester 1

Trimester 3

Content

Summarize, Problem Solving, Compare and Contrast, Read and Understand Charts
Use a compass rose, identify events In history, Use a map, Sequencing, Using Graphic Organizers,
Using Time Lines, Reading for Information
Learn that people live In communities and recognize that community members work together for
the common good.
Recognize the characteristics of cities, suburbs, and rural areas and Identify the signifigance of
community landmarks.
Identify changes In communication and transportation and explore ways that these changes have
affected people's lives.
Identify the qualities of good citizenship and recognize the way laws and rules help communities.
Identify characteristics of good citizenship and recognize ways to show good citizenship.
Identify Native Americans as the first people to live in North America.
Explain Native American traditions.
Categorize information about our country's past.
Learn about early explorers to America.
identify historic figures who love individualism and Inventiveness.
Recognize how the Pilgrim's overcame hardships, and showed Jove of Individualism.
Identify characteristics of good Citizenship.
Explain how the original 13 colonies became the United States.
Identify contributions of historical figures who have influenced the nation.
Learn how to compare sources.
Explain why the Civil War was fought.
Identify how Harriet Tubman, Frederick Douglass, and Abraham Lincoln have Influenced our
country's history.
Describe how the United States grew over time.

Vocabulary

Neighbor, museum, problem solve, urban area, suburb, rural area, compass rose, transportation,
communication, Jaw, citizen, calendar, Interview, legend, Native American, tradition, explorer,
colony, colonist, Independence, President, source, slavery, pioneer, immigrant, time line, ancient
times, modern times

Earn, tax, volunteer, needs, shelter, wants, goods, services, table of contents, Index, key word,
Capital, landform, Island, peninsula, hill, mountain, valley, plain, lake, river, season, bar graph,
producer, consumer, factory, route, trade, prediction, technology, mayor, governor, electron,
natural resources, recycle
court, flow chart, monument, Capitol, White House, grid map, main Idea, hero

5S.5.3.G- Explain why being treated fairly Is important
SS.S.3.H -Identify Individual Interests and explain ways to influence others
SS.S.3.J -Identify the ways a classroom Is structured like a community
55.6.4.8- Explain why goods, services and resources come from all over the nation and the world
5S.6.5.B -Identify different occupations
SS.8.3.A -Identify contributions of Individuals and groups to United States history
S5.5.2.A -Identify examples of the rights and responsibilities of citizenship
55.5.2.8 -Identify personal rights and responsibilities
SS.S.2.C -Identify sources of conflict and disagreement and different ways conflicts can be resolved
5S.S.2.E- Describe ways citizens can influence the decisions and actions of government
5S.S.2.F- Explain the benefits of following rules and laws and the consequences of violating them
SS.5.4.A- Describe how people balance unlimited wants with limited resources
SS.6.3.A- Define scarcity and Identify limited resources
SS.6.3.D- Explain what is given up when making a choice
S5.6.5.C- Describe businesses that provide goods and businesses that provide services
S5.6.5.D- Define saving and explain why people save
5S.7.1.A-Identify the following geographic tools: maps, globe, map elements, diagrams,
photographs, map keys and cardinal directions SS.7.1.8 -Identify the continents and oceans
SS.7.2.A -Identify physical characteristics of places, noting physical properties: landforms (swamps,
hills and mountains); climate; vegetation; animals; bodies of water (creeks, rivers, ponds, lakes); and
human-made forms (highways, streets, buildings and bridges)
55.7.2.8 -Identify basic processes (e.g. flood, tornado) that affect the physical characteristics of

55.5.1.G- Explain the importance of respect for the property and the opinions of others
SS.5.1.1-Identlfy portions of famous speeches and writings that reflect the basic principles
S5.5.1.A -Identify the visible roles that government serves
and ideals of government
SS.S.1.8 -Identify the purpose of rules and laws and their Importance In the classroom, school, SS.S.2.A -Identify examples of the rights and responsibilities of citizenship
community, state and nation
55.5.2.8 -Identify personal rights and responsibilities
5S.5.1.C- Define the principles and Ideals shaping government
5S.S.2.F- Explain the benefits of following rules and laws and the consequences of violating
SS.5.1.D- Describe the purpose of the United States Flag, The Pledge of Allegiance and the
them
SS.6.3.A- Define scarcity and Identify limited resources
National Anthem
SS.S.l.E -Identify framers of the Declaration of Independence
55.6.3.8 -Identify and define wants of different people in relation to limited resources
SS.S.l.F- Explain why government is necessary in the classroom, school, community, state and S5.6.3.C- Identify and define natural and human resources
the basic purpose of government
55.6.3.D- Explain what Is given up when making a choice
SS.S.l.G- Explain the Importance of respect for the property and the opinions of others
55.6.3.E- Explain how selHnterest influences choices
SS.S.l.H -Identify symbols and political holidays
SS.6.4.C-1dentify local resources: Natural (renewable and nonrenewable), Human
55.5.1.1- Identify portions of famous speeches and writings that reflect the basic principles
SS. 7.2.A -Identify physical characteristlcs of places, noting physical properties: landforms
and ideals of government
(swamps, hills and mountains); climate; vegetation; animals; bodies of water {creeks, rivers,
SS.S.2.A -Identify examples of the rights and responsibilities of citizenship
ponds, lakes); and human made forms (highways, streets, buildings and bridges)
SS.5,2.8- Identify personal rights and responsibilities
55.7.2.8 -Identify basic processes (e.g. flood, tornado) that affect the physical characteristics
SS.5.2.D -Identify the Importance of political leadership and public service in the school,
of places and regions
55.7.3.A ~Identify the human characteristics that are affected by places and regions
community, state and nation
55.7.3.8
-Identify how places and regions are Impacted by people
SS.5.2.E- Describe ways citizens can Influence the decisions and actions of government
SS.S.2.F- Explain the benefits of following rules and laws and the consequences of violating
SS.7.4.A -Identify the human characteristics that are affected by places and regions

Standards

Identify the United States and its neighbors on a map and a globe.
Identify the oceans and seven continents on a map and a globe.
Recognize different kinds of land and water found on Earth.
Compare the roles of public officials, Including mayor, governor, and President.
identify major landforms and bodies of water.
Identify ways that public officials are selected, Including election and appointment to office.
Learn how a patriotic song about the beauties of the American landscape came to be written.
Understand how Thurgood Marshall's commitment to fairness Is an example of good
Identify major landforms on maps.
citizenship.
Create a landform map of their home state.
Discuss what Is fair In different situations.
Recognize the difference between weather and seasons.
identify characteristics of good citizenship.
Find out how weather patterns affect people's activities.
Discover how communities solve problems and pay for the solutions they reach.
Obtain information about a topic using a bar graph
Describe how governments establish order, provide security, and manage conflict.
Explain what natural resources are.
Learn how to read and make a flow chart.
Explain how people depend on natural resources to satisfy their basic needs.
Identify buildings and monuments in Washington, D.C.
Learn why people change Earth.
Identify and explain the significance of various national landmarks.
identify ways In which people change Earth.
Learn how to use a grid map.
Sequence Information chronologically.
Understand some of our nation's symbols.
Identify ways of protecting Earth.
Identify selected symbols, such as state and national birds and flowers, and patriotic symbols,
Recognize ways people can conserve and replenish natural resources.
such as the U.S.and state flags.
Learn about the Amazon Rain Forest In Brazil
Learn about the Pledge of Altegience
Learn things that people can do to conserve natural resources
Explain how the Pledge of Allegiance reflects Americans' love of their country.
Identify several American heros.
Identify contributions of historical figures who have Influenced the nation.
Learn about the Eurpoean Unlon.locate European Union countries on a map.
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regions
SS.7.4.B -Identify how places and regions are impacted by people
SS.S.l.A- Understand chronological thinking and distinguish between past, present and future time
SS.S.l.B- Begin to develop an understanding of historical sources (e.g., author/ biography, historical
places, events, and artifacts)
SS.8.1.C- Understand historical research
SS.8,3,A -Identify contributions of Individuals and groups to United States history
SS.8.3.B -Identify and describe primary documents, material artifacts and historic sites important in
United States history
SS.8.4.A- Identify Individuals and groups who have made significant political and cultural
contributions to world history
SS.8.4.B -Identify historical sites important to world history
SS.8.4,C- Compare similarities and differences between earliest civilizations and life today
SS.8.4.D -Identify how conflict and cooperation among social groups and organizations affected
world history

SS.S.2.G -Identify ways to participate in government and civic life
SS.5.3.A- Identify the elected representative bodies responsible for making local, Pennsylvania
and United States laws
SS.5.3.C -Identify reasons for rules and laws in the school and community
SS.5.3.D -Identify services performed by the local, state and national governments
SS.S.3.E -Identify positions of authority at school and in local, state and national governments
SS.5.3.F- Explain what an election is
SS.S.3,G- Explain why being treated fairly is important

SS.B.l.A- Understand chronological thinking and distinguish between past, present and future
time
SS.S.l.B- Begin to develop an understanding of historical sources (e.g., author/ biography,
historical places, events, and artifacts)
SS.S.l.C- Understand historical research
SS.8.3.A- Identify contributions of individuals and groups to United States history
SS.8.4.B -Identify historical sites important to world history
SS.8.4.C- Compare similarities and differences between earliest clvlllzations and life today
SS.8.4.D- Identify how conflict and cooperation among social groups and organizations
affected world history

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

AssessmentL_ ____ ~L ____

----------

~

Trimester 1

Content

Vocabulary

Standards

3rd grade Social Studies
Trimester 2

Trlmester3

locate your country and state on a map or globe
Identify, locate, and label countries and states bordering the United States and PA
Identify the state flag and explain the meaning ofthe colors and objects on the flag
Identify state Symbols
Identify, locate, and describeS geographic regions of PA
Identify natural resources of PA Classify natural resources as renewable or non-renewable
Identify common mammals of PA, Identify different types of farms In PA
Identify the Importance afforests, Identify common mineral resources of PA
Associate mineral resources with their respective products
Locate waterways on a blank map of PA, Identify PA's four largest cities
Locate and label major wateriorms of PA
Use cardinal and Intermediate directions to locate PA waterways
Identify the differences between weather and climate
Describe the different climatic conditions for different parts of PA
Differentiate between needs and wants, goods and services, and producers and consumers
Identify different transportation systems In PA
Identify and explain the roles of Native Americans in PA locate and label main Native American
tribes in PA
Identify William Penn's contributions to the state of PA
locate countries In Europe from which early settlers came identify ethnic and religious cultural
groups who were early settlers
List at least three of Ben Franklin's accomplishments.
Sequence Ben Franklin's achievements.
Identify the three most Important documents that established the U.S. Gover~ment. Sequence the
time the documents were created.

Classify states as being for or against slavery.
List two reasons why the Civil War was fought.
Identify facts about President Lincoln.
Explain the meaning of the Gettysburg Address.
Differentiate between cause and effect.
Identify Harriet Tubman's contributions.
Identify the characteristics of the Underground Railroad,
Explain what the Industrial Revolution was.
Explain what state government Is.
Differentiate between the three branches of government.
Identify differer'lt types of local government.
Identify different government jobs.

widow, husband, uncle, banker, Continental Congress, cannon, congress, Independent, freedom,
government, slavery, electric, colony, settlers, religion, indentured servants, officer, worship, prison,
Quaker, Indians, native, tribes, villages, wigwams, longhouse, Interstate, subway, Inland, Industries,
manufacturing plants, recreation, port, dams, reservoirs, waterway, port, recreation, dams,
reservoirs, mineral, fossil fuels, electricity, petroleum, natural gas, limestone, population, census,
urban, suburbs, rural, manufacturing, region, plain, plateau, ridge, valley, piedmont, coastal, country,
states, oblong, eastern, boundary, south, north, west, border

ocean, continent, hemisphere, equator, cardinal directions, compass rose, Intermediate
directions, symbol, map key, scale, locator, political map, physical map, landform map,
transportation map, historical map, enterprise system, entrepreneur, profit, Investor,
Civil War, slavery, plantation, cemetery, burial, democracy, slaves, cotton, slave hunter, North consumer, market economic system, command economic system, traditional economic
Star, Underground Railroad, revolution, Industry, products, services, factories, government,
system, high tech Industry, assembly line, service Industry, tourist, division of labor, expansion,
national, capital, capitol, governor, senators, representatives, judges, cour'lty, county seats,
contraction, agribusiness, agriculture, organic farming, citizen, elect, borough, township,
commissioners, cities, boroughs, townships, mayor, council, supervisor
municipal, commission, council, mayor, manager, home rule, county, county commissioner,
public goods, checks and balances, executive branch, governor, budget, legislative branch,
General Assembly, bill, veto, judicial branch, democratic republic, candidate, polltical party,
United States Congress, United States Supreme Court, jury

7.1.A -Identify geographic tools and their uses.
7.1.B- Identify and locate places and regions.
6.1.C -Identify local economic activities. 6.3.A- Define scarcity and Identify limited resources.
6.3.B -Identify and define wants of different people
7.2.B -Identify the basic physical processes that affect the physical characteristics of places and
regions.
7.3.D -Identify the human characteristics of places and regions by their economic activities.
7.4.8 -Identify the Impacts of people on physical systems.
6.3.A- Define scarcity and Identify limited resources.
6.4.0 -Identify local resources.
6.5.8 -Identify different occupations.
6.4.G- Identify local geographic patterns of economic activities.
7.3.C -Identify the human characteristics of places and regions by their settlement characteristics.
7.4.A -Identify the Impacts of physical systems on people.
S.l.C- Define the principles and ideals shaping government
8.2.C- Identify and describe how continuity and change have Influenced Pennsylvania history.
8.3.A-Identlfy contributions of Individuals and groups to United States history.

S.l.A- Describe what government Is.
5.2.8- Identify personal rights and responsibilities.
5.2.0 -Identify the importance of political leadership and public service In the school,
community, state and nation.
7.1.A -Identify geographic tools and their uses.
7.1.B -Identify and locate places and regions.
8.1.C- Understand fundamentals of historical interpretation.
8.3.A -Identify contributions of Individuals and groups to United States history.
B.3.B- Identify and artifacts and historic sites important in United States history.
B.3.D -identify conflict and cooperation among social groups and organizations in United
States history.
5.2.D -Identify the importance of political leadership and public service in the school,
community, state and nation.
8.2.8 -Identify and describe primary documents, material artifacts and historic sites Important
In Pennsylvania history.
8.3.A- identify contributions of Individuals and groups to United States history.
8.3.8- identify and describe primary documents, material artifacts and historic sites important
In United States history.
5.2.A -Identify examples of the rights and responsibilities of citizenship,
5,2.B -identify personal rights and responsibilities.
5.2.C- Identify sources of conflict and disagreement and different ways conflicts can be
resolved.
5.2.G -Identify ways to participate In government and civic life.
7.3.8- Identify the human characteristics of places and regions by their cultural
characteristics,
8.2.A ·Understand the political and cultural contributions of Individuals and groups to
Pennsylvania history.

Identify the four hemispheres, oceans, and continents.
Identify and use map symbols.
Read and Interpret different types of maps.
Describe how a free enterprise system works.
Describe how an assembly line works.
Analyze the effect economic growth and changes have had on PA communities.
Read a Time Zone Map,
Explain the effects of modern technology on farming.
Describe municipal and county government.
Identify four kinds of local government.
Identify the jobs of the three branches of state government.
Describe the three branches of the national government.

7.1.A -Identify geographic tools and their uses.
7.1.B.l- Physical features: Continents and oceans, Major landforms, rivers and lakes in North
America, Local Community
6.1.D -Identify examples of local businesses opening, closing, expanding or contracting.
6.2.A- Define and Identify goods, services, consumers and producers.
6.2.D -Identify groups of competing producers in the local area.
6.4.G- Identify local geographic patterns of economic activities.
6.5.B- Identify different occupations.
6.5.A- Explain why people work to get goods and services.
6.5.C- Describe businesses that provide goods and businesses that provide services.
5.1.A- Describe what government is.
5.1.B- Explain the purposes of rules and laws and why they are important In the classroom,
school, community, state and nation
5.1.C.8 ·Leadership
5.1.C.9 ·Citizenship
5.1.1- Explain why government is necessary in the classroom, school, community, state and
nation and the basic purposes of government In Pennsylvania and the
United States.
6.1.C- Identify local economic activities.
6.2.E- Identify who supplies a product and ~ho demands a product.
6.4.D -Identify local resources.
6.4.G.l- Agriculture
5.2.D- Identify the Importance of political leadership and public service In the school,
-
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S.l.B- Explain the purposes of rules and laws and why they are Important In the classroom, school,

community, state and nation
S.l.E -Identify documents of United States government.
S.l.F- Explain the meaning of a preamble.

S.l.H- Identify framers of documents of governments.

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities
Assessments
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In Pennsylvania history. 8.3.A -Identify conttibutions of Individuals and groups to United

States history.
8.3.C- C. Identify important changes In United States history (e.g., Belief Systems and
Religions, Commerce and Industry, Innovations, Politics, Settlement Patterns and Expansion,
Social Organization, Transportation, Women's Mo 6.4.G- Identify local geographic patterns of
economic activities.
6.5.C- Describe businesses that provide goods and businesses that provide seJVices.
S.l.C- Define the principles and Ideals shaping government
5.1.1- Explain why government Is necessary In the classroom, school, community, state and
nation and the basic purposes of government In Pennsylvania and the United States.
S,l.L -Identify ways courts resolve conflicts involving principles and ideals of government.
5.2,C -Identify sources of conflict and disagreement and different ways conflicts can be
resolved.
5.2.E- Describe ways citizens can Influence the decisions and actions of government.
5.3.A -Identify the elected representative bodies responsible for making local, Pennsylvania
and United States laws.
Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities
-----···--··---
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5.2.E- Describe ways citizens can Influence the decisions and actions of government.
5.2.F- Explain the benefits of following rules and laws and the consequences of violating them.
5.2.G -Identify ways to participate In government and civic life.
5.3.E -Identify positions of authority at school and In local, state and national
5.3.A- Identify the elected representative bodies responsible for making local, Pennsylvania
and United States laws.
5.3.9- Identify the role of the three branches of government.
5.3.9.1· Executive
5.3.9.2- Legislative
5.3.9.3 ·Judicial
5.3.C- Identify reasons for rules and laws in the school and community.

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

Trlmesterl

4th grade Social Studies Curriculum Map
Trimester 2

Trimester 3

Understand that the geography of the Southwest is varied; Describe the landforms that can be
seen In the Southwest; Identify the major rivers of the Southwest; Recognize that the scarcity of

Content

Vocabulary

Standards

Recognize that citizenship involves both rights and responsibilities; Understand that citizens have
Recognize that the United States varies greatly in its landforms, waterways, and resources
Understand that the eastern region includes the area from the Atlantic coast to the Mississippi River the po~er to change things; Identify the values and beliefs that unite Americans; Describe the
valley
mountams and lakes of the Northeast; Understand the importance of the resources of the

water poses a challenge; Recognize that oil is the Southwest's most valuable resource; identify
crops grown in the So.uthwest; Understand that the Southwest has developed a thriving
technology sector; D1scuss the Native American heritage of the Southwest; Identify the Spanish

identify the landforms of the western regions, Alaska, and Hawaii
Relate the castness of the country to the variety of its ecosystems
Recognize that dividing the United states into regions helps us to understand it more easily
identify the five regions of the United states
Understand that states in a region share resources
Recognize the various factors that affect climate
Understand how mountains affect rainfall; Describe the lake effect
Identify two types of extreme weather and the regions in which It occurs
Understand that In a free enterprise system everyone makes his or her own economic decisions
Discuss why profit, Investors, and supply and demand are Important In any business
Explain the importance of planning and teamwork in business
Recognize the difference between needs and wants
Understand the businesses are producers
Describe the role that banks play In the economy
Summarize the circular flow of the economy
Recognize that government power is shared
Understand how state governments work
Describe the work done by local governments and the main way in which we raise money
Describe the type of government we have In the United States

Northeast; Identify other resources of the Northeast; Describe the climate of the Northeast;
Understand that the Northeast's natural resources provide a living for many people; Describe how
the manufacturing industry got Its start; Recognize that many people In the Northeast work in
service jobs; Discuss the past and present of cities and suburbs in the Northeast; Know that Native
Americans were the Northeast's first people; Discuss the variety of cultures in this region;
Recognize that festivals are one way people show cultural pride; Identify the variety of activities
available In the Northeast; identify the Mississippi River and the Wetlands of the southeast;
Explore the coast, hills, mountains, and island of the Southeast; Describe the warm climate and
effects of the Gulf of Mexico; Show the continuing threat of hurricanes to the Southeast;
Describe products produced by farms in the Southeast; Identify renewable and nonrenewable
resources found in the Southeast; Summarize the importance of several industries to the
Southeast's economy; Describe the importance of tourism to the Southeast; Identify Native
American groups who first lived in the Southeast; Identify the Immigrant groups that settled in the
Southeast; Trace the progress of the Civil Rights movement; Describe the many different musical
styles that began In the Southeast; Describe how glaciers carved the Midwest's many lakes; Discuss
the Importance of rivers and soil fertility In the Midwest; identify Midwest landforms; Discuss the
climate extremes of the Midwest; Identify natural resources found in the Midwest; Show the
importance of iron to the economy of the Midwest; identify Important Midwestern farm products;
Describe how the Midwestern economy has changed over time; Identify Native American groups

influence on the Southwest; Understand that Immigrants and older Americans have moved to the
Southwest in recent years; Describe festivals and ceremonies of the Southwest; Introduce the
many environments of the West; Describe how Western mountains, lakes, and rivers are formed;
Trace the effects of the movement of the Earth's plates; Discuss the West's varied Climates;
Describe the rich natural resources found in the West; Show how different landforms affect the
local economies; Discuss different industries and employers In the West; Outline the importance of
tourism and the service industry to the economy of the West; Describe ways of life of Native
American groups in the West; Trace the movement of groups of people to the West; Discuss
celebrations and other tourist attractions in the West; Describe the way of life for the people of
ancient Cahokia; Explain how the people of the Eastern Woodlands survived; Identify the ways in
which the Plains and Pueblo people differed; Recognize the ways In whlch Native Americans of the
West adapted to their surroundings; Describe the exchange between Europeans and Native
Americans;
Understand why the Spanish and French came to North America; Identify early
Dutch and English settlements; Recognize the conflicts between Europeans and Native Americans;
Describe the problems that arose between Great Britain and the colonists following the French and
Indian War; Explain how taxes and protests eventually led to war; Discuss the advantages of the
British In the war; Describe the outcome of the war and the establishment of the new United
States government;
Describe the growth of the u.s. into the Northwest Territory;
Recognize
the Importance of the Loulsana Purchase;
Identify the new methods of travel that were

Understand the powers and duties of the three branches of the national government
Discuss the role of tribal government in the united States

that lived in the Midwest; race the different groups that settled in the Midwest; Show how
Midwesterners honored diverse cultural traditions; Describe the artistic, musical, and athletic
traditions of the Midwest

developed In the early 1800's
Summarize how western lands became part of the U.S.; Recognize that slavery led to a civil war;
Describe the strengths and weaknesses of the North and South during the war;
Identify the
challenges facing the U.S. after the war; Discuss the conflict caused by westward migration and
the Impact of new technology;
Identify reform efforts of the early 1900's; Describe World War
Explain life In the 1920's; Discuss the New Deal and
1 and the struggle for woman's suffrage;
the reasons that World War II ended the Great Depression; identify the background and major
conflicts of the Cold War; Describe the civil rights movement; dentify the major challenges of the
twenty first century

Mineral, erosion, tributary. Plateau, basin, elevation, sea level, region, economy, Agriculture,
Interdependent,, precipitation, rain shadow, lake effect, tornado, hurricane, profit, investor, supply,
dem~nd, opportunity cost, producer, capital resource, human resource, natural resource, Interest,
cred1t, graph, line graph, constitution, legislative branch, executive branch, judicial branch, veto,
municipal, grid, latitude, longitude, degree, parallel, meridian, federal, democracy, citizen,
reservation, sovereign

Jury, patriotism, rule of law, ju~tice, glacier, bay, fuel, fall line, tourist, map scale, small-scale map,
large-scale map, Industry, serv1ce, ~rban, suburban, megalopoi 1s, culture, diverse, source, mouth,
wetland, peninsula, levee, graph, c1rcle graph, renewable, resource, petroleum, refinery,
nonrenewable, resource, dialect, segregation, fert1ie, pra1ne, Iron ore, open-pit mming, agnbusmess,
mass production, assembly lme, descendants, pioneer, migration, tradition

7 .3.4.A -Identify the human characteristics of places and regions using the following criteria: •
Population • Culture • Settlement • Economic activities •Political activities
8.3.4.A- Differentiate common characteristics of the social, political, cultural and economic groups
in United States history.
7.1.4.A- Describe how common geographic tools are used to organize and interpret Information
5.1.4.D- identify key Ideas about government found in significant documents: • Declaration of
about people, places, and environment.
8.3.4.A- Differentiate common characteristics of the social, political, cultural and economic groups Independence • United States Constitution • Bill of Rights • Pennsylvania Constitution.
5.1.4.F -Identify state symbols, national symbols, and national holidays.
In United States history.
8.1.4.8- Distinguish between fact and opinion from multiple points of view, and primary sources as S.2.4.A -Identify individual rights and needs and the rights and needs of others in the classroom,
school, and community.
related to historical events.
S.2.4.D- Describe how citizens participate in school and community activities.
6.1.4.C- Illustrate what individuals or organizations give up when making a choice.
S.2.4.8- Describe the sources of conflict and disagreement and different ways conflict can be
6.1.4.D- Explain what Influences the choices people make.
resolved.
6.2.4.C- Differentiate between monetary and non-monetary incentives In advertising.
S.3.4.E- Explain the voting process.
6.2.4.D- Explain the role of buyers and sellers in determining prices of products.
5.3.4.FExplain how different perspectives can lead to conflict.
6.1.4.A -Identify scarcity of resources in a local community.
7.2.4.A -Identify the physical characteristics of places and regions.
6.2.4.8- Determine how sellers compete with one another.
7.2.4.8
-Identify
the basic physical processes that affect the physical characteristics of places and
6.2.4.F. Describe the role of a private economic institution in the local community.
regions.
6.4.4.A- List and explain factors that promote specialization and division of labor.
8.1.4.A- Identify and describe how geography and climate have influenced continuity and change
6.5.4.G- Compare different ways people save,
overtime.
6.5.4.H- Examine the basic operation of the banking system.
7.1.4.A- Describe how common geographic tools are used to organize and Interpret Information
7.3.4.A- Identify the human characteristics of places and regions using the following criteria: •
about people, places, and environment.
Population • Culture • Settlement • Economic activities • Political activities
6.3.4.A- Explain how government responds to social needs by providing public goods and services. 7.1.4.8- Describe and locate places and regions as defined by physical and human features.
6.3.4.8- Describe the Impact of government involvement in state and national economic activities. 7.4.4.A- Identify the effect of the physical systems on people within a community.

Mesa, butte, canyon, drought, aquifer, population density, population distribution, kerosene,
Irrigation, silicon, solar ~ner~y, pueblo ~debe, powwow, earthquake,
Magma, geyser, tl~berhne, mterstate highway, road map, telecommunications, conservationist,
bison, rodeo, prehistory, artifact, resource, hunter-gather, technology, mission, Northwest Passage,
Colony, tax, revolution, Declaration of Independence, Independent, territory, Louisiana Purchase,
expedition, canal, frontier, Civil War, Emancipation, Proclamation, Reconstruction, immigrant,
Invention, suffrage, dictator, Allies, Axis, communism, discrimination, civil rights, terrorism

7.2.4.A- Identify the physical characteristics of places and regions,
7.2.4.8- Identify the basic physical processes that affect the physical characteristics of places and
regions.
8.1.4.A- Identify and describe how geography and climate have Influenced continuity and change
overtime.
7.1.4.A- Describe how common geographic tools are used to organize and Interpret Information
about people, places, and environment.
7.1.4.8- Describe and locate places and regions as defined by physical and human features.
7.4.4.A -Identify the effect of the physical systems on people within a community.
7.4.4.8- Identify the effect of people on the physical systems within a community.
7.3.4.A- Identify the human characteristics of places and regions using the following criteria: •
Population • Culture • Settlement • Economic activities • Political activities
6.1.4.A -Identify scarcity of resources in a local community.
6.2.4.A- Explain how a product moves from production to consumption.
6.2.4.G- Explain the three basic questions all economic systems must answer. • What to produce? •
How? • For whom?
6.4.4.A- List and explain factors that promote specialization and division of labor.
6.5.4.8 -Identify the requirements for different careers and occupations.
8.3.4.A- Differentiate common characteristics of the social, political, cultural and economic groups
In United States history.
8.3.4.8 -Locate historical documents, artifacts, and places critical to United States history.
8.3.4.C- Explain how continuity and change In U.S. history have influenced personal development
and Identity. • Belief systems and religions • Commerce and Industry • Technology • Politics and
government • Physical and human geography • Soda I organizations
8.3.4.D- Distinguish between conflict and cooperation among groups and organization that
•\Af,.

6.3.4.C- Explore-ways In which tax reiienues are Used in lOcal comrritiMity.
5.1.4.B- Explain rules and laws for the classroom, school. community, and state.
5.1.4.C ~Explain the principles and ideals shaping local and state government. • Liberty I Freedom •
Democracy • Justice • Equality
5.2.4.C ~Describe the roles of leadership and public service In school, community, state, and nation.
5.3.4.A- identify the roles of the three branches of government.
5.3.4.B- Describe how the elected representative bodies function in making local and state laws.
5.3.4.C ~Identify the services performed by local and state governments.
5.3.4.D -Identify positions of authority at the local and state, and national level.
5.1.4.0- Identify key ideas about government found In significant documents: • Declaration of
Independence • United States Constitution • Bill of Rights • Pennsylvania Constitution.

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities
Assessments

from Pennsylvania.
6.1.4.A -Identify scarcity of resources in a local community.
6.2.4.A- Explain how a product moves from production to consumption.
6.2.4.G- Explain the three basic questions all economic systems must answer. • What to produce? •
How? • For whom?
6.4.4.A- List and explain factors that promote specialization and division of labor.
8.2.4.B- Locate historical documents, artifacts, and places critical to Pennsylvania history.
8.2.4.C- Explain how continuity and change In Pennsylvania history have influenced personal
development and identity. • Belief systems and religions • Commerce and Industry • Technology •
Politics and government • Physical and human geography • Social organizations
8.2.4.D- Distinguish between conflict and cooperation among groups and organization that
impacted the history and development of Pennsylvania • Ethnicity and race • Working conditions •
Immigration • Military conflict • Economic stability
7.4.4.8 -Identify the effect of people on the physical systems within a community.

conditions • Immigration • Mllltary conflict • Economic stability
6.4.4.B ~Explain why nations trade.
8.4.4.A- Differentiate common characteristics of the social, political, cultural, and economic groups
In world history
8.4.4.B- Locate historical documents, artifacts, and sites, which are critical to World history.
8.4.4.C- Explain how continuity and change in world history have Influenced personal development
and identity. • Belief systems and religions • Commerce and industry • Technology • Politics and
government • Physical and human geography • Social organizations
8.4.4.0- Distinguish between conflict and cooperation among groups and organization that
Impacted development of the history of the world.
5.2.4.B- Describe the sources of conflict and disagreement and different ways conflict can be
resolved.
5.1.4,0- Identify key ideas about government found in significant documents: • Declaration of
Independence • United States Constitution • Bill of Rights • Pennsylvania Constitution.
5.3.4.F- Explain how different perspectives can lead to conflict.
5.3.4.G- Identify Individual interests and explain ways to influence others.

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

5th gr~de Social Studies Curriculum Map
Trimester 2

Trimester 1

Trimester 3

can you identify areas ofthe Americas that the English explored and settled?
Can you explain motivations for English exploration and settlement?

Content

How can you interpret Information in visuals?
How can you apply critical thinking skills to organize and analyze information?
How can you Identify powerful Native American empires in Central and South America?
What are the changes brought about by the Renaissance?
What are the economic motivations for exploration in Asia?
What are the groups In Africa that developed strong trading centers?
Can you follow the routes on a map to collect information?
Can you apply critical thinking skills to organize and use Information from maps?
Can you use historical maps to collect data?
Can you analyze how the Turks' capture of Constantinople affected European trade?
Can you analyze Portugal's role In discovering a new trade route to Asia?
Can you explore the expeditions of Bartolomeu Dias and Vasco da Gama?
Can you explain the reasons for Columbus's voyage to the Americas and the importance of his
voyage?
Can you describe the origins and significance of Columbus Day?
Can you describe the accomplishments and obstacles?
Can you identify the Spanish conquistadors and tell why they explored the Americas?
Can you explain how the Spanish conquered the Aztecs?
Can you analyze how Spain came to claim large areas of the Southwestern and Southeastern United
States?
Can you Identify the purposes of the Ariticles of armor worn by the Spanish conquistadors?
Can you analyze the pros and cons?
Can you analyze the first expedition of Verrazano to the Americas?
Can you analyze Hudson's searches for the Northwest passage?
Can you Identify the Spanish conquistadors and tell why they explored the Americas?
Can you explain how the Spanish conquered the Aztecs?
Can you analyze how Spain came to claim large areas of the Southwestern and Southeastern United
States?
Can you explain when where and why the Spanish colonized North America?
Can you describe how the Spanish tried to maintain control of North America?
Can you describe the introduction of slavery in the Americas?
Can you summarize the contributions of Spanish colonization in the Americas?
Can you explain when where and why the French explored and settled in North America?
Can you describe conflicts the French had with the English, Dutch, and Spanish?
Can you identify French explorers of the Americas and their contributions?

Can
Can
Can
can

you
you
you
you

analyze how England and its colonists dealt with scarcity?
Jist English explorers and describe their influences on early colonization?
describe the achievements of leaders such as John Smith and John Rolfe?
analyze the way English colonists adapted and modified their environment to meet basic

can you Identify causes of the French and Indian War?
Can you Identify George washington's contributions during the French and indian War?
Can you Identify significant Individuals such as Benjamin Franklins who modeled active participation
In the democratic process?

needs?
can you describe the various ways by which the Jamestown colony was governed?

can you explain the importance of the Albany Plan of Union In the development of the United
States?

Can
Can
Can
Can
Can
Can
Can
can

can
Can
Can
can
Can
can
Can
can

you
you
you
you
you
you
you
you

explain why English settlers came to the Plymouth colony?
identify the origins of represented governments In the United States?
.
describe the relationship between American Indians and the Plymouth colonists?
analyze the impact of religion on the Plymouth settlement?
describe the accompllshments of significant colonial leaders?
identify examples of representative government in the American colonies?
understand the political religious social and economic area?
.
explain when where and why groups of people colonized and settled in what IS now the

you
you
you
you
you
you
you
you

examine the end of the French and Indian War and the Treaty of Paris?
Identify the causes of Pontiac's Rebellion?
Identify the terms and significance of the Proclamation of 1763?
analyze the causes and effects of the Stamp Act and the Boston Massacre?
trace the development of representative government United States?
identify the different roles women played In the Revolution?
analyze the causes and effects of the Boston Tea Party and the Intolerable Acts?
explain the significance of the First Continental Congress?

United States?
can you describe the achievements of colonial religious leaders?
Can you identify and cornpare examples of representative government in the American colonies?
can you understand the political religious social and economic institutions that evolved in the
colonial era?

Can you explain the issues surrounding the battles at Lexington and Concord?
Can you analyze the causes and effects of the Battle of Bunker Hill?
can you identify the contributions of significant Individuals during the revolutionary period?
can you Identify the Second Continental congress as an example of representative government In
the colonies?

Can
can
Can
Can

can you analyze the causes and effects of Americans taking sides during the Revolution?
can you understand how Information and experiences may be understood differently by people
with diverse cultural perspectives?
can you examine the role of women dunng the Revolution?

you
you
you
you

identify major industries of colonial America?
identify the political and economic relationships between the colonies and England?
explain the economic patterns of early European colonists?
understand the economic institutions that evolved In the Colonial era?

Can you explain the history of the slave trade in the United States?
Can you Identify the contrlbut 1ons of slgmflcant individuals during the Revolutionary War period,
can you identify the various groups who settled the Middle Atlantic colonies?
such as George Washington?
can you summarize the contributions of different religious and cultural groups to the settlements of Can you analyze the effects of the Battle of Saratoga?
the Middle Atlantic Colonies?
Can you describe the physical features that helped Philadelphia become a main port?

can you explain the contributions of other countries to the Patriots' cause during the Revolutionary
War?

Can you list ways in which immigrants aided Phlladelphla's growth and prosperity?

can you analyze the causes and effects of the victory at Yorktown?

Can you identify the challenges faced by backcountry settlers?
can you analyze the importance of the Great Wagon Road as an early transportation route?

Can you explain the contributions of other nations and individuals to the outcome of the American
Revolution?

Can you explain how backcountry settlers adapted to and made use of the resources available to

Can you summarize the results ofthe American Revolution?

them?
Can you explain when and why people colonized Maryland, the Carolinas, and Georgia?
Can you explain the geographic factors that Influenced the development of plantations in the

can you summarize the events that led to the creation of the Constitution?
can you examine the role of governments in economic systems?
Can you Identify the contributions of individuals to the democratic process?

Southern Colonies?
Can you explain the economic patterns of early European settlers and the plantation system ofthe

can you describe the events that led up to the Constitutional Convention?
can you discuss the constitutional Convention and Its influence on the democratic process?

Southern Colonies?

can you identify the contributions of those who helped wrlte the Constitution?
Can you explain the "Great Compromise" and Its Importance in representative government?

Revolution, alliance, congress, delegate, Parliament, proclamation, bill of rights, pioneer, budget,
representation, treason, boycott, declaration, repeal, liberty, monopoly, blockade, quarter,

Vocabulary

Encounter, empire, monarch, Renaissance, compass, city-state, historical map, profit, navigation,
cartographer, astrolabe, caravel, expedition, claim, Isthmus, demarcation, treaty, grant,
conquistador, desertion, Northwest Passage, estuary, rapid, company, mutiny, colony, colonist,
buffer zone, borderlands, presidio, permanent, hacienda, self-sufficient, missionary, mission, civil
war, royal colony, proprietary colony, proprietor, plantation

Pilgrim, compact, self-rule, majority rule, stock, prosperity, cash crop, legislature, burgess, authority,
charter, common, specialize, town meeting, public, office, expel, consent, sedition, fundamental,
frontier, industry, export, import, triangular trade route, naval store, refuge, trial by jury, justice,
farm, produce, Great Awakening, township, immigrant, militia, almanac, backcountry, loft,
Indentured servant, constitution, Indigo, debtor, planter, tidewater, broker, auction, overseer,
• •

sp~r~tua

1

Intolerable, petition, commander In chief, earthwork, olive branch, mercenary, public opinion,
Independence, allegiance, resolution, preamble,. grievance, Patriot, Loyalist, neutral, pacifist,
reglrnent, traitor, negotiate, principle, republic, mflation, arsenal, territory, ordinance, convention,
commerce, federal system, bill,. census, electorial college, veto, impeach, justice, checks and
balances, ratify, Federalist, Anti-Federalist, Amendment, Magna Carta, due process of law, reserved
powers, Cabinet, political party, candidate, inauguration, pathfinder, trespass, impressment, war
hawk, national anthem, siege, nationalism, annex, doctrine, democracy, ruling, manifest destiny,
dictator, cession, gold rush, forty-niner, industrial revolution, Investor, textile, Interchangeable
parts, mass production, supply, cotton gin, demand, patent

Standards

Assessments

8.1.A.2- Time lines
8.1.A.3- People and events in time
8.1.A.S- Sequential order
8.1.8.2- Data in historical and contemporary maps, graphs, and tables
8.1.A.3- People and events in time
8.3.D -Identify and explain conflict and cooperation among social groups and organizations in
United States history from Beginnings to 1824.
8.4.A -Identify and explain how Individuals and groups made significant political and cultural
contributions to world history.
8.1.C.4- Causes and results
8.1.D.4- Primary Sources
8.3.A.l- Native Americans, Africans, Europeans
8.3.C.5- Settlement Patterns (e.g., frontier settlements, slave plantation society, growth of cities)
8.3.C.6- Social Organization (e.g., community structure on the frontier, cultural and language
barriers)

5.1.8- Explain the Importance of the rule of Jaw for the protection of Individual rights and the
common good in the community, state, nation and world.
5.3.A- Compare the structure, organization and operation of local, state and national governments.
8.1.8.2- Data in historical and contemporary maps, graphs, and tables
8.3.A -Identify and explain the political and cultural contributions of Individuals and groups to
United States history from Beginnings to 1824.
8.3.C- Explain how continuity and change has influenced United States history from Beginnings to
1824.
7.1.A- Describe geographic tools and their uses.
8.1.8.2- Data in historical and contemporary maps, graphs, and tables
S.l.C- Describe the principles and Ideals shaping government.
8.1.A.2- Time lines
S.l.A- Explain the purpose of government.
8.1.A.3- People and events In time
S.l.B- Explain the importance of the rule of law for the protection of Individual rights and the
8.1.8.2- Data in historical and contemporary maps, graphs, and tables
common good In the community, state, nation and world.
8.1.C.4- Causes and results
S.l.C- Describe the principles and ideals shaping government.
8.3.A.l- Native Americans, Africans, Europeans
5.2.F- Describe the impact of the consequences of violating rules and laws in a civil society.
8.3.C.5- Settlement Patterns (e.g., frontier settlements, slave plantation society, growth of cities)
5.2.G- Explain the importance of participating in government and civic life.
8.3.C.6- Social Organization (e.g., community structure on the frontier, cultural and language
5.2.A.3- Personal responsibilities of the Individual and to society
barriers)
5.2.A.4- Civic responsibilities of the individual and to society
8.3.D.2- Ethnic and Racial Relations (e.g., cooperation between and among Native Americans and
5.2.A.5- Traits of character of individuals and to a republican form of government
European settlers, slave uprisings, "Colored" troops in the Revolution)
5.2.D- Describe the importance of political leadership and public service.
8.3.C.7- Transportation and Trade (e.g., methods of overland travel, water transportation, National 5.2.E -Identify examples of the rights and responsibilities of citizenship.
Road)
5.3.8- Describe the responsibilities and powers of the three branches of government.
5.1.C- Describe the principles and ideals shaping government.
5.3.E- Identify major leaders of local, state and national governments, their primary duties and their
political party affiliation.
7.3.A.2- Causes of human movement: Mobility (e.g., shopping, commuting, recreation), Migration
models {e.g., push/pull factors, barriers to migration)
7.3.C- Describe the human characteristics of places and regions by their settlement characteristics.
7.3.C.2- Factors that affect the growth and decline of settlements (e.g., immigration, transportation
development, depletion of natural resources, site and situation)
6.4.C- Identify and define imports, exports, Inter-regional trade and International trade.
6.5.A- Recognize that the availabllity of goods and services is the result of work by members of the
society.

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

Trimesterl

Content

How are maps interpreted and utilized?
Can you explain the weaknesses of the Articles of the Confederation?
Can you examine the role of compromise in the writing of the Constitution?
Can you describe the conflicts that led the emergence of two political parties?
Can you analyze the Impact of the Louisiana Purchase on the United States?
Can you examine how the Idea of manifest destiny encouraged settlers to move west?
Can you describe the events that resulted in Texas becoming part of the United States?
Can you identify people whose contributions encouraged manufacturing growth In the United
States?
Can you evaluate the Impact of technology on the United States economy?
Can you analyze how governments answered the needs for improved transportation?
Can you interpret double-bar graphs?
Can you use a double·bar graph to compare the rural and urban populations of the United States?
Can you analyze events leading to the Civil War?
Can you describe legislative acts that dealt with slavery?
Can you explain how the Kansas·Nebraska act led to conflict?
Can you analyze how the Dred Scott decision affected the United States?
Can you analyze quotations and written account of events to identify frames of reference?
Can you apply critical thinking skills to analyze information from primary references?
Can you describe the Importance of slavery to the Southern economy?
Can you analyze laws pertaining to slavery?
Can you describe the purpose of the Underground Rallroad and how it worked?
Can you analyze the contributions of women to the anti-slavery movement?
Can you identify the important abolitionists and what they did to try to end slavery?
Can you describe Abraham Lincoln's political career?
Can you identify the states that made up the Confederate States of America?
Can you analyze the dynamics of the election of 1860?
Can you identify reasons that some southern states left the Union?
Can you describe the events at Fort Sumter that marked the beginning of the Civil War?
Can you apply critical thinking skills to organize and use information from maps?
Can you use map scales to find distances on a map?

political maps, physical maps, historical maps, map title, map key, inset map, grid system, locator,

Vocabulary

map scale, compass rose, cardl~al directions, intermediate directions, lines of longitude, lines of
latitude, parallels, meridians, pnme meridian, absolute location, republic, compromise, federal
s stem, legislative branch, executive branch, judicial branch ratify amendment, electoral college
1
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pioneer~ terr tor,~, niatLOn~ Jsm, ~lctrlne, emocracyd ma n 1 est ~st 1n~; ctat~~ 1n ust~l~ 1h f
Revolution, text e, nterc angea e parts, mass pro uct1on, sectJOna. ~m, tan , states r g ts: ree
state, slave state, frame of reference, emancipation, resist, code, fug1t1ve, underground, abohtlonlst,
equality, secede, Confederacy, map scale

7.1.A- Describe geographic tools and their uses.
8.3.6 ·Identify and explain primary documents, material artifacts and historic sites Important in
United States history from Beginnings to 1824.
8.3.C ~Explain how continuity and change has influenced United States history from Beginnings to

6th grade Socf_aj__Studles Curriculum Map
Trimester2

Can you analyze battles ofthe Civil War?
Can you describe the actions President Lincoln took during the Civil War?
Can you compare the resources and battle strategies of the United States and the confederacy?
Can you explain the Emancipation, Proclamation, and describe its effects?
Can you analyze how different groups of Americans contributed to the Civil War effort?
Can you identify major battles of the Civil War and their results?
Can you describe actions President Lincoln took during the Civil War?
Can you analyze the Gettysburg Address and Its impact on the Civil War?
Can you describe the surrender of General Lee to General Grant at Appomattox?
Can you describe the events surrounding President Uncoln's death?
Can you analyze plans for the Reconstruction of the United States?
Can you analyze the reactions of both Southerners and Northerners to Reconstruction efforts?
Can you identify problems with Reconstruction governments?
Can you identify challenges facing the South after the Civil War?
Can you analyze Reconstruction efforts to help freed slaves?
Can you describe carpetbaggers and scalawags and their roles in Reconstruction?
Can you analyze segregation and how It affected the lives of African Americans?
Can you explain the reason people settled the West?
Can you analyze the Homestead Act of 1862 and how it affected settlement in the West?
Can you analyze conflicts between Native Americans and settlers?
Can you use ciimographs to obtain information about precipitation and temperature of a specific
place?
Can you apply critical thinking skills to analyze information from cilmographs?
Can you compare climographs of different places?
Can you analyze how new Industries, Including the transcontinental railroad, led to economic
growth in the late 1800's?
Can you describe the contribution of entrepreneurs to the economy?
Can you analyze the effect ofThomas Edison's Inventions on life In the United States?
Can you identify Thomas Edison as one of America's most important inventors?
Can you explain the importance of some of Edison's inventions?
Can you analyze how the population grew and changed after the Civil War?
Can you explain how prejudice against Immigrants led to regulations on immigration?
Can you analyze the Great Migration of African Americans to the North in the early 1900's?

Trimester 3
an you desCi1betfie purchase tif-AlifSKa
Can you explain how Hawall became part of the United States?
Can you identify ways In which Alaska and Hawaii contribute to the diversity and wealth of the
United States?
Can you summarize events that led to the exploration and settlement of new lands?
Can you analyze the reasons for, roles played In, and results of the Spanish· American War?
Can you explain President Theodore Roosevelt's philosophy about International relations?
Can you describe the events surrounding the building of the Panama Canal?
Can you Identify reasons for the growth of cities in the late 1800s and early 1900s?
Can you describe inventions from the late 1800s and early 1900s and explain how they changed
everyday life?
Can you analyze the growth of the automobile Industry and the introduction of the assembly line?
Can you describe the Wright Brothers 1 first successful airplane flights?
Can you examine how cities grew and changed in the late 1800s and early 1900s, and explain the
problems cities faced as a result?
Can you describe ways in which people worked to solve problems facing cities?
Can you describe how developments in transportation changed life in the United States?
Can you analyze city, state, and federal reforms?
Can you describe President Roosevelt's Square Deal?
Can you explain racial segregation and Jim Crow laws?
Can you Identify the Influence of the progressives on child labor, working conditions, temperance,
and civil rights?
Can you identify Jacob Riis as the United States' first photojournalist?
Can you describe the effects of Riis's photographs of the people and scenes in New York City?
Can you evaluate how secret European alliances helped lead to war?
Can you Identify the causes of WWi and the countries that fought on each side?
Can you explain the reasons the United States entered WWI?
Can you Identify the steps in predicting a likely outcome?
Can you practice predicting a likely outcome on the basis of historical facts?
Can you examine how new technologies changed the way war was fought?
Can you Identify ways In which WWJ changed life in the United States?
Can you describe how the Allies worked together to win the war?
Can you examine the debate about whether the United States should join the League of Nations?
Can you analyze how life changed In the postwar United States?
Can you describe the Influence WWI had on women's suffrage?
Can you analyze the impact of the end of WWI on the United States economy?
Can you explain how installment buying boosted consumer spending?
Can you evaluate why American farmers did not share in the postwar boom?
Can you interpret colors and picture symbols on a map?
Can you make generalizations about the United States economy, on the basis of land use and
resource information presented on a map?
Can you analyze how new Inventions and methods of transportation helped change daily life in the
United States?
Can you explain population shifts that occurred after World War I?

Panhandle, Imperialism, yellow journalism, siege, armistice, anarchist, Isthmus, projections,
distortions, assembly line, aviation, settlement house, skyscraper, progressive, political boss,
commission, merit system, monopoly, conservation, civil rights, prohibition, militarism, al1iance, ally,
ac~uittal, freedmen, sharecropping, carpetbagger, scalawag, secret ballot, segregation, boom,
dollar diplomacy, neutral, military, draft, prediction, propaganda, no·man's land, communism,
refmery, prospector, bust, long drive, homesteader, open range, reservation, cllmograph, free
enterprise, transcontinental, railroad, entrepreneur, petroleum, capital, human resource, invention, isolation, labor union, strike, consumer good, installment buying,. Interest, stock market, stock, land
old Immigration, new Immigration, advertisement, tenement, prejudice, regulation
use, generalization, advertising, commercial Industry, urban, rural, suburb, commute, architect, jazz,
renaissance
Retreat, border state, strategy, casualty, address, Reconstruction, assassinate, black codes,

8.1.6.2 ·Data in historical and contemporary maps, graphs, and tables
8.1.A.3 • Pe(lple and events in time

7.3.A.2- Causes of human movement: Mobility (e.g., shopping, commuting, recreation), Migration
models {e.g., push/pull factors, barriers to migration)
7.3.C.2 ·Factors that affect the growth and decline of settlements (e.g., immigration, transportation
development, depletion of natural resources, site and situation)
8.1.A.3 ·People and events In time
7.1.A- Describe geographic tools and their uses.
7,3,C ·Describe the human characteristics of places and regions by their settlement characteristics.
7,3.C.2 ·Factors that affect the growth and decline of settlements (e.g., immigration, transportation
development, depletion of natural resources, site and situation)
7.3.C ·Describe the human characteristics of places and regions by their settlement characteristics.
7.3.C.2 ·Factors that affect the .~~:rowth and decline of settlements (e.g., immigration, transportation

Standards

8.3.0.4 -Immigration and Migration {e.g., western settlements, Louisiana Purchase, European
immigration)
8.3.C.1- Transportation and Trade (e.g., methods of overland travel, water transportation, National
Road)
8.3.0.2- Ethnic and Racial Relations {e.g., cooperation between and among Native Americans and
European settlers, slave uprisings, "Colored" troops in the Revolution)
8.3.0.3- Labor Relations (e.g., early union efforts, 10-hour day, women's role}
8.4.A- Identify and explain how Individuals and groups made significant political and cultural
contributions to world history.
8.1.A.3- People and events In time
8.1.8- Explain and analyze historical sources
8.1.8.2- Data in historical and contemporary maps, graphs, and tables

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities
Assessments

8.1.0.1- Historical events (time and place)
8.1.8- Explain and analyze historical sources
8.1.8.4- Multiple historical perspectives
8.1.0.1- Historical events (time and place)
8.4.A -Identify and explain how individuals and groups made significant political and cultural
contributions to world history.
7.1.A- Describe geographic tools and their uses.
7.3.D.2- Factors that influence the location and spatial distribution of economic activities (e.g.,
market size for different types of business, accessibility, modes of transportation used to move
people, goods and materials)

development, depletion of natural resources, site and situation)
8.1.A.4- Patterns of continuity and change
8.1.A.3- People and events in time
8.1.A.6- Context for Events
8.l.A.3- People and events In time
8.l.D.1- Historical events (time and place)
8.4.D- Explain how conflict and cooperation among social groups and organizations affected world
history.
8.1.A.3- People and events In time
8.1.C.4- Causes and results
8.4.0- Explain how conflict and cooperation among social groups and organizations affected world
history.
8.4.0- Explain how conflict and cooperation among social groups and organizations affected world
history.
7 .l.A- Describe geographic tools and their uses.
7.3.E- Describe the human characteristics of places and regions by their political activities.
8.1.A.4- Patterns of continuity and change
8.1.C.4- Causes and Results
7.3.A- Describe the human characteristics of places and regions by their population characteristics.

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions1 map activities

Trimester 1

Content

Vocabulary

7th g~ade Social Studies Curricutu~ Map
Trimester2

Trimester3

How do geographers use Information to describe the world?
What information can geographers learn from maps?
How can geographers use tools and technology to analyze patterns in the world?
How do the five themes of geography help us to describe regions or places on earth?
What physical processes cause the earth to experience ongoing change?
How do the five themes of geography help us to describe relationships between humans and their
environment?
How does cooperation and conflict among groups of people Influence culture, the environment, and
settlement patterns of humans on the earth?
How does the movement of people, goods, technology and ideas affect the continuing development
cultures?
What major elements make up a culture?
How did Individuals influence the history of the Eastern Hemisphere?
How does a person's perspective on history or events influence their understanding?
What are the themes of history and how do they help us understand human events of the world?
Why are eras and periods used to study history?
Why Is it Important to use primary and secondary source documents to accurately understand
history?
What changes occurred for early people due to the availability of a stable food supply?
What elements In the natural environment were necessary for early settlements?
What were some of the characteristics of early civilizations?
How do Ideas, technology, resources and people spread from one place to another?
What are the basic requirements of a civilization?
What is one common geographical element that all of the early civilizations share?
What is pastoralism and where do you fmd it? What was the Impact of language in the development
of humans?
How did major religions develop and what was their significance over time?
In what ways were ancient empires built, protected, and maintained?
What types of products, services, and Ideas were exchanged by way of trade networks?
What were the characteristics of classical civilizations In the Eastern Hemisphere?
What were the characteristics of Greek democratic Institutions that influenced western political
thought?

How did major religions develop and what was their significance over time?
In what ways were ancient empires built, protected, and maintained?
What types of products, services, and ideas were exchanged by way of trade networks?
What were the characteristics of classical civilizations in the Eastern Hemisphere?
What were the characteristics of Greek democratic institutions that influenced western political
thought?
Students will create a time line that Illustrates the rise and fall of the Roman Empire.
Students will use historical and modern maps to locate the span of the Roman Empires.
Students will be able to describe major achievements of the Roman Empire in the areas of art,
architecture and culture; science, technology and mathematics; political life and Ideas; philosophy
and ethical beliefs; and military strategy.
Students will be able to analyze and describe how and why the Roman Empire collapsed,

Cardinal Directions, Compass Rose, Continent, Country, Equator, Geographer, Global, Hemisphere,
Map Key/Legend Map, Scale,
Perspective, Prime Meridian, Thematic Map, Climate, Graph, Generalization, Human-Environment
interaction, Interdependent Location, Physical Characteristics, Regions, Topographic, Culture,
Environmental Impact, Interdependent, Basin, Bay, Canal, Cape, Strait, Gulf, Sea, Valley, River
source, Mountain range, Peninsula, Plain, Plateau, Delta Artifacts, Calendar Systems, Characteristics,
Civilization, Cultural Institutions, Eastern Hemisphere, Interpretation, Point of V1ew, Primary source,
Secondary source, Society, Adaption, Agriculture, Archaeologist, Archeology, Culture,
Domestication, Forager, Hunter-Gatherer, Migration, Neolithic, Paleolithic, Pastoralism, Pre
-historic, Revolution, Specialization, Surplus, Agrarian, civilizations, Artifacts, Contribution, Cultural
Institutions, Hunter-Gatherer, Interpretation, Pastoralism, Primary source, Secondary source,
Society, Adaptation, Agriculture, Archaeologist, City~states, Collective learning, Culture,
Domestication, Empire, Forager, Migration, Prehistoric, Revolution, Specialization, Surplus, Neolithic

Five Pillars of Islam (Hall, Ramadan, Sawm, Shahada, Salat), Muhammad, Mecca, Mosque, Qu'ran,
Crusader, Prophet, Jerusalem, Arabian Peninsula, Synagogue, Judaism, Torah, Karma, Dharma,
Reincarnation, Nirvana, Enlightenment, Reformation, Crucifixion, Indulgences, Simony, Dictatorship,
Agrarian, civilizations, Artifacts, Contribution, Cultural Institutions, Hunter-Gatherer, Interpretation, Diplomacy, Government, Monarchies, Nation-state, National Security, Parliamentary, Democracy,
Pastoralism, Primary source, Secondary source, Society, Adaptation, Agriculture, Archaeologist, City- Politics, Popular Sovereignty, Representative Democracy, Revenue, Sanction, United Nations,
states, Collective learning. Culture, Domestication, Empire, Forager, Migration, Prehistoric,
European Union, Jurisdiction, Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries {OPEC), Political
Revolution, Specialization, Surplus, Neolithic, Paleolithic, Dictatorship, Empire Aqueducts, Republic, Scientists, Command Economy, Consumer, Economic System, Globalization, International economy,
Senate, Martyr, Gladiator
Market economy, Profit, Tariffs, Tax/taxation, Trade restrictions, Treaties, Embargo, Outsourcing,
Quota, Capitalism, Communism, Socialism, Climate change, Diversity, Globalization,
Interdependence, Migration,
Nationalism, United Nations, Urbanization

How did major religions develop and what was their significance over time?
What are the major simllarities and differences between the major world religions?
How do international and regional organizations help solve problems between nation-states?
In what different ways do Eastern Hemisphere forms of government serve the needs of people?
In what ways do countries solve conflicts?
Why do we need government?
How are economic systems (traditional, command, and market) similar and different from each
other?
How do businesses, individuals, and governments interact with each other in order to maintain a
flow of goods and services?
How do public policy decisions impact businesses?
How does international trade provide economic opportunities for nations and individuals?
Why and how does government regulate commerce?
What defines a global issue?
What global issues affect the Eastern Hemisphere?
What Information do I need to understand and analyze a global issue?

8.1.7.A._ Demonstrate co_n_tinuitv and chanJ'!e over time usiM~!lU_ent/_al_orderand context of ev_e~_._7_,_~. D_emonstrate contlnuitv an~mte_o_ver time_vsinJ'!seauential onler_and context_of events. IS_,_l_.]',A._Demonstrate continultv_and change_over~q_y_ent!gl_Qr_der_and contexi_Q[_Etvents

Standards

Assessments

8.1.7.B. Identify and use primary and secondary sources to analyze multiple points of view for
historical
events.
8.1.7.C. Form a thesis statement on an assigned topic using appropriate primary and secondary
sources.
B.4.7.A. Summarize the social, political, cultural, and economic contributions of Individuals and
groups In world history.
8.4.7.B. Explain the Importance of historical documents, artifacts, and sites which are critical to
world history.
8.4.7.C Differentiate how continuity and change have Impacted world history.
!llBelief systems and religions
[l]Commerce and industry
!m'echnology
!21Politics and government
lllPhysicai and human geography
rnsoclal organizations
8.4.7.0. Explain how conflict and cooperation among groups and organizations have impacted the
history of the world.

8.1.7.8. Identify and use primary and secondary sources to analyze multiple points of view for
historical
events.
8.1.7.C. Form a thesis statement on an assigned topic using appropriate primary and secondary
sources.
8.4.7.A. Summarize the social, political, cultural, and economic contributions of individuals and
groups in world history.
8.4.7.8. Explain the importance of historical documents, artifacts, and sites which are critical to
world history.
8.4.7.C Differentiate how continuity and change have impacted world history.
1218ellef systems and religions
rncommerce and Industry
!2!Technology
[?]Politics and government
[?]Physical and human geography
rnsoclal organizations
8.4.7.D. Explain how conflict and cooperation among groups and organizations have impacted the
history of the world.

8.1.7.8. Identify and use primary and secondary sources to analyze multiple points of view for
historical
events.
8.1.7.C. Form a thesis statement on an assigned topic using appropriate primary and secondary
sources.
8.4.7.A. Summarize the social, political, cultural, and economic contributions of individuals and
groups in world history.
8.4.7.8. Explain the importance of historical documents, artifacts, and sites which are critical to
world history.
8.4.7.C Differentiate how continuity and change have Impacted world history.
!Zl8e11ef systems and religions
l!lCommerce and Industry
!1lTechnology
!ZlPoiltics and government
!ZlPhysical and human geography
msoclal organizations
8.4.7.0. Explain how conflict and cooperation among groups and organizations have Impacted the
history of the world.

including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

Trlmesterl

Content

Vocabulary

Standards

The five themes as they relate to the development ofthe United States
Economic reasons behind exploration
Political reasons behind exploration
Social reasons behind exploration
Key individuals who contributed to exploration
Cultures of Native American Indians
Reasons for the slave trade in Americas
Transportation of African slaves to the Americas
Impact of European Exploration on Native American Indian Cultures
Columbian Exchange Motives for exploration
Geographic regions of European settlement
Contributions and influences of major European powers
Reasons for settlement of New England, Middle, and Southern Colonies
Reasons for conflict between European powers In North America
Causes and outcomes of French and Indian War
Different colonial economies, lifestyles and cultures
Development of self-government Ideas In the colonies
Diversity and Tolerance
French-Indian War debt and Britain's reaction toward the colonies
Colonial response to British imposition (i.e., Boston Massacre, Boston Tea Party, Committee of
Correspondence)
Social Contract ·Natural Rights
Thomas Jefferson
Thomas Paine
Explain the major ideas in the Declaration of Independence
George Washington
Lexington & Concord
Articles of Confederation

Map and globe skills, Trade routes, Major discoveries, Empire building, European rivalries,
Columbus, Cartier, Cabot, Hudson, DeSoto, Cortez, Pizarro, Triangular Trade Routes, Middle
Passage, Spanish Conquistadores, European disease, John Smith, Lord Baltimore, William Bradford,
John Winthrop, Roger Williams, Virginia Company, Pilgrims, Puritans, Quakers, Stamp Act,
Townsend Act, Quartering Act, -John Adams, -Samuel Adams, Ben Franklin, Alexander Hamilton,
Sons/Daughter of Liberty, Committee of Correspondence, Major Revolutionary Battles, 1st and 2nd
Continental Congress

1.1 Determine how geography affected the development of the United States.
1.2 Utilize geographic skills as they relate to the study of the United States.
3.1 Explore life among the various American Indian nations prior to European exploration of the
New World.
3.2 Analyze the reasons for exploration.
3.3 Assess the impact of European exploration on African staves and American Indian nations.
2.2 Analyze how contemporary concerns and events affect and are affected by history.
4.1 Explain where and why European countries colonized North America; e.g., the Netherlands,
England, France, Spain.
14.2 Assess the reasons for settlement of the English colonies.
4.3 Examine the economic, political, and social patterns In the development of the 13 English
colonies.
1.2 Analyze how contemporary concerns and events affect and are affected by history.
2.1 Develop and awareness of current events.
5.1 Analyze what ideas and events led to the Revolutionary
5,2 Assess the factors affecting the course of the war and contributing to American victory.
5.3 Evaluate the contributions of key people and groups to the Revolution.
5.4 Examine the effects of the Revolution on the United States,

8th grade Social Studies Curriculum Map
Trimester2
Major differences between Federalist and Anti-Federalist philosophies
3/5 Compromise
Great Compromise
Bill of Rights
Separation of Powers
Checks and balances
Federalism
Popular Sovereignty
Representative Government
Purpose of government as outline by the Preamble
Role and functions ofthree branches
Responsibilities of Citizenship: voting, jury duty, obey laws, obey laws
Judicial review
Manifest Destiny
Louisiana Purchase
Causes and results of War of 1812
Role of explorers
People who came west
Differences between Federalists and Democratic-Republicans
Development of new political parties: Whigs, Jacksonian Democrats, Republicans
Role of third parties as agent of change
Political parties & electoral process
How Supreme Court strengthened national government
How the political process changed to Involve more people
impact of social reform
Government policies toward and treaties with American Indian nations
The impact of the Mexican War on land and people
Impact of inventions on expansion
impact of developments in transportation
Development of the factory system & role of factories
Changes in working conditions caused by the Industrial Revolution.
Magna Charta, English Bill of Rights, John Locke, Montesquieu, Rousseau, William Blackstone, Shay's
Rebelllon, VIrginia Plan, New Jersey Plan, Key Delegates to the Constitutional Convention: Madison,
Hamilton, Franklin, Washington, Mason, Major court cases: Marbury vs. Madison; Brown vs, Board
of Education, Topeka; Tinker vs. Des Moines, Lewis & Clark, Indian Removal Act, Mountain men,
Mormon pioneers, California 49ers, Asian and Irish Immigrants, Oklahoma Land Rush Education
reform, Religious reform, Prison reform, Mental health reform, Mexican cession, Tex~s-Gadsden
Purchase

6.1 Assess the foundations and principles that led to the development of the Constitution.
6.2 Analyze the compromises that led to the ratification of the Constitution.
6.3 Examine the basic structure of the Constitution.
6.4 Analyze the rights, liberties, and responsibilities of citizens.
7.1 Describe the Ideas and events that motivated the expansion of the United States.
7.2 Examine the conflicts that arose during American expansion.
73 Analyze how new Inventions and transportation methods stimulated western expansion.
7.4 Assess the Impact of the industrial Revolution on the United States.
B.llnvestigate the development of the American political party system.
8.2 Analyze the evolution of democracy and the extension of democratic principles.

Trimester 3

How the industrial Revolution affected the North, South, and West differently
Cultural differences between the North and South
Sectional economic differences of the United States: slavery, Industry, agriculture, geography
States' Rights conflict
Missouri Compromise
Compromise of 1850
Kansas-Nebraska Act
Popular sovereignty
Abolitionist Movement
Dred Scott decision
Fugitive Slave Law
Election of 1860
Advantages/Disadvantages of North and South
Fort Sumter
Lincoln's Second Inaugural Address
Emancipation Proclamation
Lincoln's assassination
Radical Republicans
Civil War An'lendments
Jim Crow Laws
Plains indian Wars
Dawes Act, 1887
Mining
Ranching
Immigrants
Settlement patterns

Pl~ntation life, ,southern aristocra;, Stephen A. Douglas, Lincoln-Douglas Debates, John Brown's
raid on Harpers Ferry, Uncle Toms Cabin, Bull Run/Manassas Creek, War Strategies, Stonewall
Jackson, Robert E. Lee, Ulysses S. Grant, George McClellan,
William T. Sherman, Gettysburg.. VIcksburg, Fredericksburg. Antietam, Wilderness campaign,
Sherman's March to the Sea, Carpetbaggers, -Ten Percent Plan, Andrew Johnson's Impeachment,
Sitting Bull, Chief Joseph, Red Cloud, Geronimo, Crazy Horse, Battle of Little Big Horn, Indian
Massacres & Genocide, Oklahoma Land Rush

9.1 Analyze differences and events that led to the Civil War.
9.2 Determine the factors that affected the course of the war and contributed to Union victory.
9.3 Evaluate the Reconstruction period and how it affected the United States following the Civil
War.
10.1 Analyze the factors that brought people west.
10.2 Analyze the settlement of the American West.
10,3 Investigate the conflict among various groups Involved in the settlement of the West.

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

Including but limited too:
Teacher made assessments, Unit Tests/quizzes, Vocabulary quizzes, journal activities, class
discussions, map activities

September/October

November/December

January/February

March/April

May/June

What "vas the Impulse for exploration? Why did
Spanish and French Exploration Dominate the New
world? How did the first English settlements, and
northern colonies develop? How did US regions

What major events led to the road to
revolution? What makes the American
Revolution so unique? What makes the US
Constitution unique? How did the New
Republic develop?

What key elements led to the formation of the
first party system? What influenced the
Supreme Court in the American legal and
political arenas? How did Jefferson's foreign
policy led to the War of 1812? What impacted
the judicial, teclmological, transportation, and
political changes that created a growth of
American nationalism following the \Var of
1812? How did the growth of American
industrialism and slavery on the social and
economic life of the South impacted American
culture? How did Andrew Jackson change the

How did the political and economic outcomes
of Jackson's victory, changed the country?
How did religion effects American culture and
social reform? \Vhat do the abolitionist and
feminist movement have in common? How did
the concept of ~~"Manifest Destiny 11 inspired
Americans and lead to expanding the west?
Why did the movement to annex Texas created
a national controversy? What was the impact
of the Mexican War on slavery? \:Vhat crises in
the 1850s Jed the nation to the Civil War?

Why did the South secede Jiom the Union?
What consequences occulTed when slavety
was abolished? What impact did

Imperial Reorganization, contains instruction on Stamp
Act, The Townshend Duties, <md Boston Tea Party,
Philosophy of the Amcricnn Rcyolution. contains
instmction on Political and Social, Imperial
Reorganization, Party, Philosophy of the American
Revolution, The Dcclamtion of Indcpcndcncc, The
Revolutionary War, The Articles of Confederation, The
Confederation Faces Challenges, Philadelphia Convention.
Federalists versus Anti~Fedcrnlists, Development of the
Two~ party System, John Adams.

Jolm Adams: XYZ Affair, Alien and Sedition
Act, and Election of 1800, Jefferson as

The Bank of the United States, Indian
Removal, Transcendentalism, Religion, and

Secession, The Civil War, Abolition of

President, War of 1812, James Monroe, A
Growing National Economy, The
Transpmtation Revolution, King Cotton.

Utopian Movements, Reform Crusades,
Manifest Destiny, Decade of Crisis, The
Approaching Wac

influence colonial life? What evolved from the

scientific and religious Transformations? How did
the French and Indian War prepare the colonist for
Independence?

Essential
Questions

The First Americans, Europe and the lmpulse
for Exploration, Spanish and French
Exploration, The First English Settlements,
The Northern Colonies, The Middle
Chesapeake and Southern Colonies, Colonial
Life, Scientific and Religious Transformations
The French and Indian War.
Topics

Reconstruction have on the nation?

Slavery, Ramifications of the Civil War,
Presidential and Congressional Recons!tuction
Plans, The End ofReconstmction.

Discovery and Settlement of the New World,
1400-1500 The First Americans; English
Colonies, 1600-1650; and American Society
Takes Shape, 1650-1763.- Explaining the
changes and conflicts that occurred when the
diverse worlds of Europe, Africa, and the
America's collided after 1492; Describing the

Competencies

Road to Revolution, 1763-1775: Explaining why Explaining the events during Washington's and
Britain attempted to exert more control over
Adams' administrations that led to the
Americans after 1763 and why the Americans
£
fth f
,
A
· '
resisted these efforts, Assessing the
orma~ton °. e Jrst p~rt) system .. menca 5
advantages and disadvantages the British and Growmg Pams: Analyzmg the growmg .
the American rebels faced as the two sides
mfluence of the Supreme Court. 111 Amen can
prepared for war, Explaining the priQciples of
legal and pohtrcal arenas, Descnbmg
'republicanism,' including the reasons and
Jefferson's foreign policy goals and the extent
of his success in achieving them, Explaining the
principles used in the Declaration of
factors that led the Europeans to begin their
Independence to justify America's separation.; several causes of the War of
, Analyzing
1812
voyages of discovery; Stating the factors that
caused the English to start colonization later
The American Revolution, 1775-1783, Analyzing the successes and failures of tlle Americans in
.
the rmpact of the war on Amencan socrety •
.
.
than other European powers; Analyzrng the
Explaining the effects of the war on American
conductmg and concludmg the War of 1812,
Nationalism and Economic Expansion:
differences between the northern, middle, and politics at the state and national levels,
southern colonies; Describing how the Pmitans' Describing the terms of the Treaty of Paris and Analyzing the impact of judicial, technological,
beliefs shaped the governmental and religious explain how America was able to achieve such transportation, and political changes that
an amazing diplomatic victory, Analyzing the
t d
wth 0 fA
.·
· 1a1·
structure of the Massachusetts Bay Colony;
successes and failures of the Articles of
crea e a gro
men can nabot Jsm
Explaining how conflict with religious
Confederation; The Constitution and the New
following the War of 1812, Describing the
dissenters, among other forces, led to the
Republic, 1787-1 BOO- Analytrng the basic ideas growth of American industrial ism in the early
expansion of New England; Explaining how the of the Founding Fathers and how they included nineteenth century, Assessing the impact of
problems of indentured servitude led to political their principles in the new Constitution,
slavery on the social and economic life of the
Describing the process of ratification of the
South, Describing the challenges faced by
unrest and the growth of African slavery;
Constitution, Explaining the social, economic,
.
.
Describing the. slave trade. and the nature
of
and political differences betvveen the antiwestern settlers m the early nr~e~eenth
.
early slavery m the Amencan colorues;
federalists and the federalists, Describing
century .Age of Jackson: Descnbmg the factors
Describing the basic social life of seventeenth Alexander Hamilton's plan to place the young
that elevated Andrew Jackson to the
century colonists; Explaining the causes and
nation in a solid economic position,
presidency, Analyzing the tariff controversy
effects of the Great Awakening; Analyzing
and the reasons why it created such an outrage
how the French and Indian War affected
in the South.

AssesSillent

Daily comprehension quizzes, weekly timeline, Daily comprehension quizzes, weekly timeline, Daily comprehension quizzes, weekly timeline, Daily comprehension quizzes, weekly timeline, Daily comprehension quizzes, weekly timeline,

Standards

weekly lesson test, weekly lecture

weekly lesson test, weekly lectw·e

8.1.9.A
8.1.12.A
8.2.9.A
8.2.12.A
8.3.9.A
8.3.12.A
8.4.12.A
8.4.9.A

8.1.9.A
8.1.12.A
8.2.9.A
8.2.12.A
8.3.9.A
8.3.12.A
8.4.12.A
8.4.9.A

8.1.9.B
8.1.12.B
8.2.9.B
8.2.12.B
8.3.9.B
8.3.12.B
8.4.9.B
8.4.12.B

8.1.9.C
8.1.12.C
8.2.9.C
8.2.12.C
8.3.9.C
8.3.12.C
8.4.9.C:
8.4.12.C

8.2.9.0
8.2.12.0
8.3.9.0
8.3.12.0
8.4.9.0
8.4.12.0

8.1.9.B
8.1.12.B
8.2.9.B
8.2.12B
8.3.9.B
8.3.12.B
8.4.9.B
8.4.12.B

8.1.9.C
8.1.12.C
8.2.9.C
8.2.12.C
8.3.9.C
8.3.12.C
8.4.9.C:
8.4.12.C

8.2.9.D
8.2.12.D
8.3.9.D
8.3.12.0
8.4.9.0
8.4.12.0

weekly lesson test, weekly lecture, research
paper
8.1.9.A 8.1.9.B 8.1.9.C 8.2.9.0
8.1.12.A 8.1.12.B 8.1.12.C 8.2.12.0
8.2.9.A 8.2.9.B 8.2.9.C 8.3.9.0
8.2.12.A 8.2.12.B 8.2.12.C 8.3.12.0
8.3.9.A 8.3.9.B 8.3.9.C 8.4.9.0
8.3.12.A 8.3.12.B 8.3.12.C 8.4.12.0
8.4.12.A 8.4.9.B 8.4.9.C:
8.4.9.A 8.4.12.B 8.4.12.C

Age ofJackson: Explaining the "Bank War"
and tl1e political and economic outcomes of

Jackson's victory, Assessing the positive and

The Civil War: Explaining the South's decision
to secede from the Union Analyzing the
'

economic and social consequences of the war

negative resnlts of Jacksonian democracy,
Ametican Culture and Ref01m: Describing tl1e
changes in An1erican religion and tl1eir effects
.
.
on culture and sacral refo~, Analyzmg tlle
gradual growtl1 of the abohbomst movement,

for botl1 sides, Describing the change in the
status of slavety in the border states and tl1e
Soutl1 as tl1e war progressed Desctibing the
.
'
end oftlle war and rts final
.
consequences.Analyze the economrc and

Discussing the beginnin6'S of the early feminist
movement Explaining the changes in
.
'.
.
.
Amencan hterature 111 relatwn to
n·anscendentalism and other ideas of the time;
Tetritorial Expansion and Sectional Issues:
Explaining how fue concept of "Manifest

social consequences of tlle war for both sides,
Describing tlle change in the status of slavery
.
In ilie border states and the Soufu as tlle war
progressed, Desctibing the end of the war and
its final consequences, Reconstruction:
Defining the major problems facing fue nation

Destiny" inspired Americans to expand in tl1e

and tlle South at the war's conclusion,

1840s, Describing tlle conflicts witl1 Britain

Explaining tlle conflicts between tlle president

and tl1e means of achieving peacefi.d resolution and con6>ress in directing Reconstmction,
in each case, Discussing why tlle movement to Discussing white southern opposition to
annex Texas created a national controversy,

congressional Reconstruction, Assessing the

Analyzingtl1e impact of the Mexican War,
particularly in its effect on fue question of
slavety, Describing the series of crises in fue
1850s ilia! led the nation to tlle Civil War.

successes and failmes of Reconstruction.

weekly lesson test, weekly lecture, research
paper
8.1.9.A 8.1.9.B 8.1.9.C 8.2.9.0
8.1.12.A 8.1.12.B 8.1.12.C 8.2.12.0
8.2.9.A 8.2.9.B 8.2.9.C 8.3.9.0
8.2.12.A 8.2.12.B 8.2.12.C 8.3.12.0
8.3.9.A 8.3.9.B 8.3.9.C 8.4.9.0
8.3.12.A 8.3.12.B 8.3.12.C 8.4.12.0
8.4.12.A 8.4.9.B 8.4.9.C:
8.4.9.A 8.4.12.B 8.4.12.C

weekly lesson test, weekly lecture, monthly
essay
8.1.9.A 8.1.9.B 8.1.9.C 8.2.9.D
8.1.12.A 8.1.12.B 8.1.12.C 8.2.12.0
8.2.9.A 8.2.9.B 8.2.9.C 8.3.9.0
8.2.12.A 8.2.12.B 8.2.12.C 8.3.12.0
8.3.9.A 8.3.9.B 8.3.9.C 8.4.9.0
8.3.12.A 8.3.12.B 8.3.12.C 8.4.12.0
8.4.12.A 8.4.9.B 8.4.9.C:
8.4.9.A 8.4.12.B 8.4.12.C

Scope and
Sequence

September/October

January/February

November/December

Marcb/Aplil

May/June

The First Americans, contains Imperial Reorganization, contains
John Adams, contains inst:mction on XYZ
The Bank of the United States, contains Secession, contains instruction on Election of 1860,
instruction on Pre-Columbian instmction on Stamp Act, The Townshend Affair, Alien and Sedition Act, and Election of instruction on Nineteenth Centmy
Southem Succession, and Mobilization.
Era, Christopher Columbus,
Duties, and Boston Tea Party, Philosophy 1800.
Banking, The Bank, and Jackson and the
of the American Revolution, contains
and Cmtes Defeats the
Bank War.
Europe and the Impulse for

The Declaration oflndependence,

Jefferson as President, contains instmction on Indian Removal, contains instmction on

Exploration, contains

contains instruction on The Continental

The Louisiana Purchase, Lewis and Clark,

Native Americans and the New

Sn·ategy, The Battles, and The Economy during the

instruction on Commerce,

Congress and The Great Declaration.

The Aaron Burr Conspiracy, and Marbury v.

Republic, The Indian Removal Act, and

Civil War.

Madison.

Jackson and Van Buren.

Technological Factors, Rise of
Nation-States, and Exchanges.

The Civil War, contains instruction on Military

Spanish and French

The Revolutionary War, contains

War of 1812, contains instruction on

Transcendentalism, Religion, and Utopian Abolition of Slavery, contains instruction on Lincoln

Exploration, contains

instruction on Major Battles, The War

Jefferson's Embargo, Election of Madison,

Movements, contains instruction on

and Civil Liberties, Emancipation Proclamation, and

instruction on Spanish

Continues with French Allies, and Peace

and The War.

Transcendentalism, The Second Great

Thirteen Amendment.

Explorers, French Explorers,

of Paris (1783).

The First English Settlements,
contains instmction on The
Jamestown Colony and The

The Articles of Confederation, contains

James Monroe, contains instruction on The

Reform Crusades, contains instmction on Ran1ifications of the Civil War, contains insmrction

instruction on Forming a Confederation

Era of Good Feelings, The Missouri
Humanitarian Reforms, Social Reforms,
Compromise, John Marshall, and The Monroe Women's Rights, and Abolitionism.

and Social Revolution.

Awakening, and Utopian Movements.

on Election of 1864, Effects of the War on the
South, and Reconstruction Begin.

The Northern Colonies,

The Confederation Faces Challenges,

A Growing National Economy, contains

Manifest Destiny, contains instruction on Presidential and Congressional Reconstruction

contains instmction on

contains instruction on International

The Oregon Country, The Annexation of Plans, contains instruction on Presidential

Massachusetts Bay Colony,

Relations, Land Ordinances in the Old

instruction on The Growth of America, The
Growth of Industry, and The Effects of

The Puritan Religion, and

Northwest, and Shay's Rebellion.

Industry.

California Gold.

-·

.

-

-.

Texas, The Mexican American War, and Reconstruction, The Black Codes, and
Congressional Reconstruction.

The Middle Chesapeake and
Southem Colonies, contains

The Transportation Revolution, contains
Philadelphia Convention, contains
instruction on Organizing the Convention, instruction on Westward Movement and

Decade of Crisis, contains instmction on The End ofReconstmction, contains instruction on
Slave Resistance, The Compromise of

Impeachment of Johnson, The Reconstructed South,

instmction on New Y ark and

States' Plans, and Compromise Reigns.

1850, Uncle Tom's Cabin, and The

and Reconstruction Ends.

Innovative Transportation.

New Jersey, Pennsylvania and
Delaware, and Maryland,

Ostend Manifesto.

Colonial Life, contains

Federalists versus Anti-Federalists,

King Cotton, contains instruction on Cotton is The Approaching War, contains

instruction on Origins of

contains instruction on Ratification of the

King, Southern Culture, and Condition of
Slaves.

Slavery, Diversity, and Family Constitution, Washington is Elected

Debate of 1858, and John Brown's Raid.

and Social Life.

President, and Bill of Rights.

Scientitic and Religious

Development of the Two-party System,

Democracy and the 'Common Man', contains

Transformations contains

contains instruction on Hamiltonians vs.

instmction on Election of 1824, Election of

instruction on The
Enlightenment and The Great

Jeffersonians, Federalists and Democratic· 1828, and New Political Parties.
Republicans, and Washington's Farewell

The French and Indian War,

instruction on Kansas-Nebraska Act,
Dred Scott Decision, Lincoln-Douglas

contains instruction on North

Nullification Crisis, contains instruction on
Tariff of 1828, South Carolina, and Tariff of

American Alliance and

1832 and Clay's Compromise.

September/October

Essential
Questions

Topics

What social, political, economic factors
drove change after the Civil War? Who
and what shaped our society? What
challenges faced the settlement of the
West? How did inunigrationchange our
culture? What reforms changed
The New South, Focus on the West,
Confrontations with Native Americans,
Cattle, Frontiers, and Farming, End of the
Frontier, Gilded Age Scandal and
Corruption, Consumer Culture, Rise of

November/December

January/February

March/April

May/June

What shifts occurred that moved our
What economic polices lead to the
Great depression? What social polices
nation from agrarian to urban? What
factors brought about the Progressive
lead to moving the nation progressively?
movement? What factors influenced our What factors lead to WWII? How did
entry into WWI? How did modem
the beginningofglobalizationeffectU.S.
peace negotiations lead to tensions
foreign oolicv?
Causes and Consequences, The New
Agrarian Revol~ The Progressive
Impulse, The Progressive Impulse,
Deal, The Failures of Diplomacy, The
Second World War, The Home Fron~
McKinley and Roosevelt, Taft and
Wartime Diplomacy, End of War,
Wilson, US Entry into WWI, Peace
Conferences, Social Tensions
Containment
Explaining the factors that led to the rise Analyze the causes of the Great
of the Populists, as well as their decline Depression; Describing Franklin
after 1896; Discussing the origins and
Roosevelt's First and Second New
goals of the progressive movement;
Deals as attempts to solve the problems
Assessing the role ofthe progressive
of the Great Depression; Discussing the
president's in promoting reform;
criticisms of the New Deal by both
Analyzing the impactofthe progressive liberal and conservative critics;
movement at the local state and
Describing the causes and effects of
'
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abandoned tsolatiomsm and began
Court; Dtscussmg Amencas attempts to
.
.
looking outward at the end of the
remam neutral and the events that
runeteenth century; An~yzmg the
ultimately pulled us 1,nto World War II;
consequences ~d stgnt.ficance of the
Descnbmg Amencas n~obd1zatton for
Spamsh-Amencan Wm, Dtscussmgthe war, Analyzmgthewarseffects on
Impact ofPrestdents Roosevelt, Taft,
Amencan society, mcludmg reg10nal
and Wilson in leading America into a
migration, race relations, and women's
position of a regional and world power; roles; Describing the military efforts that
Analyzing the causes of America's entry brought an Allied victory, including the
into World War; Discussing the impact use of the atomic bomb; Describing the
of World War I on the home front;
proposals and problems of the wartime
Describing the multiple social conflicts
conferences; Describing the economic
that divided America during the "Roaring transformation of the immediate postTwenties";Explaining how the era's
World War II era; Analyzing the causes
cultural changes affected women and
of the Cold War; Discussing America's
Affican-Americans.
nlan to contain communism throu!!h the

How did the US foreign policy move us How did the Cold war affect the
into Asia? How did the Cold War affect technology age? How did the US foreign
the American culture? What factors led policy change with globalization? What
to the Civil Rights movement and what
modern forces shaped the current global
affect did it have on the US culture?
world?
How did the expanding population after
Conflict in Asia, Red Scare-Again,
JFK, LBJ, Nixon and Foreign Policy,
Internal Improvements, Foreign Policy, Nixon and Domestic Issues, Ford,
Challenging Jim Crow, Consequences of Carter, and Reagan, Moving into a
the Civil Rights Movemen~ Baby Boom, New Millennitun
Material Culture
Describing the expansion of the Cold
Assessing the domestic and foreign
War to Asia and the Korean War;
policy failures of the Kennedy
Analyzing the postwar domestic climate administration; Discussing Lyndon
m Amenca, wh1ch led to the fear of . . Johnson's war on poverty and the war in
mternal ~ommumst subversiOn; Explammg Vietnam; Analyzing Richard Nixon's rise
how Ike s leadership comc1ded w1th the to power and his resignation due to
mood of the 1950s; Descnbmg the
Watergate; Describing the successes
approach that Eisenhower and Dulles
d., 'I
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Europe, and the Middle East; Describing Reagan and the new nghf; D1scussmg
Eisenhower's attempts to further vitalize the challenges facing the United States
the American economy; Analyzing the
as tt begms a new century.
role of the Supreme Court in promoting
the Civil Rights Movement; Discussing
the impact of Martin Luther King within
the Civil Rights movement; Describing
Eisenhower's initially hesitant reaction to
the early Civil Rights movement;
Analyzing the successes and failures of
the Civil Rights movement; Describing
the postwar migrations to the "Sunbelt"
and the suburbs; Explaining the changes
brought to American society by the 'baby
boom'; Discussing the changes in

weekly lesson test, weekly lecture
8.1.9.A 8.1.9.B 8.1.9.C 8.2.9.D
8.1.12.A 8.1.12.B 8.1.12.C 8.2.12.D
8.2.9.A 8.2.9.B 8.2.9.C 8.3.9.D

weekly lesson test, weekly lecture, research
8.1.9.A 8.1.9.B 8.1.9.C 8.2.9.D
8.1.12.A 8.1.12.B 8.l.l2.C 8.2.12.D
8.2.9.A 8.2.9.B 8.2.9.C 8.3.9.D

Explaining the social, political, and
economic changes in the South following
the Civil War a~d Reconstruction; the
1m pact of the ra!lroad mdustry on the
settlement of the West; Dlscussmg the
causes and results of warfare between
whites and Na!Jve Amencans m the
West; Analyzmg the rapid growth and
f h
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o t e cat! e an mmmg ron!Jers;
Describing the challenges faced by those
D
.b.
h
J't' aJ
. h W
settImg t e est; escn mg t e po 1 IC
corruption at the local, state, and nation
levels and the attempts to clean up Gilded
Age politics; Discussing how the
American economy came to be
dominated by giant trusts such as those
headed by John Rockefeller and Andrew
Carnegie; Analyzing the social changes
brought by industrialization, especially its
impact on the American worker;
Explaining the successes and failures of
the labor movement in the latter
nineteenth century; Describing the new
industrial city and its impact on American
society; Discussing the "New
Competencies Immigration" and opposition from many
Daily comprehension quizzes, weekly timeline, Daily comprehension quizzes, weekly timeline, Daily comprehension quizzes, weekly timeline, Daily comprehension quizzes, weekly timeline, Daily comprehension quizzes, weekly timeline,
Assessment
weekly lesson test, weekly lecture
8.1.9.A 8.1.9.B 8.1.9.C 8.2.9.D
8.1.12.A 8.1.12.B 8.1.12.C 8.2.12.D
8.2.9.A 8.2.9.B 8.2.9.C 8.3.9.D

Standards

weekly lesson test, weekly lecture, research
8.1.9.A 8.1.9.B 8.1.9.C 8.2.9.D
8.1.12.A 8.1.12.B 8.1.12.C 8.2.12.D
8.2.9.A 8.2.9.B 8.2.9.C 8.3.9.D

weekly lesson test, weekly lecture, monthly
8.1.9.A 8.1.9.B 8.1.9.C 8.2.9.D
8.1.12.A 8.1.12.B 8.l.l2.C 8.2.12.D
8.2.9.A 8.2.9.B 8.2.9.C 8.3.9.D

u~u~u~u~

u~u~u~u~

u~u~u~u~

u~u~u~u~

u~u~u~u~

8.3.9.A 8.3.9.B

8.3.9.A 8.3.9.B

8.3.9.A 8.3.9.B

8.3.9.A 8.3.9.B

8.3.9.A 8.3.9.B

8.3.9.C

8.4.9.D

8.3.9.C

8.4.9.D

8.3.9.C

8.4.9.D

8.3.9.C

8.4.9.D

8.3.9.C

8.4.9.D

u~u~u~u~

u~u~u~u~

u~u~u~u~

v.~u~u~u~

u~u~u~u~

8.4.12.A 8.4.9.B 8.4.9.C:
8.4.9.A 8.4.12.B 8.4.12.C

8.4.12.A 8.4.9.B 8.4.9.C:
8.4.9.A 8.4.12.B 8.4.12.C

8.4.12.A 8.4.9.B 8.4.9.C:
8.4.9.A 8.4.12.B 8.4.12.C

8.4.12.A 8.4.9.B 8.4.9.C:
8.4.9.A 8.4.12.B 8.4.12.C

8.4.12.A 8.4.9.B 8.4.9.C:
8.4.9.A 8.4.12.B 8.4.12.C

Scope and Sequence

September/October
The New South: contains instmction on
Economic Diversification, Political
Changes, and Race Relations in the
New South.
Focus on the West: contains instruction
on Migration Westward, Mining, and
Building and Influence of the Railroads.
Confrontations with Native Americans:
contains insm1ction on Native
Americans, Indian Resistar1ce, and
Effects of the Indian Wars.
Cattle, Frontiers, and Farming: contains
instruction on Cattle, Cowboys, and
Beef Barons, Farming on the Plains, and
The Far West.

November/December
January/February
Agrarian Revolt: contains inst:mction on Causes and Consequences: contains
instruction on America's Economy Roar,
The People's Party, The Election of
Harding, Coolidge, Hoover, and The
1892, and The Election of 1896.
Deoression.
The Progressive Impulse: contains
The New Deal: contains instruction on
instruction on Origins of Progressivism, Roosevelt Election, New Deal
Municipal, State, and National Reforms, Programs, and Critics and Challenges.
Social Alternatives, and Women and
Blacks in America
The Progressive Impulse: contains
The Failures of Diplomacy: contains
instruction on Origins of Progressivism, instruction on Attempts at Collective
Municipal, State, and National Reforms, Security, Diplomacy of 1930, The Rise
Social Alternatives, and Women and
ofFascism and Militarism, and
Blacks in America
American Isolationism.
McKinley and Roosevelt: contains
The Second World War: contains
instruction on China, Spanish-American instruction on The Military Harbingers,
War, Panama Canal, and Roosevelt
The Diplomatic Response, Outbreak of
Corollary.
WW II, and The United States Enters
the War.
Taft and Wilson: contains inshlJction on The Home Front: contains instruction on
Dollar Diplomacy, Central America and Military and Economic Mobilization,
the Caribbean, and The Mexican
Women and Minorities, Wartime
Revolution.
Prooa!!anda. and Jaoanese Internment.
US Entry into WWT: contains instruction Wartime Diplomacy: contains instruction
on US Neutrality, Subs, and Mobilizing on The Grand Alliance, The Yalta
the Nation for War.
Conference, The Allied Victory, and
The Aftermath of World War II.
Peace Conferences: contains instruction End of War: contains instruction on
on Wilson's Fourteen Point, Treaty of Potsdam Conference, Tmman's
Versailles, and Defeat of Treaty in US. Domestic Policy, and Election of 1948.

End of the Frontier: contains instruction
on Growth of the West, The Frontier
Passes into Histmy, and Farming
Becomes a Business.
Gilded Age Scandal and Corruption:
contains instruction on The Tweed Ring
and Machine Politics and Corruption in
Business and Government.
Consumer Culture: contains instruction
on Postwar Industrial Expansion,
Entrepreneurs, and The Government
Steos In.
Rise of Unions: contains instruction on Social Tensions: contains instruction on Containment: contains instruction on
Workers in America, Union
Red Scare, Nativism and Racism,
U. S.-Soviet Relations, Truman Docll·ine
Organizations. and Maior Strikes.
Religion. Prohibition. and New Culture. and the Marshall Plan. Berlin Airlift and
Growth of Cities: contains instruction on
Chinese Immigrants, New Immigration,
and Reaction to New Immigration.
Life in the City: contains instruction on
Appeal of the City, Squalid Side of the
City, and Social Development.

March/April
May/June
Conflict in Asia contains instruction on JFK: contains instmction on The New
Revolution in China, Korean War
Frontier of Politics, The New Frontier
Buildup, Korean War, and Korean War Abroad, and The New Frontier at
Aftermath.
Home.
Red Scare-Again: contains instruction on LBJ: contains instruction on Great
'Un-American' Activities, The Hunt for Society, Counterculture, and Urban
Subversives, and McCarthyism.
Unrest.
Internal Improvements: contains
·Nixon and Foreib'IlPolicy: contains
instruction on Domestic Concerns,
insbuction on Election of 1968,
Rebuilding Urban America, and Space Vietnarn, and Foreib'Il Affairs.
Race.
Foreign Policy: contains inslll1ction on
John Foster Dulles, Eisenhower and
Khmshchev, CIA vs. Anti-U.S.
Government, and Vietnan1.

Nixon and Domestic Issues: contains
instruction on The Supreme Court, The
Nixon Economy, and Watergate.

Challenging Jim Crow: contains
instruction on Brown v. Board of
Education, Civil Unrest, and March on
Washin!!lon.
Consequences of the Civil Rights
Movement: contains instruction on Civil
Right Legislation, Affinuative Action and
Force Busin!!. and Rise ofBlack Power.
Baby Boom: contains instruction on
Population Growth, Postwar Consumer
Culture, and The Sunbelt.

Ford, Carter, ar1d Reagan: contains
instruction on Gerald Ford, Jimmy
Carter, and Ronald Reagan.

Material Culture: contains instruction on
Music, Television and Movies, and
Farnilv Life.

Moving into a New Millennium: contains
instruction on George Bush, Bill Clinton,
George W. Bush, and The Changing
American Societ:v.

NoVI!mber/December
September/October
What fmms the fotmdation of Democracy? What
What tonus political parties, functions and
ptinciples halbnark the Enlightenment Age? What
stmctures? What constitutes Party
establishes motives for Revolution? How does the
Identification? How does voting behavior form
Constitution govern? What fmms the Bill of rights' What and how does it affect financial participation in
distinguished federal and state rights'
elections' How did Congressional and
Presidential Elections develop?

Essential
Questions

January/February
What distin;;nished the stmcture of the Honse
of Representatives, Senate? How does a hill
become law? What makes up the nature of a
President and roles' What are the functions of
the Executive, and its inte1play with
Presidential politics, polls, and the press? How
is the budget established tltrough tlte
bmeaucracv?

Political Parties, Pru1y Function and Strocture,
Traditions, Docun1ents from the Revolution and Beyond Pru1y Identification
Constitution Building The Constitution, Tite Bill of Rights, Voting Behavior and Intensity, Financial
Layer Cake Federalism Evolution ofFederalism
Pmticipation in Elections Congressional
Elections Presidential Elections

Sn·ucture ofthe House of Representatives,
The Nature of Bureaucracy, The Cabinet
Structw·e of the Senate, Passage of a Bill, The Other Bureaucratic Bodies, Checks on tl1e
Nature of a President, Presidential Roles The Bureaucracy, The Federal Court System,
White House, Presidential Politics, Polls, and
tl1e Press, The Budget, The Natw·e of
Bureaucracy.

Historical Supreme Comts, The Nature ofthe and Ctiminal Rights, Civil War Amendments
Supreme Court, TI1e Modern Supreme Corut, and the Civil Rights Movement, Post World
Incorporation contains instmction on
War II, Civil Rights Legislation.
unalienable rights and selective inco~poration.

Political Parties ~md Voting Behavior: Explaining the
hislo~cal dev~~opment ~ft~1e two pm:y syste~ in
AmencM politics, lden~Ifymg t~~ m~o~:uncttons
respond to public demands, Describing the nature of
and structures of Amencan pohtlcal pa Ies,
democratic government and the traditional and
Explaining pmtv loyalty and membership and be able
contemporary theories of democratic politics, Describing to analyze whe~1 realigmnent or dealignment might
the process by which political socialization occurs in a
occur, Describing the demographics of voters as
democratic system, Tracing the English philosophical
opposed to non-v~ters withi~ th~ American
electorate, Analyzmg the motivatiOn for the
heritage including the Enlightenment in the shaping of
to become involve politically; Election:
electorate
American democratic principles; American Documents:
Describing the costs of.elections and how i.n~erest.
IdentifYing key revolutionary themes that shaped the
groups and politicaJ action committees participate m
development of American Constitutionalisn1, Discussing
the fmancial process .of campaigns, ~lyzing the
the importance of the Articles of Confederation and state ditTerences between mcumbent re-election and
challenger
election bids, Explaining the differences
constitutions on the evolution of the American
between House and Senate elections in relation to
Constitution, Explaining the purposes ami topics of the
time, costs, and c~nsti~uency, D~sc~sing the
Articles of the Constitution and the importance of the
processes of presidential camprugmng through the
.
. .
d
.
elastic and supremacy clauses, Describing the purposes
complex senes ofpnmanes an party conventions,
for the Bill of Rights and be able to outline the subsequent Describing the complexities of the Electoral College
M.d howitefTects presidential campaigning, State
amendments to the Constitution; American Federalism:
efTorts at reforming the system of financing
Defining federalism and explain its importance in
campaign costs.
American Government, Explaining the shift from dual

House of Representatives; Describing the
committee system in the House and Senate
and how it affects the passage oflegislation,
.
,
I.
ftl H
d
Dtscussmg the demograp ucs o 1e ouse an
Senate and how dlis relates to the ideas of
representation in the American system,
Explaining the relationship of personal power
.
.
.
m Congre.ss and the Jss~e~ of representatl~n
and constituency, Descnbmg the route a bill
must take to be enacted into law· The
Executive Branch: Discussin co~tem arm
g
P Y
theories of presidential power as theorized by
modern politicaJ scientists, Explaining the
constitutional and traditionaJ roles the

Bureaucracy: Analyzing the role of public
perception as measured by polls on the
governing decisions of the executive branch,
Describing the process of budget development
.
.
.
..
. .
and 1ts role m electtve pohttcs, Explammg the
theoretical concepts ~nderpinning
burea~1cracies, Descnbing .the o~ganization of
Amencan bureaucracy, D1scussmg the reform
processes in American bureaucracy, Explaining
the checks and balances on the bureaucracy by

prest ent pays Ill 1e po tl system,
. ,
. .
Descnbmg the stmcture and orgamzabon of
the White House staff and Executive Offices,
AnaJyzing the role of public perception as

under Marshall, Taney, Warren, and Burger,
. .
. .
. .
The Judtcmry: Descnbmg the orgamzat10n of
the Federal Court system, Analyzing the
importance of the Supreme Court under

federalism to cooperative or fiscal federalism, Discussing
the various grants extended by the Federal government to
the states, Explaining the relationships that funded and
unfunded mandates create between them.

of the executive branch, Describing the

Ametican Democracy, English and Enlightenment

Topics
Constitutional Beginnings: Identifying the key features of
the policy making system, Explaining how public policies

Competencies
Assessment

March/April
May/June
What is tl1e nature of bureaucracy, Cabinet,
What defines tlte Establishment and Free
and checks on the bureaucracy? What is tl1e Exercise Cause, and Bill of Rights? What
principles fomts tlte Fomth Amendmen~ Due
nature, histmy and formation of the Federal
Courts, Supreme Courts, unalienable rights
Process and its development through the Civil
and selective inco~poration?
War and the Civil Rights Movement?

'd

1

· tl

li 'cal

The Judiciary: Descnbing the organization of
the Federal Court system, Analyzing the
importance of the Supreme Court under
Marshall Taney Warren, and Burger,
. '
•
.
. .
Analyzmg the effect of restramt or act1v1sm on
the decisions of the Court, Describing the
positions of the modern Court on current issues,
Tracing the modern cases that have changed
the political and legal landscape in America,
Discussing the importance of the doctrine of
.
.
. .
··
the t~ree ~ranches of goverm~ent, Analyze the mcorpor~tl.on and tts n~fluenc.es on pohb~al. and
relatlOnsh!p between the president and the
legal decisions, The B1ll of R1ghts: Descnb1ng
bureaucracy, The Judiciary: Describing the
major cases that have Jed to the incorporation
organization of the Federal Court system,
of the First, Fourth, Fifth, and Eighth
Analyzing the importance of the Supreme Court Amendments, Analyzing the impact of the

measured by polls on the governing decisions Marshall, Taney, Warren, and Burger,

·

··

exclusmnary rule on the legal system Ctvil
.
. .
. . .
'
Rights: Descnbtng the Ctvd Rights
Amendments and their impact on ethnic
minorities, Discussing the importance of due
process and equal procedure wlthin Brown v.

Analyzing the effect of restraint or activism on BOE in regards to the civil rights movement,

process of budget deyelopment and its role in the decisions of the Court, Describing the
Explaining how litigation and legislation assisted
elective politics.
positions of the modern Court on current issues, the Civil Rights movement in its quest for racial
Tracing the modern cases that have changed
equality.
the political and legal landscape in America,
ni<;~rll<;~<:ino-

Daily comprehension quizzes, weekly tirneline, weekly
lesson test, weekly lecture

The Establishment Cause, Free Exercise
Clause, Freedom ofSpeech, Freedom of the
Press, The Fourtlt Amendmen~ Due Process

thP imnnl'hmrp nfthP r1nrtrinp nf

Daily comprehension quizzes, weekly timeline, Daily comprehension quizzes, weekly timeline, Daily comprehension quizzes, weekly timeline, Daily comprehension quizzes, weekly timeline,
weekly lesson test, weekly lecture
weekly lesson test, weekly lecture, research
weekly lesson test, weekly lecture, research weekly lesson test, weekly lecture, monthly
paper
paper
essav

5.1.9.A. 5.1.9.8: 5.1.9.C: 5.1.9.0: 5.1.9.E: 5.I.9.F:
5.Ll2.A: 5.1.12.8: 5.112.C: 5.1.12.0: 5.1.12.E: 5.1.12.F.
5.2.9.A: 5.2.9.8: 5.2.9.C: 5.2 9.0:
5.2.12.A: 5.2.12.8: 5.212.C: 5.2.120:
5.3.9.A: 5.3.9.B: 5.3.9.C: 5.3.9.0: 5.3.9.E: 5.3 9 F: 5.3.9.G:
5.3.9H: 5.3.9.1: 5.3.9.J:
5.3.12.A: 5.3.12.8: 5.3.12.C: 5.3.12.0: 5.3.12.E: 5.3.12.F:
5.3.12.G: 5.3.12.H: 5.3.12.1: 5.3.12.J:
5.4.9.A: 5.4 9.8: 5.4 9.C: 5.4.9.0: 5.4.9.E:
5.4.12.A: 5.4.12.8: 5.4.12.C: 5.4.12.0: 5.4.12.E:

Standards

5.1.9.A: 5.1.98: 5.1.9.C: 5.1.9.0: 5.1.9.E: 5.1.9.F:
5.l.12.A: 5.1.12.8: 5.l.12.C: 5.l.12.0: 5.l.12.E:
5.1.12.F:
5.2.9.A: 5.2.9.B: 5.2.'.>.C: 5.2.9.0·.
5.2.12.A: 5.2.12.8: 5.2.12.C: 5.2.12.0:
5.3.9.A: 5.3.9.8: 5.3.9.C: 5.3.9.0: 5.3.9.E: 5.3.9.F:
5.3.9.G: 5.3.9.H: 5.3.9.1: 5.3.9.1:
5.3.12.A: 5.3.12.8: 5.3.12.C: 5.3.12.0: 5.3.12.E:
5.3.12.F. 5.3.12.G: 5.3.12.H: 5.3.12.1: 5.3.12.1:
5.4.9.A: 5.4.9.8: 5.4.9.C: 5.4.9.0. 5.4.9.E:
5.4.12.A: 5.4.12.8: 5.4.12.C 5.412.0.5.4.12.E:

5.1.9.A:. 5.1.9.8: 5.1.9.C: 5.1.9.0: 5.l.9.E: 5.1.9.F:
5.1.12A 5.112.8: 5.l.12.C: 5.1.12.0: 5.1.12.E'
5.1.12.F:
5.2.9.A: 5.2.9.B: 5.2 9.C 5.2.9.0:
5.2.12.A: 5.2.12.8: 5.2.12.C: 5.2.12.0:
5.3.9.A: 5.3.9.8: 5.3.9.C: 5.3.9.0: 5.3.9.E: 5.3.9.F:
5.3.9.G: 5.3.9.H: 5.3.9.1: 5.3.9.1:
5.3.12.A: 5.3.12.8: 5.3.12.C: 5.3.12.0: 5.3.12.E·
5.3.12.F: 5.3.12.G: 5.3 12.H: 5.3.12.1: 5.3.12.1
5.4.9.A: 5.4.9.B: 5.4.9.C: 5.4.9.0: 5.4.9.E:
5.4.12.A: 5.4.12.8 5.4.12.C: 5.4.12.0:5.4.12.E'

5.1.9.A.5.1.9.B: 51.9.C: 5.1.9.0: 5.1.9.E: 5.1.9.F:
5.1.12.A: 5.1.12.8: 5.1.12.C: 5.1.12.0: 5.1.12.E:
5.1.12.F:
5.2.9.A: 5.2.9.8: 5.2.9.C: 5.2.9.0:
5.2.12.A: 5.2.12.8: 5.2.12.C: 5.2.12.0:
5.3.9.A: 5.3.9.8: 5.3.9.C: 5.3.9.0: 5.3.9.E: 5.3.9.F:
53.9.G: B.9.H: 5.3.9.!: 5.3.9.J:
5.3.12.A: 5.3.12.8: 5.3.12.C: 5.3.12.0: 5.3.12.E:
5.3.12.F: 5.3.12.G: 5.3.12H: 5.3.12.1: 5.3.12.J
5.4.9.A: 5.4.9.8: 5.4.9.C: 5.4.9.0: 5.4.9.E:
5.4.12.A 5.4.12.8: 5.4.12.C' 5.4.12.0: 5.4.12.E

5.1.9.A:. 5.1.9.8: 5.1.9.C: 5.1.9.0: 5. I.9.E: 5.1.9.F:
5.1.12.A: S.l.12.8: 5.1.12.C. 5.l.12.0: 5.1.12.E:
5.1.12.F:
5.2.9.A: 5.2.9.8'. 5.2.9.C: 5.2.9.D'
5.2.12.A: 5.2.12.8: 5.2.12.C: 5.2.12.0:
5.3.9.A: 5.3.9.8: 5.3.9.C: 5.3.9.0: 5.3.9.E: 5.3.9.F·
5.3.9.G 5.3.9.H 5.3.9.!: 5.3.9.J:
5.3.12.A: 5.3.12.8: 5.3.12.C: 5.3.12.0: 5.3.12.E:
5.3.12.F: 5.3.12G 5.3.12H: 5.3.12.!: 5.3.12.1:
5.4.CJ.A: 5.4.9.8. 5.4.9.C: 5.4.0.0. 5.4.9.E·
5.4.12.A: 5.4.12.8: 5.4.12.C: 5.4.12.0:5.4.12.E:

Scope and Sequence

May/June
March/April
November/December
January/February
September/October
The Nature ofBw·eaucracy contains
The Establishment Cause contains insu·uction
American Democracy contains insbuction on Political Parties contains insbuction on political Structure of the House of Representatives
party eras and third parties.
contains instmction on the composition oftlte instmction on tlte perceptions of bureaucracy, on the wall of separation and the
the nature of govemments, theories of
Establishment Clause in court.
House and committees and tlte Iron Triangle. the organization of the federal bureaucracy,
democracy, and the policy-making cycle.
and bureaucratic refonn.
English and Enlightenment Traditions contains
insbuction on English documents and
democracy, and Enlightenment political
ohilosoohies.
Documents fi·om the Revolution and Beyond
contains instmction on Thomas Paine's
Common Sense and the Declaration of
lndeoendence.
Constitution Building contains instmction on
the Alticles of Confederation, tlte state
constitutions, and the United States
Constitution.
The Constitution contains instmction on
Constitutional ptinciples and tlte stmcture of
the Constitution.

Party Fwtction and Stmcture contains
instruction on the fimction of parties in
Alnerica and the organization of parties.

Stmcture ofthe Senate contains instruction on Tite Cabinet contains instmction on the origin Free Exercise Clause contains instntction on
the composition of the Senate and power,
of the Cabinet, the modern Cabinet, and the the fi·ee exercise of religion and the free
committees, and debates.
Cabinet in practice.
exercise clause in coutt

Party Identification contains instmction on
factors that lead to party identification and
party realib~nnent and dealignment.

Other Bureaucratic Bodies contains instmction Freedom of Speech contains instmction on the
Passage of a Bill contains instmction on tlte
route of a bill through Congress, veto power, on regulatmy agencies and government
significance of freedom of speech and the
corporations.
rights and limitations offi·ee speech.
and judicial review.

Voting Behavior and Intensity contains
instruction on demographics and intensity.

The Nature of a President contains instmction Checks on the Bw·eaucracy contains
on qualifications and qualities, and rules rutd instmction on legislative and executive
constraints, and congressional and judicial
contingencies.
constraints.
Presidential Roles contains instruction on
The Federal Cornt System contains ins!tuction
express roles, rutd baditional roles rutd special on constitutional and legislative coutts and The
powers.
United States Supreme Court

The Bill of Rights contains instmction on the
purpose and the intent oftlte tounders, the Bill
of Rights, and antendments after the Bill of
Ri!!hts.
Layer Cake Federalism contains insbuction on
defining federalism and tlte separation of
national and state governments.

Congressional Elections contains instmction on The White House conbtins instntction on
incumbency and House and Senate elections. executive offices and staff and presidential
management models.

11
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Financial Pruticipation in Elections contains
instruction on the cost of elections and
crunpaign finance refonn.

Presidential Elections contains insbuction on Presidential Politics, Polls, and the Press
the electoral college, primaJies, caucuses, and contains instruction on approval mtings and
the conventions, and geneml elections.
public perception, polls and polling, and media
and oress coverage.
The Budget contains iltstntction on the office
Evolution of Federalism contains insbuction on
of management and budget, surpluses, deficits,
cooperative federalism rutd fiscal federalism.
and the national debt, and tlte budget
timetable.
The Nattu·e ofBmeaucracy conbtins
instntction on tlte perceptions of bureaucracy,
the organization ofthe federal bureaucracy,
and bureaucratic refotm.

Historical Supreme Courts contains
instntction on John Marshall and Roger
Tanney, Earl Warren, and Warren Burger.
The Nature of the Supreme Cornt contains
iltstmction on judicial activism and restraint,
and judicial review and constntction.
The ModernS upreme Cornt contains
iltstruction on the selection process rutd the
confinnation process.
Incorporation contains instruction on
unalienable rights rutd selective incorporation.

Freedom of the Press conbtins instmction on
free press histmy and tlte rights and limitations
on free press.
Tite Fourth Amendment contains instmction
on reasonable searches and seizures, and the
exclusionruy rule.
Due Process and Ctiminal Rights contains
instmction on self-incrimination, speedy and
public u·ials, tlte tight to counsel, and capital
ounislunent.
Civil War Amendments and the Civil Rights
Movement contains instmction on Civil War
Aluendments and tlte Civil Rights Movement.
Post World War II Civil Rights Legislation
contains instruction on the Tmman era, the
Eisenhower era, the Kennedy-Johnson era,
and Affitmative Action.

